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Preface
Journey2Wholeness is our follow-on series,
after working through Journey2Freedom.
J2W deals with the very important “other side
of the coin” to deliverance and breaking
generational curses — inner/emotional
healing and maturity. Both dealing with
deliverance and inner healing are so
essential in themselves ... but you cannot
have the one without the other!
While J2F focused on cleaning you up,
closing illegal gateways, and breaking
bondages — J2W focuses on emotional
pain, inner wounds, arrested development,
and restoration. Like J2F, this series is quite
intensive — J2W is really the practical “how to” series in walking in complete healing and
victory. There are no lasting band-aids or plasters (B.E.E.P.S.) to inner wounds and pain,
only the everlasting Cure of Y'shua 1 (Jesus) Messiah and His Ways.
Malachi' 4:6! “6!And! he! shall! turn! and! reconcile! the! hearts! of! the! [estranged]! fathers! to! the! [un6Godly]!
children,!and!the!hearts!of!the![rebellious]!children!to![the!piety!of]! their!fathers![a!reconcilia<on!produced!
by!repentance!of!the!un6Godly],!lest!I!come!and!smite!the!land!with!a!curse!and!a!ban!of!u@er!destruc<on.”!

Walking continuously in victory IS POSSIBLE in and by HIM!

1&Y’shua&(Hebrew)&is&Jesus’&real&name,&which&means&“Salva+on”.&We&have&no&problem&with&

the&name&“Jesus”&—&it&is&merely&the&Greek&translitera+on&of&“Y’shua”.&Jesus&is&the&name&
most&of&us&grew&up&with.&Remember&though,&Y’shua&was&a&Jew,&of&the&Tribe&of&Judah,&not&a&
Greek.&It’s&sort&of&like&this&…&when&you&come&to&know&someone’s&real&name,&you&want&to&
use&it,&hence&the&use&of&Y’shua&instead&of&Jesus.&Another&powerful&reason&to&use&Y’shua&is&
that&every&+me&you&say&His&Name,&you&are&proclaiming&“Salva+on”.&You&will&also&note&in&
some&places,&we&have&used&the&real&Name&of&the&FATHER,&YHVH.&The&Name&is&made&up&of&
the&Hebrew&leZers,&Yod9Hey9Vav9Hey,&and&is&most&commonly&pronounced&“Yahweh”&or&
“Jehovah”.&Again,&we&have&chosen&to&use&this,&as&YHVH&is&the&FATHER’s&Name.
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Part(1:

Practical Mind
Renewal
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RE-wiring the brain.
2'Corinthians'10:355!“3!!For!though!we!walk!(live)!in!the!ﬂesh,!we!are!not!carrying!on!our!warfare!according!
to!the!ﬂesh!and!using!mere!human!weapons.!4!!For!the!weapons!of! our!warfare!are! not!physical![weapons!
of! ﬂesh!and!blood],!but! they! are! mighty! before! GOD!for! the! overthrow! and!destruc<on!of! strongholds,!5!!
[Inasmuch!as! we]!refute! arguments!and!theories! and!reasonings!and!every!proud!and!loPy!thing!that!sets!
itself! up!against!the![true]! knowledge! of!GOD;! and!we! lead!every!thought!and!purpose! away!cap<ve! into!
the!obedience!of!Christ!(the!Messiah,!the!Anointed!One),”

This requires a WILLFUL choice!
If my WOUNDS drive me, I CANNOT bring down my STRONGHOLDS, I have NO power
over my IMAGINATIONS, and I cannot CHOOSE on what I think! But GOD wants to go
further than what MENTAL health does ... He says we ARE ABLE to REWIRE the brain!
Re-wiring the brain and thereby walking in HEALING and SHALOM, means I HAVE TO
MATURE and GROW UP, step-by-step ...

And become a DECISION MAKER!
REMEMBER, your subconscious mind is ONLY a database!

Identifying and dealing with thoughts.
The ENEMY only has access to the mind through the SUBCONSCIOUS:
1) He will either BAIT you to DREDGE up
MEMORIES (we still have the
CHOICE if we WANT to do this or not).
2) OR, he will BAIT you with thoughts,
OLD THOUGHT PATTERNS, or LIES/
strongholds, to see if you are going to
take the BAIT.
The enemy CAN plant (demonic) thoughts in
our minds — such as a perverted thought
while worshipping or praying. MOST
OFTEN, he plays on our LIES, pain, and the
FAULTY PERCEPTIONS from our childhood
(held in our SUBCONSCIOUS).
We are dealing with EVIL SPIRITS that have been around for years, and may have been
assigned to our families through generational sins, who know our HISTORY and have
“STUDIED” us, and know our STRENGTHS and WEAKNESSES ...

We have to walk in SPIRITUAL WARFARE!
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BOTH dealing with (1) GENERATIONAL CURSES and DELIVERANCE, AND (2) healing
of emotional PAIN! BOTH are open doors for the ENEMY!
The key question in regards to THOUGHTS is — “What are you going to DO when they
come to the CONSCIOUS level?”
We MUST be CONSCIOUS of the thoughts we allow in or ENTERTAIN ... thoughts MUST
BE nipped in the bud!!
Once you get a memory, you will never loose it. You will always have a memory of the pain
and whatever you experienced ... but it is what we do with these memories in the theatre
of the mind, that is the issue.
We are to be MASTERS over out thought life — GOD gave us that AUTHORITY.
If your thoughts are NOT of GOD and do not align with what the WORD says, discern if
the thoughts are OUTRIGHT from the enemy. If a thought is OUTRIGHT from the enemy, it
is NOT SIN to have this FLEETING thought ... it IS SIN to entertain and develop this
thought — it must be taken CAPTIVE!
For EXAMPLE, men, if you look at a beautiful woman — the FIRST look was not the sin.
The SECOND longer look belongs to your WIFE! And be aware — your wife is so
programmed that in her PERIPHERAL vision, she sees this and the SECOND look
DEVALUES her!
However, if you DISCERN your thoughts are from PAIN/lies — these need to be HEALED
with GOD’s TRUTH/LOVE. Do not SUPPRESS these, but get to the ROOT and seek
HEALING. You HAVE to be VIGILANT and stay in the WORD to be able to live in
VICTORY!
ANOTHER EXAMPLE can be that the enemy plants the thought — “YOU ARE A JERK”.
Immediately, you need to RESPOND in WARFARE — “In the NAME of Y’shua (Jesus), I
REBUKE you!”
THEN maybe you have a TOUGH day, and you’re feeling FRUSTRATED and TIRED. The
enemy plants the thought — “I AM A JERK”. Be CAREFUL! This one you could OWN! Be
AWARE of the “I” statements that pass through your SUBCONSCIOUS!
Keep in mind — the enemy will “bait” you with his thoughts to see if you are going to take
the “bait”. These are thoughts coming from the enemy — foul, deceiving spirits. Another
example — he will say something like, “I am not going to make it to Heaven”. You could
own this one too, because again, the enemy uses first person “I”. That is how the enemy
fools us! You must remember that the enemy is not omnipresent — so how does he deal
with you?
Every day of our lives we are dealing with evil spirits that have been assigned to us from
conception in the womb — these are familiar spirits that come with families, because of the
sins of the fathers have opened doors up to, to give these spirits legal rights. They know
the history of the family — alcohol, anger, domestic violence, sexual sins, immorality, etc,
etc.
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They have stayed with your linage for centuries — they know your strengths and
weaknesses. Satan counterfeits God’s ways – he is out to destroy your soul! We have evil
spirit assigned to us to destroy us body, soul and spirit!
If you don’t learn to do spiritual warfare you will not be able to stand against the attacks of
the evil one!
We WILL NEVER be able to control what passes through our SUBCONSCIOUS mind ...
but we CAN and MUST control what thoughts we CHEW ON and ENTERTAIN! The
SUBCONSCIOUS will always come up with IMAGINATIONS — it is always looking for a
REALITY CHECK!
GOD has given us the AUTHORITY to be MASTERS over our thought life!
INSTEAD of a TOOL of the ENEMY — our SUBCONSCIOUS mind can become an
ASSET! TRIGGERS and PAIN become an OPPORTUNITY for healing and GROWTH!
Examples of some FRUIT that show I’m growing and maturing:
•

I have more VICTORY in my thought life.

•

I am able to take thoughts CAPTIVE and pull down STRONGHOLDS.

•

I am able to CHOOSE what I think on.

•

I am no longer driven by my EMOTIONS and TRIGGER from my thalamus.

•

I am more CONSCIOUS — thinking from my PREFRONTAL CORTEX, and not
thinking/acting REACTIVELY.

•

I am better at making CHOICES, and am choosing GOD’s Way.

•

I am being conformed to the IMAGE of Messiah, and am ACTING more like GOD
(Exodus 34).

WIRING the brain.
Take a GUESS ... what WIRES the brain the FASTEST?
And what is the SLOWEST to REWIRE?
PORN is the FASTEST and wires the brain in 3.5
MINUTES! WHY?! It FEELS good! Sexual intimacy was
designed for PLEASURE! In MARRIAGE!
The SLOWEST is FORGIVENESS. Forgiveness is 180
degrees opposite to the SIN nature, and can take up to
THREE YEARS to REWIRE!
This is WHY you find that you worked through
FORGIVENESS, but six months down the line, you’re still
able to be TRIGGERED if you are somehow confronted with the person/situation! You may
suddenly feel the pain all over again ... you beat yourself up and say: “What’s wrong with
you! You have forgiven that person, so why do you still feel all the pain all over again?”
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You feel so ashamed to feel this way — you cry out to GOD to help you and forgive you for
feeling this way again! What you need to understand is that forgiveness is the most
FOREIGN thing to the sin nature in our “thalamus-software”. The act/choice of forgiveness
only STARTS the process of diminishing the pain — however, you will have to KEEP
choosing to FORGIVE, and in TIME, the REWIRING will be complete ... and there won’t
be any TRIGGERS or PAIN!
You will FORGIVE, but you never FORGET! The PAIN will go, but the MEMORY will
remain ... GOD does not want us to FORGET. He wants us to FORGIVE because what He
forgives sets you up to be used by Him in the same areas of which you have been
wounded and FORGIVEN.
You will have perfect MEMORY of what happened to you. But in FORGIVING and the pain
being HEALED, you can talk to others and give them HOPE. They can see there is
HEALING and FREEDOM in Y’shua (Jesus)!

What is a THOUGHT?
The brain cell:
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Receptors in the brain:

If you were raised in a home where you were abused and never loved or accepted, then
the receptor sites in your brain were formed to only receive rejection, abuse, and the many
faces of “no love”.
If later on in your life you get born-again and are taken in by the family of Messiah — when
they try to give you love, hugs, and acceptance, you are unable to receive it! During a
church service, when there is an invitation to receive the FATHER’s Love, you go
forward ... but receive nothing — you stand there and see others being touched by the
FATHER’s Love, but you do not experience anything. So many people in the Body of
Messiah experience this and do not understand why.
Looking at the previous diagram, you can now understand that the reason why you are
unable to receive the “boxes of love” offered to you is because your receptor sites are not
formed for love and acceptance.
The process for healing will be to pray for ABBA FATHER to change your receptor sites to
be able to receive the “boxes of love” offered to you by your loved ones and community
around you. You need to be patient, as this is part of the process of renewing your mind.
As you deal with the pain of the past, recognize what went wrong, and what you missed
out on growing up — forgiving those who hurt you and did not love you — working through
all the many painful memories — letting go and blessing those who hurt you ... this will
help to form NEW receptor sites and for you to be able to BLESS and not curse — to be
able to LOVE and not hate.
It will be a PROCESS, but do not give up! Press on until you are able to receive the love
you deserve! May ABBA FATHER lead and guide your every step of the way to healing
and restoration!
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Pushing BUTTONS!
EVERYONE of us have had our buttons PUSHED by SOMETHING. It could be MANY
things like:
•

Children WHINING,

•

Children talking BACK,

•

Traffic,

•

A SOGGY washcloth,

•

And so forth.

How do we HANDLE our lives when our BUTTONS get PUSHED?
When our BUTTONS get pushed, we down-grade from the HIGHER centers of our brain to
the LOWER centers of our brain. We open our MOUTH and out comes Mother, Father,
Grandmother, etc. — the reactive/learned behaviours from our childhood.
This is a hard space to be in!
1. You end up REACTING.
2. You end up demonstrating the EXACT SKILL you are trying to ELIMINATE in your
children.
In training their children, parents often do the VERY thing they are trying to teach their
children NOT to do. For example, parents YELL when asking children to be quiet ... or they
grab things from their children, when they are trying to teach them to stop grabbing.
Later on, parents will start feeling GUILTY,
and become “soft”. Permissiveness always
follows GUILT. We GIVE IN and that
causes ANXIETY in children because they
then don’t know where their limits are!
You should take your BUTTON, your
TRIGGERS — which are WOUNDS from
your childhood — and “STAR”!

•
•
•
•

STOP!
TAKE A DEEP BREATH
AND
RELAX!

By doing this, you will you help the NEXT generation AVOID the wounds you suffered
from ... AND you ALSO heal YOURSELF!
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When YOUR BUTTONS get pushed, take THREE deep breaths BEFORE you open your
mouth. This will DESENSITIZE the TRIGGERS from your childhood, and enable you to
start HEALING those buttons.
Be CONSCIOUS of the TRIGGER-thoughts your button generates. You will need to
OVERLAY the “CD ROM” that was installed by your PARENTS in your childhood with:
•

I’m SAFE,

•

I’m CALM,

•

I can handle this in the Almighty Name of Y’shua (Jesus)!

Managing my emotions.
Many of us MEDICATE our emotions (by using B.E.E.P.S.) instead of MANAGING them:
•

We EAT to medicate our ANGER.

•

We MEDICATE our anxiety with WORKING ... so I end up being a WORKAHOLIC!

•

We MEDICATE our SADNESS with TELEVISION ... so I end up being a REALITY
SHOW FREAK!

•

We MEDICATE all our emotions by taking a DRINK, or SMOKING,

•

And so forth ...

The down-side of this is:
1. We will be ADDICTED to SOMETHING.
2. We will act out our EMOTIONS on others. (We act out the WORST with the people
we LOVE the most.)
We then BLANKET the EMOTIONS with GUILT! We spend the REST of our lives
MANAGING the GUILT instead of trying to manage OURSELVES or even our CHILDREN.
3. We pass this UNCONSCIOUS system down to our children through our
PARENTING practices and educational institutions.
We want to do it differently BUT we just don’t know HOW! The FIRST step to any
CHANGE is conscious awareness. Think back to when you were a child ... what were your
PARENTS’s responses to your EMOTIONS? Did they NAME, acknowledge and USE them
as a teaching TOOL?
For example, a parent sees their child is angry. If they are MATURE, they will handle the
situation by maybe saying — “You seem angry? Did you want to stay up later tonight?”
If they are IMMATURE parents, they may punish, ignore, bribe, and dismiss the child’s
emotions (most often, because this is what their parents did to them). They may say —
“Go to bed NOW! Don’t make ME have to GET UP!”
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Our RELATIONSHIP with our EMOTIONS start early and can last a LIFE-TIME. We need
to FOSTER emotional WELL-BEING within children ... and it starts with US PARENTS!

PRACTICAL mind renewal.
•

Did you know you have 80 to 100 billion brain cells?
•

That produce electricity patterns?
•

30, 000 new connections every second and never repeats one!

And did you know you THINK much faster than you SPEAK? You process thoughts at
1,250 words per minute ... while you speak at only 200-250 words per minute.
When we speak about “pushing buttons” how does this work in the brain?
We know that when we are TRIGGERED, we react from a certain pathway that has
become a HABIT in our brain. A habit in our thinking/reaction forms when we keep
thinking/doing something over and over again, until this becomes a well-dug “groove” in
our brain. What happens physically, is that the axon involved in this habit has become
myelinated — a myelin sheath now covers the pathway and acts as an insulator (similar to
an insulator around a wire), so the electrical pathway is protected and doesn’t short out.

!

An example of a trigger-button may be REJECTION. When I’m triggered — to cope, I run
to my B.E.E.P.S. This could be masturbation or PORN — basically ANYTHING to comfort
or COPE with my PAIN!
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But what happens when I begin to think differently and REWIRE my pathways?

A NEW pathway is formed! However, it takes three weeks to three months to establish!!
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!

The nerve cells of well-established habits/
pathways/reactions in our brains will have
THICK myelin sheaths — they will be well
protected and insulated.
The Bible tells us “BROAD is the path to
destruction, and NARROW is the path to
salvation”. Every axon (nerve pathway) in an
unsaved person is bent to destruction! This
is the “virus” the enemy uses in the brain.
But when I come to Y’shua (Jesus), I am
REBORN and now have the ABILITY to
start to renew my mind, by HIS Power!

On the HEALING journey, when I CHOOSE a new GODLY reaction or thought — a new
AXON will sprout PARALLEL to the habit one. As I keep choosing this new/Godly reaction/
thought, the axon becomes more and more established — this is practical righteousness,
and a GODLY habit/reaction will be formed.
BUT! If I’m not absolutely COMMITTED and CHOOSING GOD no matter WHAT, the habit/
sinful axon will actually arch itself and try touch the new axon. If it can make contact, the
habit/sinful axon can DEVOUR the new (righteous) pathway by eating up the new
pathway’s myelin sheath! The only way this new pathway is established is by GOD’s
GRACE, and by our commitment to keep choosing GOD’s Way.
•

I’m DETERMINED to stay COMMITTED to GOD!
-

“To serve Him or die!”

•

To His TRUTH!

•

To HIS Ways!

This is PRACTICALLY what it means to put to death the OLD MAN — the habit/sinful
axons — and to PRACTICALLY rewire the brain to “DEFAULT” according to GOD’s WAYS,
instead of our OLD DEFAULT settings of the flesh ...
We have 100 billion neurons in our brain — those are there as “spares” so we can wire
around the sin nature, we can wire around our habits, we can wire around our desires, and
we become new in Messiah!

Choose LIFE or DEATH!
Once the new pathway is established, a new chemical, GABA, is released. GABA (stands
for):
•

Gama

•

Amino
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•

Butyric

•

Acid

... and my brain RE-WIRES! “Road blocks” declaring a detour along the new pathway are
put in place, and GABA discourages electrical impulses on OLD pathways.

As I keep choosing GOD’s Way — and NOT the old habit/sinful pathway — the habit/sinful
pathway will get less and less electrical impulses, and will start to shrink. The old axon will
eventually die off and actually be eliminated and excreted out by the waste system. Mean
while, the new axon will get stronger and develop a thicker myelin sheath — this is
VICTORY in the battleground of the mind!
•

The more we develop a relationship with Y’shua Messiah,
•

The more we allow the Holy Spirit to work in our lives,
•

The more we rewire and renew our minds,

... the more the old dissipates and gets removed out of the system. Over a period of years
serving the Messiah — the old man is weakened and we develop the natural tendency we
were created for — to serve Messiah and walk in holiness and purity.
As we saw in J2F8, the mind-renewal process can take up to THREE YEARS. This is the
pattern we see in Scripture — that there is a three-year pattern to come to maturity:
•

Y’shua (Jesus) spent three years with His disciples and trained them into thinking
and living according to Kingdom Principles.
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•

Paul spent three years in isolation after falling off his horse to learn about the
Messiah.

EVEN SO, we must be prepared for the LONG HAUL!
We must keep in mind, this is a LIFE-LONG journey of sanctification — of healing and
maturity! And of being CONFORMED to the Likeness and Image of Messiah and our
FATHER! Renewing the mind is a crucial part of the sanctification process. Old pathways/
reactions/habits are CHEMICAL pathways in the brain — what the Bible also refers to as
STRONGHOLDS.
2'Corinthians'10:355!“3!!For!though!we!walk!(live)!in!the!ﬂesh,!we!are!not!carrying!on!our!warfare!according!
to!the!ﬂesh!and!using!mere!human!weapons.!4!!For!the!weapons!of! our!warfare!are! not!physical![weapons!
of! ﬂesh!and!blood],!but! they! are! mighty! before! GOD!for! the! overthrow! and!destruc<on!of! strongholds,!5!!
[Inasmuch!as! we]!refute! arguments!and!theories! and!reasonings!and!every!proud!and!loPy!thing!that!sets!
itself! up!against!the![true]! knowledge! of!GOD;! and!we! lead!every!thought!and!purpose! away!cap<ve! into!
the!obedience!of!Christ!(the!Messiah,!the!Anointed!One),”

Most often, these grooves/strongholds are NOT healed through deliverance — but by the
continual washing of and renewal of our minds ... receiving HEALING and the TRUTH,
then walking out ACTIVELY taking captive our thoughts.
Romans' 8:558!“5! !For!those! who!are!according!to!the! FLESH!and!are!controlled!by! its!UNHOLY! desires!set!
their!minds!on!and!pursue! those!things!which!gra<fy! the!FLESH,!but!those!who!are! according!to!the!Spirit!
and!are!CONTROLLED!by!the!desires!of!the!Spirit!set!their!minds!on!and!seek!those!things!which!GRATIFY!the!
[Holy]!Spirit.!6!!Now!the!mind!of!the!FLESH![which!is!sense!and!reason!without!the!Holy!Spirit]!is!DEATH,!but!
the!mind!of!the![Holy]!SPIRIT! is!LIFE!and![soul]!peace![both!now!and!forever].!7!![That!is]!because!the!mind!
of! the! FLESH![with! its! carnal! thoughts! and! purposes]! is! HOSTILE! to! GOD,!for! it!does! not! submit! itself! to!
GOD’s!Law;!indeed!it!cannot.!8!!So!then!those!who!are!living!the!life!of!the!FLESH![catering!to!the!appe<tes!
and!impulses!of!their!carnal!nature]!cannot!please!or!sa<sfy!GOD,!or!be!acceptable!to!Him.

REMEMBER, even AFTER deliverance and inner healing (experiencing ABBA’s Truth) —
those OLD thought patterns (GROOVES) WILL want to return ... if we do NOT renew our
minds, we will NOT walk in COMPLETE healing!
BUT! As we strengthen the new pathways in Messiah, the old passes away as we choose
to die to self. We then become clothed in righteousness. We will not ever be perfect!! This
process (called sanctification) lasts a lifetime.

The mind is a BATTLEGROUND!
Although you will have times of the warfare being EASIER, there will ALWAYS be an
ONGOING conflict between TOXIC thoughts/lies and GODLY thinking — the OLD MAN,
and your FREE WILL.
Scientists believe they have identified a genetic code for free will. They say that the really
important genes in your body are not the ones that tell you what to do, but the ones that
give you the ability to change behaviour in response to environment.
In other words, there are genes that create what you may recognize as FREE WILL.
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This brings you back to the old nature verses nurture debate, with another element — the
“I” factor. It is the “truth value” or the “me-ness”, the uniqueness of every person — in other
words, the reason that you and I respond uniquely to our environment and circumstances.
That requires thought, attitude, and making choices. The parts of the brain that appear to
be uniquely involved are the corpus callosum and frontal lobes. In essence then, you are
dealt a genetic hand at conception that is nurtured over a lifetime, with the “I” factor added
to the equation to give specific answers to how you may or may not respond to your
environment.
Genetics may be a predictor of intellectual development, for example, but the brain is
capable of assimilating unlimited amounts of information, and the more it is enriched, the
more its potential will increase. So free will is proving to be just that — directly under your
control. No-one can override your free will, or choice — though of course people, things or
situations can influence and affect how you use it. So FREE WILL is linked to
MOTIVATION and CHOICE, and therefore ATTITUDE ... the battleground of the MIND is
therefore located with AMY, HIPPO and your corpus callosum — the OLD MAN, and your
FREE WILL ...
•

It comes down to what you CHOOSE!
•

And it is CHOICE by CHOICE!

Word on double-mindedness.
James tells us a DOUBLE-MINDED man is UNSTABLE in all his ways. Though there is a
DEMONIC element to DOUBLE-MINDEDNESS — it stems from an ADULT who is
ARRESTED in development — someone who is an ADULT, but still has CHILDISH
thinking and REACTIONS:
•

“I know what I should do — but I don’t do it!” (Romans 7:19)

•

“I’m also AFRAID to make a DECISION, and my MIND runs WILD!”
Again, CHOICE by CHOICE, we have to bring down the
SUBCONSCIOUS mind, that GOD’s Word and TRUTH
governs our thoughts — and we think from our
CONSCIOUS mind.
Our SUBCONSCIOUS doesn’t have a CONSCIENCE —
it is FALLEN and of the OLD MAN. Our CONSCIENCE
(which resides in our CONSCIOUS mind) is there to
work with the HOLY SPIRIT, to WILL us to CHANGE our
thought PATTERNS ...
BUT it starts with us CHOOSING! We must take
thoughts CAPTIVE!!
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Taking thoughts CAPTIVE.
Be CAREFUL what you DWELL on and BELIEVE. Our DATABASE will eventually accept it
— this is DECEPTION!
•

What do we tell OURSELVES about our PAIN?

•

How do we handle the TRUTH?

We were created to hear the TRUTH, and DEAL with PAIN. Pain brings
ACCOUNTABILITY and RESPONSIBILITY. The moment we become ACCOUNTABLE
(don’t stay in DENIAL), we start the RECOVERY/HEALING process!
The PAIN can be SO INTENSE! But until you ACKNOWLEDGE the truth of what/who you
ARE, become REAL and HONEST about your flaws, faults, and pretending, become
VULNERABLE ... the FALSE image you have projected to the world as a form of
SURVIVAL will KEEP you from HEALING!
We all know something is WRONG but we are so AFRAID to face the TRUTH, because
our SUBCONSCIOUS believes there are NO OPTIONS. Facing the TRUTH can be VERY
PAINFUL — but it brings HOPE in Y’SHUA (JESUS) and GOD the FATHER, that the
HEALING process can START!
The Book of Revelation tells us that those who OVERCAME did so by the BLOOD of the
Lamb, and the WORD of their testimony. There is a TWO-fold principle here for MIND
RENEWAL:
1. We stand on the POWER and VICTORY of Y’shua (Jesus’) Work on the CROSS,
2. And we PROCLAIM — SPEAK — this OUT LOUD!

Always REMEMBER ... you ARE accepted in
the BELOVED!
Y’shua (Jesus) did not die for our BEHAVIOURS
— He died for the VALUE of each one of us. NO
matter your background, Y’shua (Jesus) knows
what our VALUE is — through the BLOOD of the
Lamb we are in tact, we are okay.
On the HEALING journey it is CRITICAL that we
allow GOD the FATHER to speak His TRUTH
about us — about how HE sees us, and who we
are IN HIM! And to speak this OUT LOUD to
your SUBCONSCIOUS. This will give your
SUBCONSCIOUS a reality check and let it
know “YOU’RE OKAY”!
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•

“I’m CHOOSING to follow after the FATHER and HIS WAYS,

•

He LOVES me,

•

And I’m on the JOURNEY!”

Dislodging the CARNAL MIND.
Our carnal mind’s rulership begins to be dislodged when we receive Messiah Y’shua
(Jesus Christ) as King and Saviour — when we read the Word of GOD, pray, receive Truth
when confronted, minister to others, choose sound thinking in Messiah, etc. Our carnal
mind will fight against the Spirit and new life in us — “It isn’t logical to believe that. You
aren’t making sense”. Our mind demands intellectual integrity, a tight system with no
loop-holes, no contradictions. It wants to keep the Holy Spirit from becoming seated as the
Ruler of our hearts and minds.
Example? The gift of speaking in tongues.
Nothing dislodges the carnal mind and embarrasses it more than for us to start spouting
words it can’t understand or control! Who has not noticed that it is frequently the most
logical and rationalistic people who profess to have little use for the gift of tongues? “Oh, I
suppose it has some value for some people, but I’ve just never seen much good in it ... I’d
rather have the gift of knowledge or wisdom.” Perhaps the person has spoken in tongues
once or twice to prove he has received the baptism of the Spirit, but has not done it since.
From our infancy, we have installed our conscious, carnal mind in control of our flesh, to
rationalize our desires, protect our feelings, think our thoughts, and plan our steps.
It is our lack of trust in GOD which our carnal mind uses to retain its throne. We are
afraid if we let go, the Holy Spirit won’t really take charge, and we will run amok and
embarrass ourselves.
When our parents (who represent GOD to our childish mind) fail to apply appropriate
discipline to fence-off our rampaging emotions, we are even more subconsciously sure as
adults that GOD won’t be there for us if we let go control of ourselves to His Holy Spirit.
Because family structures are disintegrating more and more, people are finding it
increasingly difficult to trust enough to allow GOD to govern their lives.

Steps(in(dethroning(the(carnal(mind:
1. Gain a healthy respect for the cleverness of the carnal mind and a holy fear of it’s
abilities to seduce us again and again.
2. Prayer and discipline — is this the way Y’shua (Jesus) would think? Is this what
Y’shua (Jesus) would feel? Is this what Y’shua (Jesus) would do?
3. Continual, loving confrontations of brothers and sisters who love us too much to let
us get by with our practiced deceits. The carnal mind fights honesty, vulnerability,
openness and corporateness even as it fights prayer.
Our carnal mind says, “Don’t be so open, it’s too risky!” However, whoever would truly
have the Mind of Messiah must pay the price of corporateness.
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The price is the pain and fear of openness, especially since people make mistakes, and
sometimes intend to hurt. The price is also the humility of being formed by others.

The most DIFFICULT thing for believers to LEARN.
Our feelings and thoughts have such a life of their own within us that they are fully capable
of waiting until just the right moment to flare back to life, so that we will take them up and
adopt them again. DO NOT FEAR THAT YOU WEREN’T HEALED AFTER ALL!
Many believers have never been taught about the continuing battle to subdue their
own minds and feelings. So they plunge needlessly back into their ancient troubles and
then blame and shout at the devil. He will use whatever handles we give him, but he is not
the primary problem. Our lack of understanding and discipline is what destroys us in
these cases.
The solution is easy. Don’t struggle with the
carnal mind’s thoughts and resurrected old
feelings all over again. Say to yourself — “That
is not what I really feel or think. I’m not going to
give it any power. I choose _______________
(whatever new feelings and thoughts are
appropriate in Messiah). That’s who I really
am. I’ll ignore these feelings and thoughts until
they go away. FATHER, I choose Your Way,
and I banish these old things from my
heart and mind.”
You don’t have to act on them just because
they came into your head and heart. They
have no real life unless you give it to them.
Rest, and enjoy your new life in Messiah!
Remember — we cannot simply ignore, as having no reality, whatever we have not yet
brought to effective death on the Cross. Whatever we feel or think, which Y’shua (Jesus)
would not entertain as His, is a signal to us that we need to track that thing to its roots and
bring it to death on the Cross.
But, if we have already wrestled an old way to the Cross, its reappearance is no more
than the self trying to regain the throne of control within us. The way the LORD heals
ensures that old feelings and thoughts will crop up again and again as we grow in Him!
When the LORD heals our soul, He doesn’t merely fix it, like repairing a machine so it will
run again ... “He RESTORES my soul” (Psalm 23:3). All believers’ “restoring” proceeds
by the work of the Cross — it is:

Our carnal mind cannot be adjusted or retaught, it can only be slain!
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We must come to see our carnal mind as our enemy, not our friend. Again, we must
gain a healthy respect for its cleverness, and a holy fear of its ability to seduce us again
and again.
Keep pressing into Y’shua (Jesus), calling for repentance and change. J2F made us aware
that we lacked knowledge about how things worked in the Spirit — now we need to be
careful not to become filled with pride and self-confidence in knowledge. “I’ve learned the
hard way. Now that I know myself, I’ll never do that again.” KNOWLEDGE CANNOT
PROTECT YOU!
This walk of faith is NOT “Father, Son, and KNOWLEDGE” — it is only the Holy Spirit Who
will keep us walking uprightly in Him.
**PRAYER** FATHER, I don’t want my mind. I want Your Mind. I believe I have Your Mind
within me. Let Your Mind live and rule all my thinking and feeling.
I don’t want my knowledge or any other humanistic knowledge. I want Your Truth.
Purge my mind according to Your Word.
Take me on a never-ending Emmaus walk, and open Your Word to me daily, upsetting and
replacing whatever I have learned from the world.
Bring my mind to death in all its knowledges and ways of thinking, and ways of controlling
my feelings — in all the ways I have learned to think and feel like the world.
FATHER, I thank You for the keen mind You have given me. I thank You for all its labours
in accumulating knowledge. But now, FATHER, it exaggerates its task and does too much.
Still my mind, FATHER! Quiet it. Take it off centre stage so that the Holy Spirit can rule it
through my spirit. Turn my mind down for a while, FATHER. It won’t lose power. I will not
become dumb or stupid. After a while, it will have more power than ever before, but then it
will be ruled only by Your Mind, not mine. It will be Your servant, ruled by You, no longer
the master but the slave ... AMEN!

Developing mental DISCIPLINE.
It is our “traditions which make void the Word of
GOD” (Matthew 15:2-6, Mark 7:5-13). All of us
possess countless traditional ways of thinking that
we have assumed are Godly, but may not be at all.
The walk of faith is not a matter of feelings. It is a
matter of continual choices, of milli-second
choosings within the stresses of living. Abiding in
Messiah demands moment-by-moment choices to
live by His Word and by His Example. The discipline
of trying to live positively like Messiah is what brings
us to our knees and to be willing to die to ourselves
faster than anything else we have tried so far.
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**PRAYER** Y’shua (Jesus), I will not think what You would not think. I will not let myself
feel what You wouldn’t allow in Your Emotions. I will not do what You wouldn’t do, AMEN!
Our mind ceases to be our enemy when we discipline it in Messiah and give it good
channels to run in. If we do not pay the price of building such a discipline in prayer, we
cannot defeat the fleshly rule of our minds.
There are no instant-on saints. There can be no substitutes for our own efforts, no matter
how much our Messiah generously gives us through His Grace. He has paid the price,
once for all. But in His Wisdom, He leaves some areas for us to conquer with Him, in Him.
And this is one of those areas in which He will not do everything for us with no
corresponding discipline and effort on our part. Some believers remain immature. There
are those that refuse the discipline of true/fervent prayers and the constant daily habit of
checking every feeling and thought and action by the example of Y’shua (Jesus).
Believers need to practice “praying without ceasing” until they no longer have to remind
themselves to pray, they just automatically do it. The more we learn to focus (concentrate)
in prayer (on the Word and the FATHER), the more we lessen the hold of our mind’s
carnality.

Deep RUTS.
There are two main kinds of deep ruts:
1) Thought-patterns and tracks in our minds which were not trained into us, nor
chosen in experience, but which are part of us, inherited simply because we are
descendants of Adam and Eve.
2) Ways of thinking we built into ourselves in infancy and early childhood, so deep we
may not be aware they exist, though they guide us daily, and can entrap us.
-

There are also combinations of both inherited and developed ruts.

Deep mental ruts exist in all of us, whether born-again or not. All too often they serve as
channels for rivers of fleshly passions to rise nearly unchecked into dominance and
control. Deep ruts are also often the mental shape of deep roots within us.
Definition — Like a tree growing, roots are practiced, hidden ways of drinking nurture and
fulfillment from GOD, from others, self, and nature. They are:
•

Habitual manners of receiving,

•

Systems for getting, not for giving,

•

Ways our inner being has developed to obtain whatever it deems is necessary for
survival and well-being.

Roots are hidden in the same way that we, as tiny children, built ways of walking and
talking until they became automatic systems requiring no continued, conscious effort.
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Those formations happened so long ago, we have forgotten or never really knew we
learned them. Thus, our practiced ways are hidden to us. Only when exposed to GOD’s
Word/Truth and to others/community, do we see that our ways are not always everybody
else’s.
Roots are ways of reaching beyond ourselves to drink from others what we need —
affection, acceptance, love, approval, embrace, etc. Or, unfortunately in a NEGATIVE way,
to feed on rejection, refusal, criticism, bitterness, aloofness, etc.
Experience with parents, siblings, and others confirms, upsets, or rebuilds both the root
systems we inherit and those we originate. By the time we are six, both kinds of roots are
becoming firmly established. From then on, up till through our teens, we are busy building
and establishing the strong trunk of character on which the limbs and leaves of our
personality will depend for the remainder of our lives.

Deep roots reside in the heart.
Ma:hew'15:18!“18!!But!whatever!comes!out!of!the!mouth!comes!from!the!heart,!and!this!is!what!makes!a!
man!unclean!and!deﬁles![him].”

INHERITED roots.
Root systems inherited from Adam and Eve are
common to all — no one has escaped having them.
We share equally in original sin ... no one has
received unique dosages. It is what we do with
inherited roots that is unique. Roots and deep ruts
in all of us are strongly established and stubbornly
persistent in functioning the way we inherited or first
constructed them.
As with ruts, it is in the heart that our roots live
and cause us to choose wrongly. For example,
the body will take up carbon monoxide much faster
than oxygen. In the same way, once our roots have
learned to seek and feed on rejection, hatred, criticism, etc, though plenty of love and
encouragement, affection and approval may abound, our root system may pick out that
which brings misery and death rather that life.
We subconsciously choose death rather than life — we subconsciously choose death and
mix it so much with life, that we remain emotionally crippled.
Hebrews' 3:12! “12! ! [Therefore! beware]! brethren,! take! care,! lest! there! be! in! any! one! of! you! a! wicked,!
unbelieving!heart![which!refuses!to!cleave!to,!trust!in,!and!rely!on!Him],!leading!you!to!turn!away!and!desert!
or!stand!aloof!from!the!living!GOD.”
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WHERE it all BEGAN.
(1) Adam(and(Eve(did(not(communicate(properly.
Eve listened to the serpent and Adam was silent. From that lack of cohesiveness and
attention to one another comes the first of our inherited deep roots and ruts. The most
common problem we as counsellors deal with in marital counseling is improper
communication between the partners.
Every action of Adam and Eve is so deeply set into our inherited roots and ruts that only
the Cross of Messiah can overcome them and enable us to change!
That is how original sin affects us all in the present — through the tendencies and
stubborn practices that have been set and fixed into our old nature, which still effect us
long after we come to Y’shua (Jesus) ... UNTIL we bring them to death on the Cross. Since
then, every marital couple must struggle against the ruts of their flesh to keep the lines of
communication open and flowing.

(2) Eve(added(to(GOD’s(Command.
Genesis'3:253!“2!!And!the!woman!said!to!the!serpent,!We!may!eat!the!fruit!from!the!trees!of!the!garden,!3!!
Except!the! fruit!from! the! tree! which!is!in!the!middle! of! the! garden.!GOD!has!said,!You!shall!not!eat!of! it,!
neither!shall!you!touch!it,!lest!you!die.”

That error has become an instinctive deep rut of thought in all of us. How frequently we
add to GOD’s Commandments! Examples include — dress rules, make-up, hair styles,
etc. Obedience to GOD’s Ways should always be refreshing to us.
Psalm'19:758!“7!!The!law!of!the!LORD!is!perfect,!restoring!the![whole]!person;!the!tes<mony!of!the!LORD!is!
sure,!making!wise!the!simple.!8!!The!precepts!of!the!LORD!are!right,!rejoicing!the!heart;!the!commandment!
of!the!LORD!is!pure!and!bright,!enlightening!the!eyes.”

**PRAYER** FATHER, bring to death my practiced, hidden ways of reading Your Word.
Bring to death on the Cross the mind I inherited from Adam and Eve, and renew in me the
Mind of Messiah, so I may see as He saw and obey as He obeyed, AMEN!

(3) Eve(had(been(feeding(everywhere(else.
She said in Genesis 3:2-3 that the forbidden tree was in the middle of the Garden. She
didn’t know which tree was actually the forbidden one and confused the command. This
means that she had not been feeding on Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) where she should
have! Her spirit had become weak and, therefore, vulnerable to delusion. From that error
we inherited our root tendency to feed everywhere else but on Y’shua (Jesus).
**PRAYER** FATHER, crucify my habit of wandering everywhere else than to You. Teach
my heart anew to centre in You. Fasten my mind to feed on the Tree of Life Who my YOU,
Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), AMEN!
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(4) Idolatry.
When we do not put GOD at the centre of life, something else has to fill that vacuum. Eve
was ripe for temptation. Satan stepped in to fill her hunger for truth. Just so, idolatry has
become the most besetting sin of all mankind. It is a powerful rut within us all to make
anything and everything the centre of life, rather than Y’shua (Jesus).
Eve placed satan at the centre of her life. The tree of knowledge filled the vacuum —
likewise, we celebrate the strength of the flesh rather than GOD’s Transforming Power.
Placing satan at the centre enhances the world of fear. Fear breeds lack of trust in those
who protect us, most especially in our ABBA FATHER.
We see now that the root of fear and mistrust in us began at this point in history.
From Eve’s error came deep ruts of mistrust in all of us — creating in us hearts of
stone, fearfulness, patterns of denial/shame, and unnatural deviousness and
cleverness. We are double-minded and unstable in all our ways (James 1:5-8). This
mental rut of fear and root of mistrust destroys our faith. This is the foundation of
back-sliding.
Isaiah' 26:3! “3! ! You! will! guard! him! and! keep! him! in! perfect! and! constant! peace! whose! mind! [both! its!
inclina<on!and!its!character]!is!stayed!on!You,!because!he!commits!himself!to!You,!leans!on!You,!and!hopes!
conﬁdently!in!You.”

(5) Eve(believed(a(LIE(about(GOD’s(Character.
Genesis' 3:455!“4! ! But!the! serpent! said!to!the! woman,! You!shall!not!surely! die,! [II!Cor.!11:3.]! 5! !For! GOD!
knows! that! in! the! day! you! eat! of! it! your! eyes! will! be! opened,! and! you! will! be! like! GOD,! knowing! the!
diﬀerence!between!good!and!evil!and!blessing!and!calamity.”

Satan was telling Eve that GOD was lying to
them. We now are vulnerable to defilement and
temptation.

Inherited(tracks(of(deﬁlement(are:
•

Bitter roots from drinking from satan’s
nature

•

Twisted ruts of thoughts about GOD and
His nature.

The result — we now cannot fully trust GOD that
He is as GOOD as the Bible reveals Him to be
AND we don’t tap into His Presence sufficiently
nor frequently enough. PRAYERLESSNESS!
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**PRAYER** FATHER, I fail to be with You as I ought. Therefore, I don’t trust You as I
should. Bring my spiritually slothful and wandering nature to death on the Cross. Give me
a new heart of devotion, and a new mind of trust, AMEN!

(6) Bad(company.
Because Eve kept bad company in the Garden, it is a root temptation in all of us to ally
ourselves with people who do us little good. Freedom is not achieved merely by
determining to find better friends, though it may help.
We need to crucify that in us which seeks the flattery of friendship with people weaker than
ourselves in grace and wisdom, and to pray for the humility to seek out those friends
whose fellowship will make us stretch to improve. Our propensity to be overtaken and
made captive to do someone else’s will, began right there in Eve’s succumbing to
satan’s defilement.

(7) “A(delight(to(the(EYES”.
Genesis'3:6!“6! !And!when!the!woman!saw!that!the!tree! was! good!(suitable,!pleasant)! for!food!and!that!it!
was!delighhul!to!look!at,!and!a!tree! to!be!desired!in!order!to!make!one!wise,!she!took! of! its! fruit!and!ate;!
and!she!gave!some!also!to!her!husband,!and!he!ate.”

Defilement had run its course in Eve. She was no longer thinking her own thoughts. If sin
did not look good, who would do it?! We are all powerfully influenced by root tendencies
and mental ruts to take again and again, by force of sin, what GOD would have given at
the right time by grace — for example, taking sex before marriage. A thief takes by force of
sin, and a liar tries to obtain by lies.
Every sin we do has behind it a MISTRUST that the GOOD GOD will provide what is best
for us in His Own Time and Way. That habit of falsely grabbing what we want, rather than
waiting for the Goodness of GOD to provide the best, is a mental rut of MISTRUST we
have all inherited.
**PRAYER** Y’shua (Jesus), slay my false wantings and my mistrust. Let me be born
anew here too, equipped and empowered by Your Heart of TRUST in our Heavenly
FATHER.

Question ... did a sinful act produce something good?
From this confusion has come the mistaken notion that if we sin, something good will
come of it! People excuse their extra-marital affairs saying, “I’m coming alive like never
before!”
(Actually, they are dying in their souls/spirits while being emotionally excited and turned
on.) “This is wonderful! Surely something this good can’t be that bad!” ... that sinful and
foolish mental rut has seduced untold thousands into misery.
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GalaDans'6:758!“7!!Do!not!be!deceived!and!deluded!and!misled;!GOD!will!not!allow!Himself!to!be!sneered!at!
(scorned,!disdained,!or!mocked!by!mere!pretensions!or!professions,!or!by!His!precepts! being!set!aside.)![He!
inevitably! deludes!himself! who!a@empts! to!delude! GOD.]!For!whatever!a!man!sows,!that!and!that! only! is!
what!he! will!reap.!8! ! For!he! who!sows! to!his! own!ﬂesh!(lower!nature,! sensuality)! will!from!the! ﬂesh!reap!
decay!and!ruin!and!destruc<on,!but!he!who!sows!to!the!Spirit!will!from!the!Spirit!reap!eternal!life.”

Nothing good ever comes from sin!!

(8) Adam(choose(Eve(above(GOD.
Adam listened to Eve and ate of the fruit. From this sin derives our rut of choosing the
woman in place of GOD. Whoever sins sexually with any woman has surrendered again
to that track of placing a woman above GOD in importance.
That rut has been the basic first cause for every man’s sexual sins. All of us have it in us to
fall to seduction. No one is safe.
**PRAYER** Dear FATHER, bring this carnal nature of mine to death. Set me free in You
to have emotions, thoughts, and actions in relation to women, as only You would have me
feel, think, or do, AMEN!

(9) “They(knew(they(were(NAKED”.
After they had sinned they ran to cover their nakedness with fig leaves. From this mental
rut has originated our entire tendency to pornography, adult bookstores, X-rated
movies, etc.

(10)Fear(of(GOD’s(Presence.
Out of their hiding from GOD comes one of the most powerful ruts in all our thinking. We
don’t want GOD to come any closer to us than we can control and feel comfortable with.
•

We’re afraid of His Awesome Presence.

•

We’re afraid to come forward and confess our sins.

For every pattern of hiding/shame, we possess built-in excuses. Adam put the wrong
reason on his foolish actions. That deception built into all mankind the deep mental track of
putting lying reasons behind foolish deeds. “I just couldn’t help myself” is a common
example of a lying reason.
We learned the track of lying to ourselves before we learned anything, because we never
had to “learn” it — it came with the package of being human — from Adam’s first lie to
GOD — “because I was naked”.
**PRAYER** Slay it in me, FATHER. Set me free from deceiving myself and others. Give
me a heart and mind of truth and honesty, AMEN!
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(11)“Who(told(you(that(you(were(naked?”
From Adam’s silence to GOD’s Question we
inherit our own reluctance and rebellious
resistance to responding, as we should in
hundreds of situations.
Example:
•

Not responding to GOD at an altar call.

•

Not giving the word the Holy Spirit
prompts you to bring.

•

Not confessing you were wrong.

The result? Rebellion and hatred between parents and children, bosses and employees,
etc. How long will we still quibble as children in self-justifying, self-seeking ways?

(12)Passing(the(buck.
•

Finally, Adam knew he had to respond — “The woman who You gave me ...”

•

Eve also passed the buck — “The serpent deceived me ...”

Thus, a double dose of buck-passing! We are forever blaming each other. We also tend to
blame GOD when things go wrong ... “Why did GOD do this to me?” Silly excuses and
blaming of others just seem to flow so easily out of our mouths!
**PRAYER** Y’shua (Jesus), bring this habit of blaming You in my heart to death on Your
Cross (whether I can admit it in my mind or not) and resurrect trust and honour for You
until that becomes second nature to me, AMEN!

(13)“Your(desire(shall(be(for(your(husband”.
Because Eve had caused Adam to choose her before GOD, she and her descendants
would reap a perpetual rut of striving to please men rather than GOD.
Husbands cannot be allowed to exercise authority which overrides the Commandments of
GOD. He cannot be allowed to force her to lie, or cheat, or steal, or give herself sexually in
wrong ways. Let every woman surrender to the LORD her tendency to please and obey
her husband rather than GOD, and let her ask to be set free from that idolatry.

(14)“And(he(shall(rule(over(you”.
Men have dominated and controlled women the world over — many men believe a wife
is a husband’s possession. It is ingrained in all men to put women down, ever so subtly
sometimes, but down nevertheless!
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A husband must never dominate and control or use his position for personal advantage, or
disrespect and treat his wife as an object to be used as he sees fit.
One of the first and most telling signs of heresy is when women immediately loose their
rights as free and equal partners and become second-class citizens from whom only
slavish obedience is to be expected — in meek and submissive silence! Y’shua (Jesus)
intends to restore women by bringing this mental rut of dominance and control to death
on His Cross.

(15)“By(the(sweat(of(your(face(you(shall(eat(bread”.
Because of sin, labour is filled with anxiety and tension, creating “sweat”. Labour has
been corrupted by the curse of the mental rut of strain.
Because of sinful ruts in men’s thinking, from then on until now, men tend to flee from their
wives into the security and manageable satisfaction of their work.
A man has two worlds — work and family — and all too often his family comes second.
Bring to death on the Cross that practiced rut that came from Adam’s loving his work
first. Love your wife and family first after GOD, not your work.
Sin separates. Immediately after they had sinned, guilt, fear, and lies separated Adam
and Eve from GOD. Then they were separated from each other by Eve’s inordinate desire,
the corruption of headship, and by Adam’s preferring labour above Eve.
Finally, they were separated from nature by
thorns and thistles and unrewarding labour.
It became a vicious cycle through which we inherit
roots and ruts today. Men spend too much time
and energy at work. That frustrates their wives’
desire to be with them. So wives scold, incite,
agitate, or manipulate — trying to cause their
husbands to pay them more attention.
This makes husbands want to flee back to the
office or farm or factory, where they can feel
more competent and composed, where they
know how to make things happen and feel the
satisfaction of seeing a job well done.
That, in turn disappoints their wives all the more, and their resultant bitterness,
loneliness, and tension cause them to act in ways which can only separate them further!
It is important for husbands and wives to see this cycle and come to hate it until both can
haul it to the Cross together. We need to repent of it as our own sin, and as a deathdealing cycle we have all inherited from our forefathers, generation to generation, back to
Adam and Eve. It needs to be broken at the foot of the Cross in repentance.
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(16)“Man(has(become(like(one(of(us”.
Genesis'3:22!“22!!And!the!LORD!GOD!said,!Behold,!the!man!has!become!like!one!of!Us![the!Father,!Son,!and!
Holy!Spirit],!to!know![how!to!dis<nguish!between]!good!and!evil!and!blessing!and!calamity;!and!now,!lest!he!
put!forth!his!hand!and!take!also!from!the!tree!of!life!and!eat,!and!live!forever—”

Adam and Eve now knew good from evil, but not in GOD’s Pure Way — but as satan
knows good from evil. Their lies and sins had caused them to become spiritually,
emotionally and mentally like satan, not like GOD.
From the misinterpretation of that text has descended a most persistent lie, a rut of
deception that has done untold harm in the lives of countless people — that sinning
somehow produces good.
That lie weakens our resolve to stand in righteousness. We sin because whatever
forbidden thing we want, seems to be worth the price of sin to get it.
The lure of it, and the lie that there won’t be any bad consequences, and the foolishness
of subconsciously thinking that we will be better people because of it — all come from this
mental rut of thinking that GOD said Adam and Eve had become like Him by sinning!
GOD could not let them return to the Garden until His Son’s Cross could purify them to live
again among holy things.
Here lies the crux of this teaching — it is not enough merely to receive Messiah Y’shua
(Jesus Christ) as King and Saviour.
Conversion only starts the process of death and rebirth required to prepare us for
fullness of life in Y’shua (Jesus).
•

Positionally, it is all done (John 19:30).

•

Experientially, we must daily make His Death for us more and more our own.

Here, at the foot of the Cross, moment by moment, day by day, is where we are either
transformed according to GOD’s Word, or conformed to the world!

Let’s fight the battle where it counts ... in the deep recesses of the MIND!
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Part(2:

40-Day Prayers
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Ed Silvoso, founder of Harvest Evangelism, tells the story of a pastor who was walking
along the seashore. As he was trying to enjoy the scenery a swarm of flies began
bothering him. “There is a spiritual truth here”, the LORD said. “Understand the life cycle
of the fly and you will begin to understand how to get rid of the negative spiritual issues in your
life.”

Upon investigation the pastor found that the life cycle of the adult fly is 21 days in the
summer. The larva stage of the fly is a few days and the pupa stage is three to seven days.
The truth then became clear. If you can get rid of a fly and its offspring, then the cycle of the
fly's generation is broken and you will be rid of all flies.
The LORD then told him to proclaim truth for forty days. Specifically, He told the pastor to take
an area of your life in which you want freedom. Find forty key Biblical verses in that
area and proclaim them as truth for forty days.
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Praying the Word against ANGER
Psalm'4:4!“In!your!anger!do!not!sin;!when!you!are!on!your!beds,!search!your!hearts!and!be!silent.”
Psalm'37:8!“Refrain!from!anger!and!turn!from!wrath;!do!not!fret!—!it!leads!only!to!evil.”!
Proverbs'15:1!“A!gentle!answer!turns!away!wrath,!but!a!harsh!word!s<rs!up!anger.”!
Proverbs'27:4!“Anger!is!cruel!and!fury!overwhelming,!but!who!can!stand!before!jealousy?”
Proverbs'29:8!“Mockers!s<r!up!a!city,!but!wise!men!turn!away!anger.”
Proverbs'29:11!“A!fool!gives!full!vent!to!his!anger,!but!a!wise!man!keeps!himself!under!control.”
Proverbs' 30:33! “For! as! churning! the! milk! produces! bu@er,!and! as! twis<ng! the! nose! produces! blood,! so!
s<rring!up!anger!produces!strife."
Ecclesiastes'7:9!“Do!not!be!quickly!provoked!in!your!spirit,!for!anger!resides!in!the!lap!of!fools.”
Ecclesiastes'10:4!“If! a!ruler's!anger!rises!against!you,!do!not!leave!your!post;!calmness!can!lay!great!errors!
to!rest.”
2'Corinthians'12:20!“For!I!am!afraid!that!when!I!come!I!may!not!ﬁnd!you!as!I!want!you!to!be,!and!you!may!
not!ﬁnd!me!as!you!want!me!to!be.!I!fear!that!there!may!be!quarreling,!jealousy,!outbursts!of!anger,!fac<ons,!
slander,!gossip,!arrogance!and!disorder.”!
Ephesians'4:26!“In!your!anger!do!not!sin:!Do!not!let!the!sun!go!down!while!you!are!s<ll!angry,”
Ephesians' 4:31!“Get!rid!of! all!bi@erness,! rage!and!anger,!brawling!and!slander,!along! with!every!form! of!
malice.”!
Colossians' 3:8! “But!now! you!must!rid!yourselves! of!all!such!things!as! these:! anger,!rage,!malice,!slander,!
and!ﬁlthy!language!from!your!lips.”
1'Timothy'2:8!“I!want!men!everywhere!to!liP!up!holy!hands!in!prayer,!without!anger!or!dispu<ng.”
Proverbs'19:11!“A!man's!wisdom!gives!him!pa<ence;!it!is!to!his!glory!to!overlook!an!oﬀense.”!
Proverbs'25:15!“Through!pa<ence!a!ruler!can!be!persuaded,!and!a!gentle!tongue!can!break!a!bone.”!
Ecclesiastes'7:8!“The!end!of!a!ma@er!is!be@er!than!its!beginning!and!pa<ence!is!be@er!than!pride.”!
2'Corinthians'6:456!“Rather,!as!servants!of!GOD!we!commend!ourselves!in!every!way:!in!great!endurance;!in!
troubles,! hardships! and!distresses;!in!bea<ngs,!imprisonment!and!riots;!in!hard!work,!sleepless! nights! and!
hunger;!in!purity,!understanding,!pa<ence!and!kindness;!in!the!Holy!Spirit!and!in!sincere!love;”!
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Colossians' 1:11512! “Being!strengthened! with! all!power! according!to! his! glorious! might!so!that! you!may!
have!great!endurance!and!pa<ence,!and!joyfully.!Therefore,!as!GOD's!chosen!people,!holy!and!dearly!loved,!
clothe!yourselves!with!compassion,!kindness,!humility,!gentleness!and!pa<ence.”!
Mark' 7:21522!“For!from!within,!out!of! men's!hearts,!come!evil!thoughts,!sexual!immorality,!theP,!murder,!
adultery,!greed,!malice,!deceit,!lewdness,!envy,!slander,!arrogance!and!folly.”!
1'Peter'2:1!“Therefore,!rid!yourselves!of!all!malice!and!all!deceit,!hypocrisy,!envy,!and!slander!of!every!kind.”
2'Peter' 1:457!“Through!these!he! has! given!us!his!very! great!and! precious!promises,! so!that!through!them!
you!may!par<cipate!in!the!divine!nature!and!escape!the! corrup<on!in!the!world!caused!by!evil!desires.!For!
this! very! reason,! make! every! eﬀort! to!add! to! your! faith! goodness;! and!to! goodness,! knowledge;! and!to!
knowledge,!self6control;!and!to!self6control,!perseverance;!and!to!perseverance,!godliness;!and!to!godliness,!
brotherly!kindness;!and!to!brotherly!kindness,!love.”
GalaDans' 5:22523!“But!the!fruit!of! the! Spirit!is!love,!joy,!peace,!pa<ence,!kindness,!goodness,!faithfulness,!
gentleness!and!self6control.!Against!such!things!there!is!no!law.!“
Philippians'4:5!“Let!your!gentleness!be!evident!to!all.!The!LORD!is!near.”
Colossians' 3:12! “Therefore,! as! GOD's! chosen! people,! holy! and! dearly! loved,! clothe! yourselves! with!
compassion,!kindness,!humility,!gentleness!and!pa<ence.”
1'Timothy' 6:11!“But!you,!man!of! GOD,!ﬂee! from!all!this,! and!pursue! righteousness,! godliness,!faith,!love,!
endurance!and!gentleness.”!
1'Peter'3:15!“But!in!your!hearts!set!apart!Christ!as!LORD.!Always!be!prepared!to!give!an!answer!to!everyone!
who!asks!you!to!give!the!reason!for!the!hope!that!you!have.!But!do!this!with!gentleness!and!respect,“
Proverbs'15:18!“A!hot6tempered!man!s<rs!up!dissension,!but!a!pa<ent!man!calms!a!quarrel.”
Proverbs'14:17!“A!quick6tempered!man!does!foolish!things,!and!a!craPy!man!is!hated.”!
Proverbs' 22:24525! “Do! not! make! friends! with! a! hot6tempered! man,! do! not! associate! with! one! easily!
angered,!or!you!may!learn!his!ways!and!get!yourself!ensnared.”!
1' Corinthians' 5:8! “Therefore! let! us! keep! the! Fes<val,! not! with! the! old! yeast,! the! yeast! of! malice! and!
wickedness,!but!with!bread!without!yeast,!the!bread!of!sincerity!and!truth.“
James'1:19520!“My!dear!brothers,!take!note! of! this:!Everyone!should!be!quick!to!listen,!slow!to!speak! and!
slow!to!become!angry,!for!man's!anger!does!not!bring!about!the!righteous!life!that!GOD!desires.”
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Praying the Word against CURSES AGAINST YOUR CHILDREN
Isaiah' 65:23! “They! shall! not! labor! in! vain,! Nor! bring! forth! children! for! trouble;! For! they! shall! be! the!
descendants!of!the!blessed!of!the!LORD,!And!their!offspring!with!them."
Isaiah'61:9!"Their!descendants!shall!be!known!among!the!Gentiles,!And!their!offspring!among!the!people.!
All!who!see!them!shall!acknowledge!them,!That!they!are!the!posterity!whom!the!LORD!has!blessed."
Jeremiah'32:38539!“They!shall!be!My!people,!and!I!will!be!their!GOD;!then!I!will!give!them!one!heart!and!
one!way,!that!they!may!fear!Me!forever,!for!the!good!of!them!and!their!children!after!them."!
Jeremiah'31:17!"There! is! hope! in!your!future,!says!the!LORD,!That!your!children!shall!come!back! to!their!
own!border."
Jeremiah' 30:10!"Therefore! do! not!fear,!O! My!servant!Jacob,! says! the!LORD,!Nor!be! dismayed,! O! Israel;!
For!behold,! I!will!save! you! from!afar,!And!your! seed!from! the! land!of! their!captivity,! Jacob! shall!return,!
have!rest!and!be!quiet,!And!no!one!shall!make!him!afraid."
Isaiah'61:4!"And!they!shall!rebuild!the!old!ruins,!They!shall!raise!up!the!former!desolations,!And!they!shall!
repair!the!ruined!cities,!The!desolations!of!many!generations."
Isaiah'60:18!"Violence! shall!no!longer!be! heard!in!your!land,!Neither!wasting!nor!destruction!within!your!
borders;!But!you!shall!call!your!walls!Salvation,!And!your!gates!Praise."!
Isaiah' 54:13! “All! your! children! shall! be! taught! by! the! LORD,! And! great! shall! be! the! peace! of! your!
children."
Isaiah'49:25!"But!thus! says!the!LORD:!Even!the!captives!of!the!mighty!shall!be! taken!away,!And!the! prey!
of! the! terrible! be! delivered;! For! I! will! contend! with! him! who! contends! with! you,! And! I! will! save! your!
children."
Acts'16:31!"So!they!said,!‘Believe!on!the!LORD!Jesus!Christ,!and!you!will!be!saved,!you!and!your!household."'
Genesis'9:9!"And!as!for!Me,!behold,!I!establish!My!covenant!with!you!and!with!your!descendants!aPer!you."
Genesis'13:15516!“For!all!the!land!which!you!see!I!give!to!you!and!your!descendants!forever.!And!I!will!make!
your!descendants!as!the!dust!of! the! earth;!so!that!if!a!man!could!number!the!dust!of!the!earth,!then!your!
descendants!also!could!be!numbered."
Genesis'17:758!"And!I!will!establish!My! covenant!between!Me!and!you!and!your!descendants! aPer!you!in!
their!genera<ons,!for!an!everlas<ng!covenant,!to!be!GOD!to!you!and!your!descendants!aPer!you.!Also!I!give!
to!you!and!your!descendants!aPer!you!the!land!in!which!you!are!a!stranger,!all!the!land!of! Canaan,!as!an!
everlas<ng!possession;!and!I!will!be!their!GOD."
Deuteronomy' 30:6!"And!the!LORD!your!GOD!will!circumcise!your!heart!and!the!heart!of!your!descendants,!
to!love!the!LORD!your!GOD!with!all!your!heart!and!with!all!your!soul,!that!you!may!live."
Deuteronomy'30:19!"I!call!heaven!and!earth!as!witnesses!today!against!you,!that!I!have!set!before!you!life!
and!death!blessing!and!cursing;!therefore!choose!life,!that!both!you!and!your!descendants!may!live;"
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Psalm'25:13!"He!himself!shall!dwell!in!prosperity,!And!his!descendants!shall!inherit!the!earth."
Psalm' 37:25! "I! have! been! young,! and! now! am! old;! Yet! I! have! not! seen! the! righteous! forsaken,!Nor! his!
descendants!begging!bread."
Psalm'37:26!"He!is!ever!merciful,!and!lends;!And!his!descendants!are!blessed.”
Psalm'69:35536!"For!GOD!will!save!Zion!And!build!the!ci<es!of!Judah,!That!they!may!dwell!there!and!possess!
it.!Also,!the!descendants!of!His!servants!shall!inherit!it,!And!those!who!love!His!name!shall!dwell!in!it."!
Psalm'89:29!"His!seed!also!I!will!make!to!endure!forever,!And!his!throne!as!the!days!of!heaven."!
Psalm'102:28!"The!children!of!Your!servants!will!con<nue,!And!their!descendants!will!be!established!before!
You."!
Psalm'112:2!"His!descendants!will!be!mighty!on!earth;!The!genera<on!of!the!upright!will!be!blessed."
Proverbs' 11:21! "Though! they! join! forces,! the! wicked! will! not! go! unpunished;! But! the! posterity! of! the!
righteous!will!be!delivered."
Isaiah'44:3!"For!I!will!pour!water!on!him!who!is!thirsty,!And!ﬂoods!on!the!dry!ground;!I!will!pour!My!Spirit!on!
your!descendants,!And!My!blessing!on!your!oﬀspring;"!
Isaiah'66:22!"For!as! the! new!heavens!and!the! new!earth!which!I! will!make! shall!remain!before! Me,!says!
the!LORD,!So!shall!your!descendants!and!your!name!remain."
1' Corinthians' 7:14! "For! the! unbelieving! husband! is! sanctified!by! the! wife,! and!the! unbelieving! wife! is!
sanctified!by!the!husband;!otherwise!your!children!would!be!unclean,!but!now!they!are!holy."
Acts' 2:38!"Then!Peter!said!to!them,!‘Repent,!and!let!every!one! of! you! be! baptized!in!the! name!of! Jesus!
Christ!for!the!remission!of!sins;!and!you!shall!receive!the!gift!of!the!Holy!Spirit.’"!
Acts'2:39!"For!the!promise!is!to!you!and!to!your!children,!and!to!all!who!are!afar!off,!as!many!as!the!LORD!
our!GOD!will!call."
Joel'2:28!"And!it! shall!come! to!pass! afterward,!That! I!will!pour! out!My!Spirit!on!all!flesh,!Your!sons!and!
your!daughters!shall!prophesy,!Your!old!men!shall!dream!dreams,!Your!young!men!shall!see!visions."!
Psalms' 103:17518!"But!the! mercy! of! the!LORD!is! from!everlasting!to!everlasting!On!those!who!fear!Him,!
And!His!righteousness!to!children's!children."!
Psalms'128:3!"Your!wife!shall!be!like!a!fruitful!vine!In!the!very!heart!of!your!house,!Your!children!like!olive!
plants!All!around!your!table."!
Ezekiel'37:25!"Then!they!shall!dwell!in!the!land!that!I!have!given!to!Jacob!My!servant,!where!your!fathers!
dwelt;! and! they! shall! dwell! there,! they,! their! children,! and! their! children's! children,! forever;! and! My!
servant!David!shall!be!their!prince!forever.'"
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Praying the Word against DEPRESSION
1'Chronicles'16:27!“Splendor!and!majesty!are!before!Him;!strength!and!joy!in!His!Dwelling!Place.”
Job'8:21!“He!will!yet!ﬁll!your!mouth!with!laughter!and!your!lips!with!shouts!of!joy.”
Psalm'4:7!“You!have!ﬁlled!my!heart!with!greater!joy!than!when!their!grain!and!new!wine!abound.”
Psalm'5:11!“But!let!all!who!take!refuge! in!you!be!glad;!let!them!ever!sing!for!joy.!Spread!your! protec<on!
over!them,!that!those!who!love!your!name!may!rejoice!in!you.!“
Psalm'16:11!“You!have!made! known!to!me!the!path!of!life;!you!will!ﬁll!me!with!joy!in!your!presence,!with!
eternal!pleasures!at!your!right!hand.”
Psalm'51:8!“Let!me!hear!joy!and!gladness;!let!the!bones!you!have!crushed!rejoice.”
Psalm'51:12!“Restore!to!me!the!joy!of!your!salva<on!and!grant!me!a!willing!spirit,!to!sustain!me.”
Psalm'66:1!“Shout!with!joy!to!GOD,!all!the!earth!”
Psalm'67:4!“May!the!na<ons!be!glad!and!sing!for!joy,!for!you!rule!the!peoples! justly!and!guide!the! na<ons!
of!the!earth.“
Psalm'71:23!“My!lips!will!shout!for!joy!when!I!sing!praise!to!you!—!I,!whom!you!have!redeemed.”!
Psalm'81:1!“Sing!for!joy!to!GOD!our!strength;!shout!aloud!to!the!GOD!of!Jacob!”
Psalm'86:4'“Bring!joy!to!your!servant,!for!to!you,!O!LORD,!I!liP!up!my!soul.”
Psalm'90:14!“Sa<sfy!us!in!the!morning!with!your!unfailing!love,!that!we!may!sing!for!joy!and!be!glad!all!our!
days.”
Psalm'92:4!“For!you!make!me!glad!by!your!deeds,!O!LORD;!I!sing!for!joy!at!the!works!of!your!hands.”
Psalm'94:19!“When!anxiety!was!great!within!me,!your!consola<on!brought!joy!to!my!soul”
Psalm'94:19!“When!anxiety!was!great!within!me,!your!consola<on!brought!joy!to!my!soul.”
Psalm'95:1!“Come,!let!us!sing!for!joy!to!the!LORD;!let!us!shout!aloud!to!the!Rock!of!our!salva<on.”
Psalm'98:4!“Shout!for!joy!to!the!LORD,!all!the!earth,!burst!into!jubilant!song!with!music;”
Psalm'100:1!“Shout!for!joy!to!the!LORD,!all!the!earth.”
Psalm'118:15!“Shouts! of! joy!and!victory!resound!in!the!tents! of!the! righteous:!"The!LORD's! right!hand!has!
done!mighty!things!”
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Psalm'126:2!“Our!mouths!were! ﬁlled!with!laughter,!our!tongues!with!songs!of!joy.!Then!it!was!said!among!
the!na<ons,!‘The!LORD!has!done!great!things!for!them.’"
Psalm'126:3!“The!LORD!has!done!great!things!for!us,!and!we!are!ﬁlled!with!joy.”
Psalm'126:5!“Those!who!sow!in!tears!will!reap!with!songs!of!joy.”
Psalm' 126:6! “He! who! goes! out! weeping,! carrying! seed! to! sow,! will! return! with! songs! of! joy,! carrying!
sheaves!with!him.”
Proverbs'12:20!“There!is!deceit!in!the!hearts!of!those!who!plot!evil,!but!joy!for!those!who!promote!peace.”
Proverbs'14:10!“Each!heart!knows!its!own!bi@erness,!and!no!one!else!can!share!its!joy.”
Proverbs'15:30!“A!cheerful!look!brings!joy!to!the!heart,!and!good!news!gives!health!to!the!bones.”
Isaiah'55:12!“You!will!go!out!in!joy! and!be!led!forth!in!peace;!the!mountains!and!hills!will!burst!into!song!
before!you,!and!all!the!trees!of!the!ﬁeld!will!clap!their!hands.”
John'15:11'“I!have!told!you!this!so!that!my!joy!may!be!in!you!and!that!your!joy!may!be!complete.“
John'16:20!“I!tell!you!the!truth,!you!will!weep!and!mourn!while!the!world!rejoices.!You!will!grieve,!but!your!
grief!will!turn!to!joy.”
John'16:24!“Un<l!now!you!have!not!asked!for!anything!in!my!name.!Ask!and!you!will!receive,!and!your!joy!
will!be!complete.”
John'17:13!"I!am!coming!to!you!now,!but!I!say!these! things!while!I!am!s<ll!in!the!world,!so!that!they!may!
have!the!full!measure!of!my!joy!within!them.”
Acts' 14:17!“Yet!he! has! not!leP!himself!without!tes<mony:!He!has!shown!kindness!by!giving!you!rain!from!
heaven!and!crops!in!their!seasons;!he!provides!you!with!plenty!of!food!and!ﬁlls!your!hearts!with!joy."!
Romans' 14:17!“For!the!kingdom!of! GOD!is!not!a!ma@er!of!ea<ng!and!drinking,!but!of!righteousness,!peace!
and!joy!in!the!Holy!Spirit,”
Romans' 15:13!“May!the! GOD!of! hope!ﬁll!you!with!all!joy!and!peace!as!you!trust!in!him,!so!that!you!may!
overﬂow!with!hope!by!the!power!of!the!Holy!Spirit.”
GalaDans'5:22!“But!the!fruit!of!the!Spirit!is!love,!joy,!peace,!pa<ence,!kindness,!goodness,!faithfulness,”
1' Thessalonians' 1:6' “You! became! imitators! of! us! and! of! the! LORD;! in! spite! of! severe! suﬀering,! you!
welcomed!the!message!with!the!joy!given!by!the!Holy!Spirit.”
Hebrews'12:2!“Let!us!ﬁx!our!eyes!on!Jesus,!the!Author!and!Perfecter!of!our!faith,!who!for!the!joy!set!before!
him!endured!the!cross,!scorning!its!shame,!and!sat!down!at!the!right!hand!of!the!throne!of!GOD.”
James'1:2!“Consider!it!pure!joy,!my!brothers,!whenever!you!face!trials!of!many!kinds,”
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1'Peter'1:8!“Though!you!have! not!seen!him,!you!love!him;!and!even!though!you!do!not!see! him!now,!you!
believe!in!him!and!are!ﬁlled!with!an!inexpressible!and!glorious!joy,“
Jude' 1:24'“To! him! who! is! able! to! keep! you! from!falling!and!to!present! you! before! his! glorious! presence!
without!fault!and!with!great!joy—“
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Praying the Word against DOUBT
Ma:hew'21:21'“Jesus!replied,!‘I!tell!you!the!truth,!if!you!have!faith!and!do!not!doubt,!not!only!can!you!do!
what!was!done!to!the!ﬁg!tree,!but!also!you!can!say!to!this!mountain,!'Go,!throw!yourself!into!the!sea,'!and!it!
will!be!done.”
James'1:6'“But!when!he!asks,!he!must!believe! and!not!doubt,!because!he!who!doubts!is!like!a!wave!of!the!
sea,!blown!and!tossed!by!the!wind.”
Mark'11:22'“’Have!faith!in!GOD,’!Jesus!answered.”
John'14:12'“I!tell!you!the!truth,!anyone!who!has!faith!in!me!will!do!what!I!have!been!doing.!He!will!do!even!
greater!things!than!these,!because!I!am!going!to!the!Father.!“
1'Corinthians'16:13'“Be!on!your!guard;!stand!ﬁrm!in!the!faith;!be!men!of!courage;!be!strong.”
2'Corinthians'1:24'“Not!that!we!lord!it!over!your!faith,!but!we!work!with!you!for!your!joy,!because! it!is!by!
faith!you!stand!ﬁrm.“
GalaDans' 2:20!“I!have!been!cruciﬁed!with!Christ!and!I!no!longer!live,!but!Christ!lives! in!me.!The!life!I!live!in!
the!body,!I!live!by!faith!in!the!Son!of!GOD,!who!loved!me!and!gave!himself!for!me.”
Hebrews'10:38'“But!my!righteous! one! will!live! by!faith.!And!if! he!shrinks! back,!I!will!not!be! pleased!with!
him."
Hebrews'11:1'“Now!faith!is!being!sure!of!what!we!hope!for!and!certain!of!what!we!do!not!see.”!
Hebrews'12:2!“Let!us!ﬁx!our!eyes!on!Jesus,!the!Author!and!Perfecter!of!our!faith,!who!for!the!joy!set!before!
him!endured!the!cross,!scorning!its!shame,!and!sat!down!at!the!right!hand!of!the!throne!of!GOD.”
1'Peter'1:7'“These!have!come!so!that!your!faith!—!of!greater!worth!than!gold,!which!perishes!even!though!
reﬁned!by! ﬁre! —! may! be! proved! genuine! and!may! result!in!praise,! glory! and!honor!when!Jesus! Christ! is!
revealed.”
Psalm'91:2'“I'will!say!of!the!LORD,!"He!is!my!refuge!and!my!fortress,!my!GOD,!in!whom!I!trust."
Psalm'115:11'“You!who!fear!him,!trust!in!the!LORD!—!he!is!their!help!and!shield.”!
1'Peter'1:21!“Through!him!you!believe!in!GOD,!who!raised!him!from!the!dead!and!gloriﬁed!him,!and!so!your!
faith!and!hope!are!in!GOD.”
Mark' 11:24!“Therefore! I!tell!you,!whatever!you!ask!for!in!prayer,!believe!that!you!have! received!it,!and!it!
will!be!yours.”
Luke'20:5!“They!discussed!it!among!themselves!and!said,!"If!we!say,!'From!heaven,'!he!will!ask,!'Why!didn't!
you!believe!him?'”
Psalm'20:7!“Some!trust!in!chariots!and!some!in!horses,!but!we!trust!in!the!name!of!the!LORD!our!GOD.”
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Psalm'25:2!“In!you!I!trust,!O!my!GOD.!Do!not!let!me!be!put!to!shame,!nor!let!my!enemies!triumph!over!me”
Psalm'31:14!“But!I!trust!in!you,!O!LORD;!I!say,!‘You!are!my!GOD.’”
Psalm'33:21!“In!him!our!hearts!rejoice,!for!we!trust!in!his!holy!name.”
Psalm'37:3!“Trust!in!the!LORD!and!do!good;!dwell!in!the!land!and!enjoy!safe!pasture.”
Psalm'37:5!“Commit!your!way!to!the!LORD;!trust!in!him!and!he!will!do!this:”
Psalm'40:3!“He!put!a!new!song!in!my!mouth,!a!hymn!of!praise!to!our!GOD.!Many!will!see!and!fear!and!put!
their!trust!in!the!LORD.”
Psalm'40:4!“Blessed!is! the! man!who!makes! the! LORD!his! trust,!who!does! not!look!to!the!proud,!to!those!
who!turn!aside!to!false!gods.”
Psalm'52:8!“But! I!am! like!an!olive!tree! ﬂourishing!in!the!house! of! GOD;!I!trust!in!GOD's!unfailing!love! for!
ever!and!ever.”
Psalm' 55:23! “But! you,! O! GOD,! will! bring! down! the! wicked! into! the! pit! of! corrup<on;! bloodthirsty! and!
deceihul!men!will!not!live!out!half!their!days.!But!as!for!me,!I!trust!in!you.”
Psalm'56:3!“When!I!am!afraid,!I!will!trust!in!you.”
Psalm'56:4!“In!GOD,!whose!word!I!praise,!in!GOD!I!trust;!I!will!not!be!afraid.!What!can!mortal!man!do!to!
me?”
Proverbs'3:5!“Trust!in!the!LORD!with!all!your!heart!and!lean!not!on!your!own!understanding;”
Psalm'62:8!“Trust!in!him!at!all!<mes,!O!people;!pour!out!your!hearts!to!him,!for!GOD!is!our!refuge.!Selah”
Psalm'78:7!“Then!they! would!put! their! trust! in! GOD!and!would! not!forget! his! deeds! but! would!keep!his!
commands.”
Psalm'118:8!“It!is!be@er!to!take!refuge!in!the!LORD!than!to!trust!in!man.”!
Psalm'119:42!“then!I!will!answer!the!one!who!taunts!me,!for!I!trust!in!your!word.”!
Psalm' 125:1! “Those! who! trust! in! the! LORD! are! like! Mount! Zion,! which! cannot! be! shaken! but! endures!
forever.”
Isaiah'12:2!“Surely!GOD!is!my!salva<on;!I!will!trust!and!not!be! afraid.!The! LORD,!the! LORD,!is!my!strength!
and!my!song;!he!has!become!my!salva<on."
Isaiah'26:4!“Trust!in!the!LORD!forever,!for!the!LORD,!the!LORD,!is!the!Rock!eternal.”!
Isaiah'30:15!“This!is!what!the!Sovereign!LORD,!the! Holy!One! of! Israel,!says:!"In!repentance!and!rest!is! your!
salva<on,!in!quietness!and!trust!is!your!strength,!but!you!would!have!none!of!it.”
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Isaiah'31:1!“Woe!to!those!who!go!down!to!Egypt!for!help,!who!rely!on!horses,!who!trust!in!the!mul<tude!of!
their!chariots!and!in!the!great!strength!of!their!horsemen,!but!do!not!look!to!the!Holy!One!of!Israel,!or!seek!
help!from!the!LORD.”
Nahum'1:7!“The!LORD!is!good,!a!refuge!in!<mes!of!trouble.!He!cares!for!those!who!trust!in!him,”
John'14:1!“Do!not!let!your!hearts!be!troubled.!Trust!in!GOD;!trust!also!in!me.”
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Praying the Word against FEAR
Psalm'3:6!“I!will!not!fear!the!tens!of!thousands!drawn!up!against!me!on!every!side.”
Psalm'23:4!“Even!though!I!walk!through!the!valley!of!the! shadow!of! death,!I!will!fear!no!evil,!for!you!
are!with!me;!your!rod!and!your!staff,!they!comfort!me.”
Psalm' 27:1! “The! LORD! is! my! light! and! my! salvation! —! whom! shall! I! fear?! The! LORD! is! the!
stronghold!of!my!life!—!of!whom!shall!I!be!afraid?”
Psalm' 27:3!“Though! an!army! besiege! me,! my! heart!will!not!fear;!though!war! break! out!against!me,!
even!then!will!I!be!confident.”
Psalm'46:2!“Therefore!we!will!not!fear,!though!the!earth!give! way!and!the! mountains! fall!into!the!heart!
of!the!sea,”
Psalm'91:5!“You!will!not!fear!the!terror!of!night,!nor!the!arrow!that!flies!by!day,”
Psalm'112:7!“We!will!have!no!fear!of!bad!news;!his!heart!is!steadfast,!trusting!in!the!LORD.”
Psalm'112:8!“His!heart!is!secure,!he!will!have!no!fear;!in!the!end!he!will!look!in!triumph!on!his!foes.”
Proverbs'3:25!“Have!no!fear!of!sudden!disaster!or!of!the!ruin!that!overtakes!the!wicked,”
Proverbs'29:25!“Fear!of!man!will!prove!to!be!a!snare,!but!whoever!trusts!in!the!LORD!is!kept!safe.”
Isaiah'51:7'“Hear!me,!you!who!know!what!is!right,!you!people! who!have! my!law! in!your!hearts:! Do!not!
fear!the!reproach!of!men!or!be!terrified!by!their!insults.”
Isaiah'51:12'"I,!even!I,!am!he!who!comforts!you.! Who!are! you!that!you!fear!mortal!men,!the!sons!of!
men,!who!are!but!grass,”
Psalm'125:1!“Those! who!trust!in!the! LORD!are! like! Mount!Zion,! which!cannot!be! shaken!but!endures!
forever.”
Isaiah'54:4!"Do!not!be! afraid;! you!will!not!suﬀer!shame.!Do!not!fear!disgrace;!you!will!not!be! humiliated.!
You!will!forget!the!shame!of!your!youth!and!remember!no!more!the!reproach!of!your!widowhood.”
Isaiah'54:14!“In!righteousness!you!will!be!established:!Tyranny!will!be!far!from!you;!you!will!have!nothing!to!
fear.!Terror!will!be!far!removed;!it!will!not!come!near!you.”
Jeremiah'39:17!“But!I!will!rescue!you!on!that!day,!declares!the!LORD;!you!will!not!be!handed!over!to!those!
you!fear.”
Romans' 8:15!“For!you!did!not!receive! a!spirit!that!makes! you! a!slave! again!to! fear,!but!you!received!the!
Spirit!of!sonship.!And!by!him!we!cry,!‘Abba,!Father.’”!
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1'Peter'3:14!“But!even!if!you!should!suﬀer!for!what!is!right,!you!are!blessed.!Do!not!fear!what!they!fear;!do!
not!be!frightened.”
I' John' 4:18! “There! is! no! fear! in! love.! But! perfect! love! drives! out! fear,! because! fear! has! to! do! with!
punishment.!The!one!who!fears!is!not!made!perfect!in!love.”
Psalm'9:10!“Those! who!know!your! name!will!trust!in!you,!for!you,!LORD,!have! never!forsaken!those!who!
seek!you.”
Psalm'13:5!“But!I!trust!in!your!unfailing!love;!my!heart!rejoices!in!your!salva<on.”
Psalm'20:7!“Some!trust!in!chariots!and!some!in!horses,!but!we!trust!in!the!name!of!the!LORD!our!GOD.”
Psalm'31:14!“But!I!trust!in!you,!O!LORD;!I!say,!‘You!are!my!GOD.’”
Psalm'40:3!“He!put!a!new!song!in!my!mouth,!a!hymn!of!praise!to!our!GOD.!Many!will!see!and!fear!and!put!
their!trust!in!the!LORD.”
Psalm'40:4!“Blessed!is! the! man!who!makes! the! LORD!his! trust,!who!does! not!look!to!the!proud,!to!those!
who!turn!aside!to!false!gods.”
Psalm'56:3!“When!I!am!afraid,!I!will!trust!in!you.”
Psalm'91:2!“I!will!say!of!the!LORD,!‘He!is!my!refuge!and!my!fortress,!my!GOD,!in!whom!I!trust.’”
Psalm'115:11!“You!who!fear!him,!trust!in!the!LORD!—!he!is!their!help!and!shield.”
Proverbs'3:556!“Trust!in!the!LORD!with!all!your!heart!and!lean!not!on!your!own!understanding;!in!all!your!
ways!acknowledge!him,!and!he!will!make!your!paths!straight”
Isaiah'12:2!“Surely!GOD!is!my!salva<on;!I!will!trust!and!not!be! afraid.!The! LORD,!the! LORD,!is!my!strength!
and!my!song;!he!has!become!my!salva<on."!
Isaiah'26:4!“Trust!in!the!LORD!forever,!for!the!LORD,!the!LORD,!is!the!Rock!eternal.”
Nahum'1:7!“The!LORD!is!good,!a!refuge!in!<mes!of!trouble.!He!cares!for!those!who!trust!in!him,”
Deuteronomy' 31:8!“The! LORD! himself! goes! before! you!and! will!be!with!you;! he!will! never!leave! you!nor!
forsake!you.!Do!not!be!afraid;!do!not!be!discouraged."!
Psalm'56:3!“When!I!am!afraid,!I!will!trust!in!you.”
Psalm'118:6!“The!LORD!is!with!me;!I!will!not!be!afraid.!What!can!man!do!to!me?”
RevelaDon'1:17!“When!I!saw!him,!I!fell!at!his!feet!as!though!dead.!Then!he!placed!his!right!hand!on!me!and!
said:!"Do!not!be!afraid.!I!am!the!First!and!the!Last.”
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Psalm'55:22!“Cast!your!cares!on!the!LORD!and!he!will!sustain!you;!he!will!never”
Psalm'112:657'“Surely!he!will!never!be! shaken!righteous! man!will!be!remembered!forever.!He!will!have!no!
fear!of!bad!news:!his!heart!is!steadfast,!trus<ng!in!the!LORD.”
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Praying the Word against LUST
Philippians'4:8'“Finally,!brothers,!whatever!is!true,!whatever!is!noble,!whatever!is! right,!whatever!is!pure,!
whatever! is! lovely,! whatever! is! admirable! —!if! anything!is! excellent!or! praiseworthy! —! think! about!such!
things.”
Proverbs' 5:20523! ! “Why! be! cap<vated,! my! son,! by! an!adulteress?! Why! embrace! the! bosom! of! another!
man's!wife?!For!a!man's!ways!are!in!full!view!of!the!LORD,!and!he!examines!all!his!paths.!The!evil!deeds!of!a!
wicked!man!ensnare!him;!the!cords!of!his!sin!hold!him!fast.!He!will!die!for!lack!of!discipline,!led!astray!by!his!
own!great!folly.!“
Ma:hew'5:29530!“If! your!right!eye!causes!you!to!sin,!gouge!it!out!and!throw!it!away.!It!is!be@er!for!you!to!
lose! one! part!of!your!body!than!for!your!whole!body!to!be!thrown!into!hell.!And!if! your!right!hand!causes!
you!to!sin,!cut!it!oﬀ!and!throw!it!away.!It!is!be@er!for!you!to!lose!one!part!of!your!body!than!for!your!whole!
body!to!go!into!hell.“
Job'31:1'“I!made!a!covenant!with!my!eyes!not!to!look!lushully!at!a!girl.”
Proverbs'4:25'“Let!your!eyes!look!straight!ahead,!ﬁx!your!gaze!directly!before!you.”
Proverbs'17:24'“A!discerning!man!keeps!wisdom!in!view,!but!a!fool's!eyes!wander!to!the!ends!of!the!earth.”
James'1:13516'“When!tempted,!no!one!should!say,!"GOD!is!temp<ng!me."!For!GOD!cannot!be!tempted!by!
evil,!nor!does!he!tempt!anyone;!but!each!one! is! tempted!when,!by!his!own!evil!desire,!he!is!dragged!away!
and!en<ced.!Then,!aPer!desire!has!conceived,!it!gives!birth!to!sin;!and!sin,!when!it!is!fullgrown,!gives!birth!to!
death.!Don't!be!deceived,!my!dear!brothers.”
1'Peter'2:11!“Dear!friends,!I!urge!you,!as! aliens! and!strangers! in!the!world,!to!abstain!from!sinful!desires,!
which!war!against!your!soul.!“
Romans' 13:14!“Rather,!clothe!yourselves!with!the!LORD!Jesus!Christ,!and!do!not!think!about!how!to!gra<fy!
the!desires!of!the!sinful!nature.”
GalaDans'5:16'“So!I!say,!live!by!the!Spirit,!and!you!will!not!gra<fy!the!desires!of!the!sinful!nature.”
Colossians' 3:10!“and! have! put! on! the! new!self,!which!is! being!renewed! in!knowledge! in! the! image! of! its!
Creator.”
2' Peter' 1:354! “His! divine! power! has! given! us! everything! we! need! for! life! and! godliness! through! our!
knowledge! of! him! who! called! us! by! his! own!glory!and!goodness.! Through!these! he! has! given! us! his! very!
great!and!precious!promises,!so!that!through!them!you!may!par<cipate!in!the!divine!nature!and!escape!the!
corrup<on!in!the!world!caused!by!evil!desires.”
2'Corinthians'7:1!“Since!we!have!these!promises,!dear!friends,!let!us!purify!ourselves! from!everything!that!
contaminates!body!and!spirit,!perfec<ng!holiness!out!of!reverence!for!GOD.”
Hebrews'12:10!“Our!fathers!disciplined!us!for!a!li@le!while!as! they!thought!best;!but!GOD!disciplines!us!for!
our!good,!that!we!may!share!in!his!holiness.”
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1'Thessalonians'4:758!“For!GOD!did!not!call!us!to!be!impure,!but!to!live!a!holy!life.!Therefore,!he!who!rejects!
this!instruc<on!does!not!reject!man!but!GOD,!who!gives!you!his!Holy!Spirit.”
LeviDcus'11:44'“I!am!the!LORD!your!GOD;!consecrate!yourselves!and!be!holy,!because!I!am!holy.”
1' John' 2:16517' “For! everything!in! the! world! —! the! cravings! of! sinful!man,!the! lust! of! his! eyes! and! the!
boas<ng! of! what!he! has! and! does! —! comes! not! from!the! Father! but!from! the! world.!The! world!and! its!
desires!pass!away,!but!the!man!who!does!the!will!of!GOD!lives!forever.”
Proverbs'4:23!“Above!all!else,!guard!your!heart,!for!it!is!the!wellspring!of!life.”
Proverbs'22:11'“He!who!loves!a!pure!heart!and!whose!speech!is!gracious!will!have!the!king!for!his!friend.”
Psalm'24:354!“Who!may!ascend!the!hill!of! the! LORD?!Who!may!stand!in!his!holy!place?!He! who!has! clean!
hands!and!a!pure!heart,!who!does!not!liP!up!his!soul!to!an!idol!or!swear!by!what!is!false.”
Psalm'51:657'“Surely!you!desire! truth!in!the! inner!parts;!you!teach!me!wisdom!in!the!inmost!place.!Cleanse!
me!with!hyssop,!and!I!will!be!clean;!wash!me,!and!I!will!be!whiter!than!snow.”
Psalm'51:8510'“Let!me! hear!joy!and!gladness;!let!the!bones! you!have! crushed!rejoice.!Hide!your!face!from!
my!sins!and!blot!out!all!my!iniquity.!Create!in!me!a!pure!heart,!O!GOD,!and!renew!a!steadfast!spirit!within!
me.”!
Ma:hew'5:8'“Blessed!are!the!pure!in!heart,!for!they!will!see!GOD.”
Mark' 7:18519'“’Are! you!so!dull?’!he!asked.!‘Don't!you!see!that!nothing!that!enters!a!man!from!the!outside!
can!make!him!'unclean'?!For!it!doesn't!go!into!his!heart!but!into!his!stomach,!and!then!out!of!his!body.’”
2'Timothy'2:22!“Flee!the!evil!desires!of!youth,!and!pursue!righteousness,!faith,!love!and!peace,!along!with!
those!who!call!on!the!LORD!out!of!a!pure!heart.”
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Praying the Word against PRIDE and CONTROL
2'Chronicles'7:14!"If!My!people!who!are!called!by!My!name!will!humble!themselves,!and!pray!and!seek!My!
face,!and!turn!from!their!wicked!ways,!then!I!will!hear!from!heaven,!and!will!forgive!their!sin!and!heal!their!
land."!
1'Peter'5:5,6!"Likewise! you!younger!people,!submit!yourselves!to!your!elders,!Yes,!all!of!you!be!submissive!
to!one! another,!and!be! clothed!with! humility,!for! GOD! resists! the! proud,!But!gives! grace! to! the! humble.!
Therefore!humble!yourselves!under!the!mighty!hand!of!GOD,!that!He!may!exalt!you!in!due!<me,"!
Zephaniah'3:12!"I!will!leave!in!your!midst!A! meek!and!humble!people,!And!they!shall!trust!in!the!name! of!
the!LORD."'!
Philippians'2:3!"Let!nothing!be!done! through!selﬁsh!ambi<on!or!conceit,!but!in!lowliness!of! mind!let!each!
esteem!others!be@er!than!himself."
Philippians'2:5!"Let!this!mind!be!in!you!which!was!also!in!Christ!Jesus."!
Philippians'2:7!"but!made! Himself! of! no!reputa<on,!taking!the!form!of! a!bond6servant,!and!coming!in!the!
likeness!of!men."
Philippians'2:8!"and!being!found!in!appearance!as!a!man,!He!humbled!Himself!and!became!obedient!to!the!
point!of!death,!even!the!death!of!the!cross."
Philippians'2:9!"Therefore!GOD!also!has! highly!exalted!Him!and!given!Him!the!name! which!is!above!every!
name,"
GalaDans'5:24!"And!those!who!are!Christ's!have!cruciﬁed!the!ﬂesh!with!its!passions!and!desires."
Luke'16:15'"And!He! said!to!them,!"You!are!those!who!jus<fy!yourselves! before! men,!but!GOD!knows! your!
hearts!For!what!is!highly!esteemed!among!men!is!an!abomina<on!in!the!sight!of!GOD.”
GalaDans'6:2!"Bear!one!another's!burdens,!and!so!fulﬁll!the!law!of!Christ."!
Deuteronomy'8:2!"And!you!shall!remember!that!the!LORD!your!GOD!led!you!all!the!way!these!forty!years!in!
the! wilderness,!to!humble!you!and!test!you,!to!know!what!was! in!your!heart,!whether!you!would!keep!His!
commandments!or!not."
1'Corinthians'1:26!"For!you!see!your!calling,!brethren,!that!not!many!wise!according!to!the!ﬂesh,!not!many!
mighty,!not!many!noble,!are!called.”
1'Corinthians'1:27!"But!GOD!has!chosen!the!foolish!things!of!the!world!to!put!to!shame!the!wise,!and!GOD!
has!chosen!the!weak!things!of!the!world!to!put!to!shame!the!things!which!are!mighty;"
1'Corinthians'1:28!"And!the!base!things!of! the! world!and!the! things! which!are!despised!GOD!has! chosen,!
and!the!things!which!are!not,!to!bring!to!nothing!the!things!that!are.”
1'Corinthians'1:29!"That!no!ﬂesh!should!glory!in!His!presence."
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1' Corinthians' 1:30! "But! of! Him! you! are! in! Christ! Jesus,! who! became! for! us! wisdom! from! GOD! and!
righteousness!and!sanc<ﬁca<on!and!redemp<on."!
1'Corinthians'1:31!"That,!as!it!is!wri@en,!'He!who!glories,!let!him!glory!in!the!LORD."'
1'Corinthians'2:1!"And!I,!brethren,!when!I!came!to!you,!did!not!come!with!excellence!of!speech!or!of!wisdom!
declaring!to!you!the!tes<mony!of!GOD."
1'Corinthians'2:2!"For!I!determined!not!to!know!anything!among!you!except!Jesus!Christ!and!Him!cruciﬁed."
1'Corinthians'2:3!"I!was!with!you!in!weakness,!in!fear,!and!in!much!trembling."
1'Corinthians'2:4!"And!my!speech!and!my!preaching!were!not!with!persuasive!words!of!human!wisdom,!but!
in!demonstra<on!of!the!Spirit!and!of!power,"!
1'Corinthians'2:5!"that!your!faith!should!not!be!in!the!wisdom!of!men!but!in!the!power!of!GOD."
2'Corinthians'12:4!"For!though!He!was!cruciﬁed!in!weakness,!yet!He!lives!by!the!power!of!GOD,!For!we!also!
are!weak!in!Him,!but!we!shall!live!with!Him!by!the!power!of!GOD!toward!you."
Proverbs'16:18!"Pride!goes!before!destruc<on,!And!a!haughty!spirit!before!a!fall."
Jeremiah'9:'23,24'"Thus!says!the!LORD:!Let!not!the!wise!man!glory!in!his!wisdom,!Let!not!the!mighty!man!
glory!in!his!might,!Nor!let!the!rich!man!glory!in!his!riches;!But!let!him!who!glories!glory!in!this,!That!I!am!the!
LORD,!exercising!loving!kindness,!judgment,!and!righteousness!in!the!earth.!For!in!these!I!delight,'! says!the!
LORD."!
Proverbs'18:12!"Before!destruc<on!the!heart!of!a!man!is!haughty.!And!before!honor!is!humility."
Proverbs'13:10!"By!pride!comes!nothing!but!strife,!But!with!the!well6advised!is!wisdom."
1'John'2:16!"For!all!that!is!in!the!world6the!lust!of!the!ﬂesh,!the!lust!of!the!eyes,!and!the!pride!of!life6is!not!of!
the!Father!but!is!of!the!world."!
Isaiah'29:19!“The!humble!also!shall!increase!their!joy!in!the!LORD,!And!the!poor!among!men!shall!rejoice!In!
the!Holy!One!of!Israel."
Isaiah'29:13!"Therefore!the!LORD!said:!Inasmuch!as! these!people!draw! near!with!their!mouths!And!honor!
Me! with!their!lips,!but!have!removed!their!hearts! far!from!Me,!And!their!fear!toward!Me! is! taught!by!the!
commandment!of!men,"!
Isaiah'31:1!"Woe!to!those!who!go!down!to!Egypt!for!help,!And!rely!on!horses,!Who!trust!in!chariots!because!
they!are! many,! And!in!horsemen!because! they! are! very!strong,! But! who!do!not!look! to!the! Holy! One! of!
Israel,!Nor!seek!the!LORD!"
Jeremiah'17:5!"Thus! says! the! LORD:!"Cursed! is! the! man!who!trusts!in!man!And!makes!ﬂesh!his! strength.!
Whose!heart!departs!from!the!LORD."!
Jeremiah'17:7!"Blessed!is!the!man!who!trusts!in!the!LORD!And!whose!hope!is!the!LORD."
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Daniel'4:37!"Now!I,!Nebuchadnezzar,!praise!and!extol!and!honor!the!King!of!heaven,!all!of!whose!works!are!
truth,!and!His!ways!jus<ce.!And!those!who!walk!in!pride!He!is!able!to!put!down."!
James'1:9!"Let!the!lowly!brother!glory!in!his!exalta<on,"
James'1:10!"but!the!rich!in!his!humilia<on,!because!as!a!ﬂower!of!the!ﬁeld!he!will!pass!away."!
Psalm'18:2!"The! LORD!is! my!rock!and!my!fortress! and!my!deliverer;!My! GOD,!my!strength,!In!whom!I!will!
trust;!My!shield!and!the!horn!of!my!salva<on,!my!stronghold."
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Praying the Word against REJECTION
My FATHER loves me with an everlasting love. I have never not been loved by Him.
Jeremiah'31:3!“I!have!loved!you!with!an!everlas<ng!love;!therefore!I!have!drawn!you!with!loving!kindness.”

My FATHER loves me so much that He gave His only Son to die for me so I might
know His Love.
John'3:16'“For!GOD!so!loved!the! world,!that!He! gave!His!only!bego@en!Son,!that!whoever!believes!in!Him!
should!not!perish,!but!have!eternal!life.”

My FATHER loves me so much that He wants to express His Love and Affection to
me.
John'16:27!“For! the!Father!Himself! loves! you,!because! you!have!loved!Me,! and!have! believed!that!I!came!
forth!from!the!Father.”

Nothing can separate me (not even my faults) from GOD's Love for me.
Romans' 8:38539!“For!I!am!convinced!that! neither!death,!nor!life,!nor!angels,!nor! principali<es,! nor!things!
present,!nor!things!to!come,!nor!powers,!nor!height,!nor!depth,!nor!any!other!created!thing,!shall!be!able!to!
separate!us!from!the!love!of!GOD,!which!is!in!Christ!Jesus!our!LORD.”

My FATHER loves me just as much as He loves His Son, Y’shua (Jesus).
John'17:23!“[I!pray]!that!they!may!be!perfected!in!unity,!that!the!world!may!know!that!Thou!didst!send!Me,!
and!didst!love!them,!even!as!Thou!didst!love!Me.”

Even when I have sinned, FATHER loves me and asks me to sit beside Him with
Messiah.
Ephesians'2:456!“But!GOD,!being!rich!in!mercy,!because!of!His!great!love!with!which!He!loved!us,!even!when!
we!were!dead!in!our!transgressions,!made!us!alive!together!with!Christ!(by!grace!you!have!been!saved),!and!
raised!us!up!with!Him,!and!seated!us!with!Him!in!the!heavenly!places,!in!Christ!Jesus.”

My FATHER wants me to overflow with His Love.
Ephesians'3:19!“[I!pray!that!you!may]!know!the!love!of!Christ!which!surpasses!knowledge,!that!you!may!be!
ﬁlled!up!to!all!the!fullness!of!GOD.”

Even when I am wounded, my FATHER sees me as beautiful and takes pleasure in
me.
Psalm'149:4!“For!the!LORD!takes!pleasure!in!His!people;!He!will!beau<fy!the!aﬄicted!ones!with!salva<on.”
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My FATHER's Thoughts toward me are always good and filled with hope for me.
Jeremiah'29:11!"For!I!know!the!plans!that!I!have!for!you,"!declares!the!LORD,!"plans!for!welfare!and!not!for!
calamity!to!give!you!a!future!and!a!hope."

I am beautiful, handsome and pleasant in His Eyes.
Song'of' Solomon'1:15516!"How! beau<ful! you! are,!my! darling,! how! beau<ful! you! are!! Your!eyes! are! like!
doves.!How!handsome!you!are,!my!beloved,!and!so!pleasant."

My love for Him fills Him with ecstasy and joy.
Song'of' Solomon'4:10!“How!beau<ful!is!your!love,!my!sister,!my!bride!!How!much!be@er!is!your!love!than!
wine.”

My FATHER is so pleased with my being His child that He will never leave me. He
wants to meet all my needs.
Luke'15:31!“And!he!said!to!him,!‘My!child,!you!have!always!been!with!me,!and!all!that!is!mine!is!yours.’”

My FATHER likes being with me so much that He made His home with me.
John'14:23!“Jesus!answered!and!said!to!him,!‘If!anyone!loves!Me,!he!will!keep!My!word;!and!My!Father!will!
love!him,!and!We!will!come!to!him,!and!make!Our!abode!with!him.’”

I am to shine the light of my FATHER throughout the earth.
Ma:hew'5:13514!“You!are!the!salt!of!the!earth!...!You!are!the!light!of!the!world.”

I am a witness of GOD to the world.
Acts' 1:8! “But! you! shall! receive! power! when! the! Holy! Spirit! has! come! upon! you;! and! you! shall! be! My!
witnesses!both!in!Jerusalem,!and!in!all!Judea!and!Samaria,!and!even!to!the!remotest!part!of!the!earth.”

I am a minister of reconciliation for GOD.
2'Corinthians'5:18!“Now!all!these! things! are! from!GOD,!who!reconciled!us! to!Himself! through!Christ,! and!
gave!us!the!ministry!of!reconcilia<on.”

I am GOD's ambassador to the world.
2'Corinthians' 5:20!“Therefore,!we!are!ambassadors!for!Christ,!as!though!GOD!were!entrea<ng!through!us;!
we!beg!you!on!behalf!of!Christ,!be!reconciled!to!GOD.”

I can do all things in Messiah.
Philippians'4:13!“I!can!do!all!things!through!Him!who!strengthens!me.”
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Y’shua (Jesus) is not ashamed of me.
Hebrews'2:11!“For!both!He!who!sanc<ﬁes!and!those!who!are!sanc<ﬁed!are!all!from!one!Father;!for!which!
reason!He!is!not!ashamed!to!call!them!brethren.”

GOD is not ashamed to be my FATHER.
Hebrews'11:16!“Therefore!GOD!is!not!ashamed!to!be!called!their!GOD;!for!He!has!prepared!a!city!for!them.”

He has forgiven my iniquity and remembers my sin no more.
Jeremiah'31:34!"And!they!shall!not!teach!again,!each!man!his! neighbor!and!each!man!his! brother,!saying,!
`Know!the!LORD,'! for!they!shall!all!know!Me,!from!the! least!of!them!to!the!greatest!of!them,"! declares!the!
LORD,!‘for!I!will!forgive!their!iniquity,!and!their!sin!I!will!remember!no!more.’"

He has put all of my sins under His Feet and cast them into the depths of the sea.
Micah'7:19!“He! will!again!have!compassion!on!us;!He!will!tread!our!enemies!underfoot.!Yes,!Thou!wilt!cast!
all!their!sins!into!the!depths!of!the!sea.”

GOD has redeemed me and forgiven all my sin.
Colossians'1:13514!“For!He!delivered!us!from!the!domain!of!darkness,!and!transferred!us!to!the!kingdom!of!
His!beloved!Son,!in!whom!we!have!redemp<on,!the!forgiveness!of!sins.”

GOD forgives and cleanses me from all my sin.
1'John'1:9'“If!we! confess! our!sins,!He!is!faithful!and!righteous!to!forgive!us!our!sins! and!to!cleanse!us!from!
all!unrighteousness.”

I am called a child of GOD.
John' 1:12!“But! as! many! as! received!Him,! to! them! He! gave!the! right! to! become! children! of! GOD,!even!to!
those!who!believe!in!His!Name.”

I am called Christ's friend.
John'15:15!“No!longer!do!I!call!you!slaves,!for!the!slave!does!not!know!what!his!master!is! doing;!but!I!have!
called!you!friends,!for!all!things!that!I!have!heard!from!My!Father!I!have!made!known!to!you.”

In Christ, GOD sees me just as if I had never sinned.
Romans' 5:1' “Therefore! having!been! jus<ﬁed!by!faith,! we! have! peace! with!GOD! through!our!LORD! Jesus!
Christ.”

I belong to my FATHER.
1'Corinthians' 6:19520!“Do!you!not!know!that!your!body!is!a!temple!of!the! Holy!Spirit!who!is!in!you,!whom!
you!have!from!GOD,!and!that!you!are!not!your!own?!For!you!have!been!bought!with!a!price.”
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I have been adopted and placed in my FATHER's Presence.
Ephesians'1:5!“He!predes<ned!us!to!adop<on!as!sons!through!Jesus!Christ!to!Himself,!according!to!the!kind!
inten<on!of!His!will.”

I am complete in Messiah.
Colossians'2:10!“In!Him!you!have!been!made!complete,!and!He!is!the!head!over!all!rule!and!authority.”

I am free forever from condemnation.
Romans'8:152!“There!is!therefore!now!no!condemna<on!for!those!who!are!in!Christ!Jesus.!For!the!law!of!the!
Spirit!of!life!in!Christ!Jesus!has!set!you!free!from!the!law!of!sin!and!death.”

My FATHER is always for me, never against me.
Romans'8:31!“What!then!shall!we!say!to!these!things?!If!GOD!is!for!us,!who!is!against!us?”

Troubles do not separate me from GOD's Love.
Romans'8:35!“Who!shall!separate!us!from!the!love!of!Christ?!Shall!tribula<on,!or!distress,!or!persecu<on,!or!
famine,!or!nakedness,!or!peril,!or!sword?”

I am hidden with Messiah in the FATHER.
Colossians'3:3!“For!you!have!died!and!your!life!is!hidden!with!Christ!in!GOD.”

I am filled with GOD's Power, Love and a sound mind.
2'Timothy' 1:7,' NKJV!“For!GOD!has! not!given!us! a!spirit!of! fear,!but!of! power! and!of! love!and!of!a!sound!
mind.”

I can find grace and mercy when I am hurting.
Hebrews' 4:16! “Let! us! therefore! draw!near! with!conﬁdence! to! the! throne! of! grace,! that! we! may! receive!
mercy!and!may!ﬁnd!grace!to!help!in!<me!of!need.”

FATHER's Perfect Love for me displaces my fears.
1'John'4:18'“There!is!no!fear!in!love;!but!perfect!love!casts!out!fear,!because!fear!involves!punishment,!and!
the!one!who!fears!is!not!perfected!in!love.”

The evil one has no right to touch me while I am in my FATHER's Arms.
1'John'5:18!“We!know!that!no!one!who!is!born!of!GOD!sins;!but!He!who!was!born!of!GOD!keeps!him!and!the!
evil!one!does!not!touch!him.”
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My FATHER wants to hold and comfort me when I'm afraid.
Isaiah'66:12513! “For!thus! says! the! LORD,!‘Behold,!I! extend! peace! to!her!like! a!river,!and!the! glory!of! the!
na<ons!like!an!overﬂowing!stream;!and!you!shall!be!nursed,!you!shall!be!carried!on!the!hip!and!fondled!on!
the! knees.! As! one! whom! his! mother! comforts,! so! I! will! comfort! you;! and! you! shall! be! comforted! in!
Jerusalem.’"

FATHER did not send His Son to die for me so that I might be judged by Him. When I
believe in Him, I am not judged.
John'3:17518'“For!GOD!did!not!send!the!Son!into!the!world!to!judge!the!world;!but!that!the!world!should!be!
saved!through!Him.!He!who!believes!in!Him!is!not!judged;!he!who!does!not!believe!has!been!judged!already,!
because!he!has!not!believed!in!the!name!of!the!only!bego@en!Son!of!GOD.”

My FATHER does not judge me.
John'5:22!“For!not!even!the!Father!judges!anyone,!but!He!has!given!all!judgment!to!the!Son.”!

Y’shua (Jesus) came to save me from my sin, not to judge and condemn me for it.
John'12:47!“And!if!anyone!hears!My!sayings,!and!does!not!keep!them,!I!do!not!judge!him;!for!I!did!not!come!
to!judge!the!world,!but!to!save!the!world.”
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Praying the Word against SHAME
Psalm'25:2!“In!you!I!trust,! O!my!GOD.! Do!not!let! me! be! put! to! shame,!nor! let!my!enemies! triumph!over!
me.”
Psalm'25:3!“No!one!whose!hope!is!in!you!will!ever!be! put!to!shame,!but!they!will!be!put!to!shame! who!
are!treacherous!without!excuse.”
Psalm'119:6'“Then!I!would!not!be!put!to!shame!when!I!consider!all!your!commands.”
Psalm'119:31'“I!hold!fast!to!your!statutes,!O!LORD;!do!not!let!me!be!put!to!shame.”!
Psalm'119:46'“I!will!speak!of!your!statutes!before!kings!and!will!not!be!put!to!shame,”!
Psalm'119:80'“May!my!heart!be!blameless!toward!your!decrees,!that!I!may!not!be!put!to!shame.”
1'Peter'2:6!“For! in!Scripture! it!says:! ‘See,! I!lay!a!stone!in!Zion,!a!chosen!and!precious!cornerstone,!and!
the!one!who!trusts!in!him!will!never!be!put!to!shame.’”
Joel'2:26!“You!will!have! plenty!to!eat,!until!you!are! full,!and!you!will!praise! the!name! of!the! LORD!your!
GOD,!who!has!worked!wonders!for!you;!never!again!will!my!people!be!shamed.”
Psalm'62:7'“My!salvation!and!my!honor!depend!on!GOD;!he!is!my!mighty!rock,!my!refuge.”
Psalm'71:21'“You!will!increase!my!honor!and!comfort!me!once!again.”
Psalm' 84:11'“For!the! LORD!GOD! is! a! sun!and!shield;! the! LORD! bestows! favor! and!honor;!no!good!thing!
does!he!withhold!from!those!whose!walk!is!blameless.”
Psalm'91:15'“He!will!call!upon!me,!and!I!will!answer!him;!I!will!be!with!him!in!trouble,!I!will!deliver!him!and!
honor!him.”
Proverbs'3:35!“The!wise!inherit!honor,!but!fools!he!holds!up!to!shame.”
Proverbs'21:21'“He!who!pursues!righteousness!and!love!finds!life,!prosperity!and!honor.”
Proverbs'22:4!“Humility!and!the!fear!of!the!LORD!bring!wealth!and!honor!and!life.”
Isaiah'22:23!“I!will!drive! him!like! a!peg! into!a!firm! place;! he! will!be!a!seat!of!honor!for!the! house! of! his!
father.”
Hebrews'2:7!“You!made!him!a!little!lower!than!the!angels;!You!crowned!him!with!glory!and!honor”
Job'33:26!“He!prays!to!GOD!and!finds!favor!with!him,!he!sees!GOD's!face!and!shouts!for!joy;!he!is!restored!
by!GOD!to!his!righteous!state.”
Psalm' 5:12!“For! surely,! O! LORD,! You! bless! the! righteous;!You! surround!them!with!Your!favor!as!with!a!
shield.”
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Psalm' 30:5!“For!his! anger!lasts! only! a!moment,!but! His! favor!lasts!a!lifetime;!weeping!may!remain!for!
a!night,!but!rejoicing!comes!in!the!morning.”
Psalm'69:13'“But!I!pray!to!You,!O!LORD,!in!the!time!of! your!favor;!in!Your!great!love,!O!GOD,!answer!me!
with!Your!sure!salva<on.”
Psalm'84:9'“Look!upon!our!shield,!O!GOD;!look!with!favor!on!Your!anointed!one.”
Psalm'89:17'“For!you!are!their!glory!and!strength,!and!by!Your!favor!you!exalt!our!horn.“
Psalm'90:17'“May!the!favor!of!the!LORD!our!GOD!rest!upon!us;! establish! the! work! of! our! hands! for!us!
—!yes,!establish!the!work!of!our!hands.”
Proverbs'8:35!“For!whoever!finds!me!finds!life!and!receives!favor!from!the!LORD.!“
Proverbs'12:2!“A!good!man!obtains!favor!from!the!LORD,!but!the!LORD!condemns!a!crafty!man.”
Proverbs'13:15'“Good!understanding!wins!favor,!but!the!way!of!the!unfaithful!is!hard.”
Isaiah'49:8'“This!is! what!the!LORD!says:!"In!the!time! of! My!favor! I!will!answer!you,! and! in!the! day! of!
salvation! I! will! help! you;! I! will! keep! you! and! will! make! you! to! be! a! covenant! for! the! people,! to!
restore!the!land!and!to!reassign!its!desolate!inheritances,!“
Isaiah' 66:2! “Has! not!My! hand! made! all! these! things,! and!so!they!came! into!being?"! declares! the! LORD.!
"This!is!the!one!I!esteem:!he!who!is!humble!and!contrite!in!spirit,!and!trembles!at!my!word.”
1'Samuel'2:8'“He!raises! the! poor!from!the!dust!and!lifts!the!needy!from!the!ash!heap;!he!seats!them!with!
princes!and!has!them!inherit!a!throne!of!honor.!For!the!founda<ons!of!the!earth!are!the!LORD's;!upon!them!
he!has!set!the!world.“
1'Chronicles' 29:12'“Wealth! and!honor!come! from! You;! You!are! the! ruler! of! all!things.!In!Your!hands! are!
strength!and!power!to!exalt!and!give!strength!to!all.”
Romans'10:11'“As!the!Scripture!says,!‘Anyone!who!trusts!in!Him!will!never!be!put!to!shame.’”!
Isaiah'54:4!"Do!not!be! afraid;!you!will!not!suffer!shame.!Do!not!fear!disgrace;!you!will!not!be!humiliated.!
You!will!forget!the!shame!of!your!youth!and!remember!no!more!the!reproach!of!your!widowhood.”
Isaiah'61:7'“Instead!of! their!shame!My!people! will!receive! a!double! portion,!and!instead!of!disgrace!they!
will!rejoice!in!their!inheritance;!and!so!they!will!inherit!a!double! portion!in!their!land,!and!everlas<ng!joy!
will!be!theirs.”!
Psalm'71:1'“In!You,!O!LORD,!I!have!taken!refuge;!let!me!never!be!put!to!shame.”
Psalm'25:3!“No!one! whose!hope!is!in!You!will!ever!be! put!to!shame,!but!they!will!be! put!to!shame!who!
are!treacherous!without!excuse.“
Psalm'25:20!“Guard!my!life!and!rescue!me;!let!me!not!be!put!to!shame,!for!I!take!refuge!in!You.”
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Psalm' 31:1'“In!You,! O! LORD,! I!have! taken! refuge;! let! me! never! be! put! to! shame;! deliver! me! in! your!
righteousness.”
Psalm'31:17'“Let!me! not! be! put! to! shame,! O! LORD,!for!I!have!cried!out!to!You;!but!let!the!wicked!be!put!
to!shame!and!lie!silent!in!the!grave.”
Psalm' 18:35'“You!give! me! Your!shield!of! victory,!and!Your! right! hand!sustains! me:! You!stoop!down! and!
make!me!great.”
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Praying the Word against WASTE and DESOLATION
Daniel'4:34!"And!at!the!end! of! <me! I,!Nebuchadnezzar!liPed! my! eyes,!to!heaven,! and!my! understanding!
returned! to! me;! and! I! blessed! the! Most! High! and! praised! and! honored! Him! who! lives! forever:! For! His!
dominion!is!an!everlas<ng!dominion,!And!His!kingdom!is!from!genera<on!to!genera<on."!
Isaiah'52:9!"Break!forth!into!joy,!sing!together,!You!waste!places!of!Jerusalem!!For!the!LORD!has!comforted!
His!people,!He!has!redeemed!Jerusalem."!
Isaiah'49:8!"Thus!says!the!LORD:!In!an!acceptable!<me!I!have!heard!You,!and!in!the!day!of!salva<on!I!have!
helped! You;! I!will!preserve! You! and!give! You!as! a!covenant!to!the!people,! To!restore! the! earth,!To!cause!
them!to!inherit!the!desolate!heritages:"!
Isaiah'43:19!"Behold,!I!will!do!a!new!thing,!Now!it!shall!spring!forth;!Shall!you!not!know!it?!I!will!even!make!
a!road!in!the!wilderness!and!rivers!in!the!desert."
Isaiah'49:17!"Your!sons!shall!make!haste;!Your!destroyers!and!those!who!laid!you!waste!Shall!go!away!from!
you."
Isaiah'51:14!"The!cap<ve!exile! hastens,!that!he!may!be! loosed,!That!he!should!not!die!in!the!pit,!And!that!
his!bread!should!not!fail."
Isaiah' 51:3! "For! the! LORD! will! comfort! Zion,! He! will! comfort! all! her! waste! places;! He! will! make! her!
wilderness! like! Eden,! And! her! desert! like! the! garden! of! the! LORD;! Joy! and!gladness! will! be! found! in! it,!
Thanksgiving!and!the!voice!of!melody."
Isaiah'44:26!"Who!conﬁrms!the!word!of!His!servant,!And!performs!the!counsel!of!His!messengers;!Who!says!
to!Jerusalem,!You!shall!be!inhabited,!To!the!ci<es!of! Judah,!You!shall!be!built,!And!I!will!raise! up!her!waste!
places;"
Isaiah'54:3!"For!you!shall!expand!to!the!right!and!to!the!leP,!And!your!descendants!will!inherit!the!na<ons,!
And!make!the!desolate!ci<es!inhabited."
Amos' 9:11! "On! that! day! I! will! raise! up! The! tabernacle! of! David,! which! has! fallen! down,! And! repair! its!
damages;!I!will!raise!up!its!ruins,!And!rebuild!it!as!in!the!days!of!old;”
Amos' 9:14!“I!will!bring!back!the! cap<ves!of!My!people!Israel;!They!shall!build!the!waste!ci<es!and!inhabit!
them;!They!shall!plant!vineyards!and!drink!wine!from!them;!They!shall!also!make!gardens!and!eat!fruit!from!
them.”
Isaiah'61:4!"And!they!shall!rebuild!the!old!ruins,!They!shall!raise! up!the!former!desola<ons,!And!they!shall!
repair!the!ruined!ci<es,!The!desola<ons!of!many!genera<ons.”
Isaiah'62:4'"You!shall!no!longer!be!termed!Forsaken,!Nor!shall!your!land!any!more!be!termed!Desolate:!But!
you!shall!be!called!Hephzibah,! and!your! land!Beulah;! for!the!LORD!delights! in!you!And!your!land!shall!be!
married.”
Isaiah'61:7!“Instead!of!your!shame!you!shall!have!double!honor,!And!instead!of!confusion!they!shall!rejoice!
in!their!por<on.!Therefore!in!their!land!they!shall!possess!double;!Everlas<ng!joy!shall!be!theirs.”
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Isaiah'62:12!"And!they!shall!call!them!The!Holy!People,!The!Redeemed!of!the!LORD;!And!you!shall!be!called!
Sought!Out,!A!City!Not!Forsaken.”
Ezekiel'36:33!"Thus!says! the!LORD!GOD:!"On!that!day!that!I!cleanse! you!from!all!your!iniqui<es,!I!will!also!
enable!you!to!dwell!in!the!ci<es,!and!the!ruins!shall!be!rebuilt.”
Ezekiel'36:34!"The!desolate!land!shall!be!<lled!instead!of!lying!desolate!in!the!sight!of!all!who!pass!by."
Ezekiel'36:35!"So!they! will!say,!‘This! land!that!was! desolate!has!become! like! the! garden!of!Eden;! and!the!
wasted,!desolate,!and!ruined!ci<es!are!now!for<ﬁed!and!inhabited.’”
Ezekiel'36:36!"Then!the! na<ons!which!are! leP!all!around!you!shall!know!that!I!the!LORD,!have! rebuilt!the!
ruined!places!and!planted!what!was!desolate.!I,!the!LORD,!have!spoken!it,!and!I!will!do!it."
Ezekiel'37:12!"Therefore! prophesy! and! say!to!them,!Thus! says!the! LORD!GOD:! "Behold,!My!people,! I!will!
open!your!graves!and!cause!you!to!come!up!from!your!graves,!and!bring!you!into!the!land!of!Israel."
Ezekiel'37:13!"Then!you!shall!know!that!I!am!the!LORD,!when!I!have!opened!your!graves,!O!My!people,!and!
brought!you!up!from!your!graves."
Ezekiel'37:14!“I!will!put!My!Spirit!in!you,!and!you!shall!live,!and!I!will!place!you!in!your!own!land.!Then!you!
shall!know!that!I,!the!LORD,!have!spoken!it!and!performed!it,!says!the!LORD."!
Ezekiel'36:25!"Then!I!will!sprinkle!clean!water!on!you,!and!you!shall!be!clean;!I!will!cleanse!you!from!all!your!
ﬁlthiness!and!from!all!your!idols."
Ezekiel'36:26!"I! will!make! them!and! the! places! all!around! My! hill!a!blessing;!and!I! will!cause! showers! to!
come!down!in!their!season;!there!shall!be!showers!of!blessing."
Ezekiel'39:27!“When!I!have!brought!them!hack!from!the!peoples! and!gathered!them!out!of!their!enemies!
lands,!and!I!am!hallowed!in!them!in!the!sight!of!many!na<ons,"!
Isaiah'58:12!"Those!from!among!you!shall!build!the!old!waste!places;!You!shall!raise!up!the!founda<ons! of!
many!genera<ons;!And!you!shall!be!called!the!Repairer!of!the!Breach,!The!Restorer!of!Streets!to!Dwell!in."
Zephaniah'3:20!"’At!that!<me! I!will!bring!you!hack.!Even!at!the!<me! I!gather!you;!For!I!will!give!you!fame!
and! praise! Among!all!the! peoples! of! the! earth,! When!I! return! your! cap<ves! before! your! eyes.’! Says! the!
LORD.”
Jeremiah'29:14!"I!will!be! found!by!you,!says!the!LORD,!and!I!will!bring!you!back!from!your!cap<vity;!I!will!
gather!you!from!all!the!na<ons!and!from!all!the!places! where! I!have!driven!you,!says!the!LORD,!and!I!will!
bring!you!to!the!place!from!which!I!cause!you!to!be!carried!away!cap<ve."
Deuteronomy' 30:2! "And! you! return! to! the! LORD! your! GOD! and! obey! His! voice,! according! to! all! that! I!
command!you!today,!you!and!your!children,!with!all!your!heart!and!with!all!your!soul"
Deuteronomy' 30:3!"That!the!LORD!your!GOD!will!bring!you!back!from!cap<vity,!and!have!compassion!on!
you,!and!gather!you!again!from!all!the!na<ons!where!the!LORD!your!GOD!has!sca@ered!you."!
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Deuteronomy'30:4!"If!any!of!you!are!driven!out!to!the!farthest!parts!under!the!heaven,!from!there!the!LORD!
your!GOD!will!gather!you,!and!from!there!He!will!bring!you."
Deuteronomy' 30:5!"Then!the!LORD!your!GOD!will!bring!you!to!the!land!which!your!fathers! possessed!and!
you!shall!possess!it.!He!will!prosper!you!and!mul<ply!you!more!than!your!fathers."
Deuteronomy' 30:6!"And!the!LORD!your!GOD!will!circumcise!your!heart!and!the!heart!of!your!descendants,!
to!love!the!LORD!your!GOD!with!all!your!heart!and!with!all!your!soul,!that!you!may!live."!
Psalm'127:1!"Unless!the!LORD!builds!the!house,!They!labor!in!vain!who!build!it;!Unless!the!LORD!guards!the!
city,!The!watchman!stays!awake!in!vain.”!
Jeremiah'32:37!"Behold,!I!will!gather!them!out!of!all!countries!where!I!have!driven!them!in!My!anger,!in!My!
fury,!and!in!great!wrath;!I!will!bring!them!back!to!this!place,!and!I!will!cause!them!to!dwell!safely."
Jeremiah'32:38!"They!shall!be!My!people,!and!I!will!be!their!GOD;"
Jeremiah'32:39!"then!I!will!give!them!one!heart!and!one!way,!that!they!may!fear!Me!forever,!for!the!good!
of!them!and!their!children!aPer!them."!
Jeremiah'32:40!"And!I!will!make!an!everlas<ng!covenant!with!them,!that!I! will!not!turn!away! from!doing!
them!good;!but!I!will!put!My!fear!in!their!hearts!so!that!they!will!not!depart!from!Me."!
Jeremiah'32:41!"For!thus!says! the! LORD;!Just!as!I!have! brought!all!this!great!calamity!on!this!people,!so!I!
will!bring!on!them!all!the!good!that!I!have!promised!them."!
Jeremiah'33:6!"Behold,!I!will!bring!it!health!and!healing;!I!will!heal!them!and!reveal!to!them!the!abundance!
of!peace!and!truth."
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Part(3:

Understanding
Trauma and
Dissociation
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Becoming HOLY and CLEAN vs. COMMON and UNCLEAN.
In being BRUISED, our hearts become broken and fragmented. These wounds are likened
to being “unclean”:
LeviDcus'10:10511!“10! !You!shall!make! a!dis<nc<on!and!recognize!a!diﬀerence! between!the!holy!and!the!
common!or!unholy,!and!between!the!unclean!and!the!clean;!11! !And!you!are! to!teach!the!Israelites!all!the!
statutes!which!the!LORD!has!spoken!to!them!by!Moses.”!

Holy = Kadosh

Common = Chol

We are to be a set-apart people, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation.

Any thing that is man-made, selfeffort, and pleasing to the flesh.

Clean = T’hor

Unclean = Tamei

Definition: “Having our fragmented
soul made whole — unity and
completeness”.

Definition: “Fragmented, incomplete,
incapable of perfection or
completion”.

In the process of SANCTIFICATION, we move from being unclean/tamei to become
CLEAN/t’hor, by dealing with generational curses, deliverance, and inner healing.

We move from being common/chol to becoming more and more HOLY/kadosh, by dealing
with the OLD MAN and SELF (my own way/strength or HIS).
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The process of being HEALED from your wounds is equated with the RESTORATION of
your FRAGMENTED soul becoming WHOLE.
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SPACE and TIME.
GOD defines the DIMENSIONS within which He operates with us, and where we will be
BLESSED as TWO boundaries — (1) SPACE and (2) TIME.

Space:
1) The FIRST space set out is the GARDEN.
2) After the FALL, we see the boundary stones are set out by the Ten
Commandments,
3) In Messiah, we see the boundary stones are WRITTEN on our HEARTS — we
become Living Tabernacles of set-apart space.

Time:
1) In the GARDEN, time is set out as
meeting with GOD in the cool of the DAY.
2) After the EXODUS, time is defined by
the FEASTS of GOD. It is during the
FEASTS, that the heavens are OPENED
for a SPECIFIC breakthrough, related to
that particular Feast ...
In science we have E = MC². In the Bible, if we
stay WITHIN the bounds of the Covenant
(SPACE), and observe GOD’s Feasts
(TIME) ... then the POWER of the Holy Spirit
will be “squared” and at its GREATEST!

Understanding EMOTIONAL Pain and TIME CURSES.
Our hearts can be described as “emotional tanks”. The emotional wounds/pain of
childhood are like stones, that get dropped in our hearts, displacing joy/life. We know that
there are significant stages in childhood and maturity:
•

Birth

•

Bar/Bat Mitzvah

•

Thirty Years (Priestly Anointing)

Curses can be placed on certain time periods/days/cycles of our lives. “Father Time” (the
Grim Reaper) operates within these time curses, to bring oppression and destruction.
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... and our unfulfilled needs are transformed into EMOTIONAL pain! We go NUMB, and are
unable to feel! The progression would be:
➡ Unmet emotional needs (love, affection, touch, safety),
➡ Become emotional pain,
➡ And we eventually become numb, and are unable to feel.
It is between steps two and three, that repression takes place.
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Restoring the functions of the MIND and the HEART.
When looking at issues of the heart, it may feel like death is at the door!
!

1'Corinthians'2:16!“16!!For!who!has!known!or!understood!the!mind!(the!counsels!and!purposes)!of!the!LORD!
so!as!to!guide!and!instruct!Him!and!give!Him!knowledge?!But!we!have!the!mind!of!Christ!(the!Messiah)!and!
do!hold!the!thoughts!(feelings!and!purposes)!of!His!heart.”

If we have the mind of Messiah, what needs to be renewed? What is dysfunctional in our
minds? One major problem is that the relationship between our minds and our hearts has
been perverted, the roles confused.
The proper function of the mind in relation to the heart is to make decisions, while the
heart is to sense and feel things as the servant of the Spirit. Though we have the mind of
Messiah, too many of us don’t yet walk in it fully!

The(func_on(of(the(HEART.
The heart feels, intuits, and understands things in a way unique among our other faculties.
The heart also serves a pondering function and can achieve a level of understanding
deeper than comprehension of mere facts.
Proverbs'15:28!“28!!The!heart!of!the!righteous!ponders!how!to!answer!...”

But because the heart is the seat of our fallen emotions, we are specifically instructed
not to follow after it.
Numbers'15:39!“39!!And!it!shall!be!to!you!a!fringe!or!tassel!that!you!may!look!upon!and!remember!all!the!
commandments!of!the!LORD!and!do!them,!that!you!may!not!spy!out!and!follow!aPer![the! desires!of]! your!
own! heart! and! your! own! eyes,! aPer! which! you! used! to! follow! and! play! the! harlot! [spiritually,! if! not!
physically],”
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Proverbs' 28:26! “26! ! He! who! leans! on,! trusts! in,! and! is! conﬁdent! of! his! own! mind! and! heart!is! a![self6
conﬁdent]!fool,!but!he!who!walks!in!skillful!and!godly!Wisdom!shall!be!delivered.”

The fallen heart is not to be trusted. Clearly the fallen heart must not become the decisionmaker in our lives.
Jeremiah'17:9! “9! ! The! heart! is! deceihul!above! all!things,! and! it! is! exceedingly!perverse! and!corrupt! and!
severely,! mortally! sick!! Who! can! know! it! [perceive,! understand,! be! acquainted! with! his! own! heart! and!
mind]?”

The fallen heart is more likely to mislead, more likely to misrepresent itself and to tell
lies. Left to itself, the fallen heart is the most selfish and, therefore, the most dishonest
instrument we possess.

The(func_on(of(the(MIND.
The mind is to know objectively and then decide what to do with what is known. The mind,
not the heart, functions to set direction, to make decisions and then to summon all
other faculties to follow after.
The mind should be “set on the Spirit” (Romans 8:6), which is a decision. In GOD’s
Plan, the Holy Spirit rules the mind, and the mind directs the heart.
Psalm'16:7! “7! !I! will!bless!the! LORD,! Who!has! given!me! counsel;!yes,!my!heart!instructs! me! in!the!night!
seasons.”
Proverbs'15:14!“14!!The!mind!of!him!who!has!understanding!seeks!knowledge!and!inquires!aPer!and!craves!
it,!but!the!mouth!of!the![self6conﬁdent]!fool!feeds!on!folly.”
Proverbs'16:9!“9!!A!man’s!mind!plans!his!way,!but!the!LORD!directs!his!steps!and!makes!them!sure.”

The function of the mind is to plan, to set a righteous direction, and then to marshall
all the other parts of the person to pursue the chosen direction.
In Romans 7 Paul tells us of the war going on inside every one of us. The law of sin
wages war against the law of his mind. We get into trouble when the heart is allowed to
become the decision-maker and judge of truth — and the mind becomes carnal, the
servant of the heart to justify and fortify what the heart has purposed.
The mind should set borders and limits for the heart so that the heart becomes the
compassionate servant of the renewed mind. When the mind fails to provide such
discipline, the heart runs amok with desires, emotions, and urges until it makes
living a shipwreck.
A heart running amok as the decision-maker twists all perceptions to fit its own selfish
frames of reference, makes everyone else responsible for its misery (“You did this to
me!”), creates delusions (“GOD told me to”, though He didn’t), and so much more.
But the heart disciplined by a renewed mind is freed to become a tool for gentleness and
for discerning the needs of others for the sake of ministry in compassion.
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Suppose your mate does something that really hurts you. Anger results and you act on
it by snapping back with a cutting remark. You believe you did it because you were hurt.
But the truth is ... you did it because you let your heart decide your course of actions
rather than the mind inspired by the Holy Spirit. You used your mind to justify what your
heart had already decided, rather than to rule over your inner self for a righteous
response.
This is not suppressing emotions. We are to feel the emotions, but decide to behave
righteously.

You have the right to FEEL ... but NOT to hurt others!

Understanding EMOTIONAL PAIN.
Subs_tute(needs.
When needs are not fulfilled, substitute/secondary needs take their place, for example:
1. A dominating mother renders the child passive and weak, thus creating a “need”
in the child to either dominate a partner in adult life or to marry a dominating
spouse. He/she marries a dominating partner in order to go on acting dependant.
2. A child who was rejected/ignored may grow up with a need to be famous. His whole
adult life will be spent trying to boost his ego or feel important.
3. Being unloved makes one feel unattractive. The later struggle then is to attract
everyone, regardless of whether or not they really matter to one’s life.
Healing lies comes by letting yourself feel the
devastating feeling of not being wanted or
desired. This allows you to see that the inability to
love was your parents’ problems, and not due to
some inherent flaw in you as a child. This can
only happen when you stop struggling against
needing constant reassurance, and feel to its
depths, the lack of love.
When someone is deprived in childhood they
grow up confused about the difference between
love and need. They tend to fall in love with
someone who can fulfil their needs. We never
see beyond our needs no matter how smart we
are. Unmet needs make us dumb in specific
relevant areas. We do not perceive a person
realistically. We always see our needs first.
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Emo_onal(pain.
When people’s needs remain unfulfilled they are transformed into emotional pain. We are
familiar with the pain of a toothache, bodily injury, etc. The pain we experience when we
feel unloved/unwanted is just as real:

When needs for love and affection, touching and safety go unmet, the child is driven to
take protective action and seek fulfilment in another way. If there is no way for needs to be
met, then repressive forces will stifle the need. Repression is an automatic response
to the pain of emotional deprivation.
Later on in life one begins to substitute gratifications with B.E.E.P.S. — tranquillisers,
cigarettes, food, drugs, alcohol, sex, etc. These substitutes then have to do what touch
should have done:
•
•

To RELAX,
Be at PEACE,

•

And have JOY!

As human beings we were not created for rejection, abuse, etc. There is only so much we
can take and this causes repression to take place. The depth of repression depends on
the level of pain. The most catastrophic pains are the early ones that are life threatening —
coming close to death at childbirth or the pain of hopelessness of ever being loved as a
small child. Our bodies are set up to produce a morphine-like product to block the
awareness of the pain so that the baby will not die or, in the case of an adult, so that the
person can get on with his life.
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How does emotional pain work?
If we start to freeze, we hurt. When the pain is too much we go numb and feel nothing.
When we start to thaw and feel again we hurt once more.
Emotional pain is repressed and forgotten. An emotional numbness ensues, an inability to
feel. When the pain is later remembered, the hurt begins anew. Thus, we hurt in the first
instance when the emotional pain occurs, and we will hurt later if we allow ourselves to
remember the original pain.
Please note — the difference between repression and dissociation is that with
repression the forgetting happens gradually. With dissociation it happens immediately.
The great wonder is how it is that such a gigantic amount of pain can reside compressed
in our bodies without our being aware of it. It is repression we must thank.
Repression diffuses its energy so that it is found in high blood pressure, compulsive
sexuality, asthma, daydreams, poor posture, headaches, etc. The needs and the pain are
what drive us, using up tremendous energy — the neurotic cannot relax.

Emo_onal(MEMORY.
Emotional pain can accumulate and be stored. Clearly this is a function of memory. From
very early in life, even in the womb, we code and store our memories. What used to be
outside is now inside. All the smells, sights and sounds of every minute of our lives can be
called forth any second of our lives. A complete environment in every minute detail is in our
brains and bodies as a duplicate copy. Moreover, we respond first to that inner
environment and then to the outside one.
The traumatic memory becomes a filter that determines how we later respond to events.
When experiencing trauma during our early years, our systems have a way to
encapsulate this pain and isolate it internally until we are grown up and able to
experience and work through the pain.
Emotional memory is not the same as conscious recall. We can easily remember our
good times in childhood. It takes only a bit of recall. But no wilful conscious determination
is going to recall painful, emotional memory. Those can only be remembered on an
emotional level by the feeling system.
The idea of a hidden memory of pain is difficult to accept because pain being hidden
cannot be recalled with ease. We call this “core pain”. It is like a force of gravity — a
totally subconscious influence that is always there. Core pain — the great hidden secret of
our day — is because of repressed needs, feelings, and pain.

REPRESSION, the gates of the brain.
The main mechanism through which pain is repressed is called gating. Gating is a
process that controls the perception of pain, not the pain itself, by blocking the mass of
electro-chemical impulses that constitute pain from reaching the higher levels of the brain.
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The gating system separates the three levels — survival, emotional, and executive — of
the mind’s input all the way along the nervous system. Thoughts, disengaged from
feelings, then have a life of their own.
Gating works in two directions:
1. It keeps feeling and sensation from the thinking level.
2. It prevents ideas and concepts from affecting our emotional level — “someone has
lost touch with reality”.
One loses touch with the outside world only after one has lost touch with the inner world.

Example(of(ga_ng.
•

Hiding from self.

•

Self-deception.

•

Sealing off of self-awareness.

•

Breakdown of immune system.

•

Insensitive to self.

•

Insensitive to others.

Rugby players can play an entire game with
severely broken bones. They only become aware
of their pain after the game — when the intensity
of their attention is shifted away from the game,
back to everyday life.
Emotional shocks are no different than shock therapy. This massive input stays in the
system until healed — what goes in must come out eventually, whether impulses from a
shock machine or impulses from being traumatized as a child.
We are discussing an information overload. The gates are not too worried about content.
It is the force of the trauma that counts. When the level of trauma, say incest for example,
is great enough — they swing shut, to suppress/cope with the pain.
Unfortunately, when the gates in the brain shut down against pain they also shut out our
history with it. We no longer remember the trauma nor the needs and feelings that went
with it. We are deprived of exactly the kind of memory we need to resolve the crippling
effects of those old traumas. We never repress without having to bear the consequences.
There is always a price to pay.
The degree of gating/repression is in proportion to the amount of pain — for example,
massive pain during child birth will take a great amount of energy forever after to keep that
pain in its place. This output of energy is continuous because the imprint of the trauma
never leaves, until healed.
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Ga_ng(and(severed(communica_on.
Gating results in the blocking of communication from one level of consciousness to
another. This is why so many memories remain subconscious.
Our executive brain is not always in communication with the other parts of the brain that
contain important information. The strength of the gate has to do with the amount of
pain. The system will automatically allow only a bit at a time into consciousness. It allows
just enough to be integrated, and no more.
For example — a patient who was a victim of incest had been counselled over a period of
months. Little by little the story unfolded:
‣

Fear in the dark as a child.
‣

Footsteps coming down the hall.
‣

Shadow in the room.
‣

Sensation of something big and sharp between her legs.
‣

Months later … it was Daddy!

The gating system allows us to feel one way and act another. It allows us to be in
contradiction with ourselves. It allows us to remember the timetables we learned at age
six in school, while having no memory of the emotions we had at the time.
The reason is that we first gate the pain, then the associations that might bring it up,
until we have blocked out all memories surrounding it — places, times, scenes, etc.
When we suffer from shock there is often amnesia — the way most of us are born leaves
us in a state of shock just after birth. No wonder so few of us can remember our birth!
The gates are the agency of self-deception — a person is certain he is relaxed, while
repressed rage elevates his blood pressure. He sees no connection between his blood
pressure and feelings. Gating has sealed off awareness.
Gates preserve our internal reality in its pure form. They buffer and protect feelings.
The problem is that in becoming insensitive to ourselves we become insensitive to others.
We do not see their pain, we can’t empathize, or have compassion for them.
Later in life a person who is heavily gated or repressed may suffer from an autoimmune
disease such as arthritis — in which the real person, his cells and tissues, is attacked as
if it were a stranger or alien to be attacked.

We become allergic to ourselves!
With large storehouses of painful memories there are many defence mechanisms,
such as:
1. Some defend by fleeing into their head with ideas, philosophies, belief systems,
fantasies, etc.
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2. Others defend by a flurry of activity that keeps the feeling away — busy, busy,
busy …
3. Others talk incessantly.
By using these defences they try to create hope and avoid the pain — a person who was
never listened to and never shown any interest, forces the issue, making others listen all
the time. The force of the defence would be found in how loudly they speak and the speed
of their sentences.

Repression(is(denial(of(the(real(feeling.
Every person in pain denies. We are hiding from
ourselves. The pain of being unloved stays behind
in the subconscious while we go about trying to
feel loved. Pain is a blessing because when it is
felt it sets in motion the forces of healing.

Understanding the role of
endorphins 2 in the body.
Endorphins are among the brain chemicals
known as neurotransmitters, which function to
transmit electrical signals within the nervous
system. At least 20 types of endorphins have been demonstrated in humans. Endorphins
can be found in the pituitary gland, in other parts of the brain, or distributed throughout the
nervous system.
Stress and pain are the two most common factors leading to the release of endorphins.
Endorphins interact with the opiate receptors in the brain to reduce our perception of pain
and act similarly to drugs such as morphine and codeine. In contrast to the opiate drugs,
however, activation of the opiate receptors by the body's endorphins does not lead to
addiction or dependence.
In addition to decreased feelings of pain, secretion of endorphins leads to feelings of
euphoria, modulation of appetite, release of sex hormones, and enhancement of the
immune response. With high endorphin levels, we feel less pain and fewer negative effects
of stress. Endorphins have been suggested as modulators of the so-called "runner's high"
that athletes achieve with prolonged exercise. While the role of endorphins and other
compounds as potential triggers of this euphoric response has been debated extensively
by doctors and scientists, it is at least known that the body does produce endorphins in
response to prolonged, continuous exercise.
Endorphin release varies among individuals. This means that two people who exercise at
the same level or suffer the same degree of pain will not necessarily produce similar levels
of endorphins.

2&Por+on&of&ar+cle&taken&from&hZp://www.medicinenet.com/script/main/art.asp?

ar+clekey=55001
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Certain foods, such as chocolate or chili peppers, can also lead to enhanced secretion of
endorphins. In the case of chili peppers, the spicier the pepper, the more endorphins are
secreted. The release of endorphins upon ingestion of chocolate likely explains the
comforting feelings that many people associate with this food and the craving for chocolate
in times of stress.

Endorphins, natural pain killers.
How does repressed/gated pain stay repressed and linger on? The body produces a
natural substance for the control and management of pain. Pain is gated both by the
electrical system and a chemical counterpart that act together in the body. The
electrical stimulation causes the production of a morphine-like substance in the upper
brainstem. The amount of that substance produced seems to be equivalent to the amount
of pain. This is called endorphin, which sustains the repression of pain over time.

Endorphins,(keys(and(locks(in(dealing(with(pain.
Endorphins hold the secret to unlocking the causes of many diseases. Their levels indicate
the amount of pain we are handling. Once repression exists, we not only stop feeling, but
its existence keeps us from knowing that we are repressed.
When repression reaches a critical level called depression, we are feeling the
effects of repression.
Repression sets the limit of feeling — you only feel up to your repressive boundary. You
could be feeling at four on a scale of ten and not know it! With the benefit of repression,
we can keep on producing and working though haunted by pain — it is often the pain that
drives us to produce.

Pain,(repression,(and(endorphins(in(disease.
•

Pain + Repression = Disease.

•

Anxiety + No Repression = Survival.

It is not just pain that makes us vulnerable to disease — it is pain and repression. Anything
that blunts pain — tranquillisers, anaesthetics — also blunts the immune system. The
immune system has natural killer cells that destroy invading antigens, the carriers of
disease. Even a single shot of morphine compromises natural killer cell response. When
morphine is prevented from working by other chemicals, natural killer cell activity is
enhanced. Repression operates in the brain as well as in the minute cells circulating
throughout the bloodstream.
Deep pain means deep repression, and that means an increased possibility of cancer.
The way we live our lives is a reflection of our basic physiological tendencies. Research
indicates that someone who is repressed and “inward orientated” is much more likely to
contract immune system breakdown diseases.
A high intensity type person is more prone to having a heart disease or stroke.
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•

Pain + Repression = Disease.

•

Pain + Suffering = Survival.

Active suffering, acute anxiety and pain, felt and directly experienced, would seem to be
preventative of catastrophic disease. Why would feeling anxious aid survival? The body is
in harmony under such circumstances. One is hurt and one feels it. You operate within a
consistent reality.
A person who is hurt, but continues to function as though the hurt never existed, is
obviously not in harmony with himself. There is an inner war taking place, with one part of
the system fighting the other.
Not feeling pain is adaptive as a child, but becomes non-adaptive over the long run!
What saves our life early on — repression — is what kills us eventually. Can a person die
from a lack of love? Yes!

Levels of consciousness and the nature of the mind.
Illness can result from a pattern of:
•

Deprived need,
•

Pain,
•

Repression,
•

Special category of memory called imprints.

Mind is the structure/framework within which all this activity and drama takes place. The
mind is not just in the brain. The brain processes information from everywhere in the body.
Every cell in our body is an information processor. Cells in the immune system store old
information, recognize enemies, and stir the system into combat readiness. They
remember when the same enemy was present in the past, and give orders to clone
themselves to do battle.
The immune system is a mind that has memory, recognition, and command capabilities:
•

It has its own language, not words, but it definitely communicates.

•

It informs the natural killer cells to multiply and fight against cancer cells.

•

It also informs the hypothalamus in the brain about its activities.

The immune mind lies in the lymphocytes — white blood cells that produce antibodies to
fight disease. There is therefore a mind that helps us to survive and a mind that reasons
and uses logic. The verbal mind allows us to say what is on our mind (singular), but not
what is on our minds (plural). The verbal mind may be cut off from the lower levels of
organisation and not have the foggiest notion of what is going on below.
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Three levels of the mind.
There are three distinct levels of the mind (side view):

They are all three interconnected in the brain. Each of these is a separate entity with
different functions. Damage to the logical, verbal mind may not affect the emotional mind
at all. Humans can process emotions without using the section of the executive area of the
mind.
The survival, emotional, and executive areas function on three different levels of
consciousness. There is clearly some sort of gating system that manages to keep these
three levels distinct from one another.
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Development stages of the levels of the mind:
1) Survival (Subconscious) Level
• Develops three months old in the womb, to six months old in life.
2) Emotional Level
• Develops six months old and onwards.
3) Executive Level
• Develops pre-adolescence into twenties. It is continuous with the development of
the highest level of nervous tissue, the cerebral cortex.

First(Level
Imprinted pain and its memory on the first line are the least accessible. They therefore
tend to be the least believable later on because they are so difficult to retrieve and
understand. No language is going to help in that understanding either, which further
complicates the problem.
Remember — the memories that can be remembered from the first six months of life,
when the baby was in the womb, come from the spirit/Neshamah of the baby. The physical
brain is still developing and is not able to record anything.

Second(Level
As the infant develops, he begins to relate to a larger world than that of mother’s breast
and the crib. At this point, the limbic system predominates. The infant can now develop
emotional attachments to his parents and relatives. Now he can feel emotional suffering.

Third(Level
This level of thinking comes to predominate around age twelve. By adolescence we
possess three full levels of consciousness that correspond to the three principal minds.
They function as follows ...
1) First Level
• Sensory level that deals with sensation and mediates bodily impulses and
states. This level incorporates the survival mind.
2) Second Level
• Affective-expressive level mediates the complex processes involved in creating
and expressing feelings and emotions. This is the level of the emotional
mind.
3) Third Level
• Cognitive/thinking level. Provides discrimination, comprehension, and meaning
with regard to feeling states. This is the level of the executive mind.
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Experiencing(pain:
1) First Level
• Raw sensation of pain.
2) Second Level
• Emotional development of pain.
3) Third Level
• Conscious recognition of pain.
Normally, a feeling/attitude that we have towards some person, object, or activity is
comprised of all three levels of consciousness — sensation, emotion, and cognition. The
three are interconnected and work in harmony. But, when feelings are overwhelming — for
example, “They don’t like me!” — the fluid interconnection among the levels is disrupted.
Now there is fragmentation and blocking. Each level has its own repressive system and
so it is possible to be cut off from the most primitive impulses and needs — forget to eat,
unable to sleep, etc. It is possible to be so disengaged from emotions that one no longer
knows what one needs or what one feels.
It is possible to be disengaged from thinking so that one has ideas and concepts that are
completely unrelated to what is going on “below”. For example, a business executive
thinks he feels terrific. He is so disconnected from his own physical reality that it takes a
stroke/heart attack to get the true message through to his mind.

PAIN, the organiser of the mind.
Pain dictates the structure of consciousness
because pain is not just an ordinary
experience. Pain occurs as a result of threats
to the survival of the system. The ability to
feel pain is the key to survival, biologically
and psychologically. Those who cannot feel
pain are in constant danger of being
destroyed by something they cannot feel and
thus cannot avoid. Gated and repressed pain
is responsible for a kind of fragmentation
and disconnectedness. Bringing pain to full
consciousness will liberate a whole new
system of consciousness rather than simply
produce an awareness of one specific pain
or another.
There is evidence indicating that the higher central nervous system (the third level of the
mind) exerts a powerful suppressive influence on the experience of pain. This
suppressing tendency means that the third level can control sensory input and what can
be experienced.
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When the third level is lulled, as in sleep, coded memories in the subconscious return with
alarming force in our nightmares — the precise feeling from a birth trauma can ascend
with feelings of being crushed, drowning, suffocation or strangling.
The three levels of consciousness work all the time and make up the mind.
Each level has its separate function and different biochemical system. The emotional
level/second level is packed with endorphin receptors that act to gate pain.
Lower down at the first level where deep pains are imprinted we find a heavy
concentration of a stress hormone called noradrenaline. It helps mediate terror.
What we call mind, develops in stages in the newborn infant as the brain itself develops in
concentric circles known as neuropils.
The first line functions involve the bodily midline — gastric, respiratory, bladder and
bowel functions. They are controlled by the inner portion of the brain, which is practically
fully functioning soon after birth.
The second level (emotional level/limbic system) is also functioning soon after birth.
Only some years later the executive brain will be fully functional. In the meantime,
traumas will be handled by the lower neuropils. Thus, the newborn will develop colic, etc.
When a trauma occurs very early in life, the instinctive — rather than intellectual brain
— will deal with it, pumping out more acids, accelerating the heart rate, raising the blood
pressure, and elevating body temperature. This survival mind is the only mind equipped
to deal with early trauma.
Trauma at this level (survival mind level) could cause colic, vomiting, and breathing
difficulties. A five year old who is constantly made to feel ashamed or guilty is suffering on
an emotional level. Now the pain will be processed not only on the survival level, but also
in the emotional centres of the brain. This child can act out this emotional pain in school
with his peers. He can now discharge the energy of pain, something a newborn cannot do.
Memory is coded differently on each level of consciousness. For example, a patient
reliving a birth event has no words, no baby cries, and no free movement.
The memory contains all of the details surrounding the trauma — no part of it has
changed.
Example:
1. A woman who has the imprinted trauma of a weak and helpless father who could
not protect her, may find other weak men in her life and struggle to make them
strong — a symbolic attempt to produce a real, protective father.
2. Early trauma is often an oxygen starvation at birth followed by massive dilation and
the subsequent throbbing experience. In later years this can be the cause of
migraine attacks. It is a biological memory of survival and the attempt to conserve
oxygen.
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No level of consciousness can do the work of another. The emotional mind cannot solve
a geometry problem. Each level has its own memory system and therefore one cannot try
to remember a feeling. It has to be felt in its own way.
The immune system remembers a viral attack for decades — the cortex remembers with
specific words and figures. Example — the appearance of forceps’ marks will reappear on
the forehead when patients relive their birth trauma. Memory is therefore retrieved in
different ways — memories of smells that are only reawakened by smells, etc.

The functioning of the mind.
A well-balanced person has a balanced mind. There is fluid access to the lower levels and
an intelligence that serves the feelings and instincts. This allows the person to react
instinctively to situations and make immediate yet appropriate decisions.
We also know that the most crucial factor in psychological and physiological development
is that of key events during the nine months of pregnancy. This is when trauma
experienced by the mother can alter the brain system, the hormone balance, and the
anatomy of the baby — not to mention its psychological state.
So, the brain is not a blank slate, but possesses certain tendencies that are either evoked
or nurtured, or suppressed, depending on one’s life circumstances. The lower the level
upon which the traumas are imprinted, the more they determine later behaviours and
symptoms.

Belief(systems/strongholds.
When thoughts are not anchored into feelings, the upper level mind can be programmed to
believe in unreality. When a person is hypnotized, he can undergo an experience and then
be told he will have no memory of it. And he doesn’t! A mental suggestion can cancel a
memory. That is how fragile memory is.
Pain also tells memory to keep quiet, not to intrude or make a noise. The so-called
conscious mind forgets, but not the lower one.

What is a nervous breakdown?
Nerves don’t “break down”. Defences do.
When the gating system breaks down
because of drugs, or more often because life
has become too tough, the person may go
crazy.
He is using his now overwhelmed cortex to
handle the onrush of early pain. He no longer
makes sense, is irrational, and imagines
what isn’t there. Actually, it is there, but can’t
be seen — old shattering memories.
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The person doesn’t know the source, but he senses danger and focuses it externally —
parents divorce and one leaves the home. For the child the memory of such an event
remains well hidden, as does its meaning, which is that the child will never be with both
parents again. All of the pain and its memories become subconscious.
The person then walks around in a “semi-coma” for the rest of his life and isn’t even aware
of it. Great parts of him are inaccessible. He cannot learn from his past history because it
is buried in his mental archives.
It is possible to help someone later on to become aware of these events, but you cannot
make him conscious. Only the experience of pain can produce consciousness.
With an subconscious emotional life one neither perceives nor understands and is a
victim, unable to use past experience to comprehend the present. The mind does a
wonderful thing — it pretends that the earlier brain belongs to someone else. They are two
worlds apart. The upper brain cannot recognize the pain the body is undergoing.

Prayer for healing.
Y’shua (Jesus) paid the price to set us free. He gave His very Life so that we can live. He
will never force His way into your life. You need to invite Him to come and help you to open
these prison gates in your mind so that His Healing Power can set you free!
The Old City of Jerusalem had twelve gates. One of them was called “Gate of the
Prison” (Nehemiah 12:39). Repressed memories have placed us into a prison — where we
are tormented and locked away from living the abundant life, from being free to be used by
the LORD and fulfilling our purpose and destiny in His Kingdom.
Psalm'24:6510!“6! !This!is! the! genera<on![descrip<on]! of!those!who!seek!Him![who!inquire! of! and!for!Him!
and!of!necessity!require! Him],!who!seek!Your!face,![O!GOD!of]! Jacob.!Selah![pause,!and!think! of! that]!![Ps.!
42:1.]!7!!LiP!up!your!heads,!O!you!gates;!and!be!liPed!up,!you!age6abiding!doors,!that!the!King!of!glory!may!
come!in.!8!!Who!is!the!King!of!glory?!The!LORD!strong!and!mighty,!the!LORD!mighty!in!ba@le.!9!!LiP!up!your!
heads,!O!you!gates;!yes,!liP!them!up,!you!age6abiding!doors,!that!the!King!of!glory!may!come!in.!10!!Who!is!
[He!then]!this!King!of!glory?!The!LORD!of!hosts,!He!is!the!King!of!glory.!Selah![pause,!and!think!of!that]!”!

If we only live from the conscious, healthy part of who we think we are, we can never truly
be whole. We need to be aware of who we are in totality (thus, all three levels of
consciousness) and be redeemed on all three levels. Every fragmented part needs to be
recognized, retrieved, and redeemed by the Work of GOD’s Holy Spirit.

The WOUNDED soldier (the prayer warrior and intercessor).
In what way do these unhealed wounds affect our lives? Is it safe to venture into warfare
and intercession with unhealed wounds?
We have already taken a good look at how we obtain these wounds. We know now that
they can destroy us spiritually, mentally — and also even physically!
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Being hampered on the physical level can hinder us to flow in warfare and intercessory
prayer, but to be hurt on the spiritual and emotional levels can be devastating to the soldier
in the army of the LORD!
WHY? Because a wounded soldier cannot declare war on the enemy. His trumpet
call will bring on the “flies” to all the open, unhealed wounds!
The moment we start venturing into the areas of intercessory warfare, the enemy draws
our files and scans our lives. If our relationships are broken and distorted, we shall stand
out like an open target in sessions of warfare. The area of weakness will be the exact area
he will target.
If we struggle for instance, with feelings of
depression and inferiority — there will be
even more of a battle to think positive after
a session of “battle cries” and “fighting the
enemy”. There can be no “taking back the
land”, when the spirit is too weak to hold
the sword steady.
If we want to be effective soldiers in GOD’s
Army, we need to start cleaning up our
own lives first, and then face the enemy.
Does this now mean that we cannot do
any kind of warfare prayer before we are
completely whole?
No, but we need to clearly understand that there are certain issues in our lives that
definitely should be worked through before we attempt to warfare for schools, cities, and
nations.
We are in training, therefore we move forward taking one step at a time. The best training
grounds are our own lives and those of our families.
As we gain healing, we start to do warfare for the various aspects in our own lives, our
marriages and loved ones, and for our businesses and finances, etc. Our area of warfare
at first is our own household.
In being trained in this area, the Holy Spirit will reveal more issues in our own lives that
need His Healing Touch. As we move faithfully with the LORD, trusting Him to train us, we
move securely to the next “level” in prayer warfare!
Therefore, every one of us need to petition the LORD to bring to surface everything that
impacted our lives and caused us to be wounded and weak in the spirit.
The presence of emotional wounds, the imprints forcing our minds to have certain thought
patterns, and the isolation of a part of us (the hurting part) from the rest of ourselves, all
work together to distort our interpretation skills of situations and people. It forms “filters”
through which all incoming information must move prior to the interpretation thereof.
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When this “filter” is caused by deceptions and lies concerning who we are, we will most
often interpret information according to our preconceived ideas about others and
ourselves!
This will in turn simply strengthen our distorted viewpoints and lead us further away from
the truth.
When the fruit of hurt in our lives have matured, we often will spend much energy in
dealing with the fruit, trying hard to rid ourselves of them. Often this effort goes
unrewarded, because they are only the outward evidence of deeper pain.
Do not be distracted by these fruits, rather allow GOD’s Spotlight to show the root of the
problem. Attacks will always be part of our lives as long as we are in GOD’s Army, but our
ability to handle it will mature as we allow GOD’s Spirit to work His Will in us.
It will no longer knock us down when someone criticizes or rejects us. We will be able to
love someone even when they try their best to destroy our “good” name and will not be
distracted from GOD’s Calling when a false prophet gives us some misguided word.
Good news though! We are all aware that when wounds are healed, they become scars.
These scars give evidence of some hurt that has successfully been healed. In the same
way the spiritual scars give evidence of a spiritual battle that has been fought and
overcome.
This is seen as ranking in the spiritual realm. In other words, the enemy sees the scars
and then recognizes the ranking. Therefore wounds can actually give us an opportunity to
grow in GOD’s Army! Good news indeed, and motivation to pursue healing!
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In summary, we can see that when we go to war, we need to be prepared. We are in a
spiritual war, therefore we need to be prepared spiritually. To be spiritually prepared, we
need to be whole in body, soul, and spirit.
When we still suffer from open, unhealed wounds, the enemy will mark us quickly as open
targets — easy prey to destroy and demotivate for the calling of intercession and warfare.
These potential prayer warriors will be left alongside the field more wounded than before
and totally discouraged for further battles. Be warned! Do not enter the battlefield unless
your house (your self in totality) has been dealt with and the wounds are healed.

Traumatic memory.
Definition — FRIGHTENING EVENTS which are outside of ordinary human experience
and cannot be organized on a linguistic level, but are instead assimilated directly as a
somato-sensory event and not integrated with other memories (B. Van der Kolk and 0. Van
der Hart, p. 442).
In other words:
1) These memories overwhelm the normal data processing mechanisms of the brain.
2) The brain is therefore unable to translate them into words.
3) These memories thus get stored separate from narrative memory.
4) They get stored as raw data just as they are received through the five senses.

Trauma(can(fall(in(either(one(of(two(categories:
1. Happens in situations of deprivation or in an unsafe environment. For example,
rejection when walking away from a person as a form of punishment, or being
locked up in a small place.
2. Happens when bad things happen outside a person’s control. For example, physical
abuse or a severe hiding/spanking as form of un-Godly punishment.

Let(us(look(at(an(example:
Tom is nine years old and has a very low self-esteem. He believes that he is worthless and
clumsy, he is only good at loosing. Every minor or major event in Tom’s life is interpreted
as simply confirming his conviction of who he thinks he is.
This is because Tom went through certain experiences when he was younger. He was an
only child and not very welcome, his mother fell pregnant at some party and was not
willing to stop her alcohol abuse even after she heard she was pregnant.
Tom was unloved from the time of conception and constantly received messages of being
a burden. He also suffered physically, caused by fetal alcohol syndrome, explaining his
constant clumsiness.
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Tom holds some specific viewpoints concerning
his identity and life in general. Tom hurts
emotionally and it has a tremendous effect on
his whole being. His general convictions are —
“I am worthless — no one loves me”.
These have formed deep grooves in his brain
and cause him to interpret everything else in
line with these thought patterns.
The interesting thing about Tom’s reactions and
interpretations is that, should someone ask him
what happened in his life causing him to act
this way, his answer would probably be that he
does not have a clue.
Most of us go through life, bearing obvious fruit of emotional hurt in our lives, but with no
conscious recollection of the trauma we have been through. This can be very confusing.
We battle to get breakthroughs and carry a lot of anger, but need to ask ourselves, why?
During intensive research, discoveries were recently made concerning how our minds deal
with traumatic experiences. In order to survive, the information (entering like a huge
bundle of electrochemical impulses) is split into the bare information on the one side,(i.e.
the facts of the event) and the feelings or emotions connected to it, on the other.
The information is also placed deep within our subconscious level of the mind, until we are
more mature to deal with it and to get healed. It is during these times of trauma and shock
that we need to keep the information hidden from our conscious minds, in order to survive.
But, how does the information stay hidden? Again research has proven that our minds
make use of a chemical called endorphin, to help us in the process of coping by
repressing the painful information.
For someone like Tom, the pain of feeling unloved stays hidden, while he tries to cope
using different mechanisms, rather than facing the truth. What happens with the painful
information:
•

It is split,

•

Then hidden in the subconscious part of our mind,

•

And kept there by the constant release of endorphins into the subconscious level,
serving as a so-called gate.

We see that when we are too young to deal with the pain and still stay sane, the working of
endorphins are a blessing and truly help us to survive. It does however become a problem
when we get older and still do not deal with the hurt and pain.
Amazingly, research has shown that by measuring the endorphin level in our systems, we
can have a fairly reliable indication of the amount of stress (caused by repressed painful
memories) we still carry in our bodies!
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Our bodies need a constant supply of endorphins, but the older we get, the less healthy
the presence of a huge amount of endorphins in the body are! Huge amounts of
endorphins break down immunity and cause cancer and other sickness.
Research has proven that later on in life, the presence of these chemicals in huge
amounts can be extremely harmful to the body — it also blunts the immune system.
Therefore something that at first helped us to survive, can become our enemy!
The more repressed or “hidden” hurts we carry in us, the more unreal our identity and life’s
experiences will be. Unresolved issues are very much part of who we are. Not
acknowledging their existence cause us to have distorted perceptions and keep us
from enjoying the full benefit of GOD’s Plans and Purposes for us!
It is not only the hidden hurts and pain that form imprints and cause distorted identities, but
also those we are too well aware of, but refuse to face and work through in a Godly way!
Tom and everyone relating to his life story urgently need to face the truth about their past
hurts and deal with the feelings connected to it. The imprints guiding our thought patterns
need to be changed according to the truth — the Word of GOD (Romans 12:2; 1
Corinthians 10:5-7). This is not an easy process, but praise GOD, it is exactly for this that
Y’shua (Jesus) died for us!

How(do(memories(get(stored(in(my(brain?
!
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1. If the Amygdala is totally non-responsive (as in sleep), the Hippocampus records no
data.
2. If the Amygdala shows very little arousal (as in familiar, expected, or uninteresting
events), the Hippocampus pays little attention and records very little data.
3. If the Amygdala is more strongly aroused (as in interesting or important events), the
Hippocampus pays more attention and recognizes the need to record it.
•

If this is the first encounter with this kind of data, it will create a new file, but both
the quantity and quality of the record will be decreased.

•

If this is not the first encounter with this kind of data, it will add it to the existing
file and record a greater quantity of data with greater accuracy.

4. If the Amygdala is intensely aroused (as in unusual, unexpected, or frightening
events), the Hippocampus will pay extreme attention and record the data with great
accuracy.
•

•

This is called "hypermnesia." The memory:
-

Remains in the normal stream of consciousness.

-

Is recalled in abnormally vivid or complete detail.

This is the typical response to isolated traumatic events occurring as an older
child or adult.

5. If the Amygdala is excessively activated (as in highly traumatic, overwhelming, or
terrifying events), the connection to the Hippocampus is impaired so no transmission
of data to the Hippocampus takes place and the events get stored as isolated
sensory imprints or affective states.
•

Van der Kolk calls this "chronic dissociative amnesia." In this case the memory:
-

Is isolated from the normal stream of consciousness.

-

Cannot be voluntarily recalled but can be triggered in situations reminiscent of
the original trauma.

•

This response is more typical in cases of repeated, severe traumatization
occurring in early childhood.

•

In extreme cases this can result in Dissociative Identity Disorder.

6. Pre-frontal cortex:
•

Consciously interacts with the data intellectually.

•

Utilizes the data.

The recall of NARRATIVE memory.
Narrative memory can be triggered spontaneously or recalled voluntarily. The ACCURACY
of narrative memory depends on the extent and quality of what was originally recorded.
According to Van der Kolk, this is determined by:
•

The familiarity of the event.

•

The degree of mental attention paid to the event.

•

The subjective assessment of the event.
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The normal integration process that takes place with narrative memory:
•

Way back in 1889, Pierre Janet said, "Once a particular event or bit of information
becomes integrated in a larger scheme, it will no longer be accessible as an
individual entity, and hence the memory will be distorted" (Janet; 1889).

•

The social modifications that take place and get re-enforced in re-telling it. The more
we talk about an event, the more chance there is for distortion.

The recall of TRAUMATIC memory.
1. These memories cannot be voluntarily recalled.
2. They may be evoked automatically — or triggered — in situations that are
reminiscent of the original trauma.
Because the memory was never processed by the Hippocampus, but was stored in its raw
sensory and affective form, it can only be recalled as a virtual replay of the emotions and
physical senses of the original event.
•

It will feel to the survivor as if the event is re-occurring in the present.

•

In psychological terms this re-experiencing of a past traumatic event is called an
"abreaction”.

Regressing(when(memories(surface.
When memories surface, the person can regress
into psychotic behaviour. The subconscious
mind will allow the conscious level to mature if
we take authority over the subconscious.
When memories surface — ASK the person who
is now back at the AGE of the memory — how
old are they NOW? When they speak their
REAL AGE, this will “SNAP” them out of the age
of the MEMORY, and by the word of their
testimony, they come back to reality.
When the PERSON speaks the TRUTH of how
OLD they really are — the SUBCONSCIOUS
mind will respond to the TRUTH, and the PAIN will start to DIMINISH. The person who has
MANY memories that have been SUPPRESSED because they were too PAINFUL to
remember, must be taught to do this EVERY TIME they have a memory SURFACE:
“I am _________ (name), I am ______ years old, and I CAN HANDLE this by the POWER/
LIFE of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ)!”
Speak TRUTH to your SUBCONSCIOUS, and you will start to PROCESS your pain!
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In our pain, the SUBCONSCIOUS mind does not recognize the MEMORY has been locked
or BLOCKED off for so many years. It cannot tell if it was a MEMORY, or if it JUST
HAPPENED NOW, so by the WORD of our TESTIMONY, called a “REALITY CHECK”, the
SUBCONSCIOUS mind will come under SUBMISSION to the CONSCIOUS level, and we
can be a person of CHOICES!
•

We can CHOOSE our future,

•

We can CHOOSE to be HEALTHY,

•

We can CHOOSE to recognize our pain and walk through it,

•

We can CHOOSE to be OKAY,

•

We can CHOOSE salvation,

•

We can CHOOSE to go GOD’s Way,

•

We can CHOOSE to RIGHT the wrongs,

•

We can CHOOSE to pull down the STRONGHOLDS and take CAPTIVE all
imaginations!

•

We can CHOOSE the FATHER and HIS Kingdom ...
➡ We can CHOOSE LIFE!

Dissociation in a NUTSHELL.
Dissociation is when you go through the motions of a very traumatic memory but you are
not connected to the experience. It seems like a movie you have watched. You star in it,
but it’s not really you. Dissociation is a defence mechanism developed by children when
life becomes too traumatic for them to handle.
Dissociation from memories is called D.I.D. (Dissociative Identity Disorder). The brain
simply compartmentalizes experiences, emotions, and behaviours necessary for survival
into different identities.
Sometimes these identities actually have different names, or they may simply have identity
through their functions or feelings. One compartment or personality may not even have
any awareness of other personalities. This condition represents a very high-level of
dissociation.
The problem with dissociation is that it seemingly works for children because it helps the
pain or trauma go away on a temporary basis and allows the child to continue moving on
in life — but it is still a dysfunctional way of approaching life and can cause many
difficulties when the child reaches adulthood.
Dissociation is a defence mechanism that helps a child to survive the tension and abuse
that they experience at home. As an adult, their methods of dissociation can be through
drugs, alcohol, and isolation — but this is very destructive, and they also hinder the person
from dealing with issues and relationships in a mature way. The same dissociation that
helps a person survive when they are small can be very destructive when they get older.
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If they continue to dissociate, this keeps them from being truly connected to their own real
feelings and prevents them from experiencing true intimacy with themselves, other people,
and GOD.

Dynamics of memory.
For SURVIVORS, many of the traumatic events took place:
1) At pre-verbal ages,
2) BEFORE the child’s brain had capacity for NARRATIVE memory.
Traumatic memories are either PRECISELY recorded, or there is no such things as a
“recovered memory”. The mind is incredibly MASTERFUL in doing whatever it takes to
lessen the INTOLERABLE nature of an event, creating SEPARATE identities, designing
each one to fit the exact NEED of the moment. An EXAMPLE would be a sex-slave.
D.I.D. is actually not a disorder — it is a GIFT. The LORD created us in His Image — we
are a creative people! He enables one to create people and hiding places within oneself in
order to SURVIVE many traumas. D.I.D. is perhaps the most creative and intelligent
COPING mechanism and SURVIVAL technique humans are capable of CREATING!

Symptoms(of(D.I.D.:
Memory/time loss,
Hearing voices,
History of headaches,
Changes in handwriting,
Frequent changing of
clothing,
Very few clothing
ensembles,
A sense of deprivation,
Inordinate desire to
please others,
Intelligent and creative,
A highly developed
imagination,
A desire to play or collect
stuffed animals,
Emotions disconnected from cognitive thoughts,
History of depression/suicidal behavior,
Abusive relationship in adulthood,
Phobia or panic attacks,
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Strong attacks of shame,
Substance abuse,
History of nightmares and sleeplessness,
Self-mutilation or self-injuring behavior,
Anorexia and/or bulimia,
Sexual difficulties.

Mind vs. the Brain
There is a difference between the BRAIN and the MIND. MIND is your intelligence. The
MIND connects with the brain at the very TOP of the brain stem — the THALAMUS. This
small group of cells connects mind and brain, creating CONSCIOUSNESS. If those cells
are DAMAGED or injured accidentally or deliberately, the person becomes a humanANIMAL. They can learn like an animal learns, but they can never learn like a MAN learns
again. They CANNOT sit down and read something. We must understand the MIND has a
separate energy source from the BRAIN.

MIND always wants to know WHY?
•

Mind is BOTH conscious AND subconscious.
-

The CONSCIOUS part is very thin SHELL,

-

The SUBCONSCIOUS part makes up 99% of the mind.
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At the conscious level, we:
•

“LIVE LIFE”,

•

Make all our choices,

•

Interact, develop our personality,

•

Remember things.

While the subconscious level stores EVERYTHING we perceive — the SUBCONSCIOUS
mind picks up about five thousand bits of information EVERY SECOND that we are alive.
It either says it’s REDUNDANT and throws it out ... or STORES it!
For EXAMPLE, if you look around your bedroom, you (consciously) know what you will
see. But at the SUBCONSCIOUS level, you know your bedroom much BETTER than with
your conscious mind. It’s been discovered there is something DEEPER inside the
SUBCONSCIOUS mind — we’ve come to understand this is SPIRIT.

The(soul:
•

We interact with people,

•

We “READ” people,

•

Wounded children usually have HIGHER capacity to “READ” people.

The(spirit:
•

Interacts with spiritual realm — either GOD or demonic.

•

Spirit must be REBORN!

The(Image(of(GOD:
The Image of GOD is a mystery, but appears to connect the MIND to an EXTERNAL Mind
in a way that CANNOT be severed or “walled off”. The “Image of the Creator” is a deep
connection that allows the Creator to strengthen and encourage a child who is being
traumatized.

Mind-body connection.
MIND-body connection is very close. You can’t take the mind out and beat it because it’s
definitely a spiritual thing ... but you can affect the mind by what you do to the body.

What is NESHAMAH?
We saw in J2F that there is a CORE of the SOUL which is your personality — the person
GOD created you from the beginning. There is also a CORE of the SPIRIT — we call this
NESHAMAH.
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Neshamah (Strong’s Hebrew 5397), means:
•

“Breath”

•

“Spirit” (NOT the same as RU’ACH)

•

NESHAMAH is the GOD-created
breath of LIFE.

Genesis' 2:7!“7! ! Then! the! LORD! GOD! formed! man!
from!the!dust! of! the! ground!and!breathed!into! his!
nostrils!the!breath!or!spirit!of!life![NESHAMAH],!and!
man!became!a!living!being.”

NESHAMAH is SEPARATE to our human spirit and human soul ... but works WITH the
Holy Spirit. NESHAMAH is the GOD-given capacity to know, perceive, and understand.

Neshamah is the “LAMP of the LORD”!
Proverbs' 20:27! “27! ! The! spirit! [NESHAMAH]! of! man! [that! factor! in! human! personality! which! proceeds!
immediately!from!GOD]!is!the!lamp!of!the!LORD,!searching!all!his!innermost!parts.”

Neshamah gives us LIFE and UNDERSTANDING!
Job'32:8!“8!!But!there!is![a!vital!force]! a!spirit![of!intelligence]!in!man,!and!the!breath![NESHAMAH]! of!the!
Almighty!gives!men!understanding.”
Job'33:4!“4!![It!is]!the!Spirit!of!GOD!that!made!me![which!has!s<rred!me!up],!and!the!breath![NESHAMAH]!of!
the!Almighty!that!gives!me!life![which!inspires!me].”

Neshamah is the GOD-imparted capacity to know and connect with HIM and His LIFE!
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It is important to understand NESHAMAH, especially in DID/SRA ministry.

Is DISSOCIATION found in the BIBLE?
The Hebrew word “SHABAR” (Strong’s H7665) means “to break, break in pieces”.
Examples of NASB word usage include: “Break, breaking in pieces, bring to the point,
broken, broken down, broken off, brokenhearted, crush, crushed, demolished, destroy,
fractured, hurt, injured, pieces, shatter, shattered, smash, smashed, tore down, torn”.
SHABAR is used in the following Scriptures:
Psalm'34:18!“8!!But!there!is![a!vital!force]! a!spirit![of!intelligence]! in!man,!and!the! breath![NESHAMAH]! of!
the!Almighty!gives!men!understanding.”
Psalm'147:3!“8!!But!there!is![a!vital!force]! a!spirit![of!intelligence]! in!man,!and!the! breath![NESHAMAH]! of!
the!Almighty!gives!men!understanding.”
Ezekiel'34:16!“8!!But!there! is![a!vital!force]!a!spirit![of!intelligence]!in!man,!and!the!breath![NESHAMAH]! of!
the!Almighty!gives!men!understanding.”
Isaiah'61:1!“8!!But!there!is![a!vital!force]!a!spirit![of!intelligence]!in!man,!and!the!breath![NESHAMAH]!of!the!
Almighty!gives!men!understanding.”

Y’shua (Jesus) quotes this exact Scripture in Matthew and Luke!
Y’shua (Jesus) has come to heal the BROKEN ... including DID and ritual abuse
survivors!

The TWO types of trauma.
•

•

Type A Trauma
•

The absence of necessary good things,

•

Inhibits the development of capacity,

•

Abandonment, rejection, malnutrition,

•

Isolation, lack of love,

•

No encouragement,

•

Insecure attachments.

Type B Trauma
•

Bad things that happen!

•

Overwhelms existing capacity,

•

Examples include murder, rape, assault, molestation, incest, child abuse,
humiliation, betrayal, and contempt,

•

“First person shooter” video games.
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•

Type A + B Trauma
•

The loss of the ability to regulate the intensity of feelings is the most far-reaching
effect of early trauma and neglect.

Trauma and the brain’s control center.
Remember the four levels of the brain, from J2F3 ?
•

LEVEL 1: Attachment pain.

•

LEVEL 2: Pervasive fear.

•

LEVEL 3: Desynchronized, stuck in negative emotions.

•

LEVEL 4: Immaturity.

•

LEVEL 5: Inconsistent identity.

Disruption to the control center and the degree of resulting pain depends on:
•

Age,

•

Severity of trauma,

•

Existing joy capacity,

•

Attachments.

It is often BELOW the level of consciousness and may result in unregulated EMOTIONS,
without the ability to CALM yourself. With this, communication between portions of the
LEFT and RIGHT hemispheres of the brain may temporarily SHUT down.

3&Covered&in&J2F8.
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If the trauma, terror, and rage persist, I SHUT down into an ENERGY CONSERVATION
state known as dissociation. Once dissociation is used to REPLACE rest, the brain will
tend to dissociate ... rather than learn to rest in the future. The dissociative child learns to
SHUT DOWN instead of REST.
Not learning to REST is BAD for us and our BRAIN! Not learning to REST (serotonin
regulation) is the main predictor of MENTAL illness during the remainder of life. When the
LEFT hemisphere is not communicating with the RIGHT hemisphere, our ACCURATE
memory is impaired. I may no longer REMEMBER or be aware that I was PRESENT in the
trauma or that it happened to me. The LOSS of the ability to regulate the INTENSITY of
feelings is the most far-reaching effect of EARLY trauma and neglect. This can be the
result of Type A or B Trauma.

Memories and pain WILL surface.
The PAIN in our SUBCONSCIOUS can be likened to the BODY with a stomach BUG. It
wants it dealt with ... it wants the bug OUT!
Nobody WANTS to vomit, but the body takes over and gets rid of the bug. We were
created to deal with and hear TRUTH. So when we remember a TRAUMATIC memory that
has been SUPPRESSED for years and it is so PAINFUL ... we FIGHT against
“VOMITING” it out ... and SWALLOW it.
But it comes up AGAIN wanting to be dealt with!
Most often, we don’t have the tools to deal with it, so we just keep SWALLOWING! If we
do this long enough, our SUBCONSCIOUS will get the message and CAPS off the
memory. But the PAIN will still be MANIFESTED in our BEHAVIOUR and need for
B.E.E.P.S.!
Sin WILL be dealt with one way or another since we are created to be ACCOUNTABLE.
When memories surface, discern who is RESPONSIBLE. Anything that happened before
the AGE of ACCOUNTABILITY (directives) was NOT your FAULT! You were a VICTIM and
were INNOCENT! The SUBCONSCIOUS needs to hear that the TRAUMA that was
INFLICTED against us in CHILDHOOD was NOT our fault. It needs to hear this, and
RELEASE the ACCOUNTABILITY. You ARE accountable for your BEHAVIOURS ... you
need to make PEACE with GOD and the people you have HURT!

The GIFT of our subconscious.
WARNING!! DON’T allow this teaching to make you feel HELPLESS about your
CHILDHOOD and SUBCONSCIOUS. The SUBCONSCIOUS mind is only a DATABASE.
Through the GRACE and POWER of GOD the FATHER, our THOUGHT LIFE and
SUBCONSCIOUS can be an ASSET ... NOT a liability!
Look FORWARD to what comes out of your SUBCONSCIOUS! Don’t be FEARFUL of
what you DISCOVER, or what you should REMEMBER NEXT. The PAIN/lies/HURT
MUST come up, in order to HEAL ... and YOU can become a person of CHOICES!
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Is there BIBLICAL basis 4 for the SUBCONSCIOUS mind?
The Bible, of course, is the ultimate validation of any truth. The Bible alludes many times to
parts of our memory and experience that are not directly accessible to our conscious mind.
In Psalm 19:12-13, David asks GOD, “Who can
understand his errors? Cleanse Thou me from
secret [covered up, closed up, hidden] faults …
let them not have dominion over me …”
From whom are these faults secret? GOD? I
think not. Ourselves? Yes, this is what David is
imploring GOD to do — to show him and
cleanse him from his secret faults. These are
things that we have hidden away, either out of
our ignorance, or our simply not wanting to
deal with them. Only GOD, by His Spirit, can
show us and cleanse us from them.
The Amplified Bible calls these faults “hidden and unconscious”. Its publishers state in their
foreword, “… amplification helps the English reader comprehend what the Hebrew and
Greek listener understood as a matter of course”.
Psalm 139:23-24 follows this same line of expression, “Search me, O GOD, and know my
heart; try me, and know my thoughts; and see if there be any wicked way in me …” Again
David is asking GOD to expose any “secret, unknown faults” in him, so he can confess
and repent of them.
And Psalm 51:6 states, “Behold, Thou desirest truth in the inward parts; and in the hidden
part Thou shalt make me know wisdom”. Here, David refers not only to “inward parts”, but
also to “hidden parts” of our internal architecture. What is he referring to, if there really is
no hidden place or secret place?
And in 2 Corinthians 10:3-6, what are the “strongholds” that Paul is talking about? Are
these strongholds simply conscious attitudes and physical behaviors that we have? Or,
could these also be the secret, hidden faults that David asks GOD to cleanse him of in
Psalm 19:12?
The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews also refers to a “root of bitterness” (Hebrews
12:15). We understand that a “root” is something hidden or covered up. Often we are not
even aware that a “root of bitterness” has sprung up in us, until GOD, by His Spirit, points
it out.
Then, of course, there is the undeniably clear Scripture in Jeremiah 17:9, which tells us
that not only is our human heart “deceitful above all things, and desperately [incurably]
wicked” — but, “who can know it?”

4&Por+on&of&an&ar+cle&wriZen&by&Nancy&Missler.&For&original,&see&hZps://

www.kingshighway.org/inspira+on/ar+cles/your_temple/sub/&
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No one but GOD can understand the wickedness of our hearts. In other words, there are
things in our hearts that are hidden and secret, even to us!
Daniel 2:30, Psalm 44:21, and 1 Corinthians 14:25 also present this same line of
expression. GOD is the only One who “knoweth the secrets of our hearts” because He is
the only One who can see, search, and try our hearts. Among other Scriptures that hint at
covered, closed and hidden things that we are not even aware of are:
Deuteronomy' 7:20!“20!!Moreover,!the!LORD!your!GOD!will!send!the! bhornet!among!them!un<l!those!who!
are!leP!and!hide!themselves!from!you!are!destroyed.”
Acts'8:21523'“21!!You!have!neither!part!nor!lot!in!this!ma@er,!for!your!heart!is!all!wrong!in!GOD’s!sight![it!is!
not!straighhorward!or!right!or!true!before!GOD].![Ps.!78:37.]!22!!So!repent!of!this!depravity!and!wickedness!
of!yours! and!pray!to!the!LORD!that,!if! possible,!this! contriving!thought!and!purpose! of! your! heart!may! be!
removed!and!disregarded!and!forgiven!you.!23!!For!I!see!that!you!are!in!the!gall!of!bi@erness!and!in!a!bond!
forged!by!iniquity![to!fe@er!souls].![Isa.!58:6.]”
Psalm'16:7! “7! !I! will!bless!the! LORD,! Who!has! given!me! counsel;!yes,!my!heart!instructs! me! in!the!night!
seasons.”
Ezekiel'14:156!“1!!THEN!CAME!certain!of!the!elders!of!Israel!to!me!and!sat!before!me.!2!!And!the!word!of!the!
LORD!came!to!me:!3! !Son!of! man,!these!men!have!set!up!their!idols!in!their!hearts! and!put!the!stumbling!
block!of!their!iniquity!and!guilt!before!their!faces;!should!I!permit!Myself!to!be!inquired!of!at!all!by!them?!4!!
Therefore!speak!to!them!and!say!to!them,!Thus!says!the!LORD!GOD:!Every!man!of!the!house!of!Israel!who!
takes!his!idols![of!self6will!and!unsubmissiveness]!into!his!heart!and!puts!the!stumbling!block!of!his!iniquity!
[idols!of! silver!and!gold]! before!his! face,!and!yet!comes!to!the!prophet![to!inquire!of! him],!I!the!LORD!will!
answer!him,!answer!him!according!to!the!mul<tude!of!his!idols,!5!!That!I!may!lay!hold!of!the!house!of!Israel!
in!the! thoughts!of!their!own!mind!and!heart,!because!they!are!all!estranged!from!Me!through!their!idols.!6!!
Therefore!say!to!the! house! of! Israel,!Thus!says!the!LORD!GOD:!Repent!and!turn!away!from!your!idols,!and!
turn!away!your!faces!from!all!your!abomina<ons.”

The(Hidden(Chambers(
The actual word “subconscious” or “unconscious” is not used in our translations. The
Hebrew word found in Scripture is “cheder”, which means the innermost part, the hidden
chambers, the inward part or the secret place. Of the over thirty-eight Scriptures that use
the word cheder, over half refer to a secret, hidden, innermost chamber or parlour. Here
are a few examples.
Proverbs 20:27 — “The spirit of man is the candle of the LORD, searching all the inward
parts (cheder) of the belly” (Why would the spirit search our inward parts, if not to reveal
hidden sin in us, to us?)
Proverbs 18:8 — “The words of a talebearer are as wounds, and they go down into
the innermost parts (cheder) of the belly.” (If there is no “secret place” or “hidden
chambers,” where is this “innermost part”? This is also quoted in Proverbs 26:22)
Proverbs 20:30 — “The blueness of a wound cleanseth away evil; so do stripes
the inward parts (cheder) of the belly.” (What does GOD mean, if we don’t really have an
innermost part or hidden chambers where evil can hide?)
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Proverbs 24:4 — Only “by [intimate] knowledge (daath) shall the chambers (cheder) be
filled with all precious and pleasant riches.” (Intimate knowledge of GOD happens
internally — in our soul. How then, can these “chambers” be filled with “all precious and
pleasant riches,” if there really is not an “innermost part”?)
Psalm 51:6 seems to follow this same line of thinking. David declares, “… in the hidden
part Thou shalt make me to know wisdom.” (GOD wants this hidden part — this secret
place — cleansed of “secret faults” and then filled with all precious and pleasant riches —
GOD’s Wisdom.)
Among other provocative Scriptures that use the word cheder are:
Ezekiel'8:12!“12!!Then!said!He!to!me,!Son!of!man,!have!you!seen!what!the!elders!of!the!house!of!Israel!do!in!
the!dark,!every!man!in!his![secret]!chambers!of![idol]!pictures?!For!they!say,!The!LORD!does!not!see!us;!the!
LORD!has!forsaken!the!land.”
Deuteronomy' 32:25! “25! ! From! without! the! sword! shall! bereave,! and! in! the! chambers! shall! be! terror,!
destroying!both!young!man!and!virgin,!the!sucking!child!with!the!man!of!gray!hairs.”
Proverbs' 7:27! “27! ! Her! house! is! the! way! to! Sheol! (Hades,! the! place! of! the! dead),! going! down! to! the!
chambers!of!death.”
2'Chronicles'18:24!“24!!And!Micaiah!said,!Behold,!you!shall!see!on!that!day!when!you!shall!go!into!an!inner!
chamber!to!hide!yourself.”

Destruc_ve(Roots(Must(Be(Dealt(With
Y’shua (Jesus), of course, must be at the
center of any true healing. Yet if we deny the
reality of our “hidden chambers”, and don’t
allow Him to expose and deal with the root
causes of our problems (because we deny
their existence, and simply concern
ourselves with the symptoms), then those
symptoms will return again and again.
(We are not saying that everything we think
and feel has a hidden, root cause, but
we do believe that much of what makes us
bitter and angry and fearful, does.)
As a result of seeing our symptoms return, we end up discouraged, depressed, and
convinced that GOD doesn’t love us, because He hasn’t answered our prayers — He
hasn’t taken these things from us. And of course, satan rejoices!
Similar results can occur with the Christian psychologist’s or psychiatrist’s viewpoint. Many
of these “Christian” counsellors and doctors do not put Y’shua (Jesus) in the center as the
only True Healer of our souls, but rather the therapy itself. All they are doing in their
counselling sessions then, is re-programming those same negative hurts, fears, and
insecurities right back into our hidden chambers ...
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Where they become even more tenacious strongholds for the enemy. As a result, we again
end up discouraged, depressed, and convinced that GOD doesn’t love us, because he
hasn’t answered our prayers — He hasn’t taken these things away from us. And once
again, satan rejoices!
In order to genuinely walk in the Truth, we must also experience truth inwardly. “Behold,
Thou desirest truth in the inward parts, and in the hidden part Thou shalt make me know
wisdom” (Psalm 51:6).
Thoughts and feelings in our life that are “not of faith” and that we don’t immediately “deal
with” and give over to GOD, automatically get pushed down into our hidden chambers (the
secret recesses of our soul) and eventually become a hidden motivation for our actions. All
of our fears, insecurities, memories, etc., that we bury, thinking “no one will see and no
one will know,” can ultimately end up controlling and directing our lives and forcing us
to live a lie.
As GOD begins to teach us how to “take every thought captive”, we’ll see that we can get
free of, not only our conscious negative thoughts and emotions, but also all the hidden,
secret doubts, fears and insecurities that we have buried deep within our souls and that
have motivated us for most of our lives.
By His Mind operating in us, GOD can penetrate deep within these hidden chambers of
our souls and not only expose, cleanse, and heal these areas, but also root out the
strongholds of the enemy. GOD wants “truth in the inward parts”. He wants us freed and
unencumbered to serve Him.

The(Solu_on
We need to understand how to allow the Spirit of GOD to work in our whole person,
only in the conscious part of us where we experience many of the “symptoms” of
problems, but also in the “hidden, secret part” of us where many of the roots of
problems lie. If we don’t allow the Spirit of GOD to point out the roots, many of
symptoms will return again and again (as in the two above ways of thinking).

not
our
our
our

What is needed in the Christian body is first, to put Y’shua (Jesus) in the center as our only
True Healer. Because
•

Only Y’shua (Jesus) can see our hearts;

•

Only He can show us the real “root causes” of our problems;

•

Only He can remove them “as far as the east is from the west”;

•

Only He can align our feelings with our choices and make us genuine;

•

And only He can give us the Love we need to go on as if nothing has happened.

And second, to allow Y’shua (Jesus), by His Spirit to expose, cleanse, and heal our hidden
and secret faults, so that GOD can completely remove these roots from us and we can
truly be healed.
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At this point, we will be able to let Messiah live
His Life out through us and we will be able
to genuinely love and forgive others as
Messiah would have us do. We needn’t wait,
by the way, until all our problems and hurts are
dealt with before GOD can live His Life out
through us. If we can choose to give over to
GOD, any root of bitterness, unforgiveness,
unbelief, fear, _______ (whatever GOD shows
us), then His Life and His Love will flow
through us in a new and powerful way. As a
result, we’ll experience an intimacy with Him
that we haven’t known before — experiencing
more of His Love not only for ourselves, but
“unconditionally” for others.
So, as Christians we don’t have to work at cleaning up our past as psychology teaches,
but simply giving GOD permission to expose, in the present, the whole man — not only our
conscious sins, but also our secret faults. Once He brings up the roots and they are dealt
with as He would have us to do, then He will remove them “as far as the east is from the
west” and we truly will be healed.

Be(Ye(Transformed
Romans 12:1-2 is the key — “I beseech you brethren, by the mercies of GOD, that ye
present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto GOD, which is your
reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, [so] that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and
perfect will of GOD” (emphasis added).
The question becomes, how do we do this? How are we transformed into GOD’s Image?
Again, Romans 12:2 gives us the answer. It says the only way we can be transformed is
by the constant renewing of our minds.
Only by learning how to put off the limitations and presuppositions (the garbage) in our
own thinking and put on the Mind of Messiah can we experience the freedom to drop our
masks and facades, be transparent in sharing our needs, and genuinely show forth
Messiah.& Y’shua (Jesus) promises in John 8:32, “You shall know the truth and the truth
shall make [set] you free”. GOD knows how desperately we Christians need to be “set
free” — set free, first of all, from ourselves, from our circumstances, from others’
responses, and from satan’s deceptions.
Only by renewing our minds — putting off the garbage in our thinking and putting on the
Mind of Messiah — will we ever enjoy this freedom in our lives. The incredible ability to
throw away our self-protective defences and just be who GOD created us to be in the first
place.
Remember, Acts 17:11 — Be like the Bereans, and “receive the Word of GOD with all
openness of mind, yet search the Scriptures daily to prove whether those things are so”.
Also, “Prove all things; hold fast that which is good” (1 Thessalonians 5:21).
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Prayer for Freedom from Body Memories
FATHER GOD, I have been hindered from appropriating the fullness of my inheritance in
the Kingdom that You sent Your Son, Y’shua (Jesus), to die for and purchase for me.
FATHER, I ask that Your Holy Spirit would be released in and through me now to reverse
this state and condition, so that I may fully experience every one of the benefits of my
salvation.
Now, with the authority and power I have been given as a priest of the Most High GOD,
through the Blood-purchased work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth, I
command my spirit, soul, and body to be activated and empowered by the Holy Spirit so
as to cast down and remove all unholy strongholds, all un-Godly encoded and
consolidated memories, fears, images, idols, doubt and unbelief, resulting from
subconscious post traumatic stress … anywhere that these things are latently affecting
me in the cells of my body.
I also command that I be physically and spiritually cleansed in my spirit, soul, and body
from every work of the flesh that has at any time manifested in me, through me or towards
me, in my lifetime or through any former generation, including all:
•

Immorality, impurity, sensuality,

•

Idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger,

•

Disputes, dissensions, factions, deception,

•

Malice, envy, drunkenness, carousing,

•

Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness,

•

Witchcraft, hatred, violence, ambitious rivalry, wrath, strife, sedition,

•

Heresy, murder, reviling, sensuality, double-mindedness, impatience,

•

Lovelessness, bickerings, lying, wicked imaginations, false witness,

•

Sowings of discord, mischief, uncleanness, hypocrisy, stubbornness,

•

Hardness of heart, foolishness, injustice, despising, shame, impatience,

•

Lust, grief, fear, control, corruption, reprobation, pride,

•

Selfishness, manipulation, affliction, confusion, disobedience, chaos,

•

Rejection, bruising, seduction, enticement, abandonment, captivities,

•

Disease, vain glory, provocation, gossip, demonic wisdom, fornication,

•

Doubt, denial, judgment, unforgiveness, unholy vows and oaths,

•

Rebellion, witchcraft, curses,

… and any other sin or work of the flesh that came against me from others or from myself
toward others.
I command my body to purge me from all accumulated metabolic waste, pollution,
byproducts of improper chronic stress responses, and resulting toxins in the cells of my
body.
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I also command that all resonant frequencies, oscillations — including their amplitudes and
phases — and all spectrums, polarities, electromagnetic fields, and harmonics at a cellular
level be brought into their intended Godly order.
I command my immune system and all biological and chemical systems in my body to
return to their optimum state of full health so that my body is in a completely balanced
state of homeostasis (healthy function) according to ABBA FATHER’s originally designed
intention and purpose.
I command each of my body systems to apprehend their full healing and be submitted and
yielded to the finished work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), the slain Lamb of GOD.
I command my body to be in perfect union, harmony and accord with the Voice of His
Blood, the Power of His Resurrection, the Purity of His Love and the Truth of His Living
Word.
May my body now be fully illuminated with the Light of my Savior, the KING Y’shua
(Jesus), and be brought into the full knowledge and understanding of the power of an
endless Life.
I decree that my spirit, soul, and body be in full covenantal agreement with the FATHER’s
intended mercy and goodness toward me through salvation. I now command my soul to
not forget any of YHVH’s (GOD the FATHER’s) Benefits so that every cell of my body,
especially my mind, will and emotions can testify and declare (adapted from Psalm 103):
Bless YHVH, O my soul;
And all that is within me, bless His Holy Name.
Bless YHVH, O my soul,
And forget not all His Benefits:
Who pardons all my iniquities;
Who heals all my diseases;
Who redeems my life from the pit;
Who crowns me with loving-kindness and compassion;
Who satisfies my years with good things,
So that my youth is renewed like the eagle.
YHVH performs righteous deeds,
And judgments for my oppression.
YHVH is compassionate and gracious,
Slow to anger and abounding in loving kindness to me.
He has not dealt with me according to my sins,
Nor rewarded me according to my iniquities.
For as high as the heavens are above the earth,
So great is His Loving-Kindness toward me, who fears Him.
As far as the east is from the west,
So far has He removed my transgressions from me.
Just as a father has compassion on his children,
So YHVH has compassion on me,
For He Himself knows my frame;
He is mindful that I am but dust.
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KING Y’shua (Jesus), I now willingly yield my body, soul and spirit, especially my heart and
mind, to the knowledge of the Truth that GOD’s Love for me includes my manifesting every
Fruit of the Spirit — which are love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, and
faith … so that I may prosper and be in health, even as my soul prospers.
I choose this day to yield to the indwelling Holy Spirit and put on as the elect of GOD, holy
and beloved, the armor of light, bowels of mercies, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering, forbearance, righteousness, Godliness, thankfulness, faith, patience, meekness
and forgiveness.
I choose to believe that Y’shua (Jesus) has given me a new mind and a new heart, so that
I may live from a pure heart, a good conscience, and a sincere faith.
I also choose to apply and increase in all diligence, faith, moral excellence, knowledge,
self-control, perseverance, Godliness, and brotherly kindness, so that I am neither useless
nor unfruitful in the true knowledge of my KING Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).
Above all these things FATHER, I put on LOVE, which is the bond of perfection.
Now, let the SHALOM (Peace) of GOD rule in my heart so that Y’shua (Jesus) may dwell
in my heart by faith, so that I may be rooted and grounded in Your Love and be filled with
all the Fullness of GOD. May the GOD of Peace sanctify me wholly as I draw near to You,
FATHER, with a true heart, in full assurance of faith. May my heart be continually
conscious that it has been sprinkled from an evil conscience by the Blood of the Lamb and
may my whole spirit, soul, and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of my
Savior, the KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).
•

I thank You, FATHER, that You bless me, and keep me …

•

You make Your Face to shine upon me, and are gracious to me …

•

You lift up Your Countenance upon me …

•

And You give me peace.

•

You put Your Name upon me and bless me.

I now seal this work in the Precious Name of my KING Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), Son
of The Most High GOD, and I thank You, FATHER, that You have heard my prayer and that
You will reward my diligence in seeking You.

AMEN!
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Petition for Memories to SURFACE
FATHER, we petition that You will, according to Your Grace and Mercy, start to reveal
everything that has been done in the dark and behind closed doors to __________,
according to Your Word in:
Luke'12:253!“2! !Nothing!is![so!closely]! covered!up!that!it!will!not!be! revealed,!or!hidden!that!it!will!not!be!
known.!3!!Whatever!you!have!spoken!in!the!darkness! shall!be! heard!and!listened!to!in!the! light,!and!what!
you!have!whispered!in![people’s]!ears!and!behind!closed!doors!will!be!proclaimed!upon!the!housetops.”

FATHER, we also petition that this information will be revealed under Your Protection and
only according to Your Word in:
Exodus'23:29530!“29! !I!will!not!drive!them!out!from!before!you!in!one! year,!lest!the! land!become! desolate!
[for!lack!of!a@en<on]!and!the!wild!beasts!mul<ply!against!you.!30!!Li@le!by!li@le!I!will!drive!them!out!from!
before!you,!un<l!you!have!increased!and!are!numerous!enough!to!take!possession!of!the!land.”

We petition that this will be revealed as __________ is ready and strong enough to handle
the information in the way You want __________ to handle it.
FATHER, we petition for a time of cease-fire in the spirit over _________’s life, until
__________ is ready and has the knowledge and spiritual strength to fight back.
Therefore, FATHER, we petition that You will protect __________ according to Your Word
in Psalm 91 and we forbid any backlash because of the release of information, in the
Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth. I petition that Your Good Hand will be
upon __________ in this time, according to Ezra 7:9.
Thank You FATHER for Your Faithfulness and Commitment to __________. We give You
all the glory!!
In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth.

AMEN!
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Prayer to realign with GOD’s Times and Seasons
FATHER, on behalf of myself and my family line, I renounce and repent for rejecting Your
Timing and taking timing into our own hands. I repent for all those who used devices as a
method of un-Godly time control including stopwatches, charms, amulets, talismans,
clothing or any other un-Godly device.
On behalf of my family line, and myself, I renounce and repent for worshipping time
instead of worshipping the GOD Most High Who holds time in His Hands.
FATHER, on behalf of myself and my generational line, I renounce and repent for all who
attempted to control, bend, or warp time — for all who tried to control time for their own
purposes and for all who attempted to travel through time to change and manipulate their
own lives or the lives of others.
FATHER, please disconnect my family line from any un-Godly time clocks.
Please disconnect me from all un-Godly magnetic fields of the land that seek to control
my body clock, and please disconnect me from any un-Godly time.
Please remove any un-Godly connection to Greenwich.
FATHER, please break any connection between any un-Godly priest of time and me.
Please break all soul ties between me and any false or un-Godly fathers or mothers,
grandfathers or grandmothers of time.
FATHER, please break any connection between any time lords and me.
FATHER, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line for
any agreements that were made with the grim reaper who we believed came when it was
time to die.
FATHER, please remove any connection between un-Godly clock-faces and my
physical and spiritual senses.
Please break, shatter, cut off, and destroy the connectors between un-Godly clockfaces and my eyes, ears, mouth, nose, and hands.
Please remove un-Godly pendulums so that I may be correctly balanced in Your Time.
FATHER please remove un-Godly clock-faces and replace them with Your Righteous
Clock-Face.
Please cause the hands of the clock to move according to Your Time and bring my body
clock back into Your control and nobody else’s.
Please establish the correct time, so that confusion, lack of self-awareness, and loss of
time will not occur.
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FATHER please stop the deceleration of my body clock and restore me to Godly
acceleration.
FATHER, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line who
spoke word curses to do with time against themselves and others.
FATHER, I repent for lies about time to myself and to others — I repent for believing or
saying that we were “living on borrowed time”, “out of time”, or “walking on the sands of
time”.
I repent of saying of myself and anyone else that our “time is” or “was running out”.
FATHER please remove from above my head any un-Godly hourglasses.
I declare the Truth that as a believer in Messiah my time is not up and will never be up.
I am seated in Heavenly places and will live for eternity.
I choose to believe that whoever believes in You shall not die but have eternal life. I
declare my eternal timeline and nature in Messiah who lives forever and ever.
FATHER, please restore eternity to my heart and readjust it to beat with your Kairos Time.
FATHER, please make Your Timing my timing and Your Seasons my seasons. FATHER, I
ask that You give me a heart that is able to discern both time and judgment.
FATHER I declare the truth that You are the Aleph and Tav (Alpha and Omega). You are
the One Who places eternity in the hearts of man. You are the Creator and Controller of
time.
FATHER You are the One Who has written all the days of my life in Your Book. You knew
them before even one came into being. You are the One Who has seen the beginning and
the end, and I now choose to place my time into Your Hands. I choose now to believe and
trust that Your Timing in my life is better than my timing.
FATHER, please apply Your Blood to the mechanisms, gears, and springs of my body so
that they will work as You have ordained and planned them to work. Please now anoint
with oil all the parts of my body clock. I choose now to step into Your Time for me and
Your Excellent Glory.
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FATHER please replace all/any un-Godly clock parts
with Godly clock parts so that the body clock that You
have given me will click and move, synchronized with
You in glory from now onwards.
FATHER, please unite my body clock to You and
the Body of Messiah, so that we will be synchronized
and not go ahead of one another or ahead of You.
Please bring us collectively into right time.
Restore me now fully to correct time with a Righteous
body clock.

AMEN!
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Prayer for Inner Healing (Trauma from Birth)
If any of the following six things occurred during the pregnancy, the fetus will respond by
having parts in other places.
•

Rejection — not being wanted by the mother or the father.

•

Rejection from siblings.

•

Illegitimacy, conceived out of marriage.

•

Mother has great fear from abuse situations, anxiety, and stress.

•

Abortion — even just the talk of abortion, or failed attempts at abortion.
Parents wanting a different sex child.

These things give the enemy the legal right to send parts of the fetus to the second
heaven. When checking to see if someone has parts of themselves in other places, it can
be cold on the one side of their body. This tells you that parts of them are in different
dimensions. As you test to see if parts of you are in other dimensions — you may feel a
tingling in your hands or arms, or you may feel cold on your body.

Steps(to(be(taken(by(the(counsellor:
1. Ask the FATHER to take the person back to their mother’s womb.
a. Wait a few minutes for the Holy Spirit to take them there — for some people
it is easy to go there, for others it is hard — give them time.
2. Ask them what they feel there.
a. It is always important to ask open-ended questions — never suggesting
anything to them — people are very easily suggestible especially during
ministry times.
As you are praying with the person, be aware of what you are feeling within your five
natural senses, as well as being aware of what the one receiving ministry is feeling in their
five natural senses.
3. Pray: “FATHER, please bless the sperm and the egg as they joined together.
FATHER, please bless the zygote and all the multiplication of the cells through the
first month. FATHER, please remove all evil and all rejection and the roots of
rejection.”
As you go through each of the following months, pause after each sentence and give time
to see how the team is feeling, to assess the demonic leaving, and to wait on the Holy
Spirit to see if He shows anything to anyone.
In each section you may feel lots of heaviness or get a picture or a word. Include that in
the prayer time.
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If the FATHER shows anything, ask Him to remove any of the consequences of
__________________ in the person’s life.
•

FATHER, please bless through the second month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the third month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the fourth month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the fifth month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the sixth month.

•

FATHER, please to bless through the seventh month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the eighth month.

•

FATHER, please bless through the ninth month.

If the person was born premature, then ask the FATHER to complete what did not get
finished due to being born early.

NEXT(STEP:
When the time has come for them to be born, ask them a few questions:
•

Do you want to live?

•

Do you want to be born?

If they answer YES, then you move on to the next stage. If the answer is NO, then have
them ask Y’shua (Jesus) if He wanted them to live and to be born. Have them listen to the
Holy Spirit as He speaks TRUTH.
After they hear the Truth, ask them if they are willing to receive that and are they willing to
choose to be born now?
When they say “YES” to life and to being born, then you can move onto the next step.

NEXT(STEP:
Have them stand up and take their hands and symbolically pull them out of the womb.
Have someone behind them symbolically remove the grave clothes. The person could fall
to the floor after that. Let them stay there for a while and sense what is going on for them.
(Spiritually it will feel like they are in a bottle and it is fizzing — they are feeling what is
going on in another dimension.)
Once you sense that the FATHER has finished here, then ask the FATHER to pick them up
as a newborn baby.
•

“FATHER, do You want me?”
o Have them listen and report what the FATHER says.
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Have the FATHER take them from birth up to their adult life bringing healing to their
childhood. As you go through each year, give time for the prayer team to discern what is
going on and if there needs to be specific work done in any of the years.
When it feels really heavy, ask them what happened in that year. Once they remember
what happened in that year, pray — “FATHER, I ask You to remove the trauma off of me
from that experience”.
FATHER, please carry me through age 1 and remove all evil.
FATHER, please carry me through age 2 and remove all evil.
Repeat this until you get to age 20.

CONCLUDE(WITH:
FATHER, please carry me through my adult years. Cause everything coming off of me to
go to Your Feet and to be sent where You want it to go.
FATHER, please seal all that has been done here today.
FATHER, what is Your Word of blessing to me at this time?

AMEN!
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Part(4:

Dealing with
Forgiveness
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GOOD Judgment vs. SINFUL Judgement
GOOD judgment is:
•

DISCERNMENT,

•

Setting appropriate BOUNDARIES,

•

Determining what is helpful and what is
HURTFUL/wrong,

•

Holding people RESPONSIBLE,

•

DISCUSSING their failures with them,

•

And assigning them penalties if necessary,

... WITHOUT attacking their WORTH as human
beings, OR marking them as REJECTS.
Ma:hew' 7:15520!“15! ! Beware! of! false!prophets,!who!come! to!you!dressed! as! sheep,! but!inside! they! are!
devouring!wolves.![Ezek.!22:27.]!16!!You!will!fully!recognize!them!by!their!fruits.!Do!people!pick!grapes!from!
thorns,!or!ﬁgs!from!thistles?!17!!Even!so,!every!healthy!(sound)!tree!bears!good!fruit![worthy!of!admira<on],!
but!the!sickly!(decaying,!worthless)! tree!bears! bad!(worthless)! fruit.!18!!A! good!(healthy)! tree!cannot!bear!
bad!(worthless)!fruit,!nor!can!a!bad!(diseased)!tree!bear!excellent!fruit![worthy!of!admira<on].!19!!Every!tree!
that!does! not!bear!good!fruit!is!cut!down!and!cast!into!the!ﬁre.!20!!Therefore,!you!will!fully!know!them!by!
their!fruits.”!

SINFUL judgement is the combination of CONDEMNATION and self-RIGHTEOUSNESS.
CONDEMNATION is deciding that the person is NOT just wrong, broken, in need of
correction — but that they are bad, WORTHLESS, and in need of punishment. SELFrighteousness is feeling and acting morally SUPERIOR — deciding I am BETTER than
them ... I would have done it differently (BETTER)!

HEALING of emotions.
Ma:hew'5:8!“8! !Blessed!(happy,!enviably!fortunate,!and!spiritually!prosperous—possessing!the!happiness!
produced! by! the! experience! of! GOD’s! favor! and! especially! condi<oned! by! the! revela<on! of! His! grace,!
regardless!of!their!outward!condi<ons)!are!the!pure!in!heart,!for!they!shall!see!GOD!![Ps.!24:3,!4.]”

What do we LEARN here? In the areas we are NOT pure in HEART ... we will NOT see
GOD. Mankind interprets every subsequent EXPERIENCE in the light of the
JUDGEMENTS that we have made, and according to the EXPECTATIONS we have. This
ATTITUDE distorts the LORD’s Character and Person in our lives.
So ... how do we CORRECT this?
We need to RETURN to the Ways of the LORD — REPENT for our own sins ... and walk
in FORGIVENESS of others. Only then will we be able to see GOD clearly.
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QUESTION(—(did(you:
Father

Mother

1. Did you experience wholesome contact?

?

?

2. Were you held on their laps?

?

?

3. Did they read you stories?

?

?

4. Did they work long hours away from home?

?

?

5. Did they take the initiative to spend time with you?

?

?

6. Did they affirm or criticize you?

?

?

7. Could you take them into your confidence?

?

?

8. Did they discipline you appropriately?

?

?

Any areas where we have allowed BITTERNESS, we have built up BARRIERS and
WALLS in our hearts. Our spirits are DARKENED in those areas, and we CANNOT truly
know GOD.
Proverbs' 20:20,' 27!“20! ! Whoever! curses! his! father! or! his! mother,!his! LAMP!shall!be! put! out!in!complete!
DARKNESS.!27!!The! spirit!of!man![that!factor!in!human!personality!which!proceeds! immediately!from!GOD]!
is!the!LAMP!of!the!LORD,!searching!all!his!innermost!parts.”!

Suppressed ANGER and GRUDGES become the DARK glasses through which we see
others, GOD, and life. In doing this, we AGE into adulthood ... but we do NOT lay down the
things of a CHILD. We stay IMMATURE!
1'Corinthians' 13:11512!“11!!When!I!was!a!child,!I!talked!like! a!child,!I!thought!like!a!child,!I!reasoned!like!a!
child;!now!that!I!have!become! a!man,!I!am!done!with!childish!ways!and!have!put!them!aside.!12! !For!now!
we!are! looking!in!a!mirror!that!gives!only!a!dim!(blurred)!reﬂec<on![of! reality!as!in!a!riddle!or!enigma],!but!
then![when!perfec<on!comes]! we!shall!see!in!reality!and!face!to!face!!Now!I!know!in!part!(imperfectly),!but!
then!I!shall!know!and!understand!fully!and!clearly,!even!in!the!same!manner!as!I!have!been!fully!and!clearly!
known!and!understood![by!GOD].”!

Law of JUDGEMENTS.
Hebrews'12:15!“15!!Exercise! foresight!and!be! on!the! watch!to!look![aPer!one!another],!to!see!that!no!one!
falls!back!from!and!fails!to!secure!GOD’s!Grace!(His!unmerited!favor!and!spiritual!blessing),!in!order!that!no!
root!of!resentment!(rancor,!bi@erness,!or!hatred)! shoots!forth!and!causes!trouble! and!bi@er!torment,! and!
the!many!become!contaminated!and!deﬁled!by!it—”!

There are FOUR basic LAWS in the Word of GOD which affect our lives every day.
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1) JUDGING and being judged.
Ma:hew' 7:152!“1! ! DO! NOT! judge!and!cri<cize!and!condemn!others,! so!that!you!may!not!be!judged! and!
cri<cized!and!condemned!yourselves.!2!!For!just!as!you!judge!and!cri<cize!and!condemn!others,!you!will!be!
judged!and!cri<cized!and!condemned,!and!in!accordance!with!the!measure!you![use!to]!deal!out!to!others,!it!
will!be!dealt!out!again!to!you.”!

One of our FIRST responses to being judged is to JUDGE the person who is JUDGING
us. We judge as a DEFENSE to protect ourselves from feeling HURT, vulnerable, and
POWERLESS.
2) Sowing and REAPING.
GalaDans'6:758!“7!!Do!not!be!deceived!and!deluded!and!misled;!GOD!will!not!allow!Himself!to!be!sneered!at!
(scorned,!disdained,!or!mocked!iby!mere!pretensions! or!professions,!or!by!His!precepts!being!set!aside.)![He!
inevitably! deludes!himself! who!a@empts! to!delude! GOD.]!For!whatever!a!man!sows,!that!and!that! only! is!
what!he! will!reap.!8! ! For!he! who!sows! to!his! own!ﬂesh!(lower!nature,! sensuality)! will!from!the! ﬂesh!reap!
decay!and!ruin!and!destruc<on,!but!he!who!sows!to!the!Spirit!will!from!the!Spirit!reap!eternal!life.”!

3) Doing things you judge in others.
Romans' 2:1!“1! !THEREFORE!YOU!have!no!excuse! or!defense!or!jus<ﬁca<on,!O!man,!whoever!you!are!who!
judges! and! condemns! another.! For! in! posing! as! judge! and! passing! sentence! on! another,! you! condemn!
yourself,! because! you! who! judge! are! habitually! prac<cing! the! very! same! things! [that! you! censure! and!
denounce].”!

4) Add to ALL the previous LAWS the principle of INCREASE.
James' 1:15! “15! ! Then!the! evil!desire,! when!it!has! conceived,! gives! birth! to!sin,! and! sin,! when!it! is! fully!
matured,!brings!forth!death.”!

The Law of JUDGEMENT does not only apply to
DELIBERATE, open actions ... but to those we HIDE in
our HEARTS ... suppressed, unknown, and unspoken.

Roots of BITTERNESS.
Note! Roots of BITTERNESS that are not taken to the
CROSS ... WILL DEFILE! These ROOTS are some of
the strongest NEGATIVE forces in life, and they cause
havoc in ourselves and in others. This judgment upon
the root of bitterness is the driving force behind
repeated patterns of trouble and devastation in our
lives. The power of the root of bitterness comes from
GOD’s Unchangeable Law:

You WILL reap what you sow!
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What is this BITTER-ROOT judgement?
•

It is our sinful REACTIONS to hurt,

•

JUDGMENTAL statements against people,

•

REFUSAL or inability to forgive,

•

Reaping what we sowed,

•

The power to defile many, including ourselves.

Important! Bitter roots are NOT the painful or terrible things that have HAPPENED to us, or
the SINS of those who have HARMED us ... bitter roots are our OWN sins!
Roots of bitterness DEFILE the mind with expectations — a psychological HABIT in our
nature, and a SELF-fulfilling profession, in that we FORCE people to complete our picture
of how things should happen. Harbored anger, BITTERNESS, and unforgiveness are
some of the most COMMON blockages hindering the effectiveness of prayer for HEALING
(physical or emotional).

Anger vs. HARBORED Anger.
It is NOT wrong or SINFUL to be angry in the MOMENT of being acted upon UNJUSTLY.
CARRYING anger over TIME becomes INJURIOUS to oneself ... it is also SINFUL,
because it USUALLY then takes the FORM of:
•

Judgments,

•

BITTERNESS,

•

Desire for revenge,

•

Or even HATRED.

Anger’s appropriate FUNCTION is to draw attention to the INJUSTICE that needs to be
OPPOSED, a WRONG that needs to be addressed, or a WOUND that needs to be
HEALED. If so, it is VERY important then it can and SHOULD be released!

TWO choices.
When somebody ELSE’s selfishness, hatred, laziness, greed, deceit, is coming against me
(I do not have the power to PROTECT myself or to rectify the situation), I have TWO
choices:
1) I can stand in the PAIN of powerlessness, helplessness, and injustice — ask the
FATHER to help me deal with the situation for HEALING.
2) OR, I can JUDGE the person — “You DESERVE punishment, and some day you
will get it. I may not be able to get you back, but at least I am BETTER than you!”
•

I feel like I am PUNISHING them in some way by judging them, and that this will
make them CHANGE.
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•

I feel like I have power in some way by deciding that I am BETTER than they
are.

•

I feel like I can CONTRIBUTE to justice by judging them.

SO ... who is responsible for all these JUDGMENTS? WE ARE! GOD holds US
responsible for our OWN sinful REACTIONS and choices.
•

JUDGMENTS protect and anchor
bitterness.

•

JUDGMENTS make it harder to
release bitterness.

•

JUDGMENTS block the LORD’s
Authority, and provide a place and
authority for demonic spirits.

•

ANYTHING that blocks the FATHER’s
Access/Authority to work makes a
place where the ENEMY has space
and authority to work.

Unforgiveness( func_ons( as( a( DEFENSE(
mechanism:
•

I wouldn’t feel POWERLESS, helpless and VULNERABLE if I could hold onto the
“IOUs” giving me the power to make the offenders “fix it”,

•

I try to use unforgiveness and the DEMAND that those who had wounded me “FIX it
so that it never happened,”

•

I try to PROTECT myself from the TRUTH of what has happened,

•

The TRUTH that I was POWERLESS and helpless to do anything about it!

•

Including the TRUTH that they happened and that I can’t do anything about it. I
can’t make them “never happened”.

When we throw the rocks of SINFUL judgment at others, the ENEMY has permission to
throw HIS rocks of judgment and condemnation at us!

So, WHAT do we need to DO?
1) CONFESS your sins and RECOGNIZE the sinful patterns in your life, which affect
you and OTHERS.
2) REPENT. Choose to change and be determined to STOP the patterns by nailing all
judgements and expectations to the CROSS.
3) Ask for FORGIVENESS. Because you JUDGED, you have to break the POWER of
the judgement that you made. FORGIVE those who hurt you ...
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**PRAYER** Y’SHUA (JESUS), forgive me that I judged/hated __________. Forgive me
that I carried this attitude over into my present relationships.
Destroy the old structures of judgment, expectations, habits, attitudes, and reflections. Nail
them to the Cross.
Y’SHUA (JESUS), cause these habits to die by the Power of Your Cross (habits and
attitudes of anger). Y’SHUA (JESUS), lay a new foundation in accordance with Your Word
and Your Character. AMEN!

Forgiveness.
A common MISUNDERSTANDING is that forgiveness
is the same thing as reconciliation and the restoration
of TRUST — if I FORGIVE the person who has hurt
me I must automatically trust and RETURN to
relationship with this person. Forgiveness does NOT
inherently or automatically INCLUDE reconciliation or
the restoration of TRUST. Forgiveness DOES
inherently include giving up JUDGEMENTS against
the ones who hurt us. I MUST give up my selfrighteous condemnation of his character, admitting
that GOD alone can judge him justly, in order for
forgiveness to be COMPLETE.
Forgiveness on the part of the VICTIM, plus
CONFESSION/apology and REPENTANCE on the
part of the OFFENDER, are the FOUNDATION upon
which RECONCILIATION is built.

Forgiveness and TRUST.
RECONCILIATION plus CHANGED behavior are the foundation upon which TRUST is
built ... and TRUST grows over time as CHANGED behavior CONTINUES.
•

Forgiveness ≠ Reconciliation or Restoration of Trust

•

Forgiveness + Confession, Repentance, and Possibly Restitution = the Foundation
of Reconciliation

•

Reconciliation + Changed Behavior over Time = Restoration of Trust

Never ASSUME the person is ready to RELEASE his judgments and bitterness towards
the person(s) in question. Always ask — “Are you SURE you’re ready to RELEASE your
judgments and bitterness?”
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**PRAYER** Y’SHUA (JESUS), I was deeply hurt when ______ (describe the details of the
situation, including the helplessness and powerlessness — talk about it until you feel
emotionally connected). I have judgments and bitterness towards ______ as a reaction to
being wounded, as a reaction to being judged, and as a way to protect myself from the
painful emotions — especially from feelings of powerlessness and helplessness.
I ______ (describe your judgments and bitterness. E.g. “I hate him. I believe he is stupid,
selfish, and cruel. There is no excuse for what he did, and he deserves to be punished!”) I
do want protection from situations where I am hurt, powerless, and helpless. I don’t want
this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness towards ______ to hinder
my relationship with You or my healing. I am ready to release and renounce this attempt to
use judgment and bitterness to protect myself. I ask for Your Protection, and also for the
discernment and grace to participate in Your Plans for my care.
I accept that You don’t guarantee that I will never be hurt, powerless, and helpless, and I
ask You for the grace and strength to be faithful to You in whatever You choose to allow. I
renounce this judgment, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness. I am willing to
forgive and release ______’s sins against me. I acknowledge that I cannot change my own
heart and mind.
I ask You to give me TRUE repentance — I ask You to give me Your Heart, Your Mind,
Your Truth, and Your Compassion, Humility, and Forgiveness towards regarding _____.
Y’SHUA (JESUS), I cannot free myself, but I am willing to be freed. I cooperate with Your
Desire to free me by consenting to Your Work in my heart. I specifically release and
renounce using this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness to
PROTECT myself from painful emotions, especially powerlessness, and helplessness.
Y’SHUA (JESUS), I ask now that You would wash me with Your Blood, cleansing me and
freeing me from all judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards
______ regarding ______.
PRAYER WARFARE:
In the Name of Y’SHUA (JESUS), we command that all spiritual strongholds connected to
or associated with my judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness
towards _____ regarding ______ be torn down now. In the Name of Y’SHUA (JESUS) we
now command all demonic spirits connected to, or associated with, my judgments,
condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards _____ regarding _____ to go
immediately and directly to the Feet of the True MESSIAH Y’SHUA (Jesus Christ). You will
go bound. You will not touch or harm anything or anyone on the way. You will never return
and you will never send anything in your place. Y’SHUA (JESUS) will deal with you as He
sees fit. In the Name of Y’SHUA (JESUS), we command that all CURSES in any way
connected to or associated with my judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and
bitterness towards _____ regarding _____ be broken, nullified, and rendered powerless.
AMEN!
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An example of JACK.
A person’s SIN is like a man throwing a BALL at a wall. At a given time it WILL return to
him ... GOD is not mocked, a man WILL reap what he sowed. Only, over the years, the sin
SNOWBALLS, and by the time the “ball” returns to be REAPED, it has grown
ENORMOUSLY! Remember, the LONGER things stay unconfessed, the LARGER they
become ...
James' 1:15!“15! !Then!the! evil!desire,!when!it!has! CONCEIVED,!gives! birth! to! sin,! and!sin,!when!it!is! fully!
matured,!brings!forth!DEATH.”!

CONVERTED Jack.
GOD, unwilling that any should perish, sent Y’SHUA (JESUS) to IDENTIFY with our sinful
condition. Y’SHUA (JESUS) took our sins upon HIMSELF and died in our place. Our sins
were CANCELLED and the Law of sowing and reaping was FULFILLED by and in HIM.
Y’shua’s (Jesus’) Blood is like a STOP sign for the bowling ball!
Ma:hew'5:17!“17!!Do!not!think!that!I!have!come!to!DO!AWAY!with!or!undo!the!Law!or!the!Prophets;!I!have!
come!not!to!do!away!with!or!undo!but!to!COMPLETE!and!fulﬁll!them.”!

We are called to PRESS through, to SEEK and GRASP the LIFE that Y’SHUA (JESUS)
bought for us.
Philippians' 3:10515!“10! ! [For! my! determined!purpose! is]! that! I!may!know!Him![that!I! may! progressively!
become! more! deeply! and! in<mately! acquainted!with!Him,! perceiving!and!recognizing!and! understanding!
the!wonders!of!His!Person!more!strongly!and!more!clearly],!and!that!I!may!in!that!same!way!come!to!know!
the! power! ouhlowing! from! His! resurrec<on! [which!it!exerts! over! believers],! and! that!I! may! so!share! His!
suﬀerings!as!to!be!con<nually!transformed![in!spirit!into!His!likeness!even]!to!His!death,![in!the!hope],”!
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“11!!That!if!possible!I!may!a@ain!to!the![spiritual!and!moral]!resurrec<on![that!liPs!me]!out!from!among!the!
dead![even!while!in!the! body].!12! ! Not!that!I! have! now! a@ained![this! ideal],!or! have! already! been!made!
perfect,!but!I!press!on!to!lay!hold!of!(grasp)!and!make!my!own,!that!for!which!Christ!Jesus!(the!Messiah)!has!
laid!hold!of!me!and!made!me!His!own.!13!!I!do!not!consider,!brethren,!that!I!have!captured!and!made!it!my!
own![yet];!but!one! thing!I!do![it!is! my!one!aspira<on]:!forgeyng!what!lies!behind!and!straining!forward!to!
what!lies! ahead,!14!! I!press!on!toward!the!goal!to!win!the![supreme!and!heavenly]! prize! to!which!GOD!in!
Christ!Jesus!is!calling!us!upward.!15!!So!let!those![of!us]!who!are!spiritually!mature!and!full6grown!have!this!
mind!and!hold!these!convic<ons;!and!if!in!any!respect!you!have!a!diﬀerent!aytude!of!mind,!GOD!will!make!
that!clear!to!you!also.”!

We are called to WALK in His Ways, His Instructions (the BIBLE):
Romans' 6:6514!“6!! We! know!that!our!old!(unrenewed)! self! was! nailed!to!the! cross! with!Him!in!order!that!
[our]! body![which!is!the!instrument]!of!sin!might!be!made!ineﬀec<ve!and!inac<ve!for!evil,!that!we!might!no!
longer!be! the! slaves! of!sin.!7! !For!when!a!man!dies,!he!is! freed!(loosed,!delivered)! from![the! power!of]! sin!
[among!men].!8!!Now!if!we!have!died!with!Christ,!we!believe!that!we!shall!also!live!with!Him,!9!!Because!we!
know!that!Christ!(the!Anointed!One),!being!once!raised!from!the!dead,!will!never!die!again;!death!no!longer!
has!power!over!Him.!10!!For!by!the!death!He!died,!He!died!to!sin![ending!His!rela<on!to!it]! once!for!all;!and!
the!life!that!He! lives,!He!is!living!to!GOD![in!unbroken!fellowship!with!Him].!11!!Even!so!consider!yourselves!
also!dead!to!sin!and!your!rela<on!to!it!broken,!but!alive!to!GOD![living!in!unbroken!fellowship!with!Him]!in!
Christ!Jesus.!12!!Let!not!sin!therefore!rule!as!king!in!your!mortal!(short6lived,!perishable)!bodies,!to!make!you!
yield!to!its!cravings!and!be!subject!to!its!lusts!and!evil!passions.!13!!Do!not!con<nue!oﬀering!or!yielding!your!
bodily!members![and!facul<es]!to!sin!as!instruments!(tools)!of!wickedness.!But!oﬀer!and!yield!yourselves!to!
GOD! as! though!you! have! been! raised! from! the! dead! to! [perpetual]! life,! and! your! bodily! members! [and!
facul<es]! to!GOD,!presen<ng!them!as!implements!of!righteousness.!14!!For!sin!shall!not![any!longer]! exert!
dominion!over!you,!since!now!you!are!not!under!Law![as!slaves],!but!under!grace![as!subjects!of!GOD’s!favor!
and!mercy].”!

We are called to live as disciples of Messiah!

Before and AFTER.
•

Our bloodline issues — inherited
values and ways, both positive and
negative,

•

Our unconfessed sins we will reap at
some stage,

•

Our expectations and judgements ...
➡ Are COVERED by the Blood of
Y’shua (Jesus)!

Heart of STONE and VOWS.
Ezekiel'36:26!“26!!A!NEW!HEART!will!I!give!you!and!a!NEW!SPIRIT!will!I!put!within!you,!and!I!will!take!away!
the!STONY!HEART!out!of!your!ﬂesh!and!give!you!a!heart!of!FLESH.”!

A heart of STONE is a DEFENSE mechanism — a HIDING place where we think we will
be “SAFE” ... but we become the LONELIEST people on earth!
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Churches are full of “hearts of stone” ... people who can love and serve others, but will not
allow others to serve them.
Please know and understand, INNER HEALING IS HARD WORK! It requires TIME,
understanding, PATIENCE, and support!
Often “hearts of STONE” have made VOWS to keep them “SAFE” and to stay in
CONTROL. These vows are generally made as REACTIONS to situations, even at young
ages, as we GROW UP. But, vows WILL confine, hinder, and place us in a PRISON of
bondage to thinking and behavior. It is possible for VOWS to stand alone, but most vows
require that you first JUDGE somebody. When we find a VOW, we will often find a
JUDGEMENT sleeping in the same bed.
For EXAMPLE — “I will NEVER be LAZY like my FATHER!” You first JUDGE your father
for being LAZY. You CANNOT be bitter towards a person unless you first JUDGE them.
That JUDGEMENT will usually (always?) be infected with BITTERNESS. Whenever we
find BITTERNESS, we usually (always?) find one or more JUDGEMENTS standing right
next to it.
Let’s look at some EXAMPLES of inner VOWS ...

I(will(NEVER:
Allow anyone to love me.
Be weak.
Need anyone in my life.
Share anything that is mine.
Tell a woman anything.
Open my heart again.
Trust anyone.
Allow anything to touch me.
Be as fat as my mother.
Be as cruel as my father
I will never forgive them for humiliating me ...

I(will(ALWAYS:
Stay apart,
Be in control of my life,
I will get them back some day.
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What is meant by an INNER vow?
You are taking a slice of your life into your OWN hands, and telling GOD “HANDS OFF! I
am staying in CONTROL of this area!” We often make these VOWS in judgement of
OTHERS. We REMOVE GOD’s Power, judge others, and set ourselves up to be
JUDGED.
**PRAYER** FATHER, I renounce this inner VOW, ______________. I release my life
from the vow that __________________. I give that portion of my life back to You and
place it under Your Grace, Power, and Authority.
I repent for judging _______________ and rebuke every demon assigned to this VOW in
the Name of Y’shua (Jesus). Through the Power and Authority of Y’shua (Jesus) Messiah,
I now break this demonic covenant. I command my body, soul, and spirit to remember it no
longer.
Counsellor declares — in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus), you are now FREE and restored to
your original purpose! You no longer need to think, feel, or behave in accordance with this
demonic covenant.

The REWARD of rejection.
Earthly rejection, PROPERLY embraced,
is an OPPORTUNITY to gain Heavenly
TREASURE. Y’shua (Jesus) intends to
TURN our pain into “PEARLS”!
RevelaDon'21:21!“21!!And!the!twelve!gates!were!
twelve!PEARLS,!each!separate!gate!being!built!of!
one! SOLID! pearl.! And! the! main! street! (the!
broadway)!of! the! city!was!of! GOLD!as! pure! and!
translucent!as!GLASS.”!

Rejection can be GOD’s Special Tool if
we CHOOSE to let Him work!
Acts' 14:22! “22! ! Establishing! and! strengthening! the! souls! and! the! HEARTS! of! the! disciples,! urging! and!
warning!and!ENCOURAGING! them! to! stand!ﬁrm! in! the! FAITH,! and! [telling! them]! that!it!is! through! many!
HARDSHIPS!and!tribula<ons!we!must!ENTER!the!Kingdom!of!GOD.”!

Often when GOD DESTINES someone for EXTRAORDINARY influence in the Body of
Messiah, He PREPARES him through pain and REJECTION ... this is to cause that person
to find their ALL in ABBA Father, and to TENDERIZE them to handle GOD’s People with
exceptional CARE and tenderness.
Although men REJECT us, GOD is ALLOWING it in His Sovereign Plan for your divine
CALLING and PURPOSE. It is our CHOICE to RESPOND properly to His HANDS on the
Potter’s Wheel.
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GOD will then use our REJECTIONS to shape and conform us into the IMAGE of Messiah!
As long as we perceive men as the SOURCE of the rejection, we will STRUGGLE in our
ATTITUDES towards others.
Freedom comes when we thank GOD for His HIGHER Purposes!
Rejection is a VITAL ingredient to TRAINING up END-TIME leaders, to MAINTAINING and
guarding our HEARTS in HUMILITY. In the face of REJECTION, we must be set on FIRE
with the LOVE Abba FATHER has us, REGARDLESS of how we are being TREATED.
RESPONDING properly to PAIN and rejection SECURES us in GOD’s Love, and enables
us to LOVE others with HIS Love. We must walk in FORGIVENESS! Rejection builds
CHARACTER!

STEPS to forgiveness.
You can use the following as a guideline to PRAY:
1. I FORGIVE YOU!
2. FATHER, not only do I forgive them, but I’m asking YOU to forgive them as well. I’m
asking You to blot out of Your Records in Heaven this sin that they have committed
against me. When they stand before You, may this sin not even appear against
them.
Acts' 7:60!“60! !And!falling!on!his! knees,!he!cried!out!loudly,!LORD,!ﬁx!not!this!sin!upon!them![lay!it!not!to!
their!charge]!!And!when!he!had!said!this,!he!fell!asleep![in!death].”!

•

NOW, accept your Father’s LOVE!

•

He ACCEPTS you because of WHO He Is,

•

NOT because of who YOU are!

Until you are established on the INSIDE with the LOVE of GOD, you will always be
SUSCEPTIBLE to the wounds of rejection ... WHO are you looking to for your
ACCEPTANCE?

Healing from REJECTION.
We suffer REJECTION when we look for ACCEPTANCE from people, but do NOT get it.

PRAYER:
FATHER, Your Acceptance in my life is what I need. When YOU accept me, then I can
deal with those that do not accept me. I am complete in Your Love and in You.
Colossians'2:10!“10! !And!you!are!in!Him,!made!FULL!and!having!come!to!fullness!of!LIFE![in!Christ!you!too!
are! ﬁlled!with!the! Godhead—Father,! Son!and! Holy! Spirit—and!reach!full!spiritual!stature].! And!He! is! the!
Head!of!all!RULE!and!authority![of!every!angelic!principality!and!power].”!
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Dealing with UNFORGIVENESS.
Walking in FORGIVENESS is SUCH a key to walking in VICTORY and wholeness!
FORGIVING is a Biblical COMMAND — you have no choice!
When we are in UNFORGIVENESS, we ourselves are BOUND, as well as the OTHER
person. We give the enemy a LEGAL right to come OPPRESS us. And we WILL be
tormented:
•

Physically,

•

Mentally,

•

Spiritually,

•

In all ways!

BUT when we FORGIVE ...
•

The prison doors are OPENED,

•

And you are set FREE!

•

The keys are on the INSIDE!

•

The list of charges are destroyed
(Colossians 2:14) and no record
is kept!

We pass from death to LIFE!
John'20:21523!“21!!Then!Jesus!said!to!them!again,!Peace!to!you!![Just]!as!the!Father!has!sent!Me!forth,!so!I!
am!sending!you.!22!!And!having!said!this,!He!breathed!on!them!and!said!to!them,!Receive!the!Holy!Spirit!!23!!
[Now!having!received!the!Holy!Spirit,!and!being!led!and!directed!by!Him]!if!you!forgive!the!sins! of!anyone,!
they!are!forgiven;!if!you!retain!the!sins!of!anyone,!they!are!retained.”!
Luke' 6:37!“37! ! Judge! not![neither!pronouncing!judgment! nor!subjec<ng! to! censure],!and! you! will!not! be!
judged;! do! not!condemn! and! pronounce! guilty,! and! you! will!not!be! condemned! and! pronounced! guilty;!
acquit!and!forgive! and!release!(give!up!resentment,!let!it!drop),!and!you!will!be!acqui@ed!and!forgiven!and!
released.”!
James' 5:16!“16! !Confess! to!one! another! therefore! your! faults! (your! slips,!your!false! steps,!your!oﬀenses,!
your!sins)!and!pray![also]!for!one!another,!that!you!may!be!healed!and!restored![to!a!spiritual!tone!of!mind!
and!heart].!The!earnest!(hearhelt,!con<nued)!prayer!of!a!righteous!man!makes!tremendous!power!available!
[dynamic!in!its!working].”!

•

Confess your sins to GOD — forgiven.

•

Confess your sins to one another — healed.

It is REACTIONS, not events, that require HEALING.
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1. We( are( SINNERS,( therefore,( we( sin(—( we( react( to( what( we( have( done( ...(
UNHEALTHY(reac_ons!
The tendency is to HIDE! From ourselves, and from others.
•

If we confess — FORGIVENESS!

•

If we hide — CAPTIVE!

2. VICTIMS(—(being(sinned(against.
Anger is normal! Also fear, resentment, bitterness, etc. We tend to hang onto these
reactions.

3. Feeling(GUILTY.
When we are victimized, we tend to blame ourselves for what others have done to us —
we are bad or defected. The reactions have to be healed. The events cannot be changed,
the events cannot be healed ... BUT, our response and abiding attitude towards others,
self and GOD can be redeemed.
Guilt and shame can be replaced by self-forgiveness
based on accepting GOD’s Forgiveness.

Anger, resentment and bitterness can be replaced
by FREEDOM!
Forgiveness is the ACTION that changes us.
Forgiveness is such an important part in coming to
WHOLENESS. We must give GOD our hurts, so that
we can FORGIVE! We need to do MORE than get
BORN-AGAIN and receive forgiveness ... we need to
receive our FREEDOM!

But(by(FORGIVING(am( I(leing(the(PERPETRATOR(
oﬀ(the(hook?(
Have you considered this? That GOD the FATHER has been the VICTIM ... and WE the
PERPETRATORS?
•

It was US who REBELLED,

•

US who fell,

•

US who REJECTED Him,

•

We have ALL been PERPETRATORS against Him!

And YET He FORGIVES us!
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GOD the FATHER offers us forgiveness as the VICTIM ... by doing this, He FREES us to
CHOOSE — accept Him OR reject Him. He is RELEASED, and now the CHOICE lies with
US ... the same is true for the PERPETRATORS we hold UNFORGIVENESS towards. The
moment we FORGIVE, we are RELEASED, and the PERPETRATOR becomes
ACCOUNTABLE ... he has to either deal with his SIN, or go into the default of DENIAL.
You set yourself FREE by forgiving. You aren’t letting the PERP loose with no
CONSEQUENCES. It is letting him fall back into a bucket of GARBAGE that he is going to
have to deal with ... remember, forgiveness is one of the SLOWEST pathways in the
BRAIN! As we’ve seen, our minds can be RENEWED and actual NEW thought pathways
be established — and that the pathway for FORGIVENESS is the SLOWEST to be
established!
It takes THREE years!
This is why you may have TRULY forgiven someone, but sometime later when this pain
gets TRIGGERED, it feels just as PAINFUL, as if you DIDN’T forgive!
It takes THREE years to completely establish this pathway in the brain ... when this PAIN
is triggered, make the CHOICE to RE-AFFIRM your forgiveness ... by this, you continue to
establish the new pathway, and over TIME, the pain will get less and less!

Let the JOY of the LORD be your strength!
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“Judgments and Bitterness as Clutter that
Hinders Prayer for Emotional Healing”5
By Karl D. Lehman, M.D. & Charlotte E.T. Lehman, M.Div.

(We have edited some sections of this article, to fit with the J2W teachings.
For the original, please see reference in the footnote below.)
! Combining(the(essays(and(sample(prayers(for(judgments(and(bilerness:(
As I (Karl) experimented with the sample prayer for releasing judgments, I found myself
often spontaneously including prayer to release bitterness as well. This has worked so well
that I now almost always include bitterness when I pray to release judgments, and I never
use the separate sample prayer for bitterness any more. Our perception is that judgments
and bitterness usually (always?) go together. We perceive that bitterness requires
judgment — you cannot be bitter towards a person unless you first judge him. We have
also observed that judgment will usually (always?) be infected with bitterness — if
somebody has hurt you, you can't do anything about it, and you judge and condemn her in
response to this wound and powerlessness, bitterness will usually (surely?) follow.
At this point we are wondering whether it is always best to address judgments and
bitterness together. The biggest reason I can think of for why they might need to be
addressed separately is that the person receiving ministry may have one set of guardian
lies attached to his bitterness (for example, "My anger makes me strong, it's not safe to let
it go"), and a different set of guardian lies attached to his judgments (for example, "If I let
go of my judgments I won't be able to make him change"). In this case, it might be
necessary to identify and discuss judgments and bitterness separately as a part of dealing
with the different guardian lies. Even in this case, it would be possible to release
judgments and bitterness with the same prayer once all of the guardian lies have been
resolved.
We have combined the separate essays regarding bitterness and judgments into this
ministry aid document. At the end of this document we include the old separate sample
prayers for bitterness and judgments, and also a sample prayer combining them.
We would be grateful for feedback from any that feel lead to experiment with the new
combined prayer, especially regarding whether there are any situations where the
separate prayers are helpful/necessary.

5&©&Copyright&2002&K.D.&Lehman&MD&&&C.E.T.&Lehman&MDiv,&New&2002,&Revised&

11/21/2009.&See&website:&hZp://www.kclehman.com/&
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1.

Judgments

This section regarding judgments has been very difficult to write, and the battle to get it
written has been quite instructive. Charlotte had read Dallas Willard's 6 discussion of
judgment a year or two earlier, and had been deeply convicted about the importance of
confessing and releasing our judgments towards others.
She made comments on a regular basis for months but her comments just didn't seem to
make sense somehow. I read the book, but it didn't make sense either. I read the material
on judging again, and I still didn't get it. I felt vaguely confused, like there was some kind of
subtle interference in my brain, whenever I would read, think, or talk about releasing
judgments.
I also noticed that I was irritated by every little detail in other written material about
judgment, and I would become irritated with Charlotte when we would discuss the subject.
I continued to experience persistent interference and resistance even after significant
release with prayer: when I tried to work on this essay, or to work on releasing my own
judgments, I would become restless, think of other things I wanted/needed to do, feel the
need for a snack, or be overcome with sleepiness. At other times I would sit for hours and
simply couldn't think of what to write.
! Spiritual(stronghold:(
Our perception is that much of this resistance and interference has been demonic
harassment. I can now see that judgment has been a spiritual stronghold in my life, and
this has given the enemy an unusual amount of space and authority to harass and confuse
me regarding this subject. I have a child place in my heart that responds to being hurt and
powerless by judging the offenders. This angry, judgmental part of myself has judged just
about everybody.
•

I have judged Charlotte for being fearful, obsessive, slow, and about ten other
things.

•

I have judged my father for being judgmental.

•

I have judged computer programmers for writing software that is not user friendly,

•

Civil engineers for unclear road signs,

•

Other drivers for cheating when merging in construction zones,

•

Developers for pillaging the environment,

•

Businessmen for being greedy and dishonest,

•

And politicians for being corrupt.

•

I have judged minorities for being bitter,

•

And white people for being racist.

•

Weak people for being burdens on society,

6 & Dallas&Willard,& The& Divine& Conspiracy& (San&Francisco:& Harper&Collins,& 1998),& p.& 1489158&

and& 2159227,& for& a& number& of& helpful& insights& regarding& judgment,& condemna+on,&
contempt,&and&self&righteousness.&
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•

And strong people for being insensitive to weak people,

•

Conservatives for being fearfully close-minded,

•

And liberals for being irresponsibly open minded.

•

I have judged some Christians for being "lukewarm" hypocrites,

•

And other Christians for being unrealistic fanatics,

•

And I have judged the general public for being stupid, selfish, and short sighted.

As described in “Judgment and Bitterness Towards the LORD”7, I have even judged GOD.
I had a vague but persistent sense that I needed to address this issue for myself, and I
had a clear and persistent sense that I needed to write this ministry aid, so I kept pressing
in (by the Grace of GOD).
The basic principles eventually made enough sense that I was able to go through a first
round of prayers to confess and repent of judging others, and the confusion interference
immediately decreased — the whole subject began to make more sense, and it became
easier to see both the larger pattern of judgmentalism and the specific judgments
pervading my life.
Amazingly, I never realized judgment was a spiritual stronghold in my life until after this
first round of prayer — even though it was such a large animal sitting in my living room,
somehow I just couldn't see it. As any new piece made sense at an experiential level, I
went through the prayers again with a deeper level of connection and internal unity.
It seemed like there was less interference after each round of prayer, but there were still
times when I had to worship and pray for an hour or two before I could write the next
paragraph. If you experience distractions, interference, and resistance when you try to
work on releasing judgments, press in with choices to go through a "first round" of prayer
to confess and renounce the general pattern of judging others. Hopefully this will open the
way for the next step forward.
! Guardian(lies(being(triggered:(
We eventually discovered that some of my resistance was coming from guardian lies that
were being triggered as I read material about judgment and as Charlotte and I discussed
this material.
The teaching in the 1960's social action pacifist church where I grew up seemed to be
especially fertile ground for a child to misinterpret:
•

Thou shalt not judge.

•

Not judging means there are no rules, there will be no justice — no punishment or
consequences for being hurtful, selfish, and evil, and no rewards for being good,
unselfish, sacrificial.

•

Not judging goes along with:

7&See&“Judgment&and&BiZerness&Towards&the&LORD”&on&our&website.
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o Love your enemies, and means its okay for the angry kids on the playground
to beat me up.
•

Not judging means I can't set boundaries,

•

And not judging means I can't say “NO”.

Just naming these as guardian lies and identifying their roots resolved some of the
resistance I was experiencing (even before I had the opportunity to fully resolve these
memories and lies). Check for guardian lies and/or core lies getting triggered if you have a
negative reaction to reading and/or discussing this material.
! "Good"(Judgment(vs.(Sinful(Judgment:(
A small part of my resistance and confusion came from lack of clarity regarding "good"
judgment vs. sinful judgment.

"Good" Judgment
We perceive that there is "good" judgment that is necessary and appropriate — judgment
that is discernment, setting appropriate boundaries, determining what is helpful and what
is hurtful/wrong.

Sinful Judgment
We perceive sinful judgment to be the combination of condemnation and selfrighteousness. Condemnation is deciding that the person is not just wrong/broken/in need
of correction, but that they are bad/worthless/in need of punishment. Self righteousness
is feeling and acting morally superior — deciding I am better than them — believing that if I
had been given their life I would have done it differently (better); if they were just like me
we wouldn't be in this mess.
As Dallas Willard comments: “We do not have to — we cannot — surrender the valid
practice of distinguishing and discerning how things are in order to avoid condemning
others. We can, however, train ourselves to hold people responsible and discuss their
failures with them — and even assign them penalties, if we are, for example, in some
position over them — without attacking their worth as human beings or marking them as
rejects”.
! Finding(Judgments:(
"Sleeping in the same bed" with a vow: It is possible for vows to stand alone, but most
vows require that you first judge somebody. For example, a person would not make the
vow "I will never be lazy like my father" without first judging his father for being lazy. When
we find a vow, we will often find a judgment sleeping in the same bed.
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! Standing(next(to(bilerness:(
As mentioned above, we perceive that you cannot be bitter towards a person unless you
first judge them, and that judgment will usually (always?) be infected with bitterness.
Whenever we find bitterness, we usually (always?) find one or more judgments standing
right next to it.
! Ask(your(family,(friends,(and(spouse(to(help:&
Our families, close friends, and spouses usually know what it feels like when we are
judging them. They also usually know what it feels like to be with us when we are judging
others. I am sure that my family and my close friends are familiar with the characteristic,
unpleasant angry intensity I get when I am judging.
Charlotte recognizes it instantly, and she has helped me to identify when I am judging her
or anyone else. If you are especially brave, ask your teenage children to help you identify
when you are judging them.
! "Judge(not,(that(you(be(not(judged":&
As Charlotte and I have been observing our judging behavior much more closely, we have
come to the conclusion that one of our first responses to being judged is to judge the
person who is judging us (start observing yourself, and see if this isn't true in your
experience as well). I think some of this is just the dynamic described below of using
judgment as a defense to protect ourselves from feeling hurt, vulnerable, and powerless —
it feels terrible to be judged, and we can't make others stop judging us, so we judge them
to protect ourselves from the hurt, vulnerability, and powerlessness.8
However, I think there also may be a separate spiritual/psychological phenomena that is
activated. It's like a psychological and spiritual "knee-jerk" reflex — you tap my patellar
tendon and I kick you, you judge me and I judge you.
I have always thought "Judge not that you be not judged" (Matthew 7:1-2, Luke 6:37) was
a warning that if we judge others, the LORD will judge us. Now I wonder if this passage is
simply describing the spiritual/psychological pattern in creation that if you judge others
they will judge you in return.
2.

Bitterness

Many have discovered that harbored anger/bitterness/unforgiveness is one of the most
common blockages hindering the effectiveness of prayer for healing (physical or
emotional). A lot of thought and writing has been focused on this subject. In this section we
present several insights that are directly practical to removing bitterness as clutter.

8&I&have&no+ced&that&I&feel&especially&powerless&when&I&am&judged&for&things&I&can’t&change,&

like&being&a&white&male,&and&I&feel&especially&judgmental&towards&those&who&judge&me&for&
being&a&white&male.
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! Anger(versus(harbored(anger:&
It is not wrong or sinful to be angry in the moment of being acted upon unjustly. It is the
carrying of anger over time that becomes injurious to oneself, and sinful in that it usually
then takes the form of judgments, bitterness, desire for revenge, or even hatred. Once
anger has served it's appropriate function of drawing attention to injustice that needs to be
opposed, a wrong that needs to be addressed, or a wound that needs to be healed, it can
and should be released.
! Forgiveness,(reconcilia_on,(and(restora_on(of(trust:(
A common misunderstanding is that forgiveness is the same thing as reconciliation and the
restoration of trust, and therefore if I forgive the person who has hurt me I must
automatically trust and return to relationship with this person.
This misunderstanding predictably generates a host of objections with the general theme
"It's not safe to forgive because ..." Our understanding is that forgiveness does not
inherently or automatically include reconciliation or the restoration of trust.
Forgiveness does inherently include giving up judgments against the ones who hurt us.
The one who offended me may be totally unrepentant — he may be just as prone to the
same hurtful behavior as he used to be — so it wouldn't be wise for me to re-enter a
business partnership with him, for instance. But I must still give up my self-righteous
condemnation of his character, admitting that GOD alone can judge him justly, in order for
forgiveness to be complete.
Forgiveness is something the victim can do, with GOD's Help, to free him or herself from
bitterness, and requires no participation or cooperation from the offender.
Forgiveness on the part of the victim plus confession/apology and repentance on the part
of the offender are the foundation upon which reconciliation is built.
Reconciliation plus changed behavior are the foundation upon which trust is built, and trust
grows over time as changed behavior continues.
! Forgiveness,(Reconcilia_on,(or(Restora_on(of(Trust:
Forgiveness + Confession, Repentance, and possibly Restitution = The Foundation of
Reconciliation
Reconciliation + Changed Behavior over time = Restoration of Trust
NOTE! This confusion about the meaning and implications of forgiveness, and the
associated objections, are usually more than simple cognitive misunderstandings. Our
experience is that these are usually guardian lies carried at a non-rational, experiential
level. If this is the case, there will be some value in explaining the cognitive concepts, but
the "misunderstandings" and objections will not move until they are identified as guardian
lies and taken to Jesus.
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It is important for the therapist/minister to understand these concepts so that you can look
for and identify "It's not safe to forgive because ... " guardian lies more effectively.
3.

HOW do judgments and bitterness harm us? WHY do we
need to release them?

! Judgments(harm(our(rela_onships:(
Charlotte and I have noticed tremendous benefit in our relationship as I have been
releasing my judgments towards her. Within the first two weeks after the initial
breakthrough, we noticed that certain issues of conflict that had been stuck for years were
much easier to deal with and were moving forward to resolution. I realized that I had been
judging her in these conflicts — my comments in discussing the disagreements would be
tinged (or laced) with condemnation and self-righteousness — "You're stupid/selfish/lazy,
etc., you deserve to be punished, and I'm better than you." Of course I would not speak
these judgments out loud. I knew I shouldn't have these thoughts and feelings towards her,
so I would use cognitive "self talk" to improve my internal attitude and then try to convince
myself that I didn't really have these judgments against Charlotte.
Ironically, Charlotte was much more aware of my judgments towards her than I was, since
she easily perceived them in my facial expressions, body language, voice tones, and
overall attitude. The bad news was that stuffing my judgments towards Charlotte back in
the closet with cognitive techniques and denial only put them away until the next time we
were discussing the triggering conflict issue. The good news is that Jesus permanently
removes them when I bring them into the light and ask for His Help.
These issues of conflict with Charlotte were also some of the places where I had been
unable to fully resolve bitterness. It was amazing (sarcasm intended) how my bitterness,
condemnation, and self-righteousness triggered angry and defensive reactions in
Charlotte. It truly is amazing how much easier it is to work together to come to productive
resolution of disagreements when resentment, condemnation, and self-righteousness are
removed.
Judgments hinder our efficacy as emotional healing facilitators: Judging those we minister
to will trigger angry and defensive reactions from them, will impair our discernment, and
will also give the enemy place and authority to interfere with the process. One of the best
examples of this has been in my facilitating emotional healing for Charlotte.
My ability to facilitate, her ability to receive, and our ability to work together as a team have
all improved. She has experienced several significant breakthroughs in her healing work
(with myself as facilitator) as I have been confessing and releasing my judgments towards
her. I have also noticed that it is easy for me to judge the people who have hurt our clients.
When I have judgments towards those who have hurt the person receiving ministry, it will
be very difficult for me to see, or help her address, any judgments she has against these
same people.
Only GOD has the information and the wisdom to "do the math:" As discussed above,
judging/discerning that another person's choices/behaviors are hurtful and wrong is
necessary and appropriate.
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Judging the basic moral character of the person is a job we need to leave to the LORD.
Our perception is that only the LORD can see the whole picture — only the LORD knows
the person's intentions, wounds, what they have been given to work with, etc. Only the
LORD has the wisdom to put this all together and "do the math" regarding the moral
judgment of the person.
An experience which we and other emotional healing facilitators have observed — the
LORD revealing "the rest of the story" — reinforces this point. A recent session provides
an excellent example. The principal of David's grade school was a very toxic man, who
had traumatized many children. In one memory, David was standing on the playground
watching the principal beat his older brother, John, in front of all the other kids. John was
hurt and humiliated, and David was powerless to do anything about it.
David felt intense bitterness, judgment, and desire for revenge towards the principal, and
could remember making a vow to get revenge: "I'll remember, and I'll get you back — I'm
smarter than you. You won't even know. I'll make you feel just like I do right now." David
confessed and renounced this vow, and then prayed to release his bitterness towards the
principal. David began crying as he finished the bitterness prayer, and reported: ''I'm on
the playground, I can see Jesus there … The LORD is showing me his [the principal's]
childhood — he was abused — he was being ground up by things he couldn't control..
Jesus is telling me that it doesn't make what the principal did right, but only He can deal
with justice in this man's life .. Jesus is telling me that I don't need to take care of this."
The LORD seemed to clearly indicate:
o He knew "the rest of the story," which was a source of compassion towards the
perpetrator.
o It was His Job to weigh all the pieces and make judgment — only He is able to do
this and we need to relinquish this role.
NOTE: In our experience, when people receiving ministry have this kind of encounter with
Jesus, they always feel these two pieces are totally true and they have complete peace in
releasing their offenders to the LORD's Judgment and Justice.
! Judging(is(inherently(legalis_c:(
The "authority" we invoke when we judge someone is the "law" which we determine that
person has violated. Often we are not aware of our own subjective, emotional investment
in condemning the person we've judged; rather, we're thinking that it's simply a matter of
objective interpretation of the law.
And, in fact, we may be right about someone having done something wrong — perhaps
that person really did commit adultery, for instance. The problem is that when we judge
(sinful judgment), adding our self-righteous character condemnation to that assessment of
wrong-doing, we put ourselves and our relationship to that person back in the realm of
legalism rather than the realm of GOD's Grace.
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And in the realm of legalism — where your acceptance is always dependent upon your
performance — you can never rest, you can never measure up, and you can never stop
measuring how well you and others are doing.
The enemy of our souls loves to seduce Christians into a mind-set of legalism because
then we are vulnerable to his accusations and condemnation of us. When we start
throwing the rocks of sinful judgment at others the enemy has permission to throw his
rocks of judgment and condemnation at us 9.
Even if you haven't committed adultery like that person you judged, you have sinned in
other ways and the enemy knows about it. He will be more than happy to remind you of
your sins, and he knows that you will believe his condemnation lies because you are
choosing to play by the rules that your acceptance depends on your performance. It is
possible to exercise discernment (good judgment), and even to bring correction to
someone, without entering the realm of legalism. The key is being in a state of love,
humility, and honesty about one's own pain and investment in the situation.
! Judgments( serve( as( a( defense( mechanism( that( "protects"( us( from( feeling(

powerlessness,(helplessness,(and(other(painful(emo_ons:(

Our perception is that the defense mechanism dynamics behind judgment are similar to
the defense mechanism dynamics behind bitterness and vows. My own experience is that
I only judge, experience bitterness, and make vows when others are harming me, I can't
do anything about it, and it doesn't seem like there will be justice.
My perception is that:
•

I don't judge, experience bitterness, or make vows towards those who are in a
system where they receive the consequences for their choices and their choices do
not affect me.

•

I don't judge, experience bitterness, or make vows when somebody acts against me
if I can protect myself from harm.

•

I don't judge, experience bitterness, or make vows when somebody hurts me if I am
truly convinced that justice will be done (regarding both victim and offender).

As with bitterness and vows, judgments "protect" us from feeling helplessness,
powerlessness, and other painful emotions in the face of harm and injustice. When
somebody else's selfishness, hatred, laziness, greed, deceit, etc. is coming against me,
and I do not have the power to protect myself or to rectify the situation I have two choices:
1) I can stand straight in the clean pain of being harmed as a powerless victim — the
pain of powerlessness, helplessness, and injustice and turn to the LORD to help
me deal with the situation and for healing.
2) I can judge the person. "You deserve punishment, and some day you will get it. I
may not be able to _______, but at least I am better than you."

9&See&MaZhew&6:12915,&MaZhew&18:21935,&Mark&11:25,&Luke&6:36937,&Romans&12:17919.
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In my own subjective experience, judging the offender in this way functions much like
bitterness and vows — it makes me feel less powerless, helpless, and vulnerable.
•

I feel like I can do something about the situation, like I can fight.

•

I feel like I am punishing them in some way by judging them, and that this will make
them change.

•

I feel like I have power in some way by deciding that I am better than they are.

•

I feel like I can contribute to justice by judging them — I am "keeping score" and
waiting until an opportunity arises for me to contribute my judgment as part of the
justice process.

Note that it is always good to release judgments because, like bitterness and vows,
judgments are an inherently sinful defense mechanism.
! Judgments(protect(and(anchor(bilerness:(
Our perception is that judgment makes it harder to release bitterness. This has certainly
been true in my own healing work — it has been much easier to release bitterness now
that I am also dealing with these patterns and strongholds of judgment. Certain areas of
bitterness that have always been especially resistant in the past are now starting to
resolve. It makes intuitive sense that it would be difficult to release bitterness when
judgments are still in place.
For example, does this sound like a tenable prayer? "LORD, I am bitter because Bob has
hurt me and there is nothing I can do about it. He is selfish, dishonest, and lazy. He is
morally deficient, he deserves to be punished, and I am better than him ... but please take
this bitterness away."
! Judgments( block( the( LORD's( Authority,(and(provide( a( place( and(authority(

for(demonic(spirits:(

Condemnation, self righteousness, idolatry to self protection, avoiding the appropriate
clean pain, and taking the LORD's Job as judge are all sinful choices that block the
LORD's Access/Authority to work in the jurisdiction of the judgment. Anything that blocks
the LORD's Access/Authority to work makes a place where the enemy has space and
authority to work. The enemy can hinder healing, impair discernment, and cause confusion
in the jurisdiction of the judgment.
! Unforgiveness(is(open(linked(to(denial/refusal(to(accept(what(happened:&
While working on certain memories that had been "stuck" through several years of
emotional healing work, I discovered that the reason these memories were stuck was that
the internal child parts 10 carrying the memories were "stuck" in the memories with the
demand that the people who had hurt me fix it back then.

When&we&suﬀer&trauma&as&a&child,&we&are&arrested&in&our&development&...&there&are&then&
parts&of&us&that&never&grew&up.

10
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The internal child parts in the memories carried the guardian lies that I could fix the
problem by using my unforgiveness "IOU" to force the people who had hurt me to "make it
never happened." The child parts in these memories would not forgive the people who had
hurt me because I was still trying to fight the reality that events had turned out the way
they had and that there was nothing I could do about it.
I was stuck, back in the memory, trying to hold onto a form of denial. I was trying to believe
that by holding onto my unforgiveness "IOU" I could make the people who had hurt me
"pay" in the present in some way that would make the old traumas "never happened."
I could feel that this was another way in which unforgiveness was functioning as a defense
mechanism. I wouldn't feel powerless and helpless and vulnerable if I could hold onto the
"IOUs" that gave me the power to make the offenders "fix it." I was trying to use
unforgiveness, and the demand that those who had wounded me "fix it so that it never
happened," to protect myself from the truth of what had happened and the truth that I was
powerless and helpless to do anything about it.
Note that this inherently blocks healing because completing the unfinished processing
tasks carried in the traumatic memories inherently requires fully connecting with the painful
reality of the events including the truth that they happened and that I can't do anything
about it.
•

I can't make them "never happened,"

•

I can't make anybody else make them "never happened," and accepting this reality
is a necessary part of standing straight in the pain so that Jesus can help me work
through the unresolved content.

The memories in question were quickly healed as soon as I realized where the healing
process had been stuck, focused the guardian lies, received the LORD's Truth to dispel
the guardian lies, released my demand that the perpetrators "make it never happened,"
and completed the forgiveness process.
! Judgments(and(bilerness/un(forgiveness(block(the(healing(process:(
My own experience has been that healing work with a number of different traumatic
memories, previously stuck for many months, started moving forward after I dealt with
judgments that were infecting the wounds. We have several thoughts about the
mechanisms by which judgments block the healing process:

1.(Judgments(energize(and(anchor(guardian(lies:
Our perception is that judgments can block the healing process by energizing and
anchoring guardian lies. This has certainly been the case with some of the "stuck"
traumatic memories involving my father. When I was judging him he felt like an enemy,
which gave more power to the guardian lies "It's not safe to let go of this," "It's not fair," "I
won't be able to make him change," "I won't be able to defend myself," and "It's not safe
for me to take responsibility for my stuff because then he won't take responsibility for his
stuff and I'll get blamed for everything."
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I had identified these guardian lies months earlier but I had not been able to get them to
move. After releasing judgments, Dad was a wounded person doing his best to be a good
father instead of an enemy I had to defend myself against. Releasing judgments towards
Dad cut off a lot of the adversarial and fearful energy that anchored these guardian lies,
making it possible to finally move them out of the way.

2.(Judgments("protect"(us(from(painful(emo_ons:
As discussed above, judgments function as a defense mechanism that helps us avoid pain
by covering over helplessness, powerlessness, and other painful emotions. The defense
mechanism function of judgments therefore prevents healing by preventing connection
with the true painful emotions. This has certainly been the case with my judgments.
We have found powerlessness, helplessness, and other painful emotions hiding behind
every judgment I have brought to the LORD, and the LORD has been able to move
forward with healing the source of these painful emotions when I released the judgments
that were blocking emotional connection.

3.(Judgments(anchor(and(protect(bilerness:
As discussed above, judgments can block the resolution of bitterness, and bitterness
always hinders the healing process.

4.(Judgments(provide(a(place(and(authority(for(demonic(spirits:
As discussed above, judgments can provide a place and authority for demonic spirits, and
demonic spirits will always hinder the healing process.

5.(Judgments(polarize(internal(parts:
As discussed above, judgments can cause and/or exacerbate polarization between
internal parts, and polarized, adversarial relationships between internal parts will always
hinder the healing process.

6.(Unforgiveness(is(open(linked(to(denial/refusal(to(accept(what(happened:
As discussed above, part of unforgiveness can be holding onto an "IOU" in an attempt to
force the perpetrator to "make it never happened," and this will inherently block healing by
reinforcing denial and hindering acceptance and emotional connection.
4.

Comments regarding sample prayers for releasing
judgments and bitterness.

! More(than(one(loca_on:
Like defenses, vows, other reactive sins, and demonic infection, judgments and bitterness
can be carried in a number of different locations.
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The person receiving ministry can carry judgments and bitterness towards another person
regarding several different memories and/or issues, and sometimes the person will deal
with these different memories and/ or issues separately. The person receiving ministry will
usually carry judgments and bitterness towards a number of different people, and the
judgments and bitterness towards these different people will usually be addressed
separately. Different pieces of the judgment and bitterness towards a given target can also
be carried separately by different internal child parts.
When evaluating whether prayers and commands have been effective, it is important to
realize that resolving all the judgments and bitterness regarding a specific memory and/or
issue, towards a given person, or carried by a given internal part is different than resolving
judgments and bitterness in all locations . When checking to see whether the judgments
and bitterness are gone it is important to check the specific target that has been
addressed. See "General Introductory Comments Regarding Ministry Aids" for additional
comments and discussion.
! Local(strongholds,(demons,(and(curses:
My sense is that there are sometimes spiritual strongholds, demonic spirits, and curses
that are connected to/associated with the specific judgments and bitterness that are being
addressed, and therefore lose their protection/anchor when the judgments and bitterness
in question are resolved. In these situations it is easy and important to finish with
commands to deal with the spiritual strongholds, demonic spirits, and curses that have just
been exposed. I target the specific, local strongholds, demons, and spirits in question by
including the local "address" in the commands.
For example, "In the Name of Jesus, we command that all spiritual strongholds connected
to or associated with these judgments and bitterness towards Mary's father regarding his
emotional absences be torn down now." See "General Introductory Comments ... " for
additional comments.
! Systemic(palerns(of(judgmentalism(and(bilerness:(
We have also observed that, in addition to being carried in multiple, specific, local
infections, judgmentalism and bitterness can also be carried as wide spread and deep
seated systemic infections. It is important to watch for systemic judgmentalism and
bitterness because every "local infection" will be easier to deal with once systemic
judgmentalism and bitterness have been addressed.
The first time someone deals with judgments and bitterness is a good time to check for
widespread and deep-seated patterns behind the immediate situation, but sometimes the
systemic judgmentalism and bitterness do not become apparent immediately.
Look especially for systemic patterns if judgments and bitterness pop up over and over
again. When you find systemic judgmentalism and bitterness, make sure to treat them with
a full course of systemic "antibiotics."
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Systemic means:
1) Working with the adult core-self11 as opposed to working with internal child parts.
2) Addressing the wide spread patterns of judgmentalism and bitterness as opposed
to addressing specific, local judgments and bitterness. For example, "I confess
these wide spread and deep seated patterns of judgmentalism and bitterness in my
life," and "In the Name of Jesus, we command that all spiritual strongholds
connected to or associated with these wide spread and deep seated patterns of
judgmentalism and bitterness be torn down now."
3) Addressing any family tree/generational patterns.
"Full course of antibiotics" means:
1) Confessing judgmentalism and bitterness, renouncing judgmentalism and
bitterness, asking the LORD for true repentance regarding judgmentalism and
bitterness, and asking the LORD to free you from judgmentalism and bitterness.
2) Going through the prayers to address corresponding spiritual strongholds, demonic
spirits, and curses.
3) Looking for others in the family tree with the same patterns of judgmentalism and
bitterness, and then going through the prayers for generational sins, strongholds,
spirits, and curses as appropriate.
See "General Introductory Comments ... " for additional comments.
! Common(problems:(
Comments especially relevant to problems that hinder releasing judgments and bitterness
will be included here. See "General Introductory Comments Regarding Ministry Aids" for
additional discussion of each of the common problems that can get in the way of releasing
defenses/vows/judgments/self pity/other sins/etc.
1. Core lies getting triggered.
2. Guardian lies:
We almost always find guardian lies hindering the release of judgments and bitterness. As
described above, guardian lies getting triggered contributed to my resistance to releasing
judgments. One of the most common guardian lies hindering the release of judgments is:
"These judgments give me power to make them change — if I let go of my judgments they
will never change."
Some of the most common guardian lies hindering the release of bitterness are: "It is not
safe to let go of my anger," "My anger makes me strong," "I need my anger to protect
myself," and "My anger protects me."

11&“Core”&refers&to&the&original&person&that&GOD&made&before&any&trauma&took&place.
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3. Vows:
Judgments can be protected by vows, such as: "I may not be able to stop him from beating
me, but I will be better than him." Bitterness can be protected by vows such as "I will never
forgive them for humiliating me" and "I will get them back some day."
4. Demonic interference:
Any demonic spirits associated with the judgment, condemnation, self righteousness, and
bitterness in question will try to block the person and/or internal parts from participating in
the prayer. As discussed in "Dealing with Demonic Interference/ Opposition during the
session ... ," it is helpful to "focus the target" when dealing with demonic interference.
When I am dealing with possible demonic interference hindering release of judgments and
bitterness I will address my commands to "all demonic spirits connected to or associated
with these judgments, this condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness."
5. Avoidance of the whole truth:
The person receiving ministry needs to truly "see" how badly her wounders have hurt her
before she can release judgments and bitterness towards them. She has to fully
recognize, own, and feel what she's judgmental and bitter about before she can release
the judgments and bitterness. It will hinder release of judgments and bitterness if she is
still avoiding the whole truth about how badly she has been hurt.
6. Internal parts that do not participate:
For complete resolution of the judgments and bitterness towards a given person regarding
a specific issue/cluster of memories, any internal child parts carrying the judgments and
bitterness in question must be present, stay connected, and participate in the prayer.
It is ideal to identify and resolve these problems before going through the prayers and
commands to address judgments and bitterness. Discuss the possibility that judgments
and bitterness could be hindering the healing process, ask the person receiving ministry if
she is sure she is ready to release the judgments and bitterness in question, and then
check for any anger, uncertainty, or lack of internal unity. This usually picks up guardian
lies and lies being triggered by the discussion, and often picks up internal parts that aren't
ready to participate. See "General Introductory Comments Regarding Ministry Aids" for
additional comments.
! If(it(doesn't(work:(
Our experience is that we still sometimes miss something, especially quiet vows and
deeper traumatic memories that are carefully protected. It is easy to tell when you miss
something because the judgments and bitterness will still be there when the person is
done with the prayer. When this happens you can assume with a fairly high degree of
confidence that one or more of the common problems just discussed is blocking the way.
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Ask the LORD "What do you want (name of the person receiving ministry) to know about
these judgments and this bitterness?" and then watch especially for the common problems
discussed above.
Return to the sample prayers and commands when the blocking problems have been
addressed. The LORD will always free a person from judgments and bitterness when the
relevant traumatic memories are fully connected and all interference has been resolved.
! Ini_al(paragraphs(of(the(sample(prayer:(
When I first started using this prayer for releasing my own judgments and bitterness I
always included the initial paragraphs. I found it especially important to talk about the
specifics of the trauma, including the powerlessness and helplessness, until the judgments
and bitterness in question felt emotionally connected. Now I usually use a much shorter
version unless I am having difficulty with emotional connection.
Reduce or expand the reactive sin target words to facilitate connection: One of the most
important goals for our sample prayers is to help the person receiving ministry to connect
experientially/emotionally with the core concepts, and to stay connected throughout the
prayer to stay emotionally connected to the meaning of the prayer as they go through it.
Use fewer target words if a longer list is hindering emotional connection by becoming
distracting or confusing (for example, just "judgments and bitterness").
Include additional target words if doing so seems to help make and maintain experiential/
emotional connection (for example, "judgments, condemnation, self righteousness,
harbored anger, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, and desire for revenge").
The same principle applies to whether or not to include the reactive sin target words at
each point in the prayer. See "General Introductory Comments ... " for additional
comments.
! We(cannot(manufacture(forgiveness(or(free(ourselves(from(bilerness:(
As with repentance 12, I have come to understand forgiveness as something GOD gives us,
as opposed to something we can simply choose and/or manufacture in our own hearts.
•

I believe that we need to be willing to release and forgive those who have hurt us,

•

I believe that we have to clear out anything that is in the way of receiving the
LORD's Forgiveness towards those who have hurt us, and

•

I believe we need to ask the LORD to give us His supernatural grace and
forgiveness towards those who have hurt us.

However, after all this has been done we cannot change our own hearts and minds — we
cannot make ourselves forgive someone — we cannot free ourselves from judgment,
bitterness, and unforgiveness. I believe that ultimately forgiveness towards those who
have hurt us is a gift from GOD.
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The bad news is that the old understanding has never worked for me. I tried to "choose" to
forgive those who hurt me, and after "choosing" forgiveness I tried to somehow
manufacture forgiveness and free myself from judgment and bitterness. But it never
worked very well.
Occasionally, by GOD's Grace, I actually included all of the necessary ingredients to
receive forgiveness as a gift from the LORD, but most of the time I just tried to "hold by
faith" that I had forgiven the person even though I didn't feel any different. I would try to
"just believe" that I had forgiven them even though the same old judgment and bitterness
would come forward the next time I encountered a trigger that re-activated the wound in
question. I was chronically discouraged and confused by the experience that I had to keep
forgiving the same person for the same thing over and over again.
The good news is that this new understanding seems to work extremely well. I have been
using this new approach to shovel out judgment and bitterness associated with old
wounds, and to receive forgiveness as a gift of grace from the LORD. The judgment and
bitterness seem to stay gone, and the forgiveness seems to stay present.
! These(prayers(usually(work:(
Using this prayer to address my own judgments and bitterness has been one of the most
amazing experiences of answered prayer I have ever had in my life. The tangible,
subjective sense of judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness has
resolved within 2 to 3 seconds almost 100% of the time. I don't always feel it leave, but
then when I check I realize it is gone and I can't find it even if I try to stir it up. I would be
very interested in hearing from others regarding their experiences with this sample prayer.
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Sample Prayer for Releasing
JUDGMENTS and BITTERNESS
Never assume the person is ready to release his judgments and bitterness towards the
person(s) in question. Always ask "Are you sure you're ready to release your judgments
and bitterness towards _________?" If there is any anger, sense of uncertainty, or lack of
internal unity look for guardian lies, core lies being triggered, and internal arrested child
parts that are not ready to release the judgments.
It is important for the person receiving ministry to understand how we use judgments and
bitterness to protect ourselves from painful emotions, and to understand why it is important
to release them. If he/she does not already understand these principles it can be helpful
for her to review the essay: “Judgments and Bitterness as Clutter That Hinders Prayer for
Emotional Healing”.

Sample(PRAYER:
(The first paragraph can be omitted to conserve time if the person thoroughly understands
the dynamics of judgments, is already emotionally connected, and is fully ready to release
the judgments in question):
LORD Jesus, I was deeply hurt when (describe the details of the situation, including the
helplessness and powerlessness — talk about it until it feels emotionally connected). I
have judgments and bitterness towards as a reaction to being wounded, as a reaction to
being judged (include this if it fits), and as a way to protect myself from the painful
emotions — especially from feelings of powerlessness and helplessness.
I __________________ (describe your judgments and bitterness. For example: "I hate
him. I believe he is stupid, selfish, and cruel. There is no excuse for what he did, and he
deserves to be punished. I believe that I would be better than him if I had his life, etc." Talk
about it until it feels emotionally connected).
I DO want protection from situations where I am hurt, powerless, and helpless, but I don't
want this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness and bitterness towards to hinder my
relationship with You or my healing, and I am ready to release and renounce this attempt
to use judgment and bitterness to protect myself.
I ask for Your protection, and also for the discernment and grace to participate in Your
Plans for my care. I accept that You don't guarantee that I will never be hurt, powerless,
and helpless, and I ask You for the grace and strength to be faithful to You in whatever You
choose to allow. Help me to stand straight in my honest pain when I am hurt, powerless,
and helpless.
I confess this judgment, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards as
sin. I confess that I don't have the right or ability to judge __________. I ask Your
forgiveness for this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness. I
renounce this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness. I am willing to
forgive and release's sins against me. I acknowledge that I cannot change my own heart
and mind.
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I ask You to give me true repentance I ask You to give me Your Heart, Your Mind, Your
Truth, and Your Compassion, Humility, and Forgiveness towards regarding ___________.
LORD, I cannot free myself, but I am willing to be freed. I cooperate with Your Desire to
free me by consenting to Your Work in my heart.
I specifically release and renounce using this judgment, condemnation, self-righteousness,
and bitterness to protect myself from painful emotions, especially powerlessness, and
helplessness.
LORD Jesus, I ask now that You would wash me with Your Blood, cleansing me and
freeing me from all judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards
regarding ______________.
Go back to the memories being addressed and try to stir up the judgments, condemnation,
self-righteousness, and bitterness towards the person(s) in question. Often they will
already be gone. If they are still present, stir them up and then look for Jesus' Presence,
listen for His Voice, try to sense His Presence. Watch, follow, listen to whatever He does/
says.
After a few moments, try to find the judgments, condemnation, self-righteousness, and
bitterness. If the judgments, bitterness, etc. are not gone, ask the LORD:
“What do you want (name of the person receiving ministry) to know about these judgments
and about this condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness?" and then watch
especially for the common problems discussed above. Return to the sample prayer when
the blocking problems have been addressed. The LORD will always remove judgments,
condemnation, self-righteousness, and bitterness when the relevant traumatic memories
are fully connected and all hindrances have been resolved.
If you feel led to do so, you can tear down spiritual strongholds (2 Corinthians 10), deal
with demonic spirits, and break curses:
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all spiritual strongholds connected to or
associated with my judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards
_______________ regarding be torn down now."
"In the Name of Jesus we now command all demonic spirits connected to, or associated
with, my judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards ________
regarding ____________ to go immediately and directly to the Feet of the True LORD
Jesus Christ. You will go bound. You will not touch or harm anything or anyone on the way.
You will never return and you will never send anything in your place. He will deal with you
as He sees fit."
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all curses in any way connected to or associated
with my judgments, condemnation, self righteousness, and bitterness towards _________
regarding ___________ be broken, nullified, and rendered powerless."

AMEN!
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Sample Prayer for Releasing BITTERNESS
Never assume the person is ready or willing to be free. Always ask if he/she wants to be
free from this anger, hate, resentment, etc. Ask again: "ARE YOU SURE?" If there is any
sense of uncertainty or lack of internal unity regarding letting go of the bitterness, look for
guardian lies, parts of the traumatic memory that are disconnected, related and/or deeper
wounds with the same theme, and internal dissociated parts that are not ready to release
the bitterness.
"LORD Jesus, (name the person(s) who hurt you) deeply hurt me when he/she/they
_________ (describe what they did to hurt you). I am still very hurt and wounded, and I
_________ (examples: am angry, hate them, resent them, want revenge, can 't/won 't
forgive them).
"But I am tired of letting my ____________ (anger, bitterness, resentment, hatred,
unforgiveness, desire for revenge) interfere with my healing, interfere with my relationship
with You, and __________ (can include other ways these affect your life).
"I now confess (harbored anger 13, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, desire for
revenge) toward __________ regarding as sin. I ask Your forgiveness for these sins. I
renounce these sins. I am willing to forgive and release 's sins against me. I acknowledge
that I cannot change my own heart and mind, so I ask You to give me Your Heart, Your
Mind, Your Truth, and Your Compassion, Humility, and Forgiveness towards regarding
_________. I cannot free myself, but I am willing to be freed. I cooperate with Your Desire
to free me by consenting to Your Work in my heart.
"LORD Jesus, I ask now that You would wash me with Your Blood, cleansing me and
freeing me from all harbored anger, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, and
desire for revenge towards _____________ regarding _______________ "
Go back to the memories being addressed and seek to stir up the anger, hatred,
bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, desire for revenge.
Look for Jesus' presence, listen for His Voice, try to sense His Presence. Watch, follow,
listen to whatever He does/says.
After a few moments, try to find the bitterness, hate, etc.
If the bitterness, hatred, etc. are not gone, ask the LORD ... "What do you want (name of
the person receiving ministry) to know about this (bitterness, resentment, un forgiveness,
hatred, desire for revenge)?" and then watch especially for the common problems
discussed above.

13&It&is&not&wrong&or&sinful&to&be&angry&in&the&moment&of&being&acted&upon&unjustly.&It&is&the&

carrying& of&anger&over&+me& that&becomes&injurious &to&oneself,&and&sinful &in&that& it&usually&
then&takes&the&form&of&biZerness,&desire& for&revenge,&or&even&hatred.&Once&anger&about& a&
past& event& has &served&its&func+on&of& drawing&aZen+on&to&a&wound&that& needs&healing,& it&
can&and&should&be& released.&See& forthcoming& ar+cle&"On&the&Func+on&of&Anger"&for&more&
informa+on.&
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Return to the sample prayer when the blocking problems have been addressed. The
LORD will always remove bitterness, hatred, etc. when the relevant traumatic memories
are fully connected and all hindrances have been resolved.
If you feel lead to do so, you can tear down spiritual strongholds (2 Corinthians 10), deal
with demonic spirits, and break curses.
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all spiritual strongholds associated with or
connected to harbored anger, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, and desire for
revenge be torn down now."
"In the Name of Jesus we now command all spirits connected to or associated with my
harbored anger, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, and desire for revenge
towards __________ regarding __________ to go immediately and directly to the Feet of
the True LORD Jesus Christ. You will go bound. You will not touch or harm anything or
anyone on the way . You will never return and you will never send anything in your place.
He will deal with you as He sees fit."
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all curses in any way connected to or associated
with my harbored anger, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, hatred, and desire for
revenge towards _______ regarding ___________ be broken, nullified, and rendered
powerless."

AMEN!
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Sample Prayer for Releasing JUDGMENTS
Never assume the person is ready to release his or her judgments towards the person(s)
in question. Always ask "Are you sure you are ready to release your judgments towards
________?" If there is any anger, sense of uncertainty, or lack of internal unity, look for
guardian lies, core lies being triggered, and internal dissociated parts that are not ready to
release the judgments.
It is important for the person receiving ministry to understand the dynamics of judgments
and to understand why it is important to release them. If they do not already understand
these principles, it can be helpful for them to review the essay "Judgments as Clutter That
Hinders Prayer for Emotional Healing."
Sample prayer to confess, renounce, and release judgments (the first paragraph can be
omitted to conserve time if the person thoroughly understands the dynamics of judgments,
is already emotionally connected, and is fully ready to release the judgments in question):
"LORD, I understand why I have judged. I was hurt when (describe the details of the
situation, including the helplessness, and powerlessness — talk about it until it feels
emotionally connected).
I judged as a way to protect myself from the painful emotions, and especially from feelings
of powerlessness, and helplessness. I do want to avoid situations where I am hurt,
powerless, helpless, and vulnerable, but I don't want this judgment, condemnation, and
self-righteousness towards ________ to hinder my relationship with You or my healing,
and I am ready to release and renounce this attempt to use judgment to protect myself.
I ask for Your protection, and also for the discernment and grace to participate in Your
plans for my care. I accept that You don't guarantee that I will never be hurt, powerless,
and helpless, and I ask You for the grace and strength to be faithful to You in whatever You
choose to allow. Help me to stand straight in my honest pain when I am hurt, powerless,
and helpless.
"I confess this judgment, condemnation, and self righteousness towards _________ as
sin. I confess that I don't have the right or ability to judge. I ask Your forgiveness for this
judgment, condemnation, and self righteousness.
I renounce this judgment, condemnation, and self-righteousness. I acknowledge that I
cannot change my own heart and mind regarding __________. I ask You to give me true
repentance — I ask You to give me Your Heart, Your Mind, Your Truth, and your
Compassion and Humility regarding ___________.
LORD, I cannot free myself, but I am willing to be freed. I cooperate with Your Desire to
free me by consenting to Your Work in my heart.
"I specifically release and renounce using judgment, condemnation, and selfrighteousness towards _________ to protect myself from painful emotions, especially
powerlessness and helplessness.
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"LORD Jesus, I ask now that You would wash me with Your Blood, cleansing me and
freeing me from all judgments, condemnation, and self-righteousness towards regarding
_____________ "
Go back to the memories being addressed and try to stir up the judgment, condemnation,
and self-righteousness towards the person(s) in question. Often they will already be gone.
If they are still present, stir them up and then look for Jesus' Presence, listen for His Voice,
try to sense His Presence. Watch, follow, listen to whatever He does/says.
After a few moments, try to find the judgments, condemnation, and self-righteousness.
If the judgments are not gone ask the LORD:
"What do you want (name of the person receiving ministry) to know about these
judgments?" and then watch especially for the common problems discussed above.
Return to the sample prayer when the blocking problems have been addressed. The
LORD will always remove judgments when the relevant traumatic memories are fully
connected and all hindrances have been resolved.
If you feel led to do so, you can tear down spiritual strongholds (2 Corinthians 10), deal
with demonic spirits, and break curses:
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all spiritual strongholds connected to or
associated with my judgments, condemnation, and self righteousness towards ________
regarding _________ be torn down now."
"In the Name of Jesus we now command all demonic spirits attached to, or associated
with, my judgments, condemnation, and self righteousness towards _____________
regarding ___________ go immediately and directly to the Feet of the True LORD Jesus
Christ. You will go bound. You will not touch or harm anything or anyone on the way. You
will never return and you will never send anything in your place. He will deal with you as
He sees fit."
"In the Name of Jesus, we command that all curses in any way connected to or associated
with my judgments towards ________ regarding ________ be broken, nullified, and
rendered powerless."

AMEN!
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Prayer for Cleansing from BITTER-ROOT Judgements
and BITTER-ROOT Expectancies
In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), I confess and repent of all my bitter root
judgments and bitter root expectancies toward my father, mother and myself and all other
persons including those I remember and those I don't remember.
I especially repent of those bitter-root judgments 14 formed against parts of myself.
I cancel every one of them and destroy by the Finger of the Living GOD all curses and
effects thereof. I bless all those judged with every blessing from the LORD, setting them
free from all my judgments and condemnations in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus
Christ).
I choose to honor my father and mother to the extent GOD's Will permits — in every area
of my life. I repent and cancel all inner vows that I have ever made contrary to the Will of
my Heavenly FATHER.
I destroy the curses and effects thereof replacing them with that which blesses all involved.
I bring to the Cross for crucifixion all attitudes, habits, practices, and consequences
coming from all of the above, reckoning them as dead on the Cross when Messiah died. I
choose to hate all my sins enough to give them up through Messiah Who strengthens me.
I confess and repent of all wrongful judging coming from an impure heart involving blame,
condemnation, anger, envy, jealousy, bitterness, and all wrongful motives.
I replace them with all the blessings that I can give in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus
Christ). I especially forgive all wrongful judgments coming against myself.
I ask GOD to forgive me wherever I have sown wrongful thoughts, words, and actions and
to spare me through Your Grace from reaping the effects of my judgments.
I forgive my father, mother, and myself and all others. I ask that the Holy Spirit bring
anything of which I am not aware to my mind. I pray GOD's Richest Blessing on all who
have wronged me.
I cancel all parental inversion that has taken place in my life, and all bondage to
performance orientation. I repent of and cancel all my sinful attitudes and practices not
included in the above.
I replace them with the Love of GOD and His Holy Will for all and myself involved.
Anything not included in the above that should be, I do now include in the Name of
Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth.

14&For&addi+onal&study&on&biZer9root&judgments,&please&see&book&seven&of&

“Journey2Freedom”&—&“Uproo<ng!Genera<onal!Heart!Aytudes!And!Roots”
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Anything not prayed correctly, I ask the Holy Spirit to complete as necessary in the Name
of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) in whose Name all of this is done for the Honor and
Glory of GOD.
I ask You Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) to come here now and take all the aspects of
myself into Your Loving Arms.
I ask You to show me the lies that I have believed regarding any sins done to me or which
I have chosen to commit.
I ask You, my Heavenly FATHER to replace these lies with truth, giving forgiveness,
cleansing, healing, comfort, and full, complete, and permanent deliverance from both the
lies I have believed and any and all grounds given to satan or his demonic forces.
Fully redeem all the above failures and preserve me from repeating the same.
Thank You, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus),

AMEN!
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More EXAMPLES of Vows 15
•

I can never have feelings.

•

I have to be (strong, good, right and perfect)

•

Don't be selfish.

•

It is not okay to play or be playful.

•

I will keep peace at any price.

•

I have to keep one foot in the door of the cult in order to protect _____________.

•

My mind is so damaged that it will never be healed, whole and functional.

•

It's not okay to talk about _____________.

•

I cannot feel my _____________.

•

Feelings should not be expressed.

•

I must be strong, good, right and perfect so that will be proud of me.

•

Don't be selfish.

•

I can't play or _____________.

•

If I don't keep the peace _____________.

•

I am all alone because _____________.

•

They do not see me because my body _____________.

•

I can't be right or _____________.

•

I am powerless _____________.

•

There is no way to stop the pain.

•

If I ever stop the pain, _____________.

•

I can't get away _____________.

•

I am pulled in every direction by _____________.

•

I am too small to _____________.

•

I doubt _____________.

•

I am afraid of _____________.

•

I am _____________.

•

GOD doesn't want me.

•

I am bad.

•

Nobody loves me.

•

I am an orphan.

•

The family of GOD is a _____________.

•

I am attached/bonded to _____________.

•

I am lost in _____________.

15&The&following&sec+on&is&taken&from&the&resources&of&Karen&SackeZ,&hZp://

www.shieldofaith.org/
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•

I don't belong to _____________.

•

I am unlovable, not important, and not special to anyone.

•

I deserve to hurt.

•

I can never get away from _____________.

•

I am evil because _____________.

•

I have a heart of _____________.

•

I deserve to be punished because _____________.

•

I have no value because _____________.

•

I will destroy every relationship I am in because _____________.

•

I will never have a family.

•

I am unable to accept GOD's _____________.

•

I will fail because _____________.

•

No one can be trusted.

•

I dare not _____________.

The important thing in doing this exercise is to ask GOD what you received from
making the vow and asking Him to show you what you need to renounce to be free
of its effects. Be certain to ask the FATHER to show you the effects of the
agreements that making the vows put in place. Canceling these agreements is a
very powerful and necessary thing to do.
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Part(5:

Dealing with
Grief
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Psalm' 30:5!“5! ! For! His! Anger!is! but!for!a! moment,! but! His! favor! is! for! a!life<me! or! in! His! favor! is! life.!
WEEPING!may!endure!for!a!night,!but!JOY!comes!in!the!morning.”!

Working through GRIEF, and ALLOWING oneself to GRIEVE, is so important!
Is there a BIBLICAL way to GRIEVE? A model we can follow? We don’t want to grieve as
“OTHERS WHO HAVE NO HOPE”:
1'Thessalonians'4:13!“13!!Now!also!we!would!not!have!you!ignorant,!brethren,!about!those!who!fall!asleep!
[in!death],!that!you!may!not!GRIEVE![for!them]!as!the!rest!do!who!have!NO!HOPE![beyond!the!grave].”!

It is SO important NOT to suppress grief — as
we’ve seen, it only FESTERS and can even create
HEALTH problems later in life ... so how does a
man of GOD grieve? How does a woman of
FAITH endure loss and trauma?
The first mention of GRIEF in the Bible is after the
death of SARAH, the faithful wife of ABRAHAM
and mother of ISAAC. The Scriptures give us
insights into the response of both HUSBAND and
SON that are deeply liberating. They set us up for
a healthy, thorough, balanced approach to
GRIEF, faith, and HEALING ...
Those who are experiencing the deep pain of
sorrow, grief, and loss are very sensitive and it is
easy to unwittingly inflict guilt or condemnation on
them. When the Bible addresses the subject of grief, it offers PRINCIPLES rather than
formulas. If your experience is slightly different from what is presented here with Abraham
and Isaac, or if your time frames of mourning vary, please be a peace. It’s okay. The
principles revealed through ABRAHAM and ISAAC’s response to loss should be very
COMFORTING and ENCOURAGING.
The story begins in Genesis 23 ... SARAH was 127 years old when she passed away.
ABRAHAM was 137, and ISAAC was 37 at the time of her death.
(Keep these figures in mind as we commence, because they will become helpful in
assessing the Biblical time frames for mourning and grief recovery.)
Genesis' 23:2!“2! ! And!Sarah! DIED!in!Kiriath5arba,! that!is,!HEBRON,!in!the! land!of! Canaan.! And!Abraham!
went!to!MOURN!for!Sarah!and!to!WEEP!for!her.”!

“Kiriath” means “CITY OF” and “Arba” was the name of the chief of the GIANTS who
dominated the LAND at the time. “Kiriath-arba 16” was the STRONGHOLD of the giants.
We see Abraham and Sarah were in an ENEMY land when she died ...

16&Kiriath9arba&also&means&“city&of&four”,&referring&to&the&legend&that&the&four&couples&—&

Adam/Eve,&Abraham/Sarah,&Isaac/Rebecca,&and&Jacob/Leah&—&are&buried&here.
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Sometimes GRIEF strikes when the enemy has you surrounded. In a stronghold of the
enemy, Abraham lost his wife and was plunged into the icy grasp of grief.
Grief can follow an EXPECTED loss such as the death of aged grandparents ... but it can
also SHOCK you with its UNEXPECTED timing. Abraham didn’t expect to loose Sarah. He
was ten years older than she was. Today, the life expectancy for the average female is
several years longer than that of the average man. Abraham should have died first.
If Kiriath-arba is an unfamiliar term, it’s more likely that you’ve heard of Hebron. Hebron
was the mountain that Caleb conquered as an 80 year-old man. It was the mountain
where David was first anointed king of Judah.
We’re scarcely into the study of grief, and the Holy Spirit wants to insert HOPE!
“HEBRON”17 means “the seat of association, fellowship, or friendship”. Unexpectedly,
amidst enemy giants, Sarah died in Kiriath-arba, and yet, the place is also called Hebron.
Abraham needed to understand that the LORD provides a SEAT in the midst of enemy
strongholds. This is NOT a seat of DESPAIR or DEFEAT, it is a seat of FELLOWSHIP and
association. Oh, how we need the LORD to associate with us in our grief. Thank GOD
Kiriath-arba was also Hebron!
Did Abraham know that Kiriath-arba was also Hebron? The fact that the Psalms tells us
that the LORD is a “very present HELP in trouble” doesn’t mean our loss or pain is
EASY ... darkness isn’t darkness unless it’s dark, and the initial stages of grief can be like
MIDNIGHT.
Psalms also tells us that “He dwells in thick DARKNESS” because sometimes we can’t
see Him in our GRIEF. We reason — “If He were present, this would not have happened!”
Whether ABRAHAM felt GOD’s Presence or not, or was seated with GOD or with enemy
giants, He did something very WISE ...

He stayed PUT!
This is very conventional, but very sound advice. Times of grief are not times for DRASTIC
decisions. When giants overrun your seat of SECURITY and the routine of your life is
shattered by LOSS ... don’t MOVE!
It’s not the time to CHANGE churches, careers, faiths, etc. Abraham’s initial response to
SARAH’s death is the FIRST step to responding to LOSS Biblically — he stayed put and
he GRIEVED — “ ... and Abraham came to MOURN for Sarah and to WEEP for her ...”
•

He GRIEVED!

•

He WEPT!

•

He CRIED like a baby!

17&Hebron&also&means&“to&connect”&both&with&your&past&and&with&the&spiritual&dimension,&as &

this&is&where&Abraham&met&the&angels.
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When Abraham left his native country and was first introduced in Scripture, he was 75
years old:
•

We can more or less say that they were married for 62 years.

•

They were sweethearts.

•

They had lived a long life together.

•

They endured famines together.

•

They faced brutal tests of faith together (some of which they passed and some they
failed).

•

They experienced name changes together.

•

Their dreams were fulfilled together.

•

The LORD visited them and restored laughter to their lives.

•

Abraham loved Sarah, and he took time to grieve for her.

There is a time for GRIEF. It is CRITICAL that we do the right things in the right seasons.
There can be no denial in a time of GRIEF ... GRIEVE! It’s dangerous NOT to grieve after
loss. Yes, the LORD does bring grief to an end, and He does dry tears, but He doesn’t say
“Since you’re a believer, you must be strong, don’t cry”. NO! He says in Revelation 21:4,
that He will wipe away all TEARS, but there is never REBUKE for the shedding of tears.
Abraham came to WEEP for Sarah.

1. INITAL stage of loss.
In the INITIAL stage of loss, we can enter a NUMB
state of shock that, surprisingly, contains very LITTLE
emotion. Don’t mistake this for FAITH! Some believers
enter this state of shock, and they assume that their
lack of emotion is some form of faith or trust. Please
hear this! The LORD can and does give strength, and
there is a peace and a hope for His children, but it is
also appropriate to grieve. Don’t worry if you can’t stop
crying, and don’t worry if tears won’t flow early on ...
don’t panic and fear that you’re either a basket case or
that you are stuffing your emotions. Just follow father
Abraham’s lead. Stay put and take time to MOURN.
In this early phase of grief, it is very easy to DESPAIR.
Some suggestions to guard against this:
•

Trust your relationship with GOD. You will probably think irrational thoughts. Since
everything is so bleak, you may wonder if GOD has removed His Hand from your
life. Will you ever live again? Take heart in this promise — He isn’t going to betray
you. If zeal and passion wane (and they will), trust Him to carry you until you can
run again.
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•

Keep the size of GOD in perspective. He’s the BEGINNING and the END. If you
judge Him only by the present circumstances, you will despair. The shortest
moment of time is this present moment, but in grief the present moment seems to
last for an eternity.

•

Let others pray for you, even if their prayers don’t seem to help. Let someone else
bring you to the Throne of GOD. Rely on someone else’s faith. Give someone the
blessing of bearing your burden in love.

•

Create your strategy for recovery and do it by FAITH. You may not want to attend
church meetings or social functions (and that’s OKAY), but some things are still
necessary for continued health. When a child is very hungry, water doesn’t sound
very satisfying, but water is essential for life.

•

Guard against offense. HURTING moments are vulnerable moments. The hard
knocks of life demolish our defenses, leaving us raw and exposed. Our skin seems
to thin out, and we become much more sensitive to insult or injury. It seems
impossible for people to respond to us correctly. We can be hurt if they don’t ask
about our welfare, but we can feel they’re too flippant about it if they do.

•

Don’t PANIC. There is a frantic nervous fear that accompanies GRIEF — HOLD
steady!

•

Stay in the lifeboat. Your job is not to overcome after trauma. Just lie there and
BREATHE. Abraham stayed in the lifeboat and he grieved.

A(word(on(REBOUND(rela_onships.
Part of staying PUT is be very careful not to run into another relationship on the
“REBOUND”, if you have not PROPERLY dealt with your emotions and GRIEF. It is VERY
UNWISE to rush into another relationship! In this emotional state, you are NOT ready!
If you’ve had a very GOOD marriage, and your partner has passed away, the TENDENCY
is to try and find a REPLACEMENT as soon as possible, to fill the LONELINESS ...

BUT stay PUT and WAIT on GOD!

2. Next step, burial place.
The NEXT STEP Abraham did was very significant — he requested a specific BURIAL
place for SARAH. It’s extremely IMPORTANT to choose a safe place to bury our PAIN.
Do you bury the LEGACY of the one you’ve lost in:
•

Bitterness?

•

Anger?

•

Despair?

•

Failure?
➡ NO!!
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ABRAHAM knew it was critical to EXPRESS his grief, and it was critical to choose the
RIGHT resting place. He chose “MACHPELAH”, which means “doubling” (there are two
caves). In choosing Machpelah, Abraham made two decision — (1) he found the proper
burial place, and (2) reacted in a MATURE way.
ABRAHAM experienced loss (subtraction) and he CHOOSE doubling — fatness is often
cross-referenced in Scripture as anointing. Somehow, he saw a double-anointing in a time
of loss. Abraham must have known that someday ministry would emerge from his pain.
In MATURITY, he also chose to leave a legacy, not of grief and pain, but one of HOPE of a
future generation, of a nation of believers.
We see this from the “other” meaning of Machpelah, namely “portion/part”. Abraham
chooses a MATURE portion, as opposed to an immature portion — his actions reveal his
intent, and the reactions of his children prove it.
He must have had an Old Testament revelation of the Apostle Paul’s New Testament
exhortation:
1'Thessalonians'4:13!“13!!Now!also!we!would!not!have!you!ignorant,!brethren,!about!those!who!fall!asleep!
[in!death],!that!you!may!not!GRIEVE![for!them]!as!the!rest!do!who!have!NO!HOPE![beyond!the!grave].”!

He had HOPE that death wasn’t the end! He knew that GOD would produce GOOD!
Abraham grieved, but he did his grieving in Hebron
and Machpelah. Mourn your loss, but be
CAREFUL which resting-place you choose for
your loss. This principle had so transformed
Abraham, that he passed it on to his descendants.
In the succeeding generations, Isaac buried
Rebekah at Machpelah, and Jacob buried Leah
there as well.
Let’s pass this knowledge on to our CHILDREN
— GRIEF contains the potential for LIFE!
Another principle we learn from ABRAHAM is that
loss will be REPLACED. We see this in the life of
Job as well. When Job lost his seven children,
the LORD added seven more to him, but his first
seven were still gone. Job probably never fully recovered from the pain of his loss ... the
lost person (or dream, or hope) is NOT replaced ... however, the VOID created by their
loss requires special care. This has nothing to do with forgetting, but with a healthy infilling
of GOD and His Provision so we can fully heal.
BEWARE! Our pride can play right into our grief. We don’t want to get over it because we
think our GRIEF proves our LOVE. We see Abraham REMARRIED ... he grieved, but he
left his grief in Machpelah ... and then remarried. Oh, he never forgot SARAH! He never
GOT OVER the wife of his youth. But he HEALED and the evidence of this was his ability
to LOVE AGAIN.
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It’s normal to look INWARD and focus on the WOUNDS. GOD certainly allows a season
for INTROSPECTIVE, intense grief. However, a sign of health amidst grief is the ability to
CARE for others.
Abraham demonstrated this when he thought of ISAAC and responded to his need.
•

Isaac had a very special relationship with Sarah.

•

She named him Isaac, which means “laughter”.

•

He was the son of the promise, and he removed the mark of barrenness from her
life.

•

His conception and birth introduced her to the radical power of an all-loving GOD.

•

She drove away his older half-brother, Ishmael, so Isaac would never doubt his
place as a son.

His grief as a son, while certainly different from the grief of a bereaved husband, was
severe.
Genesis 24 is the story of Abraham’s search for Isaac’s WIFE. At the Chapter’s end, when
Isaac received Rebekah as his wife, he was finally comforted from Sarah’s death. The way
Isaac responded until Rebecca became his wife reveals some more insights into a healthy
response to loss ...

ISAAC deals with his grief.
The first time we see ISAAC after Sarah’s death is in Genesis 24:62 — “Isaac came
from ...” Since he was coming from somewhere, it means he had been MOVING. It’s
dangerous to lie for TOO LONG — we must lie for a season so we don’t reopen unhealed
wounds, but we must be very CAREFUL not to lie too LONG!
Like the deceptive feeling of warmth that settles over a hypothermic man in a snowstorm,
lying too long in the initial stage of grief can invite a spiritual hypothermia. Our spiritual life
can die right there. This is the reason that the LORD established a 30-day period for the
initial response to bereavement:
Deuteronomy' 34:8!“8!!And!the!Israelites!wept!for!Moses! in!the!plains! of! Moab!THIRTY! days;!then!the!days!
of!WEEPING!and!MOURNING!for!Moses!were!ended.”!

Don’t panic! We’ll see in a few moments that the LORD allows a great deal of time for
recovery and healing. This Scripture does not say that all grieving is absolutely FINISHED
in thirty days. There is an initial season devoted to HARD grief ... but there comes a time
to begin moving again. After the initial thirty days of grieving ended, they broke camp and
travelled again.
Everything stopped initially. There is a time for introspective, hard grieving, but GOD limits
it — He knows if this stage is unchecked, it can DESTROY our faith, our HOPE, and our
perspective of GOD. He never expects our healing to be complete in thirty days, but He
does ask us to move again because it is very easy for grief to become mired in despair,
and despair can bring with it the desire to die.
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Job wanted to die. So did Jeremiah. So did Elijah and Jonah. They hurt so badly that they
despaired of life, and there was no rebuke from the LORD for these very real emotions.
There is nothing wrong with a believer experiencing such pain and grief, that he or she
desires to die — however, we can’t stay in that place. He wants us to live again!
Since Isaac “came from the way of the well” (Genesis 24:62), we see that he must have
grieved appropriately. He lay down and then he arose and walked.

Accountability.
Please receive this caution — the victim of hard grief is seldom the right person to analyze
his or her own progress. If you are mourning deep loss, it's true that your friends probably
don't understand your pain, but you still need their watchful care.
Be accountable with your grief. You will need
different counsel at the different stages of mourning.
Some days you will need to be released to grieve.
At other times, you will need to try to walk again.
When Isaac began walking again, he didn't walk
aimlessly. Genesis 24:62 says he “returned from
going to the well Beer-lahai-roi" (AMP).

Review(the(history:
Hagar, the mother of Isaac's half-brother, Ishmael,
found and named this well. Do you remember
Hagar's grief?
•

Compelled to bear a son to Abraham in the face of Sarah's barrenness, she was
despised as soon as she conceived.

•

Sarah treated her with harshness and cruelty.

•

Her masters, because of their own lack of faith, used her.

•

When she gave them what they wanted, she was despised.

•

When Sarah finally conceived and Isaac was born, Hagar's son, Ishmael, was
rejected and driven out of the family. She had a tough lot in life.

The first time that Sarah mistreated Hagar and she fled from Sarah's presence into the
wilderness, Genesis 16:7 tells us that "the LORD found her." If the LORD found Hagar, it
meant that He had noticed that she was gone.
•

He noticed her absence and her loss.

•

He cared about her loss.

•

If He found her, it means that He had been looking for her.
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She didn't know it, but the search was on — and He didn't give up until He found her by
the well of Lahai Roi. She saw Him there, and she said, “This is the well of Him that lives
and sees me” (see Genesis 16:13-14). Years later, on the heels of loss, Isaac came from
that same well. In a season of death, Isaac clung to the One who lived and saw him.

The(LORD’s(Heart(for(His(hur_ng(daughters(...
Before we leave Hagar and continue with Isaac's response, let’s look at the LORD's Heart
for His hurting daughters. Probably the most tender study in the Bible is the study of
GOD's Heart of compassion and love for His daughters who are sad and broken.
Think of some of the women in Scripture and the LORD's Response to their plights:
•

Sarah. Barren. "And the LORD visited Sarah as He had said, and the LORD did for
Sarah as He had spoken. For Sarah conceived ..." (Genesis 21:1-2).

•

Rebekah. Barren. "And Isaac pleaded with the LORD for his wife ... and Rebekah
his wife conceived ..." (Genesis 25:2 1).

•

Leah. Rejected. "When the LORD saw that Leah was unloved, He opened her
womb ..." (Genesis 29:31).

•

Rachel. Barren. "Then GOD remembered Rachel, and GOD listened to her and
opened her womb ..." (Genesis 30:22).

•

Hannah. Barren and tormented by her adversary. “Hannah conceived ..." (1 Samuel
1:20).

•

Ruth. Bereaved and widowed, she was redeemed by Boaz (whose name means
"strength is in him"). See the Book of Ruth.

•

Naomi. Bereaved of two sons and her husband. How real was she in her grief?

Naomi’s(GRIEF:
She said, "The Almighty has dealt very bitterly with
me. I went out full, and the LORD has brought me
home again empty ..." (Ruth 1:20-21). Nowhere in
the Book of Ruth can you find a rebuke from the
LORD for Naomi. In fact, the reverse is true.
At one point in the story, Boaz (a type of Y’shua/
Jesus) says to Ruth, "It has been fully reported to
me, all that you have done for your mother-inlaw" (Ruth 2:11). He was fully aware of her plight
and he said to Ruth, "Do not go empty-handed to
your mother-in-law" (Ruth 3:17). Essentially,
Boaz said, "She's had enough loss. She won't
return empty any more."
At the story's end, the women of the city spoke to Naomi and they said — "Blessed be the
LORD, who has not left you this day without a close relative ... and may he be to you a
restorer of life and a nourisher of your old age" (Ruth 4:14-15).
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Biblical(examples:
•

Proverbs 31 Woman. After fourteen verses that expound her virtues, verse 25
says, "She shall rejoice in time to come." A part of her heart wasn't rejoicing, but it
would in time to come.

•

Elizabeth. Barren. "This is now the sixth month for her who was called
barren ..." (Luke 1:36).

•

Mary. Frightened. "He has regarded the lowly state of His maidservant ..." (Luke
1:48).

•

Rachel. Rachel wept for her children and refused to be comforted. He never
rebuked Rachel. His response to her was to say, "Okay. Now no more tears. Your
children will return." See Jeremiah 31:15-16.

Isaac(PRAYED(for(Rebecca:
Isaac's journey from Lahai Roi helps to remind us that the LORD remembered Hagar, and
He will remember every one of His precious daughters. Lahai Roi was located between
Kadesh (consecrated/set apart) and Bered (greeting) in the south country.
South is often representative of blessing in Scripture. Lahai Roi was in a set apart place
where the LORD wanted to reintroduce Himself to Isaac. He greeted him kindly and
blessed him in the same place where He had revealed Himself to Hagar a generation
earlier. There is a time after loss when tender comfort is needed. Isaac didn't lie down and
die and neglect his duties, but he did take time to receive comfort.
Genesis'24:63!“63! !And!Isaac!went!out!to!meditate! and!bow!down![in!prayer]!in!the! open!country!in!the!
evening;!and!he!looked!up!and!saw!that,!behold,!the!camels!were!coming.”!

He meditated and prayed in the evening. During grief, certain times will be more
heartbreaking than others.
•

At the heartbreaking times, he meditated on the size of GOD.

•

He drank deeply of the revelation that GOD saw him, and he prayed.
Pray during the heartbreaking times. We probably
shouldn't be surprised that it was here, in the
desert, at night, while praying through his pain, that
Isaac first saw Rebekah. She slipped from the
camel's back, and he instantly loved her. Genesis
24:67 says that he brought her into his tent and
that he was "comforted after his mother's death".
The word comforted is our word that paints the
graphic picture of a mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
It literally means to draw the breath forcibly. Finally,
after a prolonged season of grief, Isaac had new
life breathed into his spirit from the LORD.
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Genesis 25:20 says Isaac was 40 years old when he took Rebekah as his wife. Do you
remember that Isaac was 37 when Sarah died? It was three years after Sarah's death,
before Isaac was finally comforted. We’re not saying that Isaac was in the throes of hard
grief for three straight years, but that even after three years, he was still in need of a
visitation from GOD in the area of his grief.
Genesis 25:1 says Abraham (after three years) took another wife. It was three years for
Abraham's recovery too. Did the new wife replace Sarah? No. Sarah was still gone, but
there was new love.
Did you know that King David also required three years before healing came fully into his
soul after the bereavement of his son Ammon? Please don't be troubled by 30 days and
three years. Your season could be longer or shorter. The pattern we should follow from
Abraham and Isaac is simply this:
1) GRIEVE. Grieve HARD.
2) Purchase MACHPELAH (doubling). Grieve with HOPE and understanding, carefully
selecting the resting-place for your GRIEF. Remember that even through loss
(subtraction), the LORD can double the anointing in your life.
3) Eventually begin MOVING. Be accountable with your GRIEF and don’t allow a
spiritual hypothermia to settle over your soul.
4) Never forget the LORD is eternally gentle with His daughters.
5) REMEMBER the LORD will visit you again.
6) Practice PRAYER during the heartbreaking times.
7) Be ASSURED, comfort WILL come ... new breath will enter your spirit, even if it
takes THREE years to get there.
No one can set the TIME — but FULL resolution through grief probably occurs within TWO
years. One indicator of RECOVERY is the ability to think of the loved one without great
PAIN, only with a sweet SADNESS. Another indicator of RECOVERY is that time when
you can re-invest your emotions into LIVING.
Some studies have shown that three to four years must pass before emotional pain has
gone.
•

Watch for the way you respond when friends mention your loved one.

•

You will see how well you are adjusting.

•

Your loss is a permanent part of your life.

My dear friends, go ahead and grieve. Go ahead and weep and wail and be very, very
honest and real.
Always REMEMBER:
•

HE is coming!

•

He promises to dry TEARS for eternity,
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•

Your tragedy cannot dim HIS PLAN for your life,

•

He still desires to KNOW you, and to use you!

In a NUTSHELL, the Biblical response to grief is:
Psalm'69:32!“32! !The!humble!shall!see!it!and!be! glad;!you!who!seek!GOD,!inquiring!for!and!requiring!Him!
[as!your!ﬁrst!need],!let!your!hearts!revive!and!live!”!

The Holy Spirit acknowledges that there are times when our hearts feel dead and we
wonder if we will ever live again. He doesn't rebuke us.
He simply says, "I'm still here. Seek Me. I loved bringing Isaac his wife in the desert. The
camels are still coming". The heart that seeks GOD will LIVE! He will help you — He will
respond to your grief!
Another lesson on grief — will you be made whole? It's a very simple question, but it
demands an answer. The LORD asked it in John 5, and He is asking it today. He's asking
it of you.
He's asking you, "Will you be made whole?" He's asking this because He loves you so
much, and He doesn't want you to live forever in the throes of grief-induced sorrow. Will
you be made whole? Sometimes I have to answer, "I have no clue, LORD. You alone
know".
It's a very tender question. It's not a condemning question, and it's not a rhetorical one
either. If we answer it correctly, we can receive some wholeness.
John the beloved disciple tells the story.
John'5:159!“LATER!ON!there!was!a!Jewish!fes<val!(feast)!
for!which!Jesus!went!up!to!Jerusalem.!2!!Now!there!is!in!
Jerusalem!a!pool!near!the! Sheep!Gate.!This!pool!in!the!
Hebrew!is!called!Bethesda,!having!ﬁve!porches!(alcoves,!
colonnades,!doorways).! 3!! In!these!lay! a!great!number!
of! sick! folk—some! blind,! some! crippled,! and! some!
paralyzed!(shriveled!up)—wai<ng!for!the!bubbling!up!of!
the! water.! 4! !For! an!angel!of! the!LORD! went! down!at!
appointed!seasons!into!the!pool!and!moved!and!s<rred!
up!the!water;!whoever!then!ﬁrst,!aPer!the!s<rring!up!of!
the! water,! stepped!in! was! cured! of! whatever! disease!
with!which!he!was!aﬄicted.!5!!There!was!a!certain!man!
there! who! had! suﬀered! with! a! deep6seated! and!
lingering!disorder!for!thirty6eight!years.!6!!When!Jesus!
no<ced!him!lying!there![helpless],!knowing!that!he!had!
already!been!a! long! <me! in!that! condi<on,! He! said! to!
him,!Do!you!want!to!become!well?![Are!you!really!in!earnest!about!geyng!well?]!7!!The!invalid!answered,!
Sir,!I!have!nobody!when!the!water!is!moving!to!put!me!into!the!pool;!but!while!I!am!trying!to!come![into!it]!
myself,!somebody!else!steps!down!ahead!of!me.!8!!Jesus!said!to!him,!Get!up!!Pick!up!your!bed!(sleeping!pad)!
and!walk!!9!!Instantly!the! man!became!well!and!recovered!his! strength!and!picked!up!his!bed!and!walked.!
But!that!happened!on!the!Sabbath.”!
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Verse 1 says, "After this ..." After what? What does this reference? Our story occurred
immediately after Y’shua (Jesus) performed a healing for a nobleman's son. Somebody
just got a miracle, and when someone else is healed or touched by GOD, it can be a hard
time for the grieving. It's hard, not because we are jealous or spiteful or because we aren't
genuinely happy for someone else who is blessed. We are happy for them. It just hurts.
After this, Y’shua (Jesus) went up to Jerusalem. There was by the sheep market a pool
with five covered colonnades. It was Feast time in Jerusalem, and here, beneath the
covered colonnades, was a shady area near the Temple of GOD.
It's a shaded pool beside the Presence of GOD. It almost sounds like something out of
Psalm 23. There were only a few problems.
•

This place was also by the sheep market.

•

The sheep market was the place where sheep were bought and sold for sacrifices.

•

This lovely setting was actually a sheep pen.

Although at first glance, it looked like a place of peace and rest, it probably smelled like a
barn as the hot summer sun cooked the sheep droppings. The pool may sound nice, but it
was probably filled with wool clippings, sheep backwash, and its fair share of sheep slime.
“In these lay a great multitude”. Sure, it's surrounded by five covered colonnades, but
it's still a hot, stinky, slimy place — and it's packed with a great multitude. Here, everyone
had a problem. “In these lay a great multitude of impotent people”. Impotent people.
People with no power lay here.
The Greek version of our English word impotent is astheo. Astheo is a compound word
comprised of stheo, which means to strengthen and the negative prefix a. The word
implies strength with a negative clinging to it.
GOD desired to strengthen some people, but there was negativity clinging to them —
especially because they felt impotent. The Scripture continues the description of these
impotent people as "blind, halt, withered":
•

Some of the people were physically afflicted.

•

Some were physically blind, halt, and withered — but our Greek definitions inform
us that the words also have spiritual ramifications.

They were spiritually weak — weak in faith, weak in riches, and destitute of authority.
•

Some were physically blind. Others just had no vision for their life, their family, or
the Kingdom of GOD.

•

Some were physically lame. Others had just given up and quit running.

•

Some were called "halt" in the KJV translation. Perhaps they had been strong
runners, passionately pursuing the things of GOD, and then, due to
disappointments and the circumstances of life, they had come to a halt.
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If someone is blind, halt, or lame, you can spot him or her pretty easily. If a man has no
vision, he will often carry himself like he is defeated.
A fourth group — they were also “waiting for the moving of the water”. Some were in the
powerless position of waiting:
•

You may look wonderful on the outside, however, no one would ever know that
you're waiting.

•

You're wrestling with secret disappointments.

•

Some of you smiled this morning and chatted jovially with your co-workers, but
you're waiting.

In seasons of waiting, great distress can come upon us. Seasons of waiting are great
revealers of character.
•

You remember that strange half-involuntary
"forty years" of Moses in the "wilderness"
of Midian, when he had fled from Egypt.

•

You remember, too, the almost equally
strange years of retirement in "Arabia", by
Paul, when, if ever, humanly speaking,
instant action was needed.

•

You remember the amazing charge of the
ascending LORD to the disciples, "Tarry at
Jerusalem".

•

Speaking after the manner of men, one
could not have wondered if out-spoken
Peter, or fervid James, had said: "Tarry,
LORD! How long?"
o “Tarry, LORD!” — is there not a perishing world, groaning for the “good
news?”
o “Tarry! Did we hear right, LORD? Was the word not haste?”
➡ NO!!

I wonder how many people look good outwardly, like five covered colonnades beside a
pool, but on the inside they are waiting. Waiting makes you feel powerless. Do you see the
picture emerging from the text? They're impotent worshippers looking good on the outside.
They're waiting. In this story, they were waiting for the "troubling of the water".
It's an amazing story. It seems that an angel would go down at a certain season and stir up
the water — and when the water was thus stirred or troubled, a healing power was
released into its touch. Whoever was the first one to get into the water would be healed of
whatever disease he had. This is a fantastic, mysterious, intriguing story, and I don't doubt
that it happened.
John didn't seem to question it.
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He didn't say, “There was a legend that an angel would trouble the water”. He simply said
it happened. If Y’shua (Jesus) had a problem with the story, He certainly could have
silenced the rumour. The fact is that an angel entered the pool, and when the water was
troubled, healing emerged.
Please notice two things:
1. There( is(no(healing(in(a(stagnant(pool.(To(make(forward(progress(in(water,(

you(must(create(waves.(If(there(is(no(s_rring,(there(is(no(healing.(

There is no healing in a stagnant spiritual life either. We'll see in just a moment that if we
remain stagnant for too long, we won't be able to answer the question, "Will you be made
whole?"
Grief promotes stagnation. All enthusiasm and motivation subside when the painful waves
of grief capsize the soul. That's normal. It's okay to lose focus and passion, but remember
the healing process requires movement.
Don't move rashly or prematurely, but please move. Don't lie down and die. Even after
significant physical surgeries, the patients are required to stretch and move.
2. No_ce(that(the(ﬁrst(to(embrace(the(troubling(of(the(water(was(made(whole.(
Human nature is to reject the trouble — but if we would embrace it and wrestle with it and
talk about it and face it and cry about it, we would make quicker progress in healing and
growing from it.
There was a packed pavilion hosting hurting, hopeless people. When the water stirred, it
was a fend-for-yourself mad dash for the pool. If you had lain for 38 years in impotency
and each time you neared deliverance someone stepped on you and took your miracle,
would that produce the fruit of the Spirit in you?
Would you bless the man who tripped and elbowed you and sentenced you to another
year of impotency? This was a selfish environment, and the Scripture says that Y’shua
(Jesus) knew that this man had been there "a long time". He had spent a long time in an
environment where everyone wanted to be first. There wasn't a servant's heart among
them.
It was crowded. It was hot. People were impatient. They were mad. They were waiting for
the slightest ripple. One wonders if there were some false starts.
One wonders if a sudden gust of wind ever troubled the water and signalled the start of the
stampede. The race began, and someone got there first. This person flopped headfirst into
the slimy sheep pool and stood up-still impotent and even more discouraged than ever.
Their chance was blown. What would the odds be that they could get there first when it
really counted?
This is the setting of our story. This is the setting of many Christian lives. Hurting,
powerless, and waiting for something supernatural to fix everything, people lie in a selfish
state of pain. Now, read the beginning of our text again ...
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•

"Y’shua (Jesus) went up to Jerusalem",

•

Into this place, Y’shua (Jesus) comes.

•

Into this story, Y’shua (Jesus) walks.

•

Into our lives, Y’shua (Jesus) enters.

•

Into the sheep market, the Lamb of GOD comes. Into the midst of impotency, walks
Omnipotence. Into a slimy pool walks the Source of Living Water.

Praise GOD! Aren't you glad Y’shua (Jesus) didn't spend all His time hanging around the
Temple? It is so wonderful that He visits slimy pools and finds hurting people like us. What
a thought to think about the Scripture saying, He saw a "certain man". Always take special
note when the Scripture uses the word "certain" because it's vague enough to apply to
each and every one of us. It could be any of us beside that pool.
A certain man had lain there for 38 years, and Y’shua (Jesus) asked him in that place —
“Will you be made whole?” This is a terrible question to ask an impotent man. He has no
power! It's a slap in the face to ask such a question. The man was probably thinking:
•

Are you serious?

•

If I had any power at all, I wouldn't be in this situation.

•

If I had a choice in the matter, I wouldn't have spent the last 38 years lying in sheep
dung.

I wonder why Y’shua (Jesus) approached him this way. I'm always very intrigued with the
way Y’shua (Jesus) interacted with people.
•

Sometimes He would move with compassion in one situation and then rebuke satan
in the next.

•

Sometimes He rebuked unbelief, and sometimes He asked, "Do you believe?"

•

Sometimes He just healed.

•

And sometimes He asked the person to do something like, "Show yourself to the
priests, stretch out your hand, or wash in the pool".
Why would Y’shua (Jesus) say to a man with a 38-yearold weakness, "Are you going to be made whole?"
Please note — whatever this man's problem was, it
had caused him to lie down. He had given up. The fight
was long gone in him. Y’shua (Jesus) asked an
impossible question to a desperate man because
Y’shua (Jesus) was fishing for another world-changer.
This story occurs at the very beginning of Y’shua’s
(Jesus') ministry. Y’shua (Jesus) saw potential in the
impotent man. He saw the potential for greatness in a
place of negativity and no power.
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Where this man couldn't do it, Y’shua (Jesus) saw it done.
•

How could Y’shua (Jesus) see potential in this broken man?

•

How could He see potential in a man who had lain there for 38 years?

It's very simple. He saw potential in this man who had lain there for 38 years because he
had lain there for 38 years. This man had hope! Y’shua (Jesus) sees this same potential in
you today!
•

What were the odds that he would ever be healed?

•

He was so impotent that he was lying down.

•

If he couldn't even stand, how could he ever get to the pool?

•

He was incredibly discouraged, but he was still there.

Some of you can relate to this man. You feel utterly defeated, but you're still here! That is
victory.

Trees in the Bible
A common analogy of the righteous in the Bible is the analogy of trees. Why is that? It's
because a tree can go through a storm and emerge still standing.
•

Some of us have emerged from our nightmares leaning and bent, but we're still
standing. Praise GOD for that!

•

If you are reading this today, you're still here.

•

You may be bent beyond recognition.

•

You may feel that you've fallen and that your fall is fatal, but if you're here, you have
potential — especially when the Lamb of GOD walks into the sheep market of your
life.

•

Your 40's may be worse than your 30's, but your 30's will pale beside your 50's if
you can answer the question correctly.

Y’shua (Jesus) says — "I'm fishing for world-changers today! Will you be made
whole?" Will you? We believe you will. It's here, at this place of questioning, that we hit
the real problem of our story because our text tells us that “the impotent man answered
Him”.
His problem was not the problem. The real problem was what the impotent man answered
Him. He answered his potential with his impotency. Potential life stood before him, and he
answered it with his impotency. Do we do the same? He replied to Y’shua (Jesus), "Sir, I
have no man". Sometimes that's true, isn't it?
•

We feel alone ... we feel abandoned.

•

Sometimes we wait alone.
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Grief can be incredibly lonely. Even when we have kind friends, they often can't relate to
our situation so their genuine attempts to care can seem insensitive and shallow. At other
times, our friends have no idea how to relate to us in our pain, so they quietly leave us.
"Sir, I have no man to put me into the pool".
•

Sometimes people surround us, but they're just as impotent as we are.

•

Sometimes we have people, but they just can't get us to the pool.

Have you ever tried to help someone? Have you ever thought, oh, if they would only
respond to this altar call ... ? Sometimes the moment comes, and the water is stirring, and
you just can't get them there. We hate that feeling.
Although Y’shua (Jesus) was very merciful and healed this man, He did it in spite of the
man. This "certain" fellow didn't answer the question correctly. Instead of becoming a
disciple, he called Y’shua (Jesus), “Sir”, and the Scripture says he "knew not Who [Y’shua/
Jesus] was”.
Don’t lie in defeat and hope that Y’shua (Jesus) is merciful. Desire to be proactive and stay
in a position to receive wholeness. Let’s answer the question correctly.

Five keys that will help us answer this question:
1) Acknowledge(the(ques_on.
Will you be made whole? The question contains a
future verb tense. You're not whole now, and you
must acknowledge your condition. It's okay to
admit that you're living in a dazed state of
disorientation. If all your theology makes perfect
sense immediately after bereavement, you are
probably in a bit of denial. GOD can handle your
humanity.
The man in our story wasn't even sure if Y’shua
(Jesus) was GOD, and yet he eventually testified
before the entire pack of unbelieving religious
leaders.

You can be real. You must be real.
Problems don't improve if left to themselves. For example, marriages do not positively
evolve over the years. They require work and a consistent commitment to honestly face
the issues. You probably don't want to be real in every setting and with every person.
•

The clerk in the grocery store may not really want to know the depths of your
confusion and pain when she asks you how you're doing.
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•

The casual acquaintance at church may be a little alarmed if you unload both
barrels in the foyer before service.

Most times do call for honesty. If you can't be honest with your friends, find new friends.
That isn’t said in a cold or critical way. Though, we say it very seriously.
When we walk through the dark night of our soul, we need more mature friends who don't
feel the need to fix us or answer the tough questions. Sometimes all they do is cry.
Sometimes that is the only appropriate response. You need friends like that. Acknowledge
the question.

2) Acknowledge(who(is(asking(the(ques_on.
I said this is a terrible question (and it really is), until you acknowledge who is asking it.
Who is asking the question? Y’shua (Jesus) is! The Saviour is posing the question to your
hurting soul today.
He wasn't just the Saviour two thousand years ago ... He's the Savior today. He wasn't just
your Saviour 1, 10, or 40 years ago when you were born again ... He's your Saviour right
now.
This isn't some stranger over a cash register, this is your Redeemer. This is the Lover of
your soul Who has taken the time to count every hair on your head. This is Y’shua (Jesus).
This is your FATHER. He loves you, and He isn't afraid of your answer. When you
remember Who is asking it, it will help you with the next step.

3) Acknowledge(that(you(can(answer(yes(to(the(ques_on.
For some, the big hurdle will be admitting the problem and the need for healing, but for
others, the challenge will be admitting that they can be healed.
Your situation is not hopeless. Believe us, we are not writing these statements flippantly.
We know the deep pain of failure and loss. We know how hopeless it feels when someone
from the outside says there is hope. Even so, we say, there is hope!
Do you remember where this story occurred? It occurred in Jerusalem. The impotent man
thought, I have experienced 38 years of failure. How could I ever be made whole?
Y’shua (Jesus) thought ... “I am standing in Jerusalem. In three short years, I will be
crucified outside this very city. I will rip the keys of authority out of satan's hand, and I will
rise from the dead and forever crush death, hell, and the grave — how can you not be
made whole?” We can answer "yes" because of He Who asks the question.

4) Answer(the(ques_on.
Once you evaluate the good, the bad, and the ugly, you still have to answer the question. If
you don't answer it, you might not get the wholeness. What if this man had ignored Y’shua
(Jesus)? At least he called Y’shua (Jesus), “Sir”.
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What if he had cursed Y’shua (Jesus) and said,
"Get out of my way. I'm waiting for the troubling
of the water!"
The LORD may have healed him out of pity, but
He may have left and looked for someone like
blind Bartimaeus.
Y’shua (Jesus) may heal you simply because
He loves you, but the New Testament is clear
that the majority of those who were healed
cried out to the Son of David for mercy.
“I have no one, LORD ... but I'll not miss the day of my visitation. I will be made whole!”
You don't have to feel whole to say "yes”.
One of the great aspects of Christianity is that we can answer the question on behalf of
someone else. What if you have a spouse or a family member or a loved one who is
answering their potential with their impotency? What if Y’shua (Jesus) speaks to them and
they say, "I have no one LORD."
I know I can't get anyone to the pool on my own, but I can approach the Throne of Grace
and say ... "LORD, since it's You Who asks and empowers, I say on their behalf ‘YES’,
they will be made whole".

5) Answer(the(ques_on(with(more(than(words.
Y’shua (Jesus) asked the question. He gave space to hear the answer, and then He said,
"Rise, take up your bed." Y’shua (Jesus) used a very strong word when He said, "rise."
The word rise means two things in the Greek language:
1. It is a command for the dead to be raised. This is the Divine element in our healing.
The dead can do nothing to raise themselves.
2. It means to wake up and become attentive to one's dangerous position. This is our
part of the bargain. We must have divine empowerment, but we must also do our
part to respond.
There are several ways that we can practically respond to His question. Two of them are:
1. Keep(standing.(
Remember, you are a tree of righteousness.
•

You may have gone through hell, but you didn't stop!

•

You're still here.

•

You're still standing.
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•

You may be lying down on the inside, feeling utterly defeated and forlorn; but do
you remember that Isaiah tells us that even vigorous young men stumble badly
(utterly fall)?

Do you recall what he says they should do? Just wait. Do nothing but stand and wait for
the Most High to revive you. The LORD commends you today for standing.
2. Worship.(
Sometimes we can be so busy praying for our deliverance that we have no time for our
Deliverer.
Y’shua (Jesus) came to speak with the impotent man and initiate a relationship with him,
but the man immediately began making excuses and explained his struggle. During our
dark times, worship is often more appropriate than prayer.
When we pray, we are often focused on our need. When we worship, we are focused on
Him. Prayer can be a great challenge for those who have experienced great tragedy.
Tragedy seems to stand in opposition of the famous blessing Scriptures of the Bible, and
prayer often confronts this paradox.
“I'm praying for a miracle, and a miracle is exactly what I didn't receive. How is that,
LORD?” The questioning can turn sour. I'm not advocating a blind ignoring of the paradox,
but I am advocating tender times of worship from a position of surrender.
Worship first, question second. This is the pattern Job established. The LORD loves you,
and the world needs you. Y’shua (Jesus) asks today, "Will you be made whole?" He
doesn't ask this question with His Fingers crossed. He asks it knowing that He has the
power to help you answer, "yes". Will you be made whole? I know you will.

Grieving OTHER losses.
There are many OTHER TYPES of death to be dealt with, each having their own issues:
•

Miscarriages,

•

Abortions,

•

Infant death,

•

Death due to tragic accidents,

•

Serious illness,

•

Death of older persons,

•

Romantic break-ups, DIVORCE,

•

Close friendships.
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Some guidelines for these losses are:
1) AGREE with GOD that it is all right for this person to be gone.
2) DEAL with GUILT over past relationships or unfinished business.
3) RELEASE from any bonding to the person.
4) Cope with the PAIN of separation.
5) Allow yourself to GRIEVE.
Some of the steps to HEALING of grief are:
•

Acknowledge the TRUTH of what happened.

•

Allow yourself to FEEL the pain.

•

Experience Y’shua (Jesus) in the separation event.

•

GIVE your pain and damaged EMOTIONS to HIM.

Dealing with “INTENTIONAL” separation.
What about DIVORCE, suicide, or REBELLIOUS
separation?
This can WOUND a person even more than the
normal death of a loved one since it involves the
CHOICE of a living person to abandon his/her
family. There is the PAIN of loss AS WELL AS the
pain of REJECTION — A SPIRIT WOUND!
BETRAYAL!
Added to this is usually a burden of GUILT over
how things MIGHT have gone differently. “WHAT
IF ... ?” With these kinds of SEPARATION there
are underlying spiritual principles or laws that
have been VIOLATED. The CONSEQUENCES
of the sin of that event and those sins that led up
to it must be DEALT with thoroughly.
SUICIDE carries even more PAIN — it is so final. The act of suicide is inherently antirelational and can produce GAPING personal WOUNDS. Unanswered questions abound
— “How could __________ just leave us like that?” This kind of pain is the most INTENSE
kind of anguish, wounding, and ANGER. Both GRIEVING and FORGIVING often takes
longer. SELF-forgiveness and forgiveness of GOD (for allowing the events) may be
especially DIFFICULT. (These are very important guidelines, because many people do not
know how to and sometimes never work through grief.)
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Grief ministry18 to CHILDREN.
It is important that we support and help our children deal with their grief19 properly.
Learning to mourn, and to be comfortable with the grieving process, might not seem like a
parenting skill. But grief is a part of every life, and how we handle loss has a huge impact
on the richness of our family's emotional life. Our comfort level with loss also gives our
children an important role model.
At times, there will be nothing we can do for our child except to sit with him and let him
experience his grief — over a sports defeat, an inconsiderate peer, a dead pet, or even an
ill or deceased loved one.
To work through his grief, our child needs what therapists call a “holding environment,” and
we are the ones who do the holding, both physically and emotionally. If we are so
uncomfortable with loss that we cannot allow our child to mourn, we give a destructive
message that is far reaching. Accepting loss as a normal part of life is important for optimal
mental health for all of us. The more we allow ourselves to grieve when necessary, the
more joy we can feel.
Thankfully, grief is never interminable. Like all feelings, if we let ourselves feel it, grief
swamps us, and then, eventually, diminishes. Not that grief ever disappears, but we can
think of it as a slice of the pie of our lives — at first an important loss pervades the entire
circle of our life, but gradually the slice of our life in shadow becomes smaller and smaller.
Eventually, we can go on with our lives in a healthy way, although we may always revisit
the pain of our loss. But if we fend it off like an unwelcome visitor, grief doesn’t leave. It
takes up residence like a shadow in our psyches, and we become stuck in its bitter
influence. Unresolved grief compromises resiliency, threatening to burst out at even minor
provocations, leaving us fragile and prone to depression.
Our children, therefore, not only need to grieve sometimes, but need our help to do so.
Give children ongoing opportunities to ask questions and to talk about their loss. Create
large and small practical exercises of remembrance, and to honor the deceased and help
them keep them alive in your child's heart. As the months go by, make a point of
mentioning the lost loved one's name in conversation when appropriate. Don't insist that
your child grieve when he or she is trying to be happy, but don't act as if the loss didn't
happen, either.
Be aware that children grieve differently from adults. They need ROUTINE that offers safe
space for grieving, and then a defined end point so they can play again and go on with
their lives without guilt. The kids who successfully live through loss are the ones who find
ways to feel connected to the person they've lost AND to go on with their lives. Even
children experiencing severe losses need time off from grief.

18&Taken&from&hZp://www.ahaparen+ng.com/paren+ng9tools/raise9great9kids/

emo+onally9intelligent9child/kids9mourn9loss9grief9bereavement9death&

19&See&Dr.&Becky’s&video&on&coaching&children&through&SADNESS:&hZp://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=foOHvyv9CVI&
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They need safe space, such as school, where they will not be reminded of their loss and
can forget for a time. They need to hear that we are there for them when they want to talk,
and they need us to normalize talking about the loss, but they also need our permission to
go on with their lives.

The FIVE stages 20 of grief.
The stages/progression of grief are:
1. Denial
2. Anger
3. Negotiation/Bargaining
4. Depression
5. Acceptance
They are TOOLS to help us frame and identify what we may be feeling — but they are not
STOPS on some LINEAR timeline in grief. Not everyone goes through all of them or in a
prescribed ORDER.

‣ 1.(Denial
This first stage of grieving helps us to SURVIVE the loss. In this stage, the world becomes
MEANINGLESS and overwhelming. Life makes NO sense. We are in a state of SHOCK
and denial. We go NUMB.
We wonder HOW we can go on, if we CAN go on, why we SHOULD go on. Denial and
SHOCK help us to COPE and make survival possible. Denial helps us to PACE our
feelings of grief. There is a GRACE in denial. It is GOD’s Way of letting in only as MUCH
as we can handle. As you accept the REALITY of the loss and start to ask yourself
QUESTIONS, you are unknowingly BEGINNING the healing process.

‣ 2.(Anger!
Be willing to FEEL your anger, even though it may
seem ENDLESS. The more you TRULY feel it, the
more it will begin to dissipate and the more you will
HEAL.
There are many OTHER emotions under the anger
and you will get to them in time, but anger is the
emotion we are most used to MANAGING. The
truth is that anger has NO LIMITS. Underneath
anger is PAIN, your pain.

20&Edited&from&the&original&ar+cle&by&Elisabeth&Kübler9Ross&and&David&Kessler,&taken&from&

hZp://grief.com/the9ﬁve9stages/&
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It is natural to feel DESERTED and abandoned, but we live in a society that FEARS anger.
During this stage, anger is STRENGTH and it can be an ANCHOR, giving temporary
structure to the nothingness of LOSS. At first grief feels like being LOST at sea with NO
connection to ANYTHING. Then you get ANGRY at someone:
•

Maybe a person who didn’t attend the funeral,

•

Maybe a person who isn’t around,

•

Maybe a person who is different now that your loved one has died.

Suddenly you have a STRUCTURE — your anger toward them. The anger becomes a
BRIDGE over the open sea, a CONNECTION from you to them.
It is something to hold onto — and a connection made from the STRENGTH of anger feels
BETTER than nothing. We usually know more about SUPPRESSING anger than feeling it.
The ANGER is just another indication of the INTENSITY of your LOVE ...

‣ 3.(Bargaining
Before a LOSS, it seems like you will do anything if only your loved one would be
SPARED. “Please GOD, ” you bargain, “I will NEVER be angry at my wife again if you’ll
just let her LIVE.”
After a loss, bargaining may take the form of a TEMPORARY truce. “What if I devote the
rest of my life to HELPING others? Then can I wake up and realize this has all been a
BAD DREAM?”
We become LOST in a maze of “IF ONLY ...” or “WHAT IF ...” statements. We want life
returned to what is WAS ... we want our loved one RESTORED. GUILT is often
bargaining’s companion. The “IF ONLYS” cause us to find FAULT in ourselves and what
we “think” we could have done DIFFERENTLY. We may even bargain with the PAIN. We
will do ANYTHING not to feel the pain of this LOSS. We remain in the PAST, trying to
NEGOTIATE our way out of the HURT ...
People often think of the STAGES as lasting weeks or months. They forget that the stages
are RESPONSES to FEELINGS that can last for minutes or hours as we FLIP in and out
of one and then another. We do not enter and leave each individual stage in a LINEAR
fashion. We may FEEL one, then another and BACK again to the first one.

‣ 4.(Depression
After bargaining, our attention moves squarely into the PRESENT. EMPTY feelings
present themselves, and GRIEF enters our lives on a DEEPER level, deeper than we ever
imagined. This depressive stage feels as though it will last FOREVER. It’s important to
understand that this depression is NOT a sign of MENTAL illness. It is the APPROPRIATE
response to a GREAT loss. Depression after a loss is too often seen as UNNATURAL — a
state to be FIXED, something to SNAP OUT of. The loss of a loved one is a VERY
DEPRESSING situation, and depression is a NORMAL and appropriate response.
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When a loss fully SETTLES in your soul, the realization that your loved one didn’t get
better this time and is NOT coming back is understandably DEPRESSING. If GRIEF is a
PROCESS of healing, then DEPRESSION is ONE of the many necessary STEPS along
the way ...

‣ 5.(Acceptance
Acceptance is often CONFUSED with the notion of being “ALL RIGHT” or “OK” with what
has happened. This is NOT the case. Most people don’t EVER feel OK or all right about
the loss of a loved one. This stage is about accepting the REALITY that our loved one is
physically GONE and recognizing that this new reality is the PERMANENT reality. We will
NEVER like this reality or make it OK, but eventually we ACCEPT it. We learn to LIVE with
it. It is the NEW norm with which we MUST learn to live. We must try to LIVE now in a
world where our loved one is MISSING.
In RESISTING this new norm, at first many people want to MAINTAIN life as it was
BEFORE a loved one died. In time, through bits and pieces of acceptance, however, we
see that we CANNOT maintain the past intact. It has been FOREVER changed and we
must re-adjust. We must learn to reorganize ROLES, re-assign them to OTHERS or take
them on ourselves.
Finding acceptance may be just having more GOOD DAYS than bad ones. As we begin to
LIVE AGAIN and ENJOY our life, we often feel that in doing so, we are BETRAYING our
loved one. We can never REPLACE what has been lost, but we can make:
•

NEW connections,

•

New MEANINGFUL relationships,

•

New INTER-dependencies.

Instead of DENYING our feelings, we LISTEN to our needs — we MOVE, we CHANGE,
we GROW, we EVOLVE. We may start to REACH out to others and become INVOLVED in
their lives. We invest in our FRIENDSHIPS and in our relationship with OURSELVES. We
begin to LIVE again, but we CANNOT do so until we have given grief its TIME ...
At times, people in grief will often report MORE stages.
Just remember YOUR grief is as UNIQUE as you are!
Draw CLOSE to the FATHER during times of GRIEF!

Holy Spirit, our COMFORTER!
•

We have the PERFECT COMFORTER!

•

RELY on HIS one-on-one PERSONAL
relationship!

•

WAIT on the FATHER during this time,

•

And He will RENEW your strength,

•

And bring SHALOM and JOY in due time!
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Grief, Trauma or Depression?
What happens when these feelings of sadness don't subside?
by&Patricia&Johnson21

After a loved one dies, those who grieve may find it difficult to function in everyday
situations. Lingering emotional turmoil, a sense of shock and social withdrawal are painful
but natural reactions.
Despite these expected symptoms, is it possible to become “stuck” in grief? What if the
loss prompts thoughts of self-harm or even suicide? And how can trauma affect the
healing process?
Symptoms of grief, depression and trauma can resemble one another. In order to respond
to these symptoms appropriately and move on with life, it is crucial to understand the
differences.

When(Grief(Becomes(Clinical(Depression
It’s not unusual for those who grieve to feel despondent, empty and anxious. Grief
encompasses different emotions for different people, and it takes time to adjust to the loss
and any accompanying changes.
Sometimes, though, the depressive state doesn’t diminish over time and continues to
disrupt everyday life. This may be an indicator of a depressive disorder.
According to the American Cancer Society,
about one in five bereaved people will
develop major depression. It is difficult to
predict whose grief will or won’t turn into
depression following the death of a loved
one. However, the following risk factors
may increase the likelihood:
•

History of depression.

•

Little previous experience with
death.

•

No support network.

•

Intense depressive reactions early
in the grieving process.

•

Prior issues with alcohol or drug
abuse.

21&Part&three&of&an&ar+cle&series&on&grief&taken&from&hZp://www.focusonthefamily.com/

lifechallenges/emo+onal_health/coping_with_death_and_grief/
grief_trauma_or_depression.aspx&
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It is possible to grieve without being depressed. That said, there is a difference between
the sadness of grief and the unrelenting numbness of depression. Here are signs
indicating that a grieving person may also be depressed:
•

Shows symptoms of grief for four or more months with no sign of improvement.

•

Prolonged or severe inability to function at home, work and/or school.

•

Stays in bed all day, doing nothing.

•

Thinks of suicide and/or has a preoccupation with death.

•

Speaks and moves slowly.

•

Hallucinates, which may or may not relate to the deceased.

•

Feels worthless.

If symptoms persist — and especially if suicidal thoughts occur — it is imperative to reach
out to a family doctor, counselor or pastor. Those with depression will not simply “snap out
of it.” However, depression is highly treatable, and with competent care a healthy life can
be restored.

When(Trauma(Blocks(Grief
Losing a loved one in a sudden or unexpected way — a car accident, heart attack, murder
or suicide — may result in a traumatic reaction that hinders the grieving process. This
sense of shock can also occur when the death is expected, as in the case of a long illness.
If a person is run down psychologically, suffers from anxiety or depression or has endured
previous traumatic experiences, it’s more difficult to handle another setback. As a result,
additional grief symptoms can be unbearable. In order to cope, the traumatized individual
may attempt to avoid grieving altogether.
The National Center for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder highlights broad types of symptoms
that differentiate trauma from grief:
•

Re-experiencing Symptoms: Mentally replays the trauma while awake or asleep.

•

Avoidance Symptoms: Avoids trauma-related activities, places, thoughts or feelings.

•

Numbing Symptoms: Loss of emotions, especially positive ones.

•

Arousal Symptoms: Difficulty concentrating and sleeping, and a heightened sense
of being on guard.

Over time, if symptoms continue to influence life at work and home, counseling is advised.
In addition to support groups, treatments that are both comforting and effective are
available. Grieving the loss may be painful, but it is necessary to allow healing to occur.
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Coping with Grief and Loss 22
Understanding+the+Grieving+Process

Losing someone or something you love or care deeply about is very painful. You may
experience all kinds of difficult emotions and it may feel like the pain and sadness you're
experiencing will never let up. These are normal reactions to a significant loss. But while
there is no right or wrong way to grieve, there are healthy ways to cope with the pain that,
in time, can renew you and permit you to move on.

In(this(ar_cle:
▪

What is grief?

▪

Are there stages of grief?

▪

Common symptoms of grief.

▪

Get support.

▪

Take care of yourself.

▪

When grief doesn’t go away.

▪

Professional help.

What is grief?
Grief is a natural response to loss. It’s the emotional suffering you feel when something or
someone you love is taken away. The more significant the loss, the more intense the grief
will be. You may associate grief with the death of a loved one—which is often the cause of
the most intense type of grief—but any loss can cause grief, including:
▪

Divorce or relationship
breakup

▪

Loss of health

▪

Losing a job

▪

Loss of financial stability

▪

A miscarriage

▪

Retirement

▪

Death of a pet

▪

Loss of a cherished dream

▪

A loved one’s serious illness

▪

Loss of a friendship

▪

Loss of safety after a trauma

▪

Selling the family home

The more significant the loss, the more intense the grief. However, even subtle losses can
lead to grief. For example, you might experience grief after moving away from home,
graduating from college, changing jobs, selling your family home, or retiring from a career
you loved.

22&The&following&ar+cles&on&grief,&breakups,&and&divorce&were&taken&from&hZp://
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Everyone(grieves(diﬀerently.
Grieving is a personal and highly individual experience. How you grieve depends on many
factors, including your personality and coping style, your life experience, your faith, and the
nature of the loss. The grieving process takes time. Healing happens gradually; it can’t be
forced or hurried — and there is no “normal” timetable for grieving. Some people start
to feel better in weeks or months. For others, the grieving process is measured in years.
Whatever your grief experience, it’s important to be patient with yourself and allow the
process to naturally unfold.

Myths(and(Facts(About(Grief23
•

MYTH: The pain will go away faster if you ignore it.
-

•

MYTH: It’s important to be “be strong” in the face of loss.
-

•

Fact: Feeling sad, frightened, or lonely is a normal reaction to loss. Crying
doesn’t mean you are weak. You don’t need to “protect” your family or friends by
putting on a brave front. Showing your true feelings can help them and you.

MYTH: If you don’t cry, it means you aren’t sorry about the loss.
-

•

Fact: Trying to ignore your pain or keep it from surfacing will only make it worse
in the long run. For real healing it is necessary to face your grief and actively
deal with it.

Fact: Crying is a normal response to sadness, but it’s not the only one. Those
who don’t cry may feel the pain just as deeply as others. They may simply have
other ways of showing it.

MYTH: Grief should last about a year.
-

Fact: There is no right or wrong time frame for grieving. How long it takes can
differ from person to person.

Are there stages of grief?
In 1969, psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross introduced what became known as the “five
stages of grief.” These stages of grief were based on her studies of the feelings of patients
facing terminal illness, but many people have generalized them to other types of negative
life changes and losses, such as the death of a loved one or a break-up.
The five stages of grief:
▪

Denial: “This can’t be happening to me.”

▪

Anger: “Why is this happening? Who is to blame?”

▪

Bargaining: “Make this not happen, and in return I will ____.”

▪

Depression: “I’m too sad to do anything.”

▪

Acceptance: “I’m at peace with what happened.”

23&Source:&Center!for!Grief!and!Healing
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If you are experiencing any of these emotions following a loss, it may help to know that
your reaction is natural and that you’ll heal in time. However, not everyone who grieves
goes through all of these stages — and that’s okay. Contrary to popular belief, you do not
have to go through each stage in order to heal. In fact, some people resolve their grief
without going through any of these stages. And if you do go through these stages of grief,
you probably won’t experience them in a neat, sequential order, so don’t worry about what
you “should” be feeling or which stage you’re supposed to be in.
Kübler-Ross herself never intended for these
stages to be a rigid framework that applies to
everyone who mourns. In her last book before
her death in 2004, she said of the five stages
of grief: “They were never meant to help tuck
messy emotions into neat packages. They
are responses to loss that many people have,
but there is not a typical response to loss,
as there is no typical loss. Our grieving is
as individual as our lives.”

Grief(can(be(a(roller(coaster.
Instead of a series of stages, we might also
think of the grieving process as a roller
coaster, full of ups and downs, highs and
lows. Like many roller coasters, the ride tends
to be rougher in the beginning, the lows may be deeper and longer. The difficult periods
should become less intense and shorter as time goes by, but it takes time to work through
a loss. Even years after a loss, especially at special events such as a family wedding or
the birth of a child, we may still experience a strong sense of grief (source: Hospice
Foundation of America).

Common(symptoms(of(grief.
While loss affects people in different ways, many experience the following symptoms when
they’re grieving. Just remember that almost anything that you experience in the early
stages of grief is normal — including feeling like you’re going crazy, feeling like you’re in a
bad dream, or questioning your religious beliefs.
▪

Shock and disbelief — Right after a loss, it can be hard to accept what happened.
You may feel numb, have trouble believing that the loss really happened, or even
deny the truth. If someone you love has died, you may keep expecting him or her to
show up, even though you know he or she is gone.

▪

Sadness — Profound sadness is probably the most universally experienced
symptom of grief. You may have feelings of emptiness, despair, yearning, or deep
loneliness. You may also cry a lot or feel emotionally unstable.

▪

Guilt — You may regret or feel guilty about things you did or didn’t say or do. You
may also feel guilty about certain feelings (e.g. feeling relieved when the person
died after a long, difficult illness). After a death, you may even feel guilty for not
doing something to prevent the death, even if there was nothing more you could
have done.
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▪

Anger — Even if the loss was nobody’s fault, you may feel angry and resentful. If
you lost a loved one, you may be angry with yourself, GOD, the doctors, or even the
person who died for abandoning you. You may feel the need to blame someone for
the injustice that was done to you.

▪

Fear — A significant loss can trigger a host of worries and fears. You may feel
anxious, helpless, or insecure. You may even have panic attacks. The death of a
loved one can trigger fears about your own mortality, of facing life without that
person, or the responsibilities you now face alone.

▪

Physical Symptoms — We often think of grief as a strictly emotional process, but
grief often involves physical problems, including fatigue, nausea, lowered immunity,
weight loss or weight gain, aches and pains, and insomnia.

Coping with grief and loss tip 1 — Get support.
The single most important factor in healing from loss is having the support of other people.
Even if you aren’t comfortable talking about your feelings under normal circumstances, it’s
important to express them when you’re grieving. Sharing your loss makes the burden of
grief easier to carry. Wherever the support comes from, accept it and do not grieve alone.
Connecting to others will help you heal.

Finding(support(aper(a(loss:
▪

Turn to friends and family members — Now is the time to lean on the people who
care about you, even if you take pride in being strong and self-sufficient. Draw loved
ones close, rather than avoiding them, and accept the assistance that’s offered.
Oftentimes, people want to help but don’t know how, so tell them what you need—
whether it’s a shoulder to cry on or help with funeral arrangements.

▪

Draw comfort from your faith — If you follow a religious tradition, embrace the
comfort its mourning rituals can provide. Spiritual activities that are meaningful to
you—such as praying, meditating, or going to church — can offer solace. If you’re
questioning your faith in the wake of the loss, talk to a clergy member or others in
your religious community.

▪

Join a support group — Grief can feel very lonely, even when you have loved
ones around. Sharing your sorrow with others who have experienced similar losses
can help. To find a bereavement support group in your area, contact local hospitals,
hospices, funeral homes, and counseling centers.

▪

Talk to a therapist or grief counselor — If your grief feels like too much to bear,
call a mental health professional with experience in grief counseling. An
experienced therapist can help you work through intense emotions and overcome
obstacles to your grieving.

Coping with grief and loss tip 2 — Take care of yourself.
When you’re grieving, it’s more important than ever to take care of yourself. The stress of
a major loss can quickly deplete your energy and emotional reserves. Looking after your
physical and emotional needs will help you get through this difficult time.
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▪

Face your feelings. You can try to suppress your grief, but you can’t avoid it
forever. In order to heal, you have to acknowledge the pain. Trying to avoid feelings
of sadness and loss only prolongs the grieving process. Unresolved grief can also
lead to complications such as depression, anxiety, substance abuse, and health
problems.

▪

Express your feelings in a tangible or creative way. Write about your loss in a
journal. If you’ve lost a loved one, write a letter saying the things you never got to
say; make a scrapbook or photo album celebrating the person’s life; or get involved
in a cause or organization that was important to him or her.

▪

Look after your physical health. The mind and body are connected. When you
feel good physically, you’ll also feel better emotionally. Combat stress and fatigue
by getting enough sleep, eating right, and exercising. Don’t use alcohol or drugs to
numb the pain of grief or lift your mood artificially.

▪

Don’t let anyone tell you how to feel, and don’t tell yourself how to feel either.
Your grief is your own, and no one else can tell you when it’s time to “move on” or
“get over it.” Let yourself feel whatever you feel without embarrassment or
judgment. It’s okay to be angry, to yell at the heavens, to cry or not to cry. It’s also
okay to laugh, to find moments of joy, and to let go when you’re ready.

▪

Plan ahead for grief “triggers.” Anniversaries, holidays, and milestones can
reawaken memories and feelings. Be prepared for an emotional wallop, and know
that it’s completely normal. If you’re sharing a holiday or lifecycle event with other
relatives, talk to them ahead of time about their expectations and agree on
strategies to honor the person you loved.

When(grief(doesn’t(go(away.
It’s normal to feel sad, numb, or angry
following a loss. But as time passes, these
emotions should become less intense as
you accept the loss and start to move
forward. If you aren’t feeling better over
time, or your grief is getting worse, it may
be a sign that your grief has developed
into a more serious problem, such as
complicated grief or major depression.

Complicated(grief.
The sadness of losing someone you love
never goes away completely, but it
shouldn’t remain center stage. If the pain
of the loss is so constant and severe that
it keeps you from resuming your life, you
may be suffering from a condition known as complicated grief. Complicated grief is like
being stuck in an intense state of mourning. You may have trouble accepting the death
long after it has occurred or be so preoccupied with the person who died that it disrupts
your daily routine and undermines your other relationships.
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Symptoms of complicated grief include:
▪

Intense longing and yearning
for the deceased

▪

Searching for the person in
familiar places

▪

Intrusive thoughts or images
of your loved one

▪

Avoiding things that remind
you of your loved one

▪

Denial of the death or sense of
disbelief

▪

Extreme anger or bitterness
over the loss

▪

Imagining that your loved one
is alive

▪

Feeling that life is empty or
meaningless

The(diﬀerence(between(grief(and(depression.
Distinguishing between grief and clinical depression isn’t always easy as they share many
symptoms, but there are ways to tell the difference. Remember, grief can be a roller
coaster. It involves a wide variety of emotions and a mix of good and bad days. Even when
you’re in the middle of the grieving process, you will have moments of pleasure or
happiness. With depression, on the other hand, the feelings of emptiness and despair are
constant.
Other symptoms that suggest depression, not just grief:
▪

Intense, pervasive sense of
guilt

▪

Slow speech and body
movements

▪

Thoughts of suicide or a
preoccupation with dying

▪

Inability to function at work,
home, and/or school

▪

Feelings of hopelessness or
worthlessness

▪

Seeing or hearing things that
aren’t there

Can(an_depressants(help(grief?
As a general rule, normal grief does not warrant the use of antidepressants. While
medication may relieve some of the symptoms of grief, it cannot treat the cause, which is
the loss itself. Furthermore, by numbing the pain that must be worked through eventually,
antidepressants delay the mourning process.

When(to(seek(professional(help(for(grief.
If you recognize any of the above symptoms of complicated grief or clinical depression,
talk to a mental health professional right away. Left untreated, complicated grief and
depression can lead to significant emotional damage, life-threatening health problems, and
even suicide. But treatment can help you get better.
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Contact a grief counselor or professional therapist if you:
▪

Feel like life isn’t worth living.

▪

Wish you had died with your loved one.

▪

Blame yourself for the loss or for failing to prevent it.

▪

Feel numb and disconnected from others for more than a few weeks.

▪

Are having difficulty trusting others since your loss.

▪

Are unable to perform your normal daily activities.

Coping with a Breakup or Divorce24
Moving+on+A4er+a+Rela7onship+Ends

It’s never easy when a marriage or significant relationship ends. Whatever the reason for
the split — and whether you wanted it or not — the breakup of a relationship can turn your
whole world upside down and trigger all sorts of painful and unsettling feelings. But there
are plenty of things you can do to get through this difficult time and move on. You can even
learn from the experience and grow into a stronger, wiser person.

Healing(aper(a(divorce(or(breakup.
Why do breakups hurt so much, even
when the relationship is no longer
good? A divorce or breakup is painful
because it represents the loss, not just
of the relationship, but also of shared
dreams and commitments. Romantic
relationships begin on a high note of
excitement and hope for the future.
When these relationships fail, we
experience profound disappointment,
stress, and grief.
A breakup or divorce launches us into
uncharted territory.
Everything is disrupted: your routine and responsibilities, your home, your relationships
with extended family and friends, and even your identity. A breakup brings uncertainty
about the future. What will life be like without your partner? Will you find someone else?
Will you end up alone? These unknowns often seem worse than an unhappy relationship.
Recovering from a breakup or divorce is difficult. However, it’s important to know (and to
keep reminding yourself) that you can and will move on. But healing takes time, so be
patient with yourself.

24&Taken&from&hZp://www.helpguide.org/&
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Coping(with(separa_on25(and(divorce:
▪

Recognize that it’s OK to have different feelings. It’s normal to feel sad, angry,
exhausted, frustrated, and confused — and these feelings can be intense. You also
may feel anxious about the future. Accept that reactions like these will lessen over
time. Even if the marriage was unhealthy, venturing into the unknown is frightening.

▪

Give yourself a break. Give yourself permission to feel and to function at a less
than optimal level for a period of time. You may not be able to be quite as
productive on the job or care for others in exactly the way you’re accustomed to for
a little while. No one is superman or superwoman; take time to heal, regroup, and
re-energize.

▪

Don’t go through this alone. Sharing your feelings with friends and family can
help you get through this period. Consider joining a support group where you can
talk to others in similar situations. Isolating yourself can raise your stress levels,
reduce your concentration, and get in the way of your work, relationships, and
overall health. Don’t be afraid to get outside help if you need it.

Allow(yourself(to(grieve(the(loss(of(the(rela_onship.
Grief is a natural reaction to loss, and the breakup or divorce of a love relationship involves
multiple losses:
▪

Loss of companionship and shared experiences (which may or may not have been
consistently pleasurable).

▪

Loss of support, be it financial, intellectual, social, or emotional.

▪

Loss of hopes, plans, and dreams (can be even more painful than practical losses).

Allowing yourself to feel the pain of these losses may be scary. You may fear that your
emotions will be too intense to bear, or that you’ll be stuck in a dark place forever. Just
remember that grieving is essential to the healing process. The pain of grief is precisely
what helps you let go of the old relationship and move on. And no matter how strong your
grief, it won’t last forever.

Tips(for(grieving(aper(a(breakup(or(divorce:
▪

Don’t fight your feelings — It’s normal to have lots of ups and downs, and feel
many conflicting emotions, including anger, resentment, sadness, relief, fear, and
confusion. It’s important to identify and acknowledge these feelings. While these
emotions will often be painful, trying to suppress or ignore them will only prolong the
grieving process.

▪

Talk about how you’re feeling — Even if it is difficult for you to talk about your
feelings with other people, it is very important to find a way to do so when you are
grieving. Knowing that others are aware of your feelings will make you feel less
alone with your pain and will help you heal. Journaling can also be a helpful outlet
for your feelings.

25&Source:&Mental!Health!America
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▪

Remember that moving on is the end goal — Expressing your feelings will
liberate you in a way, but it is important not to dwell on the negative feelings or to
over-analyze the situation. Getting stuck in hurtful feelings like blame, anger, and
resentment will rob you of valuable energy and prevent you from healing and
moving forward.

▪

Remind yourself that you still have a future — When you commit to another
person, you create many hopes and dreams. It’s hard to let these dreams go. As
you grieve the loss of the future you once envisioned, be encouraged by the fact
that new hopes and dreams will eventually replace your old ones.

▪

Know the difference between a normal reaction to a breakup and depression
— Grief can be paralyzing after a breakup, but after a while, the sadness begins to
lift. Day by day, and little by little, you start moving on. However, if you don’t feel any
forward momentum, you may be suffering from depression.

Reach(out(to(others(for(support(through(the(grieving(process.
Support from others is critical to healing after a breakup or divorce. You might feel like
being alone, but isolating yourself will only make this time more difficult. Don’t try to get
through this on your own.
Reach out to trusted friends and family members. People who have been through painful
breakups or divorces can be especially helpful. They know what it is like and they can
assure you that there is hope for healing and new relationships.
▪

Spend time with people who support,
value, and energize you. As you consider
who to reach out to, choose wisely. Surround
yourself with people who are positive and
who truly listen to you. It’s important that you
feel free to be honest about what you’re
going through, without worrying about being
judged, criticized, or told what to do.

▪

Get outside help if you need it. If reaching
out to others doesn’t come naturally,
consider seeing a counselor or joining a
support group. The most important thing is
that you have at least one place where you
feel comfortable opening up.

▪

Cultivate new friendships. If you feel like you have lost your social network along
with the divorce or breakup, make an effort to meet new people. Join a networking
group or special interest club, take a class, get involved in community activities, or
volunteer at a school, place of worship, or other community organization.

A divorce is a highly stressful, life-changing event. When you’re going through the
emotional wringer and dealing with major life changes, it’s more important than ever to
take care of yourself. The strain and upset of a major breakup can leave you
psychologically and physically vulnerable.
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Treat yourself like you’re getting over the flu. Get plenty of rest, minimize other sources of
stress in your life, and reduce your workload if possible.
Learning to take care of yourself can be one of the most valuable lessons you learn
following a divorce or breakup. As you feel the emotions of your loss and begin learning
from your experience, you can resolve to take better care of yourself and make positive
choices going forward.

Selfscare(_ps:
▪

Make time each day to nurture yourself. Help yourself heal by scheduling daily
time for activities you find calming and soothing. Go for a walk in nature, listen to
music, enjoy a hot bath, get a massage, read a favorite book, take a yoga class, or
savor a warm cup of tea.

▪

Pay attention to what you need in any given moment and speak up to express
your needs. Honor what you believe to be right and best for you even though it may
be different from what your ex or others want. Say "no" without guilt or angst as a
way of honoring what is right for you.

▪

Stick to a routine. A divorce or relationship breakup can disrupt almost every area
of your life, amplifying feelings of stress, uncertainty, and chaos. Getting back to a
regular routine can provide a comforting sense of structure and normalcy.

▪

Take a time out. Try not to make any major decisions in the first few months after a
separation or divorce, like starting a new job or moving to a new city. If you can,
wait until you’re feeling less emotional so that you can make better decisions.

▪

Avoid using alcohol, drugs, or food to cope. When you’re in the middle of a
breakup, you may be tempted to do anything to relieve your feelings of pain and
loneliness. But using alcohol, drugs, or food as an escape is unhealthy and
destructive in the long run. It’s essential to find healthier ways of coping with painful
feelings.

▪

Explore new interests. A divorce or breakup is a beginning as well as an end. Take
the opportunity to explore new interests and activities. Pursuing fun, new activities
gives you a chance to enjoy life in the here-and-now, rather than dwelling on the
past.

Making(healthy(choices:(Eat(well,(sleep(well,(and(exercise.
When you’re going through the stress of a divorce or breakup, healthy habits easily fall by
the wayside. You might find yourself not eating at all or overeating your favorite junk foods.
Exercise might be harder to fit in because of the added pressures at home and sleep might
be elusive. But all of the work you are doing to move forward in a positive way will be
pointless if you don’t make long-term healthy lifestyle choices.

Learning(important(lessons(from(a(divorce(or(breakup.
In times of emotional crisis, there is an opportunity to grow and learn. Just because you
are feeling emptiness in your life right now, doesn’t mean that nothing is happening or that
things will never change.
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Consider this period a time-out, a time for sowing the seeds for new growth. You can
emerge from this experience knowing yourself better and feeling stronger.
In order to fully accept a breakup and move on, you need to understand what happened
and acknowledging the part you played. It’s important to understand how the choices you
made affected the relationship. Learning from your mistakes is the key to not repeating
them.

Some(ques_ons(to(ask(yourself:
▪

Step back and look at the big picture. How did you contribute to the problems of the
relationship?

▪

Do you tend to repeat the same mistakes or choose the wrong person in
relationship after relationship?

▪

Think about how you react stress and deal with conflict and insecurities. Could you
act in a more constructive way?

▪

Consider whether or not you accept other people the way they are, not the way they
could or “should” be.

▪

Examine your negative feelings as a starting point for change. Are you in control of
your feelings, or are they in control of you?
You’ll need to be honest with yourself
during this part of the healing process. Try
not to dwell on who is to blame or beat
yourself up over your mistakes. As you look
back on the relationship, you have an
opportunity to learn more about yourself,
how you relate to others, and the problems
you need to work on. If you are able to
objectively examine your own choices and
behavior, including the reasons why you
chose your former partner, you’ll be able to
see where you went wrong and make
better choices next time.

Children and Divorce26

Helping+Kids+Cope+with+Separa7on+and+Divorce
For children, divorce can be stressful, sad, and confusing. At any age, kids may feel
uncertain or angry at the prospect of mom and dad splitting up. As a parent, you can make
the process and its effects less painful for your children. Helping your kids cope with
divorce means providing stability in your home and attending to your children's needs with
a reassuring, positive attitude. It won't be a seamless process, but these tips can help your
children cope.

26&Taken&from&hZp://www.helpguide.org/&
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A(parent’s(guide(to(suppor_ng(your(child(through(a(divorce.
As a parent, it’s normal to feel uncertain about how to give your children the right support
through your divorce or separation. It may be uncharted territory, but you can successfully
navigate this unsettling time — and help your kids emerge from it feeling loved, confident,
and strong.
There are many ways you can help your kids adjust to separation or divorce. Your
patience, reassurance, and listening ear can minimize tension as children learn to cope
with new circumstances. By providing routines kids can rely on, you remind children they
can count on you for stability, structure, and care. And if you can maintain a working
relationship with your ex, you can help kids avoid the stress that comes with watching
parents in conflict. Such a transitional time can’t be without some measure of hardship, but
you can powerfully reduce your children’s pain by making their well-being your top priority.

What I need from my mom and dad 27 — a child’s list of wants.
▪

I need both of you to stay involved in my life. Please write letters, make phone calls,
and ask me lots of questions. When you don’t stay involved, I feel like I’m not
important and that you don’t really love me.

▪

Please stop fighting and work hard to get along with each other. Try to agree on
matters related to me. When you fight about me, I think that I did something wrong
and I feel guilty.

▪

I want to love you both and enjoy the time that I spend with each of you. Please
support me and the time that I spend with each of you. If you act jealous or upset, I
feel like I need to take sides and love one parent more than the other.

▪

Please communicate directly with my other parent so that I don’t have to send
messages back and forth.

▪

When talking about my other parent, please say only nice things, or don’t say
anything at all. When you say mean, unkind things about my other parent, I feel like
you are expecting me to take your side.

▪

Please remember that I want both of you to be a part of my life. I count on my mom
and dad to raise me, to teach me what is important, and to help me when I have
problems.

Helping(children(cope(with(divorce(...(what(to(tell(your(kids.
When it comes to telling your kids about your divorce, many parents freeze up. Make the
conversation a little easier on both yourself and your children by preparing significantly
before you sit down to talk. If you can anticipate tough questions, deal with your own
anxieties ahead of time, and plan carefully what you’ll be telling them, you will be better
equipped to help your children handle the news.

27&Source:&University!of!Missouri
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What to say and how to say it.
Difficult as it may be to do, try to strike an empathetic tone and address the most important
points right up front. Give your children the benefit of an honest — but kid-friendly —
explanation.
▪

Tell the truth. Your kids are entitled to know
why you are getting a divorce, but longwinded reasons may only confuse them.
Pick something simple and honest, like “We
can’t get along anymore.” You may need to
remind your children that while sometimes
parents and kids don't always get along,
parents and kids don't stop loving each
other or get divorced from each other.

▪

Say “I love you.” However simple it may
sound, letting your children know that your
love for them hasn’t changed is a powerful
message. Tell them you’ll still be caring for
them in every way, from fixing their
breakfast to helping with homework.

▪

Address changes. Preempt your kids’ questions about changes in their lives by
acknowledging that some things will be different now, and other things won’t. Let
them know that together you can deal with each detail as you go.

Avoid blaming.
It’s vital to be honest with your kids, but without being critical of your spouse. This can be
especially difficult when there have been hurtful events, such as infidelity, but with a little
diplomacy, you can avoid playing the blame game.
▪

Present a united front. As much as you can, try to agree in advance on an
explanation for your separation or divorce — and stick to it.

▪

Plan your conversations. Make plans to talk with your children before any
changes in the living arrangements occur. And plan to talk when your spouse is
present, if possible.

▪

Show restraint. Be respectful of your spouse when giving the reasons for the
separation.

How much information to give.
Especially at the beginning of your separation or divorce, you’ll need to pick and choose
how much to tell your children. Think carefully about how certain information will affect
them.
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▪

Be age-aware. In general, younger children need less detail and will do better with
a simple explanation, while older kids may need more information.

▪

Share logistical information. Do tell kids about changes in their living
arrangements, school, or activities, but don’t overwhelm them with the details.

▪

Keep it real. No matter how much or how little you decide to tell your kids,
remember that the information should be truthful above all else.

Helping(children(cope(with(divorce(...(listen(and(reassure.
Support your children by helping them express emotions, and commit to truly listening to
these feelings without getting defensive. Your next job is reassurance — assuaging fears,
straightening misunderstandings, and showing your unconditional love. The bottom line:
kids need to know that your divorce isn’t their fault.

Help kids express feelings.
For kids, divorce can feel like loss: the loss of a parent, the loss of the life they know. You
can help your children grieve and adjust to new circumstances by supporting their feelings.
▪

Listen. Encourage your child to share their feelings and really listen to them. They
may be feeling sadness, loss or frustration about things you may not have
expected.

▪

Help them find words for their feelings. It’s normal for children to have difficulty
expressing their feelings. You can help them by noticing their moods and
encouraging them to talk.

▪

Let them be honest. Children might be reluctant to share their true feelings for fear
of hurting you. Let them know that whatever they say is okay. If they aren’t able to
share their honest feelings, they will have a harder time working through them.

▪

Acknowledge their feelings. You may not be able to fix their problems or change
their sadness to happiness, but it is important for you to acknowledge their feelings
rather than dismissing them. You can also inspire trust by showing that you
understand.

Clearing up misunderstandings.
Many kids believe that they had something to do with the divorce, recalling times they
argued with their parents, received poor grades, or got in trouble. You can help your kids
let go of this misconception.
▪

Set the record straight. Repeat why you decided to get a divorce. Sometimes
hearing the real reason for your decision can help.

▪

Be patient. Kids may seem to “get it” one day and be unsure the next. Treat your
child’s confusion or misunderstandings with patience.

▪

Reassure. As often as you need to, remind your children that both parents will
continue to love them and that they are not responsible for the divorce.
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Give reassurance and love.
Children have a remarkable ability to heal when given the support and love they need.
Your words, actions, and ability to remain consistent are all important tools to reassure
your children of your unchanging love.
▪

Both parents will be there. Let your kids know that even though the physical
circumstances of the family unit will change, they can continue to have healthy,
loving relationships with both of their parents.

▪

It’ll be okay. Tell kids that things won’t always be easy, but that they will work out.
Knowing it’ll be all right can provide incentive for your kids to give a new situation a
chance.

▪

Closeness. Physical closeness—in the form of hugs, pats on the shoulder, or
simple proximity — has a powerful way of reassuring your child of your love.

▪

Be honest. When kids raise concerns or anxieties, respond truthfully. If you don’t
know the answer, say gently that you aren’t sure right now, but you’ll find out and it
will be okay.

Helping(children(cope(with(divorce(...(provide(stability(and(structure.
While it’s good for kids to learn to be
flexible, adjusting to many new things at
once can be very difficult. Help your kids
adjust to change by providing as much
stability and structure as possible in their
daily lives.
Remember that establishing structure and
continuity doesn’t mean that you need rigid
schedules or that mom and dad’s routines
need to be exactly the same. But creating
some regular routines at each household
and consistently communicating to your
children what to expect will provide your
kids with a sense of calm and stability.

The comfort of routines.
The benefit of schedules and organization for younger children is widely recognized, but
many people don’t realize that older children appreciate routine, as well. Kids feel safer
and more secure when they know what to expect next. Knowing that, even when they
switch homes, dinnertime is followed by a bath and then homework, for example, can set a
child’s mind at ease.
Maintaining routine also means continuing to observe rules, rewards, and discipline with
your children. Resist the temptation to spoil kids during a divorce by not enforcing limits or
allowing them to break rules.
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The first safety instruction for an airplane emergency is to put the oxygen mask on yourself
before you put it on your child. The take-home message: take care of yourself so that you
can be there for your kids.

Your(own(recovery.
If you are able to be calm and emotionally present, your kids will feel more at ease. The
following are steps you can take toward improving your own well-being and outlook:
▪

Exercise often and eat a healthy diet. Exercise relieves the pent-up stress and
frustration that are commonplace with divorce. And although cooking for one can be
difficult, eating healthfully will make you feel better, inside and out — so skip the fast
food.

▪

See friends often. It may be tempting to hole up and not see friends and family
who will inevitably ask about the divorce — but the reality is that you need the
distraction. Ask friends to avoid the topic; they’ll understand.

▪

Keep a journal. Writing down your feelings, thoughts, and moods can help you
release tension, sadness, and anger. As time passes, you can look back on just
how far you’ve come.

You’ll need support.
At the very least, divorce is complicated and stressful — and can be devastating without
support.
▪

Lean on friends. Talk to friends or a support group about your bitterness, anger,
frustration — whatever the feeling may be — so you don’t take it out on your kids.

▪

Never vent negative feelings to your child. Whatever you do, do not use your
child to talk it out like you would with a friend.

▪

Keep laughing. Try to inject humor and play into your life and the lives of your
children as much as you can; it can relieve stress and give you all a break from
sadness and anger.

▪

See a therapist. If you are feeling intense anger, fear, grief, shame, or guilt, find a
professional to help you work through those feelings.

Helping(children(cope(with(divorce(...(work(with(your(ex.
Conflict between parents — separated or not — can be very damaging for kids. It’s crucial
to avoid putting your children in the middle of your fights, or making them feel like they
have to choose between you.

Rules of thumb.
Remember that your goal is to avoid lasting stress and pain for your children. The
following tips can save them a lot of heartache.
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▪

Take it somewhere else. Never argue in front of your children, whether it’s in
person or over the phone. Ask your ex to talk another time, or drop the conversation
altogether.

▪

Use tact. Refrain from talking with your children about details of their other parent’s
behavior. It’s the oldest rule in the book: if you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t
say anything at all.

▪

Be nice. Be polite in your interactions with your ex-spouse. This not only sets a
good example for your kids but can also cause your ex to be gracious in response.

▪

Look on the bright side. Choose to focus on the strengths of all family members.
Encourage children to do the same.

▪

Work on it. Make it a priority to develop an amicable relationship with your exspouse as soon as possible. Watching you be friendly can reassure children and
teach problem-solving skills as well.

The big picture.
If you find yourself, time after time, locked in battle with your ex over the details of
parenting, try to step back and remember the bigger purpose at hand.
▪

Relationship with both parents. What’s
best for your kids in the long run? Having
a good relationship with both of their
parents throughout their lives.

▪

The long view. If you can keep longterm goals — your children’s physical
and mental health, your independence
— in mind, you may be able to avoid
disagreements about daily details. Think
ahead in order to stay calm.

▪

Everyone’s well-being. The happiness
of your children, yourself, and, yes,
even your ex, should be the broad
brushstrokes in the big picture of your
new lives after divorce.

Helping(children(cope(with(divorce(...(know(when(to(seek(help.
Some children go through divorce with relatively few problems, while others have a very
difficult time. It’s normal for kids to feel a range of difficult emotions, but time, love, and
reassurance should help them to heal. If your kids remain overwhelmed, though, you may
need to seek professional help.

Normal reactions to separation and divorce.
Although strong feelings can be tough on kids, the following reactions can be considered
normal for children.
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▪

Anger. Your kids may express their anger, rage, and resentment with you and your
spouse for destroying their sense of normalcy.

▪

Anxiety. It’s natural for children to feel anxious when faced with big changes in their
lives.

▪

Mild depression. Sadness about the family’s new situation is normal, and sadness
coupled with a sense of hopelessness and helplessness is likely to become a mild
form of depression.

It will take some time for your kids to work through their issues about the separation or
divorce, but you should see gradual improvement over time.

Red(ﬂags(for(more(serious(problems.
If things get worse rather than better after several months, it may be a sign that your child
is stuck in depression, anxiety, or anger and could use some additional support. Watch for
these warning signs of divorce-related depression or anxiety:
▪ Sleep problems

▪ Self-injury, cutting, or eating disorders

▪ Poor concentration

▪ Frequent angry or violent outbursts

▪ Trouble at school

▪ Withdrawal from loved ones

▪ Drug or alcohol abuse

▪ Refusal of loved activities

Discuss these or other divorce-related warning-signs with your child’s doctor, teachers, or
consult a child therapist for guidance on coping with specific problems.

Guide to Step-Parenting and Blended Families 28
How+to+Bond+with+Stepchildren+and+Deal+with+Stepfamily+Issues

When families "blend" to create stepfamilies, things rarely progress smoothly. Some
children may resist changes, while parents can become frustrated when the new family
doesn't function like their previous family. While changes to family structure require
adjustment time for everyone involved, these guidelines can help blended families work
out their growing pains and live together successfully.

Planning(a(blended(family.
You and your partner have decided to make a life together and form a new, blended family
that includes children from one or both of your previous relationships. Congratulations.
What lies ahead can be both a rewarding and a challenging experience. It can take a long
time for a blended family to begin to feel comfortable and function well together.

28&Taken&from&hZp://www.helpguide.org/&
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While you as parents are likely to approach
remarriage and a new blended family with
great joy and expectation, your kids or your
new spouse’s kids may not be nearly as
excited. They’ll likely feel uncertain about
the upcoming changes and how they will
affect relationships with their natural
parents. They’ll also be worried about living
with new stepsiblings, whom they may not
know well, or worse, ones they may not
even like. To give yourself the best chance
of success, it’s important to start planning
how a blended family will function before
the marriage even takes place.

Laying(the(founda_ons(for(a(blended(family.
Having survived a painful divorce or separation and then managed to find a new loving
relationship, the temptation can often be to rush into remarriage and a blended family
without first laying solid foundations. By taking your time, you give everyone a chance to
get used to each other, and used to the idea of marriage.
▪

Too many changes at once can unsettle children. Blended families have the
highest success rate if the couple waits two years or more after a divorce to
remarry, instead of piling one drastic family change onto another.

▪

Don't expect to fall in love with your partner’s children overnight. Get to know
them. Love and affection take time to develop.

▪

Find ways to experience “real life” together. Taking both sets of kids to a theme
park every time you get together is a lot of fun, but it isn’t reflective of everyday life.
Try to get the kids used to your partner and his or her children in daily life situations.

▪

Make parenting changes before you marry. Agree with your new partner how you
intend to parent together, and then make any necessary adjustments to your
parenting styles before you remarry. It’ll make for a smoother transition and your
kids won’t become angry at your new spouse for initiating changes.

▪

Don’t allow ultimatums. Your kids or new partner may put you in a situation where
you feel you have to choose between them. Remind them that you want both sets
of people in your life.

▪

Insist on respect. You can’t insist people like each other but you can insist that
they treat one another with respect.

▪

Limit your expectations. You may give a lot of time, energy, love, and affection to
your new partner’s kids that will not be returned immediately. Think of it as making
small investments that may one day yield a lot of interest.

Given the right support, kids should gradually adjust to the prospect of marriage and being
part of a new family. It is your job to communicate openly, meet their needs for security,
and give them plenty of time to make a successful transition.
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What makes a successful blended family?29
Trying to make a blended family a replica of your first family, or the ideal nuclear family,
can often set family members up for confusion, frustration, and disappointment. Instead,
embrace the differences and consider the basic elements that make a successful blended
family:
▪

Solid marriage. Without the marriage, there is no family. It's harder to take care of
the marriage in a blended family because you don't have couple time like most first
marriages do. You'll have to grow and mature into the marriage while parenting.

▪

Being civil. If family members can be civil with one another on a regular basis
rather than ignoring, purposely trying to hurt, or completely withdrawing from each
other, you're on track.

▪

All relationships are respectful. This is not just referring to the kids' behavior
toward the adults. Respect should be given not just based on age, but based on the
fact that you are all family members now.

▪

Compassion for everyone’s development. Members of your blended family may
be at various life stages and have different needs (teens versus toddlers, for
example). They may also be at different stages in accepting this new family. Family
members need to understand and honor those differences.

▪

Room for growth. After a few years of being blended, hopefully the family will grow
and members will choose to spend more time together and feel closer to one
another.

Bonding(with(your(new(blended(family.
Early in the formation of a blended family, you as a step-parent may want to focus on
developing positive relationships with your stepchildren. You will increase the chances of
success by thinking about what the children need. Age, gender, and personality are not
irrelevant, but all children have some basic needs and wants that should be met as a
precursor to a great relationship.
Children want to feel:
▪

Safe and secure. Children want to be able to count on parents and step-parents.
Children of divorce have already felt the upset of having people they trust let them
down, and may not be eager to give second chances to a new step-parent.

▪

Loved. Kids like to see and feel your affection, although it should be a gradual
process.

▪

Seen and valued. Kids often feel unimportant or invisible when it comes to decision
making in the new blended family. Recognize their role in the family when you make
decisions.

▪

Heard and emotionally connected. Creating an honest and open environment
free of judgment will help kids feel heard and emotionally connected to a new stepparent. Show them that you can view the situation from their perspective.

29&Adapted&from:&RemarriageSuccess.com
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▪

Appreciated and encouraged. Children of all ages respond to praise and
encouragement and like to feel appreciated for their contributions.

▪

Limits and boundaries. Children may not think they need limits, but a lack of
boundaries sends a signal that the child is unworthy of the parents’ time, care, and
attention. As a new step-parent, you shouldn’t step in as the enforcer at first, but
work with your spouse to set limits.

Let(the(child(set(the(pace.
Every child is different and will show you how slow or fast to go as you get to know them.
Some kids may be more open and willing to engage. Shy, introverted children may require
you to slow down and give them more time to warm up to you. Given enough time,
patience, and interest, most children will eventually give you a chance.

Dealing(with(the(death(of(a(parent.
When a parent has died, the remarriage of the remaining parent may trigger unfinished
grieving in children. Give them space and time to grieve.

How(children(adjust(to(blended(families.
Kids of different ages and genders will adjust differently to a blended family. The physical
and emotional needs of a 2 year old girl are different than those of a 13 year old boy, but
don’t mistake differences in development and age for differences in fundamental needs.
Just because a teenager may take a long time accepting your love and affection doesn’t
mean that he doesn’t want it. You will need to adjust your approach with different age
levels and genders, but your goal of establishing a trusting relationship is the same.

Young(children(
under(10

Adolescents(
aged(10s14

▪

May adjust more easily because they thrive on
cohesive family relationships.

▪

Are more accepting of a new adult.

▪

Feel competitive for their parent’s attention.

▪

Have more daily needs to be met.

▪

May have the most difficult time adjusting to a
stepfamily.

▪

Need more time to bond before accepting a new
person as a disciplinarian.

▪

May not demonstrate their feelings openly, but
may be as sensitive, or more sensitive, than
young children when it comes to needing love,
support, discipline and attention.
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Teenagers(15(
or(older

▪

May have less involvement in stepfamily life.

▪

Prefer to separate from the family as they form
they own identities.

▪

Also may not be open in their expression of
affection or sensitivity, but still want to feel
important, loved and secure.

Gender(Diﬀerences(—(general(tendencies:(
▪

Both boys and girls in stepfamilies tend to prefer verbal affection, such as praises or
compliments, rather than physical closeness, like hugs and kisses.

▪

Girls tend to be uncomfortable with physical displays of affection from their
stepfather.

▪

Boys seem to accept a stepfather more quickly than girls.

Alachment(rela_onships(and(blended(families.
Anyone with an insecure attachment history
may have problems establishing close, loving
bonds with new members of a blended family.
Fortunately, an insecurely attached child (or
adult) can learn to trust others, and bond with
people who treat him with consistent affection,
attention, and respect. See the Related Articles
section to learn more.

Dealing with differences in blended famili es.
As you merge two families, differences in
parenting, discipline, lifestyle, etc. may
become more pronounced and can become a
source of frustration for the children. Make it a
priority to have some unity when it comes to household living, including things like rules,
chores, discipline, and allowance. Agreeing on some consistent guidelines and strategies
will show the kids that you and your spouse intend to deal with issues in a similar way.
This should diminish some feelings of unfairness.
Recognizing the ways that stepfamilies are different can help you understand and accept
some of the problems you’re likely to face in your new family structure, and can be an
important first step in achieving a healthy blended family.
Some common differences in blended families:
▪

Age differences. In blended families, there may be children with birthdays closer to
one another than possible with natural siblings, or the new step-parent may be only
a few years older than the eldest child.
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▪

Parental inexperience. One step-parent may have never been a parent before,
and therefore may have no experience of the different stages children go through.

▪

Changes in family relationships. If both parents remarry partners with existing
families, it can mean children suddenly find themselves with different roles in two
blended families. For example, one child may be the eldest in one stepfamily but
the youngest in the other. Blending families may also mean one child loses his or
her uniqueness as the only boy or girl in the family.

▪

Difficulty in accepting a new parent. If children have spent a long time in a oneparent family, or if children still nurture hopes of reconciling their parents, it may be
difficult for them to accept a new person.

▪

Coping with demands of others. In blended families planning family events can
get complicated, especially when there are custody considerations to take into
account. Children may grow frustrated that vacations, parties, or weekend trips now
require complicated arrangements to include their new stepsiblings.

▪

Changes in family traditions. Most families have very different ideas about how
annual events such as holidays, birthdays, and family vacations should be spent.
Kids may feel resentful if they’re forced to go along with someone else’s routine. Try
to find some common ground or create new traditions for your blended family.

▪

Parental insecurities. A step-parent may be anxious about how he or she
compares to a child’s natural parent, or may grow resentful if the stepchildren
compare them unfavorably to the natural parent.

Strengthening(a(blended(family.
One challenge to creating a cohesive blended family is establishing trust. The children
may feel uncertain about their new family and resist your efforts to get to know them.
Learn not to take their lack of enthusiasm (and other negative attitudes) personally. It isn’t
that they don’t want you to be happy; they just don’t know what it will be like to share their
parent with a new spouse, let alone his or her kids. These feelings are normal.

Create clear, safe boundaries in blended famili es.
An important part of building trust in a family has to do with discipline. Couples should
discuss the role each step-parent will play in raising their respective children, as well as
changes in household rules.
The following tips can help make this difficult transition a bit smoother:
▪

Establish the step-parent as more of a friend or counselor rather than a
disciplinarian.

▪

Let the biological parent remain primarily responsible for discipline until the stepparent has developed solid bonds with the kids.

▪

Create a list of family rules. Discuss the rules with the children and post them in a
prominent place. Try to understand what the rules and boundaries are for the kids in
their other residence, and, if possible, be consistent.
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Keep ALL parents involved.
Children will adjust better to the blended family if they have access to both biological
parents. It is important if all parents are involved and work toward a parenting partnership.
▪

Let the kids know that you and your ex-spouse will continue to love them and be
there for them throughout their lives.

▪

Tell the kids that your new spouse will not be a ‘replacement’ mom or dad, but
another person to love and support them.

Communicate( open( and( openly( in(
blended(families(...(learn(about(obstacles(
to(communica_on.
The way a blended family communicates
says a lot about the level of trust between
family members. When communication is
clear, open, and frequent, there are fewer
opportunities for misunderstanding and
more possibilities for connection, whether it
is between parent and child, step-parent
and stepchild, or between stepsiblings.
Uncertainty and worry about family issues
often comes from poor communication. It
might be helpful to set up some ‘house
rules’ for communication within a blended
family, such as:
▪

Listen respectfully to one another.

▪

Address conflict positively.

▪

Establish an open and nonjudgmental atmosphere.

▪

Do things together — games, sports, activities.

▪

Show affection to one another comfortably.

Use(rou_nes(and(rituals(to(bond(blended(families.
Creating family routines and rituals helps unite family members. Decide on meaningful
family rituals and plan to incorporate at least one into your blended family. They might
include Sunday visits to the beach, a weekly game night, or special ways to celebrate a
family birthday. Establishing regular family meals, for example, offers a great chance for
you to talk and bond with your children and stepchildren as well as encourage healthy
eating habits.
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Tips30 for a healthy blended family.
▪

All brothers and sisters “fall out”, so don’t assume all family arguments are the
result of living in a blended family.

▪

Beware of favoritism. Be fair. Don’t overcompensate by favoring your stepchildren.
This is a common mistake, made with best intentions, in an attempt to avoid
indulging your biological children.

▪

Communicate, communicate, communicate. Be sure to discuss everything.
Never keep emotions bottled up or hold grudges.

▪

Make special arrangements. If some of the kids “just visit,” make sure they have a
locked cupboard for their personal things. Bringing toothbrushes and other
“standard fare” each time they come to your home makes them feel like a visitor,
not a member of the blended family.

▪

Find support. Locate a step-parenting support organization in your community. You
can learn how other blended families address some of the challenges of blended
families.

▪

Spend time every day with your child. Try to spend at least one “quiet time”
period with your child (or children) daily. Even in the best of blended families,
children still need to enjoy some “alone time” with each parent.

Maintaining(marriage(quality(in(blended(families.
Newly remarried couples without children usually use their first months together to build on
their relationship. Couples with children, on the other hand, are often more consumed with
their own kids than with each other.
You will no doubt focus a lot of energy on your children and their adjustment, but you also
need to focus on building a strong marital bond. This will ultimately benefit everyone,
including the children. If the children see love, respect, and open communication between
you and your spouse, they will feel more secure and may even learn to model those
qualities.
▪

Set aside time as a couple by making regular dates or meeting for lunch or coffee
during school time.

▪

Present a unified parenting approach to the children — arguing or disagreeing in
front of them may encourage them to try to come between you.

When(to(seek(help(for(your(blended(family.
If, despite all of your best efforts, your new spouse and/or children are not getting along,
find a way to protect and nurture the children despite the difficult environment. Hopefully, if
the kids see and feel your emotional support, they will do their best with the situation.

30&Source:&I!do!!Take!Two
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It might be time to seek outside help from a therapist if:
▪

A child directs anger upon a particular family member or openly resents a stepparent or parent.

▪

A step-parent or parent openly favors one child over another.

▪

Members of the family derive no pleasure from usually enjoyable activities such as
school, working, playing, or being with friends and family.
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Major Journal Blasts New Code Book for
Making Grief a Psychiatric Illness31
Story at-a-glance:
•

Grief is a highly individual experience, but for most people it takes two to six months
to “run its course” — and sometimes much longer, all of which is normal and to be
expected after a significant loss.

•

An article in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) strongly criticizes the
move, and explains that the new definition will label healthy people with a mental
condition.

•

By making grief a certifiable mental illness, it then becomes treatable by drugs,
putting millions of people at risk of receiving unnecessary prescription for mindaltering psychotropic drugs.

•

The American Psychiatric Association (APA) is now considering characterizing
bereavement as a depressive disorder, which would encourage clinicians to
diagnose people with major depression if their grief-related symptoms last longer
than two weeks.

After the death of a loved one, do you think you'd feel (or if you've lost a loved one already,
did you feel) back to your old self again in just two weeks? For nearly everyone, the
answer is a resounding no. Grief is a highly individual experience, but for most people it
takes two to six months to "run its course" — and sometimes much longer, all of which is
normal and to be expected in the face of a significant loss.
Outrageously, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) is now considering
characterizing bereavement as a depressive disorder, which would encourage clinicians to
diagnose people with major depression if their grief-related symptoms last longer than two
weeks!
By making grief a certifiable mental illness, it then becomes treatable by drugs and billable
through insurance companies―and morphs into a "disorder" that is likely something that
will stigmatize your health records for the rest of your life.

NEJM Says Grief Should be "Normalized" Not "Medicalized"
The APA's proposed classification, which is intended for inclusion in the association's
upcoming new diagnostic manual, DSM-5, will characterize bereavement as a major
depressive disorder after only two weeks of grieving. According to DSM-4, mild depressive
symptoms, such as sadness, insomnia and crying, in a person who has recently lost a
loved one are considered grief-related, and the guidelines clearly distinguish between
normal grief and the more persistent symptoms of major depression.

31&Ar+cle&taken&from&hZp://www.mercola.com/
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Writing in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM), Richard Friedman, M.D., explains
that the new version of the manual will label healthy people with a mental condition and
make them prime candidates for unnecessary prescriptions of mind-altering
antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs.
" … the American Psychiatric Association is considering making a significant
change to the definition of depression in the upcoming 5th edition of the
DSM, which would specifically characterize bereavement as a depressive
disorder. In removing the so-called bereavement exclusion, the DSM-5 would
encourage clinicians to diagnose major depression in persons with normal
bereavement after only 2 weeks of mild depressive symptoms. Unfortunately,
the effect of this proposed change would be to medicalize normal grief and
erroneously label healthy people with a psychiatric diagnosis.
And it will no doubt be a boon to the pharmaceutical industry, because it will
encourage unnecessary treatment with antidepressants and antipsychotics,
both of which are increasingly used to treat depression and anxiety."
He notes that close to 2.5 million Americans die each year, and the number of those
experiencing grief as a result is far higher. This is the market the pharmaceutical industry
stands to gain, thanks to the APA's flagrant disregard for common sense. As if to help
make things "right," the APA announced on May 9, 2012 that they would add a footnote
"indicating that sadness with some mild depressive symptoms in the face of loss should
not necessarily be viewed as major depression" — but noted that the bereavement
exclusion would still be removed from the new DSM-5.

Poof ... Another "Disease" Created Out of Thin Air
The APA should be more aptly named the American Psychopharmacological Association,
because they heavily rely on and promote drugs as the solution to most all mental illness.
Worse yet, they work in tandem with the drug industry, "creating" more and more
"psychiatric diseases," which are appearing in the literature all the time:
•

Do you shop too much? You might have Compulsive Shopping Disorder.

•

Do you have a difficult time with multiplication? You could be suffering from
Dyscalculia.

•

Spending too much time surfing the Web? It might be Internet Addiction Disorder.

•

Spending too much time at the gym? You'd better see someone for your Bigorexia
or Muscle Dysmorphia.

•

And my favorite—are your terrified by the number 13? You could have
Triskaidekaphobia!

Each of these new "diseases" gets added to the next edition of the DSM if enough people
show up with those traits. And increasingly, the criteria for inclusion involves whether or not
the disorder responds to a category of drugs. If it does, the phenomenon is dubbed a
disease.
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Of the 297 mental disorders described in the DSM, none can be objectively measured by
empirical tests. In other words, they're completely subjective. Mental illness symptoms
within this manual are arbitrarily assigned by a subjective voting system by a psychiatric
panel. So, they're essentially making up diseases to fit the drugs—not the other way
around.
It's almost impossible to see a psychiatrist today without being diagnosed with a mental
disorder because so many behavior variations are described as pathology. And you have
very high chance — approaching 100% — of emerging from your psychiatrist's office with
a prescription in hand. Writing a prescription is, of course, much faster than engaging in
behavioral or lifestyle strategies, but it's also a far more lucrative approach for the
conventional model. Additionally, most practitioners have yet to accept the far more
effective energetic psychological approaches. The branding of various forms of normal
human emotions as "mental illness" has been a Big Pharma cash cow for years. According
to marketing professional Vince Parry in a 2003 commentary called "The Art of Branding a
Condition":
"Watching the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
balloon in size over the decades to its current phonebook dimensions would
have us believe that the world is a more unstable place today than ever."…
Not surprisingly, many of these newly coined conditions were brought to light
through direct funding by pharmaceutical companies, in research, in
publicity or both."
And if that's not damning enough, a former chief of the American Psychiatric Association
admitted that some of the "mistakes" the APA made in its diagnostic manual have had
"terrible consequences," which have mislabeled millions of children and adults, and
facilitated epidemics of mental illness that don't exist.

The Despicable Way Big Pharma
Successfully Drugs Up Your Kids
Disease manufacturing doesn't just impact adults … it also targets your kids. A new book
— Born with a Junk Food Deficiency: How Flaks, Quacks, and Hacks Pimp the Public
Health — exposes the secrets drug companies use to sell their wares may have you
seething once you know what Big Pharma does to influence the drugging of the most
vulnerable human beings of all―your children. According to AlterNet, the once modest
specialty of child psychiatry has become a hot market for a pharmacology industry that
services a mire of "disorders."v
From schizophrenia to just being irritable (and a dozen behaviors in-between) there's a pill
for every pediatric patient alive. And it's all because good marketing has made children the
new money bomb. How can that be? Easy, says former pharmaceutical rep Gen Olsen in
the featured article.
"Children are forced by school personnel to take their drugs, they are forced
by their parents to take their drugs, and they are forced by their doctors to
take their drugs.
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So, children are the ideal patient-type because they represent refilled
prescription compliance and 'longevity'. In other words, they will be lifelong
patients and repeat customers for Pharma."
The featured article continued:
"Few, indeed, are kids who start out diagnosed and treated for ADHD, bipolar
disorder, and other "psychopathologies" who end up on no drugs,
psychologically fine, and ready to run for class president. Even if they
outgrow their original diagnoses—a big "if" with a mental health history that
follows them—the side effects from years of psychoactive drugs and their
physical health on mental, social, and emotional development take their toll.
Even children on allergy and asthma drugs, which are promoted for kids as
young as age one, are now known to develop psychiatric side effects
according to emerging research.
Kids who start out with psychiatric diagnoses are not only lifers—they are
expensive lifers usually shuttled into government programs that will pay for
psychiatric drug "cocktails" that can approach $2,000 a month."
The industry has no doubt been helped by federal and state laws that mandate universal
mental health screening for all children from birth to ages 18 or 22, such as those in
Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Illinois. That means that, technically, kids can be
diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder as early as a few days old and drugged, even if their
parents don't agree.

The Vitamin D Connection
It's a shame many psychiatrists appear to be too busy writing prescriptions to keep abreast
of the latest research, such as an incredibly revealing study recently published in BMC
Psychiatry."vi Vitamin D deficiency is very common in teenagers with severe mental
illness, which isn't surprising since vitamin D is crucial for proper brain development and
functioning. The new study found that teenagers with low vitamin D levels were nearly four
times as likely to be psychotic!
Research published in 2010 also found that teenage residents at a mental health clinic
were likely to have low vitamin D levels, and most of them were dangerously low at that —
female teens averaged vitamin D levels of around 20 ng/ml while males had average
vitamin D level of around 10 ng/ml." Any child (or adult, for that matter) who is
experiencing emotional or mental symptoms should have their vitamin D levels tested and
optimized as a standard of care — but this is often overlooked by most health care
practitioners (including psychiatrists). This could potentially alleviate the problem, as
researchers noted "considerable psychiatric improvement that coincided with vitamin D
treatment in some of the patients whose deficiency was treated."
You can learn some practical guidelines on how to use natural sun exposure to optimize
your vitamin D levels in the video below.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS9acVgQjZY&feature=player_embedded
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How Grief Can Break Your Heart32
Story at-a-glance:
•

Losing a significant person in your life raises your risk of having a heart attack the
next day by 21 times, and in the following week by 6 times, new research shows.

•

The abrupt increase in risk of cardiovascular events like heart attack following
extreme stress may be related to the flood of stress hormones your body is
exposed to.

•

Stress cardiomyopathy, aka “broken heart syndrome,” which causes many of the
same symptoms as a heart attack, is also known to occur shortly following extreme
emotional stress.

•

If you’re currently grieving or going through any type of emotional stress, it’s
important to take steps to support positive mental health, not only for your mind but
also for your body.

Dying from a broken heart may seem more like a scene from a Shakespearean drama
than reality, but extreme grief really can "break" your heart. In the days after losing
someone close to you, your risk of suffering from a heart attack goes through the roof —
increasing by up to 21 times!

If You Lose a Loved One,
You're at Serious Risk of Having a Heart Attack
It's well known that psychological stress exacts a great physical toll on your health, but
new research reveals just how extreme that toll can be. In comparing how grief affects
your heart disease risk within a period of time, researchers found that losing a significant
person in your life raises your risk of having a heart attack the next day by 21 times, and in
the following week by 6 times.
The risk of heart attacks began to decline after about a month had passed, perhaps as
levels of stress hormones begin to level out. The study did not get into the causes of the
abrupt increase in risk of cardiovascular events like heart attack, but it's likely related to
the flood of stress hormones your body is exposed to following extreme stress.
For instance, adrenaline increases your blood pressure and your heart rate, and it's been
suggested it may lead to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to your heart, or even
bind directly to heart cells allowing large amounts of calcium to enter and render the cells
temporarily unable to function properly.
Interestingly, while your risk of heart attack increases following severe stress, so does your
risk of what's known as stress cardiomyopathy — or "broken heart syndrome" — which is
basically a "temporary" heart attack that occurs due to stress.

32&Ar+cle&taken&from&hZp://www.mercola.com/
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Did Penn State Football Coach
Joe Paterno Die from a "Broken Heart"?
Joe Paterno, the beloved former head football coach at Penn State University, died just 74
days after he was fired from his position in the wake of a sex abuse scandal. It was last
November that child sex allegations were brought up against Jerry Sandusky, Paterno's
assistant at Penn State, and many blamed Paterno for not doing more to protect the boys.
Paterno had been quoted as saying the incident was "one of the great sorrows in my life,"
and noted he was "absolutely devastated" by the allegations against Sandusky. This
undoubtedly placed great stress on Paterno, and in combination with also losing his
position at Penn State, may very well have contributed to his demise.
While it's officially said that Paterno died from complications from lung cancer, stress, grief
and a broken heart would be hard to rule out as contributing factors.

Broken Heart Syndrome Often Mimics a Heart Attack
The symptoms of stress cardiomyopathy or broken heart syndrome are very similar to
those of a typical heart attack — chest pain, shortness of breath, low blood pressure and
even congestive heart failure can occur. There are some important differences, however.
In broken heart syndrome, the symptoms occur shortly after an extremely stressful event,
such as a death in the family, serious financial loss, extreme anger, domestic abuse, a
serious medical diagnosis, or a car accident or other trauma. This stress and the
subsequent release of stress hormones are thought to "stun" or "shock" the heart, leading
to sudden heart muscle weakness.
This condition can be life-threatening and requires immediate medical attention, however it
is often a temporary condition that leaves no permanent damage. In most cases a typical
heart attack occurs due to blockages in the coronary arteries that stop blood flow and
cause heart cells to die, leading to irreversible damage. But people with broken heart
syndrome often have normal arteries without significant blockages. The symptoms occur
due to the emotional stress, so when the stress begins to die down, the heart is able to
recover.

Stress Impacts Far More than Your Heart ...
The fact is, you can't separate your health from your emotions. Every feeling you have
affects some part of your body. And stress can wreak havoc even if you're doing
everything else "right."
Extreme, sudden stress like the examples noted above can obviously have nearimmediate impacts on your health, but so can lingering everyday stressors that we all
juggle, particularly when they're not dealt with over time. This causes your body to remain
in "fight or flight" mode for far too long — much longer than was ever intended from a
biological standpoint.
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One of the most common consequences of this scenario is that your adrenal glands, faced
with excessive stress and burden, become overworked and fatigued. This can lead to a
number of related health conditions, including fatigue, autoimmune disorders, skin
problems and more. Stress has also been linked to cancer by acting as a pathway
between cancerous mutations, potentially triggering the growth of tumors. In fact, stress,
and by proxy your emotional health, is a leading factor in virtually any disease or illness
you can think of.

Are There Any Proven Ways to Deal With Grief?
Getting back to the original study, the grief experienced following the loss of a loved one is
easily one of the most devastating experiences a person can face. So what can you do to
get through it?
Generally speaking, the emotional intensity of feelings of grief will recede over time, but
the grieving process itself will be unique to you. You might feel denial and anger, but you
might not. You might feel depressed or a yearning for your loved one, or you might not. It's
important to open your mind to the notion that whatever you feel during your grieving
process is OK, and likely exactly what you need.
While grief can feel insurmountable and become understandably all-consuming, take
comfort in the fact that virtually everyone is able to move past the dark feelings. Typically
within six months, you'll begin to see a light at the end of the tunnel.
During the grieving process, be gentle with yourself and take steps to support positive
mental health33. Also, please remember that both your mind and mood are significantly
affected by your diet, so don't dismiss that part. While it may not be a miracle cure in and
of itself, it can be extremely difficult to achieve sound mental health without the proper
foundation of a sound diet and exercise plan.
Sound sleep is another critical issue. You can have the best diet and exercise program
possible but if you aren't sleeping well your mental health can suffer and it is difficult to
make healing progress. You can find 33 tips to help improve your sleep habits here.
Remember, left untended, emotional trauma like losing a loved one can lead to serious
health problems down the road — anything from heart attacks to depression and cancer is
possible.
If you've been dealing with debilitating feelings of grief that last for a year or more,
professional help, including counseling 34, may be warranted.

33&Please&note,&we&do&not&agree&with,&nor&do&we&recommend&any&type&of&medita+on,&yoga,&

and/or&New9Age&type&therapies.&We&do&recommend&much&PRAYER,&led&by&the&Holy&Spirit&
and&grounded&in&the&Truth&of&GOD's&Word,&the&Bible.
34&We&would&encourage&those&working&through&grief&to&work&with&a&mature/trained&

counsellor&and/or&mentor,&either&someone&from&their&local&congrega+on/community,&or&
one&of&the&Kanaan9team&counsellors,&as&listed&on&the&website.
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As an aside, many of these same tips, particularly my nutrition plan for proper diet along
with regular exercise and attention to reducing emotional stress will drastically lower your
heart disease and heart attack risk from any cause, so it's wise to implement them into
your lifestyle whether you're experiencing grief or not.
One final tip ... low levels of vitamin D in your blood have long been correlated with higher
risk of heart disease and heart attacks, as well as problems with emotional health, such as
depression. So I recommend you optimize your vitamin D levels for the sake of both your
heart health and your emotional health.
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Prayer for GRIEF and LOSS
When facing the loss of loved ones, prayer is sometimes the only thing that holds any type
of comfort. Sometimes we ourselves loose someone close to us, and at other times we
just need to pray for someone else's loss.
Emotions like anger, disappointment, and sadness can easily move us away from GOD. It
is easy for those dealing with grief to fall into so much anger they walk away from the
LORD.
Blaming GOD for bad things can go well beyond emotions associated with loss into a
permanent distancing from our faith.
While grief may always remain with us to some degree, prayers can help us move past the
deep sense of anger and sadness into acceptance and living.
Prayer always helps us grow with GOD, and when we are grieving or watching others
grieve, prayers for grief and loss can be immensely helpful.
Sometimes it is the only thing we can do for someone. Here are some prayers you can
use:

A(Prayer(for(Personal(Loss
FATHER, thank You for being my Rock and my Strength. I don't know why this happened. I
know You have a plan for each of us. But right now I'm hurting, and that hurt runs deep.
FATHER, I know that You are a comfort for me, and I pray that You continue to be by my
side through this time. It feels right now like this hurt will never go away. It feels right now
like I'll never come out of this pain.
Everyone keeps saying that time will ease what I'm going through. I feel angry. I feel hurt. I
feel alone. I don't know if time will help me, but I know You will. I cannot imagine going
through this without You holding me up.
Sometimes, FATHER, it's just hard to look at tomorrow, and I just don't know how I will get
through the day without my loved one in my life. FATHER, I just ask for You to be here for
me.
I pray for You to give me strength to take another step. I need You to help me cope with
the loneliness and to move forward in my life. Please, FATHER, help make each day a
little easier. Continue to provide me with hope for tomorrow. I know I will never stop
missing my loved one, but I hope that You are holding them closely.
Thank You, FATHER for always being here for me ... in Your Name,

AMEN!
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A(Prayer(for(the(Loss(of(Others
FATHER, I come to You now for my friend. I come to You to ask that You provide them
strength and comfort in this time of deep need. Their hurt and grief run so deep. I feel so
much pain for them, but I can only imagine how hard this time must be for them. I pray that
You help them maintain their faith in You during this difficult time.
I know You can be our greatest Shoulder, but I also ask that You remain their biggest
Provider. It is a time when daily life can be so burdensome.
Please provide patience from others as they work through their grief. Surround them with
understanding so that they can work through all the emotions this loss brought up.
In this time when so many things get lost — bills need to be paid, homework needs to be
done, etc. … allow those around them to help keep regular life on track.
And FATHER, allow me to be a comfort to my friend. Help me be what they need during
this time.
Provide me with the comforting words, the kindness in my heart, the patience to allow the
grief to take its course. Let me be part of Your Light and comfort during this time.
I pray these things in Your Holy Name,

AMEN!
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A word35 of ENCOURAGEMENT!
The Hebrew word TRUST:
"Trust in the LORD with all your heart ... know Him in all your ways" (Proverbs
3:5-6).
The Hebrew word for trust is "bittachon" ()בִּטָחוֹן, from a root word ( )בָּטָחthat means "to
lean upon," to feel safe and secure.
"Bittachon" describes emotional acceptance of the goodness of the LORD. Some of the
teachers have said that while emunah ()אֱמוּנָה, or "faith", represents a state of
understanding ( )בִּינָהthat GOD is intimately involved in all the events of the universe,
bittachon means personally trusting that the LORD is present in every situation for your
good. Rabbi Bechaya put the distinction this way:
"Everyone who trusts has faith, but not everyone with faith trusts."
Bittachon is an intuitive awareness of the Personal Love of GOD for your life, coupled
with complete trust that He cares for you (Romans 8:28). It is an expectation that the Love
of GOD is "I-AM-always-with-you," too.

The Greek word ANXIETY:
Where it is written, "cast all your anxiety on Him because He cares for you" (1 Peter
5:7), the word translated "anxiety" (µέριµνα) comes from a Greek verb (µερίζω) that
means to be fragmented or divided into parts and pieces. We bring our brokenness to
GOD — including even those distractions that tear us away from Him and that tend to
make us inwardly fragmented — in order to receive GOD's Healing Care for us.
Therefore choose to regard your brokenness as an invitation to come before GOD for
healing. Never let it keep you from coming to the LORD for help! We are not to be ignorant
of satan and his devices ... despite our many sins, frailties, and even our own inner
ambivalence, we know that GOD Alone makes us whole and He is the True Lover of our
souls.
The Spirit always cries out for you come ... it is my prayer and hope that each of us will
draw near to GOD for life.
May the LORD GOD heal you, body and soul ... may He ease your pain, increase
your strength, and release you from all your fears. May blessing, love, joy, and true
shalom surround you and fill you in the Love of Y'shua (Jesus) our Savior.

AMEN!
35&Taken&from&the&Facebook&page&of&hZp://www.hebrew4chris+ans.com/&
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Additional Resources
Please be sure to work through all the books in the “Journey2Wholeness” series:
•

J2W1 Breaking The Curse Of Illegitimacy And Shame

•

J2W2 Emotional Pain And Building Healthy Relationships

•

J2W3 Emotional Pain And Restoring Relationships

As well as our foundational series, “Journey2Freedom”:
•

J2F1 Man’s Purpose And The Gifts Of The Spirit

•

J2F2 Generational Blessings

•

J2F3 Blessings And Curses Over Motherhood

•

J2F4 Water/Spirit Baptism

•

J2F5 Spying Out The Land

•

J2F6 Dealing With The Giants

•

J2F7 Uprooting Generational Heart-Attitudes And Roots

•

J2F8 Childhood Pain, The Brain, And Arrested Development ... How Do We HEAL
And Come To MATURITY?

•

J2F9 Mother-Bonds, Deception, And The False Prophetic
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In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very important to
restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this calling seriously, and to
begin BLESSING their families according to the Commandment of the LORD that the
priests bless with the following blessing ...

Priestly Blessing
Numbers 6:24-27

“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha.
May YHVH bless you and keep you.
Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour.
Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace.
Numbers 6:27 “In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Isra’el, so that I will
Bless them.”

